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Abstract: Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) is part of the palette of solutions to water shortage,
water security, water quality decline, falling water tables, and endangered groundwater-dependent
ecosystems. It can be the most economic, most benign, most resilient, and most socially acceptable
solution, but frequently has not been implemented due to lack of awareness, inadequate knowledge
of aquifers, immature perception of risk, and incomplete policies for integrated water management,
including linking MAR with demand management. MAR can achieve much towards solving the
myriad local water problems that have collectively been termed “the global water crisis”. This special
issue strives to elucidate the effectiveness, benefits, constraints, limitations, and applicability of
MAR, together with its scientific advances, to a wide variety of situations that have global relevance.
This special issue was initiated by the International Association of Hydrogeologists Commission on
Managing Aquifer Recharge to capture and extend from selected papers at the 10th International
Symposium on Managed Aquifer Recharge (ISMAR10) held in Madrid, Spain, 20–24 May 2019.

Keywords: groundwater recharge; water quality; water banking; managed aquifer recharge;
water crisis

1. Introduction

The papers in this special issue explain how managed aquifer recharge (MAR) addresses water
resilience challenges across the globe. A key water management objective is increasing the security of
water supplies in droughts and emergencies. Another is improving water quality so that sources of
water are able to supply drinking water or buffer against water quality decline due to ingress of saline
or polluted waters. MAR is also used for ecological restoration of wetlands and stream habitats that
have been impacted by surface water and groundwater extraction. Well-conceived and executed MAR
projects therefore offer water managers the opportunity to realize water resilience benefits.

This collection of papers goes beyond enumerating these benefits in various climatic, geological
and social settings. It also addresses the supportive measures to enhance the ability of MAR to
proceed sustainably and effectively to achieve these benefits. Identifying suitable sites for MAR is
one fundamental prerequisite. In recent years, a systematic way of doing this has been by overlaying
layers of relevant variables within a geographic information system and taking combinations of these
with predetermined weights and criteria for likelihood of success (multi-criteria decision analysis).
Examples and a synthesis of this approach are presented in this special issue. In addition to aquifer
suitability mapping, there is also a need to know where sources of water are available for recharge
and where there are existing or projected demands for recovered water. The composite is known as
opportunity assessment and examples are given. Time series modelling of water availability is also

Water 2020, 12, 1846; doi:10.3390/w12071846 www.mdpi.com/journal/water1
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used in one paper to determine when recharge is possible and when recovery is needed to help with
integrating MAR into a national water supply system.

Creating awareness of MAR, especially where it is an underutilised tool in water management, is
an important step to increase its effective deployment and impacts. Hence, overviews of MAR practices
at the national and continental scales help develop understanding of the relevant conditions where
MAR has proven effective. Awareness of the policies and guidelines relating to MAR at the national
and state scales, at which water is commonly managed, also helps water regulators determine the
regulations warranted for effective implementation of MAR. Examples are presented where policies
have had positive and unintended negative impacts on the usefulness of MAR.

Concerns by operators over chronic operational issues, such as clogging, must be addressed to
avoid MAR projects becoming unsustainable and therefore not producing the water resilience intended
over time. The largest cause of failure of MAR systems is that methods to manage clogging have been
insufficient at some sites. Two papers focus on clogging—one in infiltration basins and one in injection
wells. They show how well-constructed investigations and research can provide necessary information
for the long-term successful operation of projects where recycled water is recharged.

Finally, the future of MAR is enhanced through innovation in MAR methods and monitoring.
Several papers reveal highly innovative MAR methods. One paper describes a variety of ways to
harness surface water irrigation canals to recharge aquifers where irrigation can draw from canals and
aquifers. Another paper initiates an exploration of a method to simplify monitoring of microbiota in
aquifers used for bank filtration, which has implications for pathogen removal.

Table 1 maps each paper to water resilience themes and the discussion of this introductory
paper. The thematic categories include water security improvement, water quality improvement and
environmental protection and restoration. Following these are some cross-lapping supportive themes
referenced above: mapping of suitable MAR sites and identifying opportunities; continental-scale
and national overviews of MAR practices and policies; operational issues including management of
clogging; and innovation in MAR methods and monitoring. Table 1 shows the papers in order of
mention. It highlights the section of this introductory paper where each paper is featured and also
includes information on the type of source of water used; type of target aquifer involved; type of
recharge method; end use of recovered water, and represented geographic area.

2
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2. Synopsis of Contents of This Special Issue

2.1. Water Security Improvement

Most papers reported on water supply security improvements, with three of the papers providing
an assessment of benefits. The broadest range of benefits is reported for a diversity of MAR projects
in Spain. Fernández et al. [1] explains how additional storage enables adaptation to climate change
by buffering water availability during reduced rainfall and extended droughts. For these cases,
the additional storage has been quantified. In Los Arenales aquifer, Santiuste Basin, this is sufficient
to supply farmers for three years with no rainfall. Another benefit is the quantified reduced energy
demand for the pumping of groundwater, which itself is a step to reduce carbon emissions and mitigate
climate change. Furthermore, the aquifer acts as a reticulation system to deliver water without pumping
to farmers wells. The integration of treated wastewater in several projects enhanced groundwater
recharge and its reliability and further increased storage.

In monsoonal North India, imbalance between supply and demand is an annual and interannual
problem. MAR has been proposed by Alam et al. [2] as a possible solution to both. They conducted the
first systematic, multi-year assessment of the performance of pilot-scale MAR designed to harness
village ponds to replenish alluvial aquifers in an intensively groundwater-irrigated, flood-prone area
of the Indo-Gangetic Plain. In Ramganga Basin, adjacent to an irrigation canal, an unused village pond
in clay soil was equipped with 10 recharge wells, and volumes and levels were measured over each wet
season for three years. Recharge averaged 44,000 m3 year−1 at a rate of 580 m3 day−1 (221 mm day−1)
during up to 3 months each year, enough to irrigate 8–18 ha dry season crop. This was up to 9 times
the recharge without wells. Significant reductions in recharge rates occurred during each wet season
due to clogging of the annular sand filters surrounding recharge wells and due to hydraulic connection
with the aquifer. Authors conclude that the pilot has a beneficial impact on water security for village
supplies but would need widespread replication to have an observable impact on flooding.

Another multi-year pilot-scale trial, also in India but using gravel filters to filter field runoff before
recharging farmers open dug wells in hard-rock terrain in Rajasthan, was undertaken by Soni et al. [3].
A total of 11 wells were recharged between 1 and 3 years, and depth to water level was monitored
weekly for 5 years for all recharge wells and for two control wells near each. In this case, volumes of
water recharged were too small to produce sufficient additional crop to justify the cost of recharge
infrastructure. This is unlike check dams on streams in the same catchment that have a benefit to cost
ratio greater than 4. Water sampling suggested lowered salinity and fluoride in recharged wells but
increased turbidity and Escherichia coli. An unexpected finding of this study was that no sampled open
dug well met drinking water standards. Hence, wellhead water quality protection measures, including
parapet walls and covers and prevention of direct recharge, were recommended for wells used for
drinking water supplies. Testing of larger-scale field infiltration pits is now planned.

2.2. Water Quality Improvement

Improving the quality of drinking water supplies through bank filtration was the focus of three
papers. Kruć et al. [4] studied the fate of 25 pharmaceuticals in the Warta River at a bank filtration site in
Poland. Thirteen compounds were detected in bank filtrate and removal increased with distance from
the stream. Some chemicals were completely removed at distances less than 38 m, while a few known
persistent chemicals were still present but at greatly reduced concentrations for wells up to 250 m
from the river. At the most distant well, only carbamazepine and sulfamethoxazole were detected.
Average removal of most parameters was 70–80% even at less than 100 m distance from the river,
demonstrating the additional value of bank filtration in the drinking water treatment train.

Masse-Dufresne et al. [5] studied the quality of water at a bank filtration site near Montreal,
Canada, where two lakes contributed to the supply, and the mixing ratios were dynamic depending on
relative lake levels and the pumping regime for wells. Salinity contrasts between lakes and seasonal
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differences in iron and manganese concentrations allowed an understanding of how to modify pumping
to improve the quality of water pumped.

In the same area of south east Canada that contains many streams and lakes and a huge number
of municipal water supply wells, Patenaude et al. [6] posed the question “which of these are in fact
induced river bank filtration wells that may require greater protection from potential surface water
pollution?” They used a GIS with multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) to categorise the likelihood
of wells inducing infiltration from surface water. Minimum distance of wells from lakes or streams
and type of aquifer were the variables selected for categorising wells. It was found that almost one
million people are supplied from wells within 500 m of either streams or lakes. The method is seen by
authors as a starting point for a risk-based analysis that takes account of water quality, environmental
tracers and contaminants in source waters.

Water quality improvement is also an objective of soil aquifer treatment systems that intermittently
infiltrate recycled water. Valhondo et al. [7] tested the use of several types of organic-rich reactive layers
placed at the bottom of infiltration basins to enhance water quality improvement during soil passage.
Field tests were performed at two sites in Spain. Results showed that the reactive layers in most cases
enhanced the removal of the selected organic chemicals analysed (pharmaceuticals and personal care
products). Candidate mechanisms for removal were proposed but not evaluated, so further research is
needed to discuss persistence and resilience. The reactive layer did not increase the removal of E.coli
(a bacterial pathogen indicator) beyond the 2–4 log10 removals observed in controls.

An aquifer affected by seawater intrusion in Barcelona (Spain) has been preserved by a hydraulic
barrier created by MAR, in a study by Fernández et al. [1], which demonstrated improved water quality
by mitigating and preventing further water quality deterioration.

2.3. Environmental Protection and Restoration

In a novel case study in the Snake River catchment of Idaho, USA, Van Kirk et al. [8] used
a groundwater model and stream and aquifer water temperature data to assess potential benefits of
MAR to protect a trout fishery. Winter and spring MAR operations 8 km from the river supplement
recharge incidental to irrigation and were calculated to increase streamflow in 2019 by 4–7% during the
driest and warmest time of year by increasing cool groundwater discharge, rather than by reducing
stream losses. This lowered the stream temperature from approximately 19 ◦C, where trout are under
heat stress, to give cool refuges adjacent to springs at 14 ◦C, which is optimal for trout. This habitat
improvement is an additional benefit of MAR that also supports agricultural irrigation. Well-developed
water rights and water transaction systems in Idaho and other western states enable MAR. However,
the authors note that there remain legal and administrative hurdles to using MAR for cold-water
fisheries conservation in Idaho, where conservation groups so far are unable to engage directly in
water transactions.

In Spain, wetland restoration has also been achieved through MAR in Castilla y León to restore
water levels and maintain a geochemical equilibrium vital for bacteria, vegetation and refuge for
aquatic birds (Fernández et al. [1]). Since 1995, a deep recharge well in a karstic aquifer capable of
accepting 1000 L/s has been used in Lliria (Valencia) for flood mitigation while also enhancing irrigation
water security [1]. In Neila, Burgos, Spain, 15–40% of flow in streams is directed via constructed
channels into contour bunds in forested areas to enhance diffuse source recharge while also increasing
forest production [1].

2.4. Mapping of Suitable MAR Sites and Identifying Opportunities

A number of papers made use of geographic information systems (GIS) with multi-criteria decision
analysis (MCDA) to identify suitable locations for MAR operations. Sallwey et al. [9] undertook a review
of such studies and out of this developed two open-source web-based tools, a query tool and a tool to
help standardise weight assignment and criteria. These will help users to make mapping of MAR site
suitability more structured and assist in collaboration among multiple partners. Site suitability focuses
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on the presence of an aquifer capable of storage and recovery of water, as well as information on the
unsaturated zone characteristics to indicate viability of infiltration type methods. Data availability and
quality are important in the mapping process and the tools still depend on the assessor’s expertise in
choosing relevant datasets for each specific study.

Although not discussed in any of the GIS-MCDA papers, modern remote sensing methods,
particularly those that are satellite-based provide a dense raster of data relevant to site selection.
Spatial correlation ranges can be determined using geostatistics to suggest more robust predictors
than possible from sparse point-scale measurements, such as aquifer parameters from pumping tests,
although these are valuable to help ground-truth predicted aquifer suitability. It is hoped that in
future, greater effort will be put into parameter selection for parsimonious and robust mapping of
MAR suitability, and into validation of predictions.

MAR site suitability mapping is a foundational layer in assessing MAR opportunity, where the
proximity of such aquifers to sources of water such as streams, dams and water recycling plants
is also considered. One example is the Island of Gottland, Sweden, where Dahlqvist et al. [10]
determined the role for MAR to contribute to future water supplies. They found that 7.5% of the area
of Gotland was suitable for MAR compared with 3.3% suitable for surface water supplies through
new dams. Although lacking detailed site-specific studies, which they recommend, they claim MAR
to be a viable option. They estimated that the unit cost of MAR was four times that of expansion of
conventional groundwater supplies where this was possible. However, MAR was comparable in unit
cost and yield of expanded surface water supplies and approximately one-quarter of the unit cost of
seawater desalination.

Knapton et al. [11] studied MAR options using a partially calibrated groundwater model for the
Darwin rural area of northern Australia. The unconfined aquifer is characterised as a lateritic aquifer
that refills each wet season and was previously presumed unsuitable for MAR. However, in specific
areas, some wet season storage capacity remains, with potential for up to 1.2 Mm3/year recharge.
A confined part of this aquifer was identified to have up to 5 Mm3 storage opportunity for water
banking for Darwin’s water security if a 20 m head increase is acceptable in the aquifer.

Maréchal et al. [12] aim to advance GIS-MCDA mapping approaches by adding an economic
evaluation for siting a MAR facility anywhere on an aquifer. They assess the levelised unit cost of
recharge from an infiltration basin, including capital and operating costs, implementing a GIS-tool in
order to build maps of levelised costs at the aquifer scale. The method was tested in simplified form,
with assumptions declared and dependent sensitivity analysis, for an alluvial aquifer in Southern
France. Authors propose that this approach be integrated into a broader analysis of soil and aquifer
parameters that would influence costs and refine the consequent maps.

GIS-MCDA was also used to map zones suitable for different types of innovative recharge
operations on the North China Plain (as mentioned later by Liu et al. [20]).

A different type of opportunity assessment is not based on mapping, but instead uses time series
analysis of water supply and demand to determine the need for MAR and the extent to which it can
contribute to security of national water supplies. Such an analysis is performed by Lindhe et al. [13]
for the north–south water carrier in Botswana. This combines large shallow dams that only irregularly
fill, well fields that have small and reliable supplies but only low rates of natural replenishment,
and possible future MAR systems of different capabilities. The water supply security model uses
monthly time steps over 23 years to relate supply with demand and simulate the magnitude and
probability of water supply shortages. Implementing large-scale MAR can be shown to improve the
supply reliability from 88% to 95%. The model reveals system properties that constrain the effectiveness
of MAR and suggest how to further improve its benefits for an integrated system.

2.5. Continental-Scale and National Overviews of MAR Practices and Policies

Awareness of existing, relevant MAR practices alerts water managers to the possibilities and is
reassuring to those contemplating undertaking a MAR project. This special issue contains a summary
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of MAR practice in the African continent and at the national level in Brazil and Mexico for both
practice and policies. These cover a wealth of experience that is, to date, underreported in international
literature. A decade of experience in Australia with MAR guidelines for health and environment
protection is also reported. These accounts each have unique and highly advanced elements that will
be of interest not only to these geographic areas but also globally.

Ebrahim et al. [14] review and synthesize MAR experience in Africa from 52 reported cases in
9 countries, dating back to the 1960s and covering all main types of MAR. Cases were classified under
13 characteristics including objective of the MAR, hydrogeology and climate. It was found that MAR
occurred most commonly in areas of high interannual variability in water availability. The most
common objective for projects is to secure and augment water supply and balance variability in supply
and demand, in both urban and rural areas. Results revealed a wide diversity of applications including
reservoir releases (Morocco), surface spreading/infiltration (Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, South Africa
and Nigeria), riverbank filtration (Egypt), in-channel modifications (Kenya, Tunisia and Ethiopia)
and recharge wells (South Africa). Africa also contains several of the world’s most sophisticated
MAR projects, including aquifer injection of highly treated recycled water into crystalline rock to
secure city drinking water supplies (Windhoek in Namibia) and recycling of stormwater and treated
sewage via infiltration basins for town water supplies (Atlantis in South Africa). In total, the estimated
annual recharge volume is 158 Mm3/year or 0.4% of the continent’s annual groundwater extraction.
Advancing MAR in Africa requires fostering awareness of existing MAR projects, mapping suitability
of aquifers for MAR (as performed in South Africa) and informing account of MAR in water allocation
and water quality protection policies.

A study of national advance in the practice and governance of MAR in Brazil is reported by
Shubo et al. [15]. Community level and government-level programs have been implemented at many
sites to address dry season and drought supplies. The Barraginhas Project alone has seen construction
of more than 500,000 infiltration ponds in north east Brazil up to 2013. Another Brazilian MAR design,
Caixa Seca (or ‘dry box’) is widely used to recharge road runoff and would also have international
application. More than 90 in-channel modifications for MAR have been recorded. Urban drainage
public policies have stimulated urban aquifer recharge initiatives mostly aimed to reduce runoff
peak flows. Concerning MAR policies, Brazil has been progressive at the federal level since 2001,
when the Water Resources National Council Resolution nº 15 encouraged municipalities to adopt MAR.
By 2008, its Resolution nº 92 made prior authorization and mandatory monitoring a condition of aquifer
recharge. At the subnational level, regulations in all states mention MAR (‘artificial recharge’) and two,
Pernambuco and Ceará, give incentives and prescriptions for community- and company-established
MAR projects. The authors also note where improvements could be made in the reporting, monitoring,
and systematic appraisal of opportunities and water quality risk management aspects.

Cruz-Ayala and Megdal [16] reviewed the occurrence and legal framework for MAR in Mexico.
They found seven documented operational projects, five pilot projects and five research activities since
the 1950s involving natural waters, recycled water and stormwater. Their combined recharge restores
depleted aquifers, reduces land subsidence, increases water availability and mitigates floods. There are
also very significant opportunities to expand MAR. Regulations are discussed that involve at least three
levels of governance from national to basin and user level. There are also Mexican National Standards
(NOMs) that create a specific regulatory framework for water allocation and water quality standards
that MAR projects must fulfill. These specify the information needed to obtain a permit. Some gaps
in regulations are identified, such as on entitlements to recover recharged water, that, if addressed,
would help to motivate new MAR projects to address critical needs.

Dillon et al. [17] reviewed the consequences of the Australian MAR guidelines for health and
environment protection after 10 years of implementation. They found that, in those states where
MAR is progressing, the guidelines are welcomed as giving certainty and objectivity to approvals and
fitting broader risk management approaches to water quality. In the other states, there has been no
progress, although the need for MAR is just as great. Only minor adjustments are suggested to the
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guidelines, such as taking specific account of temperature change as a hazard in geothermal settings,
referencing advances in environmental genomics, and accounting more explicitly for cumulative
impacts of multiple MAR projects. In the entry level section of the guidelines, more explicit water
entitlement arrangements for sourcing water, recharging aquifers, recovering from aquifers and end
uses are suggested for basins where groundwater management policies need to be strengthened to be
effective in securing MAR entitlements. Its relevance for application in other countries depends on
capabilities to monitor, sample and analyse water quality. If such capabilities are scant, other forms of
guideline are more appropriate, and India’s is given as an example.

2.6. Operational Issues Including Management of Clogging

Two papers focus on operational procedures to manage clogging in MAR projects utilising
recycled water. The first of these describes changes to tilling operations in intermittent infiltration
basins (soil aquifer treatment) at the Dan Region Reclamation Project (Shafdan) near Tel Aviv, Israel
(Negev et al. [18]). After 20 years of stable operation, infiltration rates declined over a 3 year period
due to changing water quality, reduction in drying periods, and seasonal effects. Tillage changes
introduced in a replicated full-scale trial increased recharge capacity up to 95% for deep ploughing and
15% for chisel knife cultivator treatments, both with improved tractor power and depth control systems.
Measurements included infiltration rates and soil compaction depths. Minimising compaction by
allowing complete drainage before tillage is important for sustaining higher infiltration rates.

Stuyfzand and Osma [19] evaluated clogging at a pilot-scale recycled water aquifer storage and
recovery (ASR) well in a confined siliclastic aquifer near Melbourne Australia. They recorded head build
up during an injection and recovery trial, analysed water quality and purged solids, and developed
some novel tests to predict clogging by suspended particles and biofouling. These revealed that
additional water treatment would be needed and reduced rates of injection, requiring more wells to
achieve the injection volume target.

2.7. Innovation in MAR Methods and Monitoring

Two novel recharge systems called a “well–canal combination mode” and an “open
channel–underground perforated pipe–shaft–water saving irrigation system” as practiced in the
Yellow River irrigation district on the north China Plan are described by Liu et al. [20]. These are
among the described numerous types of agricultural MAR practiced since the 1970s in the North China
Plain. Adaptive measures to compensate for diversion of more Yellow River water to cities, to sustain
conjunctive use during irrigation efficiency improvement, and to prevent clogging by fine sediment
are described. Further, a GIS system using a multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) was developed to
identify zones for sustainable development of MAR projects in the Yellow River Irrigation District of
Shandong Province. Mapping revealed highest opportunities for MAR systems in the western part
of Liaocheng City irrigation area, where deeper water table and greater sand thickness gave more
storage potential.

Non-conventional methods for recharge enhancement are proposed by Narantsogt and
Mohrlok [21] to secure the depleting water supply for Ulaanbaatar, the capital city of Mongolia.
They modelled several configurations for ice storage and melting in the dry season, when groundwater
levels are low and there is no river flow in this cold semi-arid area. Combining these with recharge
releases from a dam is predicted to meet the ongoing water needs for the city.

Advances in monitoring methods are important to the efficient operation of MAR and protection
of public health and the environment. Microbially-mediated processes in porous media are important
for the removal of viruses, bacteria, and protozoa that are pathogenic to humans. Measuring bacterial
biomass concentration and enzymatic activity is an innovative way of improving understanding
of these processes. Adomat et al. [22] did this using flow cytometry and two precise enzymatic
detection methods to monitor dynamic fluctuations in bacterial biomass at three riverbank filtration
sites. They also performed online flow cytometry in an ultrafiltration pilot plant. The method showed
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promise as a rapid, easy and sensitive future alternative to traditional labour-intensive methods for
assessing the microbial quality of RBF water, but this is still an early stage of development. Findings of
bacterial regrowth on membranes reinforce the value of river bank filtration as a pretreatment for
ultrafiltration for drinking water supplies.

3. Summary

The water security improvement is, perhaps, the biggest target and advantage of MAR, understood
as an integrated water resources management (IWRM) technique. Examples from more than ten
countries demonstrate MAR as a climate change adaptation mechanism (no regret technique) towards
securing long-term groundwater availability. It also facilitates the transmission of water throughout
an aquifer to users’ wells; a reduction in pumping energy costs due to higher groundwater levels;
and, in karst areas, can assist flood mitigation by infiltrating water to the aquifer, thereby increasing
the concentration time of the storm and reducing erosion.

Another major motivation to conduct MAR is the fact that the water quality of the source
water generally improves during subsurface passage. Bank filtration for drinking water production
is discussed in several papers in this special issue. These cover aspects from studies of passive
removal of organic chemicals, modifying mixing of waters by adjusting pumping rates, and efforts
to differentiate unintentional bank filtration from other groundwater supplies for managing water
quality risk. Several studies mentioned MAR in the form of hydraulic barriers to prevent saltwater
intrusion, and one used reactive organic-rich layers placed at the bottom of intermittent infiltration
basins to accelerate degradation of constituents of recycled water.

To date, less in the spotlight are the benefits of MAR for environmental protection and restoration.
Examples herein show that MAR may increase streamflow by increased groundwater discharge
to adjacent rivers, hence decreasing water temperatures in summer to benefit a trout fishery.
Moreover, wetland restoration can be achieved by increasing water levels following MAR, as shown
for cases in Spain.

Mapping of aquifer suitability for MAR has used geographic information systems (GIS) with
multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) in several areas and web-based tools are emerging aiming
to simplify the process. Overlaying aquifer suitability maps with maps of water demand and water
sources has allowed MAR opportunity maps to be produced. A pioneering attempt to extend these to
levelised cost mapping for MAR has been included. Modelling of the historical operation of a national
water grid with and without MAR has helped to define how to integrate MAR with the existing
infrastructure for maximum benefit.

The enormous diversity of experience in MAR globally means that many different countries have
undertaken initiatives to advance aspects of MAR. Two examples are Brazil’s 500,000 Barraginhas
(infiltration ponds) and the injection of highly treated recycled water into crystalline rock in Namibia
for supplying drinking water. Countries with emerging and growing economies see real opportunities
for making precious water supplies resilient and are moving ahead to do so at a faster pace than some
countries with more established economies. A number of countries, including Mexico, Brazil and
Australia, have for some time recognised the need for MAR regulations to protect aquifers. In Australia,
regulations have assured sustainable operations and assisted uptake of MAR. There remain some
challenges. An example is in Mexico, where existing water allocation policies give no incentive for
investing in MAR to increase water supply.

Clogging, the most frequently encountered threat to successful MAR, has been addressed by
a range of methods to maintain the infiltration rates and to improve water quality. In this special
issue, field studies of infiltration basins and injection wells have been combined with innovative
measurement methods and solutions to trial or recommend strategies. These start with problem
avoidance, by improving the quality of source water, monitoring to detect and reject water with key
parameters exceeded, removing residual drilling fluids and preventing air entrainment. Then small
cycle improvements become the focus, such as improved practices with valves, metering, drying times
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and flow rates. Finally, longer-term maintenance and remedial measures such as changing the method
of purging of injection wells or tillage in infiltration basins are tested and adopted.

Innovations in MAR methods and monitoring are continuously developed and implemented, and
a number of very diverse approaches are presented herein. These include non-conventional methods
for recharge enhancement, such as melting of ice storage and underground ice dams in semi-arid
cold Mongolia, innovative MAR types for agricultural irrigation in the “open channel–underground
perforated pipe–shaft–water saving irrigation system” developed for the North China plain, and new
methods to monitor dynamic fluctuations in bacterial biomass at riverbank filtration sites applied
in Europe.

The analyses in this special issue strongly indicate that MAR innovations will continue, as will the
sharing of results, as exemplified by the following 22 papers. With increased project diversity, and
changing climate leading to tighter constraints on availability of surface water and increased needs for
recovery of stored water, MAR operations will themselves need to become increasingly resilient and
efficient. Good monitoring of demonstration projects to improve process understanding, and good site
selection, as illustrated in this special issue, will be foundational for achieving reliable MAR systems
that produce resilient water supplies.
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Abstract: In this article, the authors will support Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) as a tool to
combat Climate Change (CC) adverse impacts on the basis of real sites, indicators, and specific
cases located Spain. MAR has been used in Spain in combination with other measures of Integrated
Water Resources Management (IWRM) to mitigate and adapt to Climate Change (CC) challenges.
The main effects of CC are that the rising of the average atmospheric temperature together with
the decreasing average annual precipitation rate cause extreme weather and induce sea level rise.
These pattern results in a series of negative impacts reflected in an increase of certain events or
parameters, such as evaporation, evapotranspiration, water demand, fire risk, run-off, floods, droughts,
and saltwater intrusion; and a decrease of others such as availability of water resources, the wetland
area, and the hydro-electrical power production. Solutions include underground storage, lowering the
temperature, increasing soil humidity, reclaimed water infiltration, punctual and directed infiltration,
self-purification and naturalization, off-river storage, wetland restoration and/or establishment,
flow water distribution by gravity, power saving, eventual recharge of extreme flows, multi-annual
management and positive barrier wells against saline water intrusion. The main advantages and
disadvantages for each MAR solution have been addressed. As success must be measured, some
indicators have been designed or adopted and calculated to quantify the actual effect of these solutions
and their evolution. They have been expressed in the form of volumes, lengths, areas, percentages,
grades, euros, CO2 emissions, and years. Therefore, MAR in Spain demonstrably supports its
usefulness in battling CC adverse impacts in a broad variety of environments and circumstances.
This situation is comparable to other countries where MAR improvements have also been assessed.

Keywords: Managed Aquifer Recharge; MAR; climate change; water management; IWRM; adaptation
measures; indicators; Spain

1. Introduction

In a world of arising concern for the effects of Climate Change (CC), the search for practical
solutions to mitigate undesirable consequences implies a global change of mentality in the management
of water resources. Beyond overexploitation of water bodies, it is mandatory to build models that
take into account the current effects of CC, especially in those countries with arid or a semiarid
climate, such as the Mediterranean area, where the annual rain scarcity overlaps with punctual
extreme precipitations. These accepted phenomena are indeed heightened according to the prevailing
CC models.

The main manifestations of CC shown in this paper on which the Managed Aquifer Recharge
(MAR) techniques can incise are an increase in the average temperature, a decrease in the annual
precipitation, recurrent extreme weather and a rise in the sea level [1].
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The key problems and impacts of CC whose figures are globally rising are the evaporation rate,
water demand, fire risk, and run-off. On the other hand, decreasing figures are found, at least, in the
water supply, wetland surface and hydro-electric energy production [2].

Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) can provide with a large array of technical solutions to
mitigate those adverse CC effects by not only managing groundwater, but also showing an integrated
vision of water resources and their associated wetlands, following the EU Water Framework Directive
approach (2000/60/CE) [3]. This concept has been put into practice all over the world, facing different
CC challenges, from building extreme run-off reservoir systems to fighting sea level intrusion.
The monitoring of these devices shows a bunch of indicators of successful recharge and simultaneous
local CC mitigation effects.

Some out-of-Spain models to assess the potential impact of future climate conditions on
groundwater quantity and quality have been performed, e.g., in the Central Huai Luang Basin
of Thailand. There, four different cases were developed to study the spreading saline groundwater
and saline soils in this basin as a consequence of MAR activities, concluding that for all future
climate conditions, the depths of the groundwater water table not only will increase, but also the
salinity distribution areas will follow this trend by about 8.08% and 56.92% in the deep and shallow
groundwater systems, respectively [4].

On the Spanish Mediterranean coast—an area with severe salinization over the last 40 years due
to intensive exploitation of groundwater—piezometric levels and chloride concentrations have been
monitored. Dry periods and their associated increases in pumping caused the advance of seawater
intrusion. The sharp reduction in groundwater withdrawals over the last decade has pushed the saline
wedge backwards, although the ongoing extraction and the climate conditions mean that this retreat is
quite slow, and could be enhanced by means of MAR applications [5].

On the Southern Italian Mediterraneas coast, over four models were tested to foresee saline water
intrusion threatening fresh groundwater resources. Among all the processes taken in consideration
for the simulations, authors remarked the importance of a detailed statigraphic reconstruction and
geomorphological settings. The results of the validated model indicated the strong link between
surface water bodies (specially affected by CC impacts) and the coastal aquifer, with a slight salinization
increase for the horizon 2050 [6].

In a recent study performed by the International Association of Hydrogeologists (IAH) considering
inputs from a vast variety of countries with special focus on Brazil and South Africa, authors
claimed the excellent groundwater drought resilience and how it provided a ‘natural solution’ for
the deployment in CC adaptation, by means of ‘strategic rethinking’, conjunctive use, and quality
protection. These actions should be applied on storage availability, supply productivity, natural quality
and pollution vulnerability. They advised that though uncertainty remains over the long-term effects
of CC on groundwater recharge, a higher impact on shallow aquifers is still expected. Nevertheless,
they also remarked the necessity for more studies to be undertaken due to the current lack of definitive
data [7].

2. Materials and Methods

The main objective of this paper was to collect figures and examples that could illustrate that
MAR, as well as in combination with other techniques, could successfully contest the effects of CC by
adaptation and even mitigation strategies.

The methodological approach used below pairs the problems and solutions together. Main CC
impacts and risks were going to be matched with the available MAR techniques that could be used
to mitigate them. Effects, impacts and corresponding MAR solutions were organized in 3 different
columns in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Relationships between the main manifestations of climate change (CC) and their main problems
and impacts, and the technological solutions that can be implemented as adaptation measures.

3. Results

Results will be explained in the following pages, where some indicators will be proposed to
measure the quantitative impact on CC mitigation as related to other usual techniques.

Examples of initiatives to combat climate change have been organised into four groups, as shown
in Figure 1:

1. Examples of technological solutions to palliate rising temperatures (Section 3.1).
2. Examples of technological solutions to palliate decreasing annual precipitation rates (Section 3.2).
3. Examples of technological solutions to manage extreme phenomena (Section 3.3).
4. Examples of technological solutions to reduce the rising of the sea level and saline water intrusion

(Section 3.4).

Spanish examples are located for every group (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Map of Spain containing the Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) sites to fight CC adverse
impacts studied and exposed. Numbers in the map follow in brackets after the header of the
corresponding example in the next paragraphs.

3.1. Examples of Technological Solutions to Palliate Rising Temperatures

The International Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) in the 5th Assessment Report (2014) declared
that the global temperature will rise more than 1.5 ◦C during the 21st century in all the possible scenarios
and probably 2 ◦C in two of the highest emission sceneries [8]. Evaporation, evapo-transpiration and
water demand are expected to follow this trend, but MAR has its own means to counteract those effects.

The indicators for each of the following examples have been gathered in Table 1.

Table 1. Selected Spanish MAR sites and indicators to track their relationship with CC adverse impacts.

MAR SITE (*) CC IMPACT INDICATOR/S

Guadiana Canal, Castilla-La Mancha
(1)

PALLIATE RISING
TEMPERATURE

Capability to recharge peak flows:
Intermittent underground water storage.

Total recharge in 48 supplementary
hm3/year

Parc Bit Majorca Island (2) Palliate rising temperature Lower surface temperature according to
thermographic photographs

Gomezserracín, Castilla y León (3) Palliate rising temperature Increase in soil humidity during
MAR cycles

Alcazarén, Castilla y León (4) Strategic water storage/Palliate
rising temperature

Increases of 0.4 hm3 per year recharging
reclaimed water

CYII Madrid (5) Strategic water storage/Palliate
rising temperature

Capability to recharge peak flows:
Increases up to 5 hm3 per year by
recharging potable water excess

Santiuste, Castilla y León (6) PALLIATE DECREASING
PRECIPITATION RATES

Strategic reserve for drought periods
+/−12–53% in water physical and

chemical parameters
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Table 1. Cont.

MAR SITE (*) CC IMPACT INDICATOR/S

Santiuste, Castilla y León (6) Wetlands Restoration 5% recharge volume dedicated to alkaline
lake restoration

El Carracillo, Castilla y León (7) Gravity flow water distribution
Transport length without pumpage:

40.7 km of pipes and channels by gravity.
Supplied irrigated area: 3500 ha

El Carracillo, Castilla y León (7) Energy efficiency through
Managed Aquifer Recharge

Saving in terms of kW-h is between
12 and 36% thanks to water level rise

Arnachos, Valencia (8) MANAGE EXTREME CC
PHENOMENA

Reduce precipitation peak thank to a high
recharge capacity borehole (up to 1000 L/s)

Neila, Castilla y León (9) Forested watersheds
Forest is capable of retaining and

channelling 15%–40% of the volume of
surface runoff

Santiuste, Castilla y León (5) Multiannual management by
means of Off-river storage

2.62 hm3/year stored out of Voltoya River
would allow groundwater extractions for

irrigation during 3 years with no rain

El Prat de Llobregat, Cataluña (10) REDUCE SEA LEVEL RISE AND
SALINE WATER INTRUSION

Evolution of seawater intrusion by
iso-chlorides lines evolution

(*) The positions of these MAR sites have been exposed in the Figure 2.

3.1.1. Underground Water Storage. Canal del Guadiana, Castilla-La Mancha (1 in Figure 2)

The high temperatures over 40 ◦C in August, that can be found in the historic record of the
Castilla-La Mancha Region [9], and the shallow streams multiply the evaporation rate in summer.
A net of wells close to the canal of Guadiana was built by the Guadiana River Water Authority (CHG)
in Castilla-La Mancha (Figure 3), for rural development and mitigation of the overexploitation of the
groundwater body (known as aquifer #23). This MAR system can increase the total storage volume by
means of intentional recharge in about 48 supplementary hm3 per year [10].

 
Figure 3. General sketch of the MAR system of wells near Canal del Guadiana for irrigation and
environmental purposes.
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3.1.2. Temperature Reduction. Parc Bit, Palma de Mallorca, I. Balears (2)

The Sustainable Drainage Urban Systems (SDUS) consisted in a group of building items that
was integrated into the urban architecture [11], with the goal to increase the city water permeability
by means of rising run-off infiltration into the aquifers under the town surface. At the same time,
they could also combat Urban Heat Island (UHI) through the development of water stores and green
areas within the city landscape.

A good example of this practice can be found in Parc Bit (Palma de Mallorca, Figure 4), where the
vegetated roofs, fed by rain collection, were able to reduce the air temperature in the range of 1.5 to
6 ◦C. Thermographs were able to establish a clear and quick difference displayed in the pattern of
colours when areas with or without a canopy were compared [12]. A square meter of green cover
could evaporate more than half a litre of water per day.

 
Figure 4. Sustainable drainage urban systems (SUDS) to reduce the urban heat island (UHI). Model and
development of green roof on the Parc Bit building, Palma de Mallorca, Spain. Example of thermography
to track the UHI evolution.

3.1.3. Increase in Soil Humidity. Gomezserracín, Castilla y León (3)

Los Arenales aquifer in Gomezserracín provided an example of increased soil moisture and a rise
in the phreatic surface brought about by underground storage through a system of canals and streams
(Figure 5). Artificial recharge operations, initiated in 2003, resulted in an average rise in the phreatic
surface of more than 2 m, even though it was a passive system since it did not require any electrical
power to work. This additional storage in the unsaturated zone increased soil moisture by 15%–20%
according to datasets obtained from the MARSOL ZNS-3 station [9–17], equipped with a set of sensors
which captured measures in both, the saturated and the unsaturated zones. Humidity evolution
has been the main assessed indicator after taking into account the natural precipitation. The costs,
appart from the initial investment, were due to cleaning and maintenance, with an average of about
30,000 €/year, contributed by the irrigators´ association.
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Figure 5. Infiltration ponds in the Los Arenales aquifer: Gomezserracín, soil humidity evolution from the
so called MARSOL ZNS-3 station datasets (02/11/2014–30/06/2016) and natural precipitation evolution [9].

3.1.4. Reclaimed Water Infiltration. Alcazarén, Castilla y León (4)

The recharge system (Figure 6) began operating in 2012, with an estimated annual recharge
of 0.6 hm3 for the whole working period, with scarce variations, thus the main indicator remained
constant [14–23]. In the case of Alcazarén, the recharge water came from an advanced secondary
treatment at Pedrajas de San Esteban Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP). It was convenient to
perform post-treatment actions on the treated water (filter beds, geofabrics, reactive filters, and tests
with disinfectants or Disinfection By Products (DBP), thus that its quality was more appropriate to
make MAR without causing damage to either the environment or the consumers’ health. These waters
were subsequently used for irrigation and agro-industry supply.
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(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 6. Alcazarén Area and its MAR components, Valladolid (Spain). Photos of some key points
(a) Pedrajas waste water treatment plant (WWTP); (b). Connecting junction of water from WWTP,
Pirón River abstraction and urban run-off channel; (c). Run-off canal from Pedrajas Village to the
connection point; (d) General scheme.

3.1.5. Punctual Infiltration. Canal de Isabel II, Madrid (5)

Canal de Isabel II or CYII is the public enterprise in charge of water purification, supply and
wastewater management in Madrid. This company has built a system of deep injection in
a semi-confined aquifer in the aquifer under the city. Punctual recharge takes advantage of low
surface need and high capability to recharge peak flows.

This MAR device was mainly used during drought alerts for potable water supply,
increasing resources in the city of Madrid with up to 5 hm3 per year [11]. Thus, the indicator
remained about this figure along that time period.

3.2. Examples of Technological Solutions to Palliate Decreasing Annual Precipitation Rates

The impact of CC over the last decades has been connected to changes on a large scale in the
hydrological cycle. Changes in the precipitation pattern were subjected to a significant variability in
space and time. During the 20th century, precipitation had risen in inland areas and northern latitudes,
while it had fallen between 10◦ S and 30◦ N from the 70s [16].

3.2.1. Self-Purification by Natural Biofilters and Nature Based Solutions. Santiuste, Castilla y León (6)

The Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) of Santiuste pours the treated water into four lagooning
purifications ponds, and then in the East MAR canal, with two different stretches: The first section
works as a natural filter and as a MAR canal, and occupies more than one kilometre in length; while the
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second has a scarce filtering section, and extends for 1.5 km up to the mouth of the Sanchón artificial
wetlands complex. Natural vegetation is respected in this stretch, as it acts as a biofilter, until it
reaches the Sanchón spillway or is sent to the wetlands for post-processing actions. After the third (2b)
artificial wetlands (AW), water returns to the East MAR canal with improved quality. Sunlight and
plant growth play a crucial role in the purifying processes of the resulting water, combining one part
from the Voltoya River and another from the treatment plant. Indicators assess the evolution of the
main parameters, e.g., nitrate concentration was reduced by almost 30%, turbidity by 34%, and copper
ions by more than 60% [9].

3.2.2. Wetlands Restoration. Santiuste, Castilla y León (6)

La Iglesia Lagoon is an alkaline wetland (salt-lake with basic salts of very high pH), which was
rehabilitated by means of a solution specifically designed to take advantage of MAR facilities in the
area. The recovery of the mineralization fundamental to maintain the characteristics of this type of
water bodies, which was thus unique, was achieved through the interaction between the recharge
water interacting with the biological and saline sediments deposited in the beach of the lagoon.
This allowed the maintenance of a colony of endemic bacteria and the protection of vegetation of high
ecological value. It was also an important refuge for aquatic birds. Finally MAR contributed in the
preservation of minerals and biominerals considered “rare”, thanks to about 5% of the total MAR
volume being diverted to La Iglesia Wetland from the Santiuste West MAR Canal [17–22] by gravity
(passive system). The amount of water used for environmental purposes has been adopted as the
indicator for wetlands restoration.

3.2.3. Gravity Flow Water Distribution. El Carracillo, Castilla y León (7)

A “passive” MAR system is one that does not require electrical energy to operate. They generally
function by gravity. Once the behaviour of the aquifer is known, it is possible to infiltrate the recharge
water concentrated in a given area, relying on water resources being reused simply by gravity and
the quality improvement by naturalization thanks to the aquifer. This technique makes it possible
to reduce pipe layouts, with its consequent environmental benefits and cost savings. An example
is the MAR artificial recharge at the head of the Carracillo, with distribution of the recharge waters
from the storage area throughout the irrigable area, where most of the wells in the region are scattered.
The volume of recharge water in the headwaters (East) is naturally directed through the aquifer to the
discharge into the Pirón River and its tributary Malucas (West), and can be intercepted throughout the
circuit by the irrigation and agro-industry wells, thus avoiding the laying of pipes.

The gravity distribution system (Figure 7) covers up to 40.7 km in length between canals and
pipes from the dam to the final discharge area, serving an area of 3500 ha irrigated within 7586 ha of
agricultural area [14]. Consequently, the adopted indicator is the length of the network divided by the
number of irrigated hectares.

The system represents an important energy saving, which can be added to the savings involved
in pumping water from shallower groundwater levels.
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Figure 7. El Carracillo Area and its MAR sites. Devices, junctions, and functions, Segovia (Spain).

3.2.4. Energy Efficiency Increase through Managed Aquifer Recharge (El Carracillo, Castilla y León)

The recharge in El Carracillo contributes to the rise of the water table. Monitoring of the pumping
costs of 314 extraction wells, with an average pumping of 9957 m3 per well per annum, and the rise
in the average phreatic level from 6.30 m to 4.00 m since 2003 to 2015 represented a rise of +2.30 m
(Figure 8).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Mock-up with the rise in water level resulting from artificial recharge operations in El
Carracillo aquifer. Groundwater levels before (a) and after MAR operations (b).

The next task was to calculate how much a rise in water level of 2.30 m represented in energy terms.
The saving for the irrigators’ community, over a calculation of about 0.16 kW·h/m3 as an average for
water extractions, was between 12% and 36% depending on the area, the equivalent of 3000 €/annum
as a maximum. This situation is very beneficial for irrigation and for shallow water ecosystems [9].

The volume of CO2 emitted annually in the El Carracillo irrigation community had fallen by
10,780 kg, which was proportional to the rise in the phreatic surface, without taking into account
upgrading, energy efficiency initiatives, etc.

The indicator adopted was either the cost savings or the reduction of emissions thanks to
groundwater level rise caused by MAR actions.
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3.3. Examples of Technological Solutions to Manage Extreme Phenomena

Extreme situations characterised by an abundance of water, such as floods, “cold drop” events,
etc., GIAE [12] can be used, to a certain extent, for MAR. For this purpose, it was necessary to create
a system to detain the fast-flowing water and channel it towards recharge devices.

3.3.1. Infiltration of Extreme Flows. Lliria, Valencia (8)

Since 1995, the Basic Civil Protection Guidelines for flood risk included safety procedures for
preventing and limiting potential damage arising from this risk. An outstanding example was
“Arnachos”, a 300 m deep borehole drilled in Losa del Obispo (Valencia) with an extremely high
recharge capacity. This was located just a few metres from the irrigation pond of the Tarragó Irrigation
Community (Figure 9). It enabled the extraction of a signification fraction of clean water from the
irrigation pond in times of heavy rain. Therefore, this recharge system acted as a safety system,
reducing the water excess during floods with zero electricity consumption.

 

 
Figure 9. Deep borehole “Arnachos” at Balsa del Campo, Valencia (UTM 685,744/4,391,256) located in
the margin of an irrigation pond and used as both, a safety and recharge element. Photos courtesy of
J.M. Montes and FEGA.

In 2014, it was used twice to reduce the peak-flow in a flood and to recharge the karstified aquifer
with an infiltration rate of almost 1000 L/s for a period of 14 h (0.0504 hm3), a significant amount of
water that otherwise would have worsened the devastation caused by the flooding.

3.3.2. Forested watersheds. Neila, Castilla y León (9)

Many examples can be given of mechanical soil preparation for the purpose of increasing the
infiltration rate: Channelling of river water to forests conditioned to store the water for a period and
facilitate infiltration, as well as forests “organised” to receive “ordered” runoff and facilitate infiltration
(Figure 10), etc. According to the DINAMAR project, the main share of artificial recharge in Spain
comes from these kinds of devices and is estimated to be 200 hm3 per year.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Mechanical initiatives to minimise runoff, facilitate recharge, and subsequent plantation (a)
and infrastructure to channel and level excess runoffwater (b) Neila (Castilla y León).

An example of this sort was found in Neila, Burgos, where a canal had been constructed to channel
water from a road towards a forest adequately prepared for this purpose. This forest was capable of
retaining and channelling 15%–40% of the volume of surface runoff [10–18], therefore the indicator
adopted is: Percentage of trapped water out of the total runoff.

3.3.3. Multi-Annual Management. Santiuste Basin (CyL) (6)

On certain occasions, conditioned by the potential storage volume of the receiving medium,
multi-annual management actions may be performed on the recharge waters. This situation is possible
either in areas of high volume available and any demand, or in areas of low potential storage volume
and low demand.

In previous sections, situations of inter-annual water management have been described,
including nodes of return to aquifers in topological schemes and strategic storage as a preventive
measure of adaptation to hypothetical future adverse situations. In this same context, it is worth
mentioning the multi-year management of reserves. This is a basic water management technique that
considers water as a mining resource, renewable in years of favourable weather conditions, for use in
years of prolonged drought.

For example, in the Los Arenales aquifer, Santiuste Basin (Figure 11), the storage of water during
several winter periods, in addition to that previously existing when the aquifer was provisionally
declared overexploited, could cushion short-term drought situations with almost no repercussions
for farmers, as the system was passive too. According to data from the DINAMAR R&D project,
the economic activity of the region could be maintained for a period of three years with zero rainfall
during all this time, thanks to the reserves stored in the different underground basins that the
aquifer presents [10–17].
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Figure 11. Managed underground water storage for use at annual intervals. Santiuste Basin. MAR
devices and functions [15].

3.4. Examples of Technological Solutions to Reduce Sea Level Rise

Positive Hydraulic Barrier. El Prat de Llobregat, Barcelona (10)

One of the most emblematic examples of a water barrier against sea water intrusion is located in
the surroundings of Barcelona city´s airport. It is a system of recharging wells injecting water from
El Prat WWTP, a positive hydraulic barrier (Figure 12). According to the mathematical models the
recovery of the preoperational state previous to the sea intrusion should take around 30 years [20].
The main disadvantage was the huge electricity consumption, thus the activity was eventually stopped
during the global economic crisis affecting Spain from 2008.

 

Figure 12. Intrusion barrier in the Llobregat River delta. Hydraulic barrier at Llobregat River delta.
Iso-chlorides evolution graphic model for 2035 horizon: Evolution of seawater intrusion without (a)
and with (b) operative recharges.

Specific Spanish MAR sites and proposal/examples of indicators to monitor and track their
relationship with CC adverse impacts are exposed in Table 1.
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4. Discussion

Analysing one by one some of the MAR solutions with a direct connection to CC impacts,
some outcomes are obtained, according to the different groups established for disaggregated studies.
These groups are underground water storage, temperature reduction, soil humidity increase, reclaimed
water Infiltration, punctual infiltration, self-purification, off-river storage, restoration of key elements,
ground-water distribution by gravity, savings/Lower emissions, infiltration of a part of extreme flows,
forested watersheds techniques, multiannual management and intrusion barrier wells.

Table 2 summarizes the main pros and cons for MAR solutions regarding CC adverse impacts.

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of MAR technical solutions as mitigation measures of CC
negative effects.

MAR SOLUTIONS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Underground water storage

Water recharge can help to restore wetlands
associated with overexploited aquifers,

especially when winter extraordinary flows
are used as a recharging source.

Run-off abstraction can change recharge
into negative impact, considering

downstream ecosystems

Temperature reduction
Broad array of possibilities in SDUS, from
parking lots to roofs, from rain storage to

high evaporation systems

Risk of accidental pollution through run off
on contaminated areas

Soil humidity increase
Maintenance of micro-flora and fauna in the
soil, increase in fertility, low infiltration with

small investment and good purification

High soil humidity can facilitate flooding by
water table rising or freezing in cold

climates. Balance between unsaturated and
saturated areas should be searched

Reclaimed water infiltration

Decreasing offer of primary sources (rain
and run-off) and increasing offer of

secondary ones (WWTP, desalination, storm
reservoirs). Chance to change a split into

a resource

Reclaimed water involves unbalance
between recharging water quality and

receptor aquifer quality, clogging during
infiltration and legal limits to recharge (EIA)

or to use (authorization)

Punctual infiltration

High potential to manage peak flows in
constrained areas with filtering systems and

possibility of deep recharge as a safety
measure in open aquifers

Decantation processes can get clogged.
Forced refill can reduce the availability of

extreme flows from unexpected storms

Self-purification

Possibility of design according to
characteristics of the spillage parameters,

combining depth or development of
vegetation that allow the development of

physical, chemical and biological
phenomena depending on draft, type of
background, speed of flow, entry of light.

Manageable characteristics also to
accommodate different types of habitats

The mixture with poor quality waters can
affect the infiltrating capacity of the aquifer
by either clogging the unsaturated zone or

compromising the possibilities and
authorizations to use the final mixture.

The development of certain vegetation can
favour a greater infiltration through the

roots or, on the contrary, encourage surface
clogging by the formation of bacterial

biofilms

Restoration

Slow infiltration into areas where sufficient
surface is available for infiltration ponds
allows temporary wetlands permanence

requiring only a fraction of the total
rechargeable volume and, at the same time,

fulfils relevant ecosystem functions as
a refuge for wild fauna and flora

The establishment of free water sheets may
limit the use of reclaimed water due to

possible health risks

Gravity flow water distribution

The greater the knowledge of the aquifer is,
the greater is the established systems that

take advantage of the hydraulic
characteristics of the terrain

Detailed hydrology and geotechnics
knowledge play a fundamental role in order

to take advantage of the potential
distribution of water along the aquifer by

simple gravity. Precise studies are essential

Savings/Lower emissions

In this context, new lines of action are being
considered to improve energy efficiency,

such as the replacement of diesel engines by
electric motors, the use of alternative

energies to reduce pumping costs, such as
solar panels, wind energy, and greater use

of biomass

The improvement of the economic
conditions allowing energy consumption
can become a dangerous stimulus for the
excessive increase in agricultural demand,
thus, it is necessary to establish regulations

for general resources management
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Table 2. Cont.

MAR SOLUTIONS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Infiltration of a part of extreme
flows

High capacity to manage overfloods and
peak flows in reduced spaces with the

application of measures that decrease solid
load. Ability to redirect flows to deep

aquifers to avoid flooding in certain sectors
of unconfined aquifers

Overfloods must be previously laminated to
be partially infiltrated. The enhanced

infiltration in the aquifer might reduce the
soil capacity to absorb extreme precipitation

by infiltration

Forested watersheds

Watersheds erosion control and promotion
of forest hydrological restoration thanks to
detention/retention devices to form soil and

reduce slope. Development of deep soil
botanical species with greater terrain

stability (the retention of solids allows to
increase the useful life of dams)

Water retention in the heading of the basin
reduces downstream runoff, enhances soil

formation and has a direct effect on
associated wetlands

Multiannual management

Underground reserves do not require
certain precautionary measures such as
winter water releases, but might need to

divert certain volumes to deep aquifers for
exploitation in emergencies

Multi-year management implies a very
good organization of uses with a great

cohesive spirit among stakeholders. Despite
their advantages over dams, they also
require precautions against water table

excessive rises

Intrusion barrier wells
Acceptable use of low-quality sources (high

NaCl or NO3 concentration) carefully
combined for MAR

Collateral effects of pollutants in the
recharged volumes on the aquifer’s

potential storage

Advantages and disadvantages should be considered before selecting the best fitted or
a combination of techniques.

Regarding results, Figure 13 summarizes the relationship between CC current impacts and MAR
solutions with their specific site mention and the assessed indicators of positive achievements against
CC. Trends and evolutions of the different indicators are explained in each one of the references, but the
figures exposed represent an accurate approach for the present MAR-CC binomial.

 
Figure 13. Relations between CC impacts and MAR solutions with their site locations and indicators of
positive achievements.
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These results have been compared with the referenced international parallel cases. All the studied
demo-sites reflect a homogeneous evolution:

Most of the published articles pay special attention to modelling and saline water intrusion and
groundwater salinity evolution, though they have scarce data and results about indicators to monitor
most of the identified impacts.

Those sites affected by saline water intrusion and salinity increase do not show the groundwater
resilience that the other MAR pilots expose, where indicators are showing a better reaction regarding
water storage, soils humidity and extreme water related events response.

Monitoring water quality is being a pendant issue, as there are more indicators facing quantity
constraints than quality issues.

Reclaimed water infiltration is a first-row topic under permanent revision. In the future and for
the studied sites, this kind of MAR will not be an option but a priority.

Dykes play a key role regarding runoff capture and floods, extending the concentration time and
enlarging the volume peak, therefore reducing the flood´s devastation capacity.

Wetlands are under permanent support. Most of the studied cases invest about 5% of available
water for environmental purposes. A general regeneration is achieved to a certain extent in both,
water availability and biodiversity.

5. Conclusions

Climate change effects and their associated impacts have been related to 10 successful MAR sites
in Spain through a series of indicators (Figure 13), that let us assess the efficacy and efficiency of the
MAR technique as a multifunctional technique that can simultaneously achieve several purposes.

The list of climate change effects in Spain has been accompanied by several fruitful cases of
MAR. This success is economically sustainable as most of them are passive systems (do not require
electricity to work). The data associated with these monitored cases have enabled the establishment of
status indicators, whilst demonstrating the proficiency of MAR to face frontally CC adverse impacts,
not only within the context of the case-studies in Mediterranean areas (Figure 13), but also in parallel
circumstances all around the world.

The exposed examples affirm that management schemes featuring intentional aquifer recharge
constitute an important set of climate change adaptation measures, while providing guarantees with
respect to future water supply. These examples are aligned with other international cases consulted
in the references, where despite isolated actions, the response to CC appears to be collegiated [24].
Some of the exposed technical solutions also serve to palliate the adverse effects of CC as mitigation
measures. According to indicators, some progress is achieved in replenished aquifers where pumping
costs save electricity due to a higher water level with an attached CO2 emission reduction. The attention
paid on water and anergy efficiency is also a general asset found in the whole MAR cases under study.

The exposed examples and their comparable potential may have a high practical value for MAR
constructions, specially adapted to combat CC in Mediterranean countries [25] where droughts have
dramatic effects.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AW Artificial Wetlands
MAR Managed Aquifer Recharge
CC Climate Change
NBS Nature Based Solutions
SUDS Sustainable Drainage Urban Systems
UHI Urban Heat Island
WWTP Waste Water Treatment Plant
MSCA Marie Sklodowska Curie Action
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Abstract: The managed aquifer recharge (MAR) of excess monsoonal runoff to mitigate downstream
flooding and enhance groundwater storage has received limited attention across the Indo-Gangetic
Plain of the Indian subcontinent. Here, we assess the performance of a pilot MAR trial carried
out in the Ramganga basin in India. The pilot consisted of a battery of 10 recharge wells, each 24
to 30 m deep, installed in a formerly unused village pond situated adjacent to an irrigation canal
that provided river water during the monsoon season. Over three years of pilot testing, volumes
ranging from 26,000 to 62,000 m3 were recharged each year over durations ranging from 62 to 85 days.
These volumes are equivalent to 1.3–3.6% of the total recharge in the village, and would be sufficient
to irrigate 8 to 18 hectares of rabi season crop. High inter-year variation in performance was observed,
with yearly average recharge rates ranging from 430 to 775 m3 day−1 (164–295 mm day−1) and
overall average recharge rates of 580 m3 day−1 (221 mm day−1). High intra-year variation was also
observed, with recharge rates at the end of recharge period reducing by 72%, 88% and 96% in 2016,
2017 and 2018 respectively, relative to the initial recharge rates. The observed inter- and intra-year
variability is due to the groundwater levels that strongly influence gravity recharge heads and lateral
groundwater flows, as well as the source water quality, which leads to clogging. The increase in
groundwater levels in response to MAR was found to be limited due to the high specific yield
and transmissivity of the alluvial aquifer, and, in all but one year, was difficult to distinguish from
the overall groundwater level rise due to a range of confounding factors. The results from this
study provide the first systematic, multi-year assessment of the performance of pilot-scale MAR
harnessing village ponds in the intensively groundwater irrigated, flood prone, alluvial aquifers of
the Indo-Gangetic Plain.

Keywords: managed aquifer recharge; Underground Transfer of Floods for Irrigation; droughts;
floods; groundwater depletion

1. Introduction

The inter- and intra-annual variability of water availability, manifesting in extreme flood
and drought events, presents a considerable challenge to ensuring water security globally [1,2].
This variation in water availability, separated by time and space, co-exists in most river basins
globally [2]. The impact of water variability is magnified in the agriculture sector due to its strong
dependence on climate. This is exemplified by the fact that of the total loss of USD 80 billion in crop and
livestock production in 67 countries between 2003 and 2013, due to 140 medium-to-large-scale disasters
(including non-water related events), 83% was caused by flood or drought [3]. With climate change
increasing rainfall variability and inducing more and severe extreme weather events, the predictability
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of water availability will further reduce in coming years [4,5], prompting the need for urgent attention
to adaptation.

Groundwater, with its high buffering capacity due to relatively large storage [6], presents a
potential opportunity to resolve the temporal and spatial imbalances in water supply and availability.
The extensive use of groundwater, in many places leading to overexploitation [7], also creates additional
depleted storage. This additional storage capacity could be used, similarly to dams, to capture excess
monsoonal runoff in the wet season, making it available during dry periods, and thus mitigating both
flood and drought hazards [8].

One novel way of operationalizing this concept is “Underground Transfer of Floods for Irrigation
(UTFI)” [8,9]. UTFI is a form of managed aquifer recharge (MAR) that involves the targeted recharge of
excess monsoonal runoff that potentially poses a flood risk downstream, in aquifers at the basin scale
through the strategic establishment of groundwater recharge infrastructure to mitigate flooding and
enhance groundwater storage [8,10]. Enhanced groundwater storage increases water availability so
that the water can be used during the dry season for domestic, livestock or irrigation use, or, if retained,
can support dry season inflows, enhancing ecosystem services [11].

Efforts to test UTFI started in the Ganges river basin, with its high population density, cropping
intensity, recurring floods and droughts due to the concentrated monsoon season [11,12] along with
extensive aquifer systems (underlain by highly productive alluvial aquifers of the Indo-Gangetic Plain)
used intensively for irrigation [13]. These characteristics present both the favorable conditions and
challenges UTFI aims to solve. A GIS-based multi-criteria analysis revealed high suitability across the
Ganges basin [9].

However, to successfully implement UTFI at the basin scale requires thoughtful planning and
staged testing and development to minimize the potential environmental, social and financial risks [8].
Though there are some MAR pilot studies in porous alluvial aquifers of the Indo-Gangetic Plain [14–16],
they lack the long term comprehensive and systematic approaches required to assess how UTFI would
perform if upscaled. This is unlike the case in hard rock settings in India where experience is much
more extensive [17–19]. Therefore, the piloting and testing of UTFI was carried out to generate the
body of knowledge necessary to establish the scope for wider implementation across similar settings.
This paper presents the learnings gained from piloting in hydraulic- and hydrological-related aspects.
Detailed information on site selection and setting up the pilot is covered in [8], and these are briefly
covered here. A broader perspective on the findings from the piloting can be gained from related
studies on water quality, and environmental and socio-institutional aspects [20,21].

2. Study Area

Pilot testing was carried out in Jiwai Jadid village, located in Rampur district, Uttar Pradesh,
India (Figure 1). The climate of the area is sub-humid and characterized by hot, humid summers
and cold winters. The average annual rainfall of Rampur district is 933 mm, and about 85% of the
rainfall is received during the south-western monsoon between June and September. Agriculture is
the primary means of livelihood in the district, with about 60% of the working population reliant
on agriculture. This is reflected in the land use of the district, where 81% of the 2357 km2 area is
under cropping [22,23]. The major cropping pattern of the district is paddy and wheat, grown in two
major seasons known as the kharif (coinciding with the monsoon season: June to November) and rabi
(November to March), respectively.
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Figure 1. The location of the Underground Transfer of Floods for Irrigation (UTFI) pilot study area in
Jiwai Jadid village, Rampur District, Uttar Pradesh, India.

Concentrated rainfall during the monsoon months leads to excess water/floods, followed by
limited water availability during the non-monsoon season. High flows in the Ramganga river and its
tributaries (e.g., the Kosi and Pilakhar rivers) during the monsoon season makes flooding a recurrent
and major problem in Rampur and the surrounding districts. Major flooding experienced in Rampur
in 1973 affected almost 238,165 people across 561 villages and impacted a total crop area of 144,836 ha.
In recent years, floods have been reported in 2010, 2013 and 2015, affecting 15, 18 and 207 villages,
respectively [24–26].

Rampur district is intensively irrigated (~99.8% of the cropped area), with groundwater being the
main source of irrigation (~97%) [27]. Around 80,000 shallow tube wells equipped with diesel-powered
centrifugal pumps account for most of the groundwater pumped. Intensive groundwater irrigation
in the district is made possible by the highly productive Indo-Gangetic Plain alluvial aquifers that
underlie much of northern India, as well as several neighboring countries [13]. There are four aquifer
groups present in the area down to 440 metres below ground level (mbgl). The first aquifer group is
unconfined and extends down to depth of 60 to 90 mbgl [28], and is utilized mostly for irrigation.

Average groundwater table depths in Rampur district range from 4–8 m during the monsoon and
8–12 m in the non-monsoon months [28]. However, as a result of the intensive demand for groundwater
year-round, groundwater overexploitation is a risk, with groundwater tables falling across the district.
The number of ‘dark’ administrative blocks, a Government of India term representing a high level of
overexploitation of groundwater resources, has increased from only one block in 2003 to four blocks in
2013 (out of a total of six blocks in the district) [29].

Intra seasonal water availability, variability, recurrent floods and high irrigation demand with
intensive groundwater irrigation, leading to groundwater overexploitation in the region, provides the
challenging conditions well-suited to piloting UTFI.

3. Pilot Trial Design

The UTFI pilot features 10 gravity-fed recharge wells of 150 mm diameter (PVC pipe) installed in
the village pond (Figure 2). Recharge wells were drilled to depths of 24–30 m with gravel packing,
and the lowest 18 m of pipe was screened. The village pond was used to install UTFI infrastructure,
as land availability is a serious constraint owing to high population density and intensive year-round
cultivation in the region. The pond (75 × 35 m) was dewatered and excavated to a depth of 2.5 m,
creating a maximum storage capacity of 5250 m3. To ensure a common reference point for the
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measurement of the water table in the piezometers and the pond, the top of the recharge well RW1
(Figure 2), which was 2.1 m above the base of the pond, was selected. With the bottom of the pond at
2.1 mbgl and the lowest pond level that allowed water to enter recharge wells at 1.1 mbgl, the height of
dead storage in the pond was 1.0 m. Water, after the pond water level was above dead storage, entered
the wells only through a pea-gravel-filled chamber, to filter out suspended silts. Nine piezometers
were installed with P1, P2, P3, P6 and P7 positioned along a transect in the direction of groundwater
flow from north to south, whilst P4 and P5 (deep (D) and shallow (S) pairs for each) were positional
along a shorter north-south transect.

Figure 2. (A): The location of the UTFI pond and the installed piezometers at the pilot site (P1 to P7 =
piezometers); (B): The completed UTFI pilot site; (C): A simplified vertical cross section of the UTFI
pond; (D): A schematic of the pond showing the locations of recharge wells within the pond (RW1 to
RW10 = recharge wells).

The source water (i.e., excess rain water/flood water) is brought to the site through a canal (Left
Pilakhar canal) that is situated next to the pond. This canal carries water from the Pilakhar river
and provides water for irrigation during the summer and winter seasons, though the crops in the
pilot village were not irrigated by canal water. However, during the monsoon season, the canal
flow was more than the irrigation demand, and excess water flowed downstream to the river/canal.
A de-siltation chamber (2 × 2 × 1.5 m) was also built at the intake of the pond (Figure 2).

Operation and Maintenance

Pilot operations during the trial period were handled with the support of an appointed village
representative, who was provided training on the protocols. Recharge was done only during the
monsoon season when the water level in the canal was above a pre-defined level of 0.6 m. The water
from the canal was initially pumped into the pond over an embankment using a diesel-operated
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pump for 15 min, and thereafter, it flowed naturally under gravity (siphon flow) due to the water
level difference.

Maintenance of the UTFI system to enhance the recharge rates included three main types
of activities:

a. Recharge well cleaning: recharge wells were cleaned using a compressor to remove silt deposited
inside the recharge wells and fine particles that had blocked the slots of the recharge well.

b. Recharge well filter cleaning: pea-gravels in the recharge filters packed in brick structures were
cleaned by removing and washing by hand.

c. Desilting pond bottom: silt deposited at the pond bottom was scraped off, and the embankments
and side slopes were restabilized.

4. Methods

4.1. Monitoring and Data Collection

Table 1 gives an overview of the different parameters measured, methodologies applied and
frequencies of observations in accordance with a monitoring protocol prepared to guide the monitoring
of the physical dimensions of the pilot system.

Table 1. The monitored parameters, methods of measurement and frequencies.

Parameter Measurement Method Frequency

Groundwater levels

Nine piezometers were installed
(Figure 2). All groundwater levels of
piezometers are given relative to the

reference point, RW1 (in mbgl).

Measured weekly using a portable
water level meter during recharge

operations, and every 2 weeks during
non-recharge periods

UTFI pond infiltration rate

(A) Single ring infiltration test up to 8 h
was conducted at the bottom of pond at

four locations after pond
cleaning/development

(B) Days taken for pond dead storage to
dry out after stopping

recharge operations

(A) 6 h test at 4 locations at 45 cm depth
on the 11 and 18 September, 2015

(B) At the end of the recharge operations
each year

Rainfall
Rain gauge at Krishi Vigyan Kendra

(KVK), Rampur city, situated
approximately 20 km from the pilot site

Daily from 24 June 2016

Canal water levels Measuring scale was marked in canal
wall near road bridge

Daily basis during the recharge
operation and at 15 day intervals during

non-recharge periods

UTFI pond storage volume
Relationship between depth of water in

pond and volume of water in pond
was developed

After pond development

UTFI Pond water
level measurement

Measuring scale was marked at
recharge well (RW1 in Figure 2) to

record pond water level. All depths are
relative to the RW1 reference point.

Pond water level was recorded on a
daily basis during the
recharge operations

Source water silt content

Water samples analyzed for total solid
solids (TSS);

Mass of silt accumulated at pond
bottom after recharge seasons (tonnes)

Monthly;
After recharge season of 2016 and 2017

Socio-economic survey Socio-economic survey of 120 farmers
within a 1 km radius of the UTFI site At the start of the pilot trial in 2016

4.2. Groundwater Recharge from the UTFI Pond

Groundwater recharge from the UTFI pond (VUTFI), consisting of recharge from 10 gravity recharge
wells and infiltration from the pond bottom, was estimated from the observed decrease in volume
of water stored in the pond over a period of time (Equation (1)). To estimate the change in volume,
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a specific depth-storage relationship representing the volume of water relative to the corresponding
water depth in the pond was developed based on the geometry of the structure. Groundwater recharge
tests were conducted over durations of about 12 h at approximately 10 day intervals during the
recharge periods.

VUTFI(d) =
ΔVvp

ti − ti+1
(1)

where VUTFI(d) = the recharge rate of UTFI pond (m3 h−1) at day d from the start of the recharge period;
ΔVvp is the change in the volume of water in the pond (m3) between the start (ti) and end (ti+1) of the
monitoring period based on the depth-storage function, and ti − ti+1 = the duration of the test period
(hours). The evaporation rate (6–9 mm day−1 during the recharge period, or 3–4.5 mm day−1 during
the recharge test) was assumed to be negligible in the calculation.

The total recharge for the whole season was then calculated by summing up the recharges between
the two tests at days d and d + i (Equation (2)). The recharge rates at the start and end of the trial were
taken to be equal to the first and last measured recharge rates, respectively.

VUTFI =
n∑

i=1

(
(RUTFI(d) + RUTFI(d+i)) × 24

2
) × ((d + i) − (d)) (2)

where VUTFI is the volume of water recharge (m3), n is the total number of recharge tests conducted,
and RUTFI(d) and RUTFI(d+i) are the recharge rates on days d and d + i respectively.

The average recharge rate (RUTFI) for the UTFI pond for the whole recharge season in m3 day−1 is
calculated by dividing the total recharge by the number of recharge days.

4.3. Groundwater Level Response to UTFI Recharge

Groundwater level changes during the recharge periods in response to UTFI recharge was
analyzed from monitored groundwater levels in the piezometers and relative mound formation, which
is the difference in groundwater levels at distance d from a reference piezometer caused by UTFI
recharge. Relative mound height provides a key measure of the hydraulic impact of UTFI recharge, on
the assumption that other factors impacting groundwater levels will influence all of the piezometers
uniformly. Groundwater level comparisons before and after UTFI were not possible as this required
historical data in the village that were lacking, as monitoring only started with the commencement of
the pilot.

Concentrated recharge over the small pilot area would lead to the formation of a relative mound,
and, as time progressed and groundwater spreaded horizontally, the relative mound would flatten and
eventually dissipate after recharge operations ceased [30,31]. The relative mound (Equation (3)) at
distance r from the UTFI pond and days d after recharge started (Hmound(r,d)) was estimated against
the groundwater level of the referenced piezometer (GWL(ref,d)). The selection of the specific reference
piezometer, which is expected to be unaffected (or the least affected) by recharge operations, was based
on the groundwater level observations covered in the results section.

Hmound(r,d) = GWL(r,d) − GWL(ref,d) (3)

where Hmound(r,d) is the mound height at distance r from the pond at day d from the start of recharge
period, and GWL(r,d) and GWL(ref,d) are the groundwater levels at distance r and at the reference
piezometer at day d after the start of the recharge period.

The Hantush Analytical Solution

The Hantush analytical solution [31] was used to model mound formation in order to study
the impact of UTFI recharge alone on relative mound formation, thus distinguishing it from other
potentially confounding factors (such as rainfall, groundwater pumping, recharge from canal and
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river and regional groundwater flow) and to substantiate the field observations from Equation (3).
The Hantush solution gives the growth and decay of groundwater mounds beneath rectangular
or circular infiltration basins [31] and has been used in numerous studies to provide insights into
mounding behavior [32,33]. In this analysis, the ten recharge wells are approximated as a uniform
recharge source over the rectangular area of the pond.

To apply the Hantush solution, a spreadsheet solution of the equation was used [34]. To simulate
mounding with decreasing recharge rates, mound height was estimated at 5 day intervals (up to
80 days) from the start of recharge operations, and the corresponding 5 day average recharge rates were
calculated (based on Equation (2)) and given as input. Aquifer characteristics (a hydraulic conductivity
of 20 m day−1 and a specific yield of 0.1) were assumed to be uniform over the study area [35].

4.4. Groundwater Bbalance at the Village Scale

The magnitude of UTFI recharge (VUTFI) relative to the total groundwater recharge over the village
area (Figure 2) is estimated to draw inferences on how additional recharge from UTFI pond contributes
to overall groundwater recharge. The selection of the village boundary as the scale for analysis is
largely for demonstrative purposes. It was deemed an appropriate scale as UTFI is designed as a
village-level intervention, and its zone of influence is expected to be largely within village boundaries.

Village total recharge (m3) (Vvillage) is calculated using the water table fluctuation method [36]
(Equation (4)). Post–monsoon recharge is considered negligible as more than 90% of the rainfall in all
3 years took place during the monsoon season [35]. In Equation (4), Vvillage is made up of recharge
from the UTFI pond (VUTFI), as well as recharge from canal seepage and other village ponds. Also,
storage change due to any net inflow across village boundaries is accounted for.

Vvillage = ΔGWS + VAmonsoon = ΔH × Sy ×Avillage + VAmonsoon (4)

where ΔGWS(m3) = the change in village groundwater storage, ΔH(m) = the rise in water level in
the monsoon season (estimated in any year from the average rise in all piezometers from the start of
rainfall period to the end of September), Avillage (m2) = the area for the computation of recharge (village
area), Sy = specific yield, and VAmonsoon (m3) = net groundwater abstraction in the monsoon season
(taken to be equal to net abstraction for paddy in the kharif season).

Groundwater abstraction for irrigation was estimated based on the proportion of area irrigated
with groundwater (based on information derived from the socio-economic survey), combined with
the irrigation requirements of paddy as taken from [37]. Net abstraction was estimated from gross
groundwater irrigation abstraction following groundwater resource estimation guidelines [35], which
recommend that for groundwater depths of less than 10 metres, a return flow of 45% should be taken
for paddy.

5. Results

5.1. Groundwater Recharge from UTFI

Table 2 summarizes UTFI recharge, average recharge rates and recharge duration from pilot
testing for each year (2016–2018). On average, the recharge period (i.e., the number of days when the
UTFI system was operated for recharge) was 75 days, recharging 44,415 m3 of water at an average
recharge rate of 580 m3 day−1 (or 221 mm day−1 over the ponded area). The total volume recharged
was 5.0–11.8 fold higher than the total storage capacity of the pond. The quantities of water recharged
in 2016, 2017 and 2018 would have been sufficient to irrigate 12.8 ha, 17.7 ha and 7.5 ha of crop land
(rabi wheat with an irrigation requirement of ~350 mm), respectively.
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Table 2. UTFI recharge volumes (VUTFI) and recharge rates (RUTFI) for 2016, 2017 and 2018.

Year Start Date–End Date Number of Recharge Days a VUTFI (m3) RUTFI (m3 day−1) (mm day−1) b

2016 15 July–7 October 85 45,070 537 (204)
2017 17 July–5 October 78 61,969 775 (295)
2018 6 August–6 October 62 26,207 430 (164)

Average - 75 44,415 580 (221)
a During monsoon season after the recharge period started, despite dry periods, the pond had water above dead
storage height, so recharge continued. b Recharge rate in mm day−1 = ((Recharge rate m3 day−1)/(pond area m2))
× 1000.

There is a high inter- and intra-year variation in the UTFI recharge and recharge rates, with the
highest recharge (average) observed in 2017 and the lowest in 2018. The lowest recharge in 2018 was
due to both the low recharge rates observed and the relatively shorter recharge period, with recharge
lasting for only 62 days, in comparison to 85 and 78 days in 2016 and 2017, respectively. The short
recharge season in 2018 was due to the delayed onset of the monsoon, which shortened the duration of
recharge operations.

In all years, recharge rates started high and gradually declined during the recharging period
(Figure 5). Starting recharge rates in 2016, 2017 and 2018 were 996, 2499, 1978 m3 day−1 respectively,
which by the end of recharge period (when water storage in the pond was effectively dead storage)
decreased to 274, 289 and 85 m3 day−1, i.e., there were reductions of 72.4%, 88.4% and 95.7%, respectively,
from the starting conditions.

5.2. Groundwater Levels and the Response to UTFI Recharge

Figure 3 shows the monitored groundwater levels (relative to the reference point) for the
piezometers and in recharge wells (RW1 and RW10), together with the pond water levels and daily
rainfall over three years. The shallowest depth is observed in recharge wells with the highest depth in
P6 and P7, which is as per the groundwater flow direction in the village. However, as all recharge
wells (including RW1 and RW10) were used for recharge during recharge periods, they quickly filled
and mainly indicated water levels in the pond (Figure 3). Thus, groundwater levels directly beneath
the pond (beyond the recharge wells) could not be ascertained during recharge periods, and thus RW1
and RW10 were not used further in the analysis.

The pond water level during the entire recharge season remained above the minimum threshold
level for recharge (dashed line in Figure 5), but shows some variation, with water highest during
mid-season, which was also reflected in recharge well readings. As pond water levels are influenced
by rainfall, the rate of siphoning from canal and also recharge rates, the precise reason for the variation
remains unclear. The last readings of the pond level after each recharge period in Figure 5 show the
times when the pond dried out. The pond water level readings indicate that for two discrete events,
in September 2016 and August 2018, the water level rose above the recharge well heights, and thus
potentially allowed unfiltered pond water to bypass the pea gravel filter and enter at the top of recharge
well casings through small openings that serve to purge entrapped air. Though this happened for short
time periods during high intensity rainfall events, it warrants building some margin of safety into
recharge well heights in the future.

Despite extensive groundwater abstraction for the supplemental irrigation of paddy that takes
place in the village, groundwater levels show a consistent rise in all piezometers during the monsoon
season in all three years, coinciding with and then falling gradually over the non-monsoon season.
Average groundwater level buildup in piezometers (ΔH) during the monsoon seasons in 2016, 2017
and 2018 was 2.74 m, 2.75 m and 3.95 m, respectively indicating high total recharge.

For the years 2016 and 2017, the average groundwater levels were lowest just before the start
of the monsoon on 15 June and 24 June, at 6.45 mbgl and 6.51 mbgl, respectively. Meanwhile, in
2018, groundwater levels kept receding until 7 July, reaching 6.87 m due to the delayed onset of the
monsoon rains (rains starting in mid-July, versus the last week of June when monsoon is expected).
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However, despite this delay, 2018 was characterized by both high rainfall and high intensity rainfall
events compared to 2016 and 2017 (Table 3), leading to substantially higher groundwater level buildup,
with observed average groundwater levels reaching up to 2.22 mbgl. On the other hand, the highest
groundwater levels in 2016 and 2017 were 3.25 and 3.67 mbgl, respectively.

Figure 3. Observed groundwater levels (depth below ground level in mbgl) for piezometers and
recharge wells (RW1 and RW10) with pond water levels over the period from January 2016 to November
2018. The grey shaded areas represent the periods of UTFI recharge operations. The dashed line shows
the minimum pond level for which well recharge takes place.

Table 3. Rainfall and rainy days for 2016, 2017 and 2018.

Parameter Time Period 2016 2017 2018

Rainfall (mm) Annual 857 905 1812
Monsoon (28 June–22 September) 857 874 1708

Recharge period 737 472 992
Rainy days Annual 23 22 27

Monsoon (28 June–22 September) 23 20 22
Recharge period 14 8 12

The Hantush Analytical Solution

The relative mound height was calculated (Figure 3) in order to distinguish the groundwater
level response due to UTFI recharge from that due to other factors (e.g., other recharge mechanisms
and pumping). By taking the mounding relative to a reference well, and not the absolute mounding,
(Equation (3)), background differences in the groundwater levels of the piezometers were accounted
for. Also, as the groundwater levels monitored in recharge wells were not representative of the
groundwater conditions beneath the pond during the recharge season (as discussed above), the closest
piezometers P1 and P5 were used instead for the analysis. Piezometer P6 was chosen as a reference
well for this purpose. P7, the piezometer furthest from the pond, was not used for reference purposes,
as closer inspection of water levels showed that it is more sensitive to rainfall events and subject to
abrupt changes, likely due to water ponding in the local area.

Analysis showed that the observed relative mound height was subject to noise (high fluctuations)
in the years 2016 and 2018 due to a range of confounding factors (e.g., rainfall recharge, pumping and
canal recharge). Only in the year 2017 was a distinct signature resembling the expected theoretical
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relative mound, as modelled by the Hantush model, clearly visible (Figure 4). A more distinct—though
still small and with noise—signature in 2017 with respect to the signatures in 2016 and 2018 could
be attributed to low rainfall during the UTFI recharge operations (Table 3) when groundwater levels
naturally increased (Figure 3), limiting rainfall recharge, and the higher recharge rates in 2017 relative
to those in 2016 and 2018 (Table 2). The observed relative mound in 2017 shows the expected dynamics
of mound formation, with relative mound decreasing as the distance from UTFI pond increases (i.e.,
mound P1 > P5), and flattening and becoming insignificant as time progresses, with groundwater
spreading horizontally by the end of the season. High noise in the years 2016 and 2018, and overall low
relative observed and modelled mound values in all years illustrate that the impact of UTFI recharge
alone on groundwater levels was small—due to the high specific yield and transmissivity of the aquifer
in the pilot area—which is difficult to distinguish from fluctuations in groundwater levels due to other
confounding factors.

Figure 4. Observed and modelled relative mound heights, relative to P6 that was used as the reference
piezometer, for piezometers at P1 (i.e., P1–P6) and P5 (i.e., P5–P6) for the year 2017.

5.3. UTFI Contribution to Recharge

Table 4 gives the estimated groundwater recharge at the village scale and the contribution of
UTFI to overall recharge. Recharge in 2018 is 14% more than in both 2016 and 2017 due to higher
groundwater level buildup. For years 2016, 2017 and 2018, the UTFI contribution to total recharge is
2.6%, 3.6% and 1.3% of the total recharge, respectively. Low values relative to both overall recharge is
a reflection of the limited scale of the pilot relative to the village, the high recharge and the storage
capacity of the groundwater systems in the region. However, the UTFI pond, with only 0.12% of the
village area (indicative of the limited scale of pilot), contributed, on average, to about 2.5% of the
village recharge. This shows that recharge per unit area within the pond is ~21 times higher than that
occurring in other parts of the village.
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Table 4. Annual village and UTFI recharge with recharge components (Equation (4)) for 2016–2018.

(×103 m3)

Year ΔGWS
a VAmonsoon

b VVillage VUTFI UTFI (% of Recharge)

2016 581 1158 1739 45.07 2.6
2017 583 1158 1741 61.97 3.6
2018 835 1158 1993 26.21 1.3

a ΔGWS (m3) = ΔH × Sy × Avillage with ΔH for 2016, 2017 and 2018 is 2.74 m, 2.75 and 3.95 m, respectively; Sy = 0.1;
Avillage = 212 hectares. b Gross irrigation applied for paddy in the kharif season in western Uttar Pradesh is
1100 mm [37]. Considering 45% return flow, net irrigation is 605 mm. Considering a crop area of village of 191.2 ha
and 100% irrigation by GW, VAmonsoon (m3) = (605/1000) × (191.5 × 10000). Irrigation applied is not scaled to rainfall,
as irrigation is influenced by both the distribution of rainfall and farmers’ decisions on the sowing date. For this
reason, only the average irrigation applied is used.

5.4. Clogging Effects on Recharge

The clogging of recharge wells due to the presence of silt and clay particles in the infiltration
water has been identified as one of the main challenges for the sustainable operation of managed
aquifer recharge (MAR) schemes [38,39]. High silt content in the source water entering the UTFI pond
reduces recharge rates by clogging recharge wells, reducing the filtering capacity of filters and silting
the bottom (reducing infiltration) as the recharge season progresses.

Analysis and measurement of the particulate matter deposited in recharge wells and filters during
maintenance operations showed the appearance of only physical clogging [40]. Recharge water quality,
measured as total suspended solids (mg/L), in source water showed that the average total suspended
solids (TSS) of source water was in the range of 260–340 mg/L over the three monsoon seasons.
The range is well above the limit of 10 mg/l for which clogging has been found to be moderate-to-severe
in sand and gravel aquifer types [41], and above admissible guideline values for both direct injection
and indirect infiltration recharge (20–60 mg/L in EU countries [42]. However, the relationship between
TSS and recharge performance is site-specific [43] and is not considered in detail here.

In addition to the measurement of the TSS of the source water, the total silt entering and, in
turn, accumulated at the bottom of pond, was estimated using gridded sampling of silt depth on
the pond surface at the end of the 2016 and 2017 recharge seasons [40]. For 2016 and 2017, the total
accumulated silt (Table 5) was estimated to be equivalent to 3.4 mm and 5.8 mm depth of silt at the
pond surface, respectively. The development of a 3–6 mm clogging layer during recharge seasons
increases hydraulic resistance. This results in the much lower infiltration rate observed at the end of
recharge of 14.4–17.0 mm day−1 (Table 5) in comparison to the infiltration rate that was observed at the
pond bottom in 2015 after cleaning and deepening (indicator of recharge from the infiltration pond
without clogging), of 106 mm day−1.

The high silt accumulation was expected as the canal also carries runoff generated by high
monsoon rainfall, which consists of high particulate load [44]. For this reason, for the piloting, it was
decided to start the recharge operation after the first few rainfall events, which were expected to carry
the maximum sediment loads, to ensure these loads were not recharged.

In addition, regular yearly maintenance operations were carried out. In between recharge seasons,
maintenance involving the cleaning of the recharge well and filters, as well as the desilting of the pond
bottom, were carried out to enhance the recharge rates (Table 5).

The starting recharge rate in 2016 of 996 m3 day−1 was much lower than the initial recharge rate
tested in 2015 of 3150 m3 day−1. As a result, the cleaning of recharge wells and the filter box, and the
de-silting of the pond bottom took place before the 2017 recharge season. In addition to well cleaning,
which removes any clogging, the process also develops a well cavity that also leads to higher recharge
rates. The effect of this was clearly visible with much higher (by more than a factor of two) starting
recharge rates in 2017 relative to in 2016. Prior to the 2018 recharge season, recharge wells were not
cleaned, and only the pond was desilted and the filters were cleaned. Despite overall low average
recharge rates, the starting recharge rate of 1978 m3 day−1 in 2018 suggests that the effect of recharge
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well cleaning persisted and that the recharge wells hadn’t clogged. Overall, average recharge rates post
maintenance operations in 2017 increased by 44.4%, whereas in 2018, average recharge rates—despite
filter cleaning and pond desiltation—were reduced by 44.5% relative to 2017, and were lower by 19.9%
relative to 2016. The lower recharge rates in 2018, despite starting with high recharge rates similar to
2017, suggest the influence of factors other than clogging alone on recharge rates. Relative recharge
from recharge wells and by infiltration through the basin alone is discussed in Section 6.2.1.

Table 5. A summary of groundwater levels, recharge rates (RUTFI) and maintenance operations over
the recharge season from 2016–2018.

Year RUTFI (m3 day−1)

Recharge
Well

Cleaning

Filter
Cleaning

Desilting
Pond

Bottom

Gravity
Head for
Recharge

(m) a

Avg. water
Quality
Entering

Pond (TSS:
mg/L) b

Total Silt
Accumulated
c (Tonnes)

Days
Taken for

Dead
Storage to

Dry d

End
Season

Infiltration
Rate (mm
day−1) e

Start End Avg.

2016 996 274 537 No No No 4.0 340 12.2 55 14.4
2017 2499 289 775 yes yes Yes 4.7 260 21.2 48 17.0
2018 1978 85 430 No Yes Yes 3.5 282 - 50 16.2

a Taken as elevation difference between the surface water level in the pond and the elevation of the water table in
the nearest piezometer (P1). b Number of readings were limited: monthly in 2016 and 2018; much more in 2017.
c Estimated based on silt load accumulated at the pond bottom, determined based on gridded sampling. d Total
number of days taken for the pond to dry out from 1 m of dead storage (no recharge of recharge wells. Indicated by
the last pond water level reading in Figure 5) by infiltration + evaporation. e Estimated from the time taken for dead
storage to dry (dead storage (volume)/days) and subtracting the evaporation rate calculated using ETc = Kc × ETO
and taking Kc = 1 for open water [45]. Reference evapotranspiration (ETO) is taken as the average of the months of
October and November) and is 3.82 mm day−1 [46].

6. Discussion

6.1. Factors Influencing Recharge Rates

For all the years, recharge rates start at their highest values and decrease as the season progresses
(Figure 5). Similar hydrologic trends have been observed at MAR sites with surface runoff containing
high levels of particulate matter [38,47]. These studies tend to suggest that the reduction in recharge
rates over time is a function of two major processes: (i) groundwater levels linked to rainfall and (ii)
clogging linked to recharge water quality.

The increase in recharge rates post maintenance cleaning operations in 2017 shows the impact of
physical clogging on recharge rates (Table 5). A high starting recharge rate in 2018, similar to that in
2017, suggests the cleaning operations post the 2017 recharge season (excluding recharge well cleaning)
maintained similar clogging as in 2017. However, recharge rates in 2018 dropped steeply in line with
the observed steep rise in groundwater levels, whereas in 2016 and 2017, the decline in recharge rates
was gradual, in line with the rising trend in groundwater levels (Figure 5). This points to the influence
of groundwater levels on recharge rates as there was no apparent difference in average source water
TSS (Table 5, Figure 5). However, the limited readings of TSS add some uncertainty to the analysis,
as TSS in source water show high variability associated with rainfall events.

Groundwater levels influence the recharge rates as they change the gravity head (i.e., the elevation
difference between the surface water level in the pond and the groundwater level), on which gravity
recharge depends [38,48]. As the groundwater levels rise during the monsoon, the gravity head
decreases, resulting in declining recharge rates over the recharge season (Figure 5). The highest and
lowest recharge rates in the years 2017 and 2018, respectively, are associated with the highest and
lowest average available gravity heads (Table 5). Steep rises in groundwater levels towards the middle
of the 2018 season brought groundwater levels up to ~2 mbgl in the nearest piezometer(P1). This shows
the potential hydraulic connection taking place in between groundwater and the pond base (2.1 mbgl),
which would have reduced the recharge rates [48]. This is reflected in a steep decline in recharge
rates, and recharge rate values reduced to <100 m3 day−1 by the end of recharge season in 2018 in
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comparison to end of season recharge rates of ~300 m3 day−1 in 2017 and 2016, where groundwater
levels remained deeper than 3 m. The pond water level remained above the minimum threshold level
for recharge (Figure 5). No direct correlation between recharge rates and pond levels could be made
out, which shows that the pond water level, which has a source from the canal, is not the limiting
factor in recharge rates, and that clogging and the groundwater level beneath the pond when this
becomes hydraulically connected to the pond remain the leading factors influencing recharge rates.

Figure 5. UTFI recharge rates, the groundwater level of P1 (meters below ground level (mbgl)), the
pond water level (mblg) and the TSS of source water UTFI from 2016 to 2018. The dashed line shows
the minimum pond level for which well recharge takes place. Text boxes show the desilting activities.
The grey shaded areas represent the periods of recharge.

UTFI Recharge Variation Implications for Flood Mitigation

The high inter-year variation of recharge rates carries high significance for the dual aims of UTFI
in the region: flood mitigation and enhancing groundwater storage. UTFI recharge is highest in low
rainfall years (61,969 m3 in 2017 with rainfall of 905 mm) and lowest in high rainfall years (26,207 m3

in 2018 with rainfall of 1811 mm). This is because high rainfall years lead to high groundwater levels,
thereby decreasing the available gravity head, which reduces UTFI recharge rates. At the same time,
high rainfall intensity years, such as 2018, may also reduce the number of recharge days, which are
already constrained by the monsoon season.

Thus, on one hand, higher recharge in low rainfall years shows that UTFI could play an important
positive role in addressing groundwater storage depletion in dry years when recharge is limited.
However, lower recharge in wet years, which are also the years when more intense flooding is expected
to take place, shows the diminishing returns of UTFI if upscaled specifically for flood mitigation.
This influence of rainfall and groundwater levels is critical and needs to be taken into consideration for
planning purposes when flood mitigation is a central objective.

Several multi-year studies analyzing MAR recharge performance in other parts of India have
observed recharge behaviors quite different to those in this study. Those studies indicate high recharge
in high rainfall years and vice versa [19,49]. Recharge-rainfall relationships in those cases would
appear to be characterized by a different set of limiting factors for recharge. For example, in the case
of check dam recharge reported by [19,49], all of the monitored check dams showed higher recharge
in high rainfall years, as low rainfall years result in less recharge due to low inflow into the dams.
However, study [19] was later extended to include a wetter year [50], where recharge was observed
to be less than for the average year, indicating recharge limited by aquifer capacity. This is similar
to the UTFI pilot case where source water was not a limitation (supplied by a canal at flow rates far
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higher than what could be recharged). Instead, recharge is limited by the available gravity head and
the infrastructure performance.

6.2. Performance of the UTFI Pilot

6.2.1. Comparing Recharge Wells to the Infiltration Pond

The pilot chose to employ sub-surface recharge methods using recharge wells to maximize
recharge rates to overcome land availability constraints, as the region is one of the most densely
populated places in the world [51]. To assess the performance, UTFI system recharge rates (RUTFI) were
compared against infiltration rates observed from the pond bottom alone. Recharge rates from the base
of the pond were estimated in two ways at two different times: first, during 6 h ring infiltration tests
during preliminary recharge testing in 2015, and later on, during recharge operations, by observing the
time taken for the dead storage to empty. Assuming the same decreasing temporal trends in infiltration
from the pond bottom as overall recharge rates, rates from the infiltration ring are comparable with
recharge rates at the start of season. The decline in dead storage (corrected for evaporative losses), can
be compared with the end of season recharge rates.

The average infiltration rate from the pond bottom in 2015 after cleaning and deepening the pond
(an indicator of recharge from the infiltration pond only) was 106 mm day−1. In comparison, the UTFI
system recharge rate at the start of season was 379 mm day−1 in 2016, 933 mm day−1 in 2017 and
752 mm day−1 in 2018; these rates were, on average, higher by factors of 3.6, 8.8 and 7.1, respectively.
Similarly, infiltration from the pond bottom at the end of the pilot was 14.4, 17.0 and 16.2 mm day−1

in 2016, 2017 and 2018, respectively (Table 5). In comparison, end-of-season UTFI recharge rates for
the corresponding years were 104.4, 110.1 and 32.4 mm day−1, which were, on average, higher by
factors of 7.2, 6.5 and 2.0 respectively. These high recharge rates justify the use of sub-surface methods,
without which far lower volumes would have been recharged.

6.2.2. Comparing UTFI to Comparable Studies in the Region

The limited existing studies of MAR using sub-surface methods in the Indo-Gangetic Plains
having similar aquifer characteristics as the study area were reviewed to compare UTFI performance.
In one study in the neighboring state of Haryana, recharge wells were used to recharge canal water
during the rainy season (July–October), with reported average recharge rates from a single well of
794–989 m3 day−1 in the first year with no typical trend, whereas in the second year, recharge rates
reduced from 1088 m3 day−1 at the start to 798 m3 day−1 by the end of the season [14]. In other studies
from an alluvial area in the state of Punjab, all of which used canal water as the source, reported
recharge rates ranged from 302 to 3784 m3 day−1 [15], and from 588 to 1766 m3 day−1 well−1 in three
case studies reported by [16]. The Master Plan for MAR in India gave an expected average design
recharge rate from a recharge shaft in alluvial areas of Uttar Pradesh of 1000 m3 day−1, running on
about 60 operational days during monsoon [52]; however, no supporting data are provided on how
these estimates were derived.

Large differences in recharge rates among the studies presented above point to the number
of factors influencing recharge rates such as the aquifer characteristics, groundwater levels, source
water, design and methods used to estimate recharge. Contrasts in system design ranged from
pressure injection in Ghaggar, Punjab [15] to a battery of 20 recharge wells installed in 20 trenches in
Patiala [16]. The depth of recharge wells ranged from 26 to 81 m, and groundwater levels were>10–15 m,
in comparison to the shallow groundwater levels in the UTFI pilot case (2–7 m). Given the large number
of differences and the general lack of studies in the region that investigated recharge performance
comprehensively over multi-year time periods, along with the limited details on monitoring provided,
any systematic comparisons are difficult.
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6.3. Dependence of Aquifer Type on Groundwater Mounding

Most MAR case studies in India report a visible increase in groundwater levels or longer availability
of water in wells [17,18]. For example, [18] reviewed six case studies, all in hard rock areas, which
reported increases in groundwater levels of up to 4–7 m due to MAR interventions. In contrast, for the
UTFI pilot, modelled and observed mounds are small (~0.4–0.8 m). In addition, the expected mound is
difficult to distinguish from background water level variations.

The low mound formation observed during the pilot relative to high values reported in other
MAR studies in India, most of which come from hard rock areas, reflects the contrast in hydrogeological
characteristics such as porosity, transmissivity and lithology, and the thickness of the aquifer. To analyze
the expected difference due to hydrogeology, the Hantush solution was run with typical hard rock
aquifer (basaltic) characteristics (a hydraulic conductivity (k) of 5 m day−1 and a specific yield (Sy) of
0.02) [35] and compared with the UTFI pilot site (Figure 6). The difference in mound height is apparent,
with hard rock aquifers showing a mound height much higher than the pilot (an average of 2.8 m
and 2.1 m in hard rock vs. 0.7 m and 0.5 m in the pilot case) at distances of 0 m (i.e., the center of the
pond) and at 5 m (i.e., P1), respectively for the same recharge volume. In the Hantush model, mound
height was calculated from the center of the rectangular basin in the x-direction with the basin edge
at a distance of 17.5 m (i.e., (35 m)/2). Therefore, a piezometer at a distance of 5 m from the edge of
pond is at a distance of 5 + 17.5 = 22.5 from the center of the rectangular basin. The contrast with the
hard rock aquifers is a reflection of high aquifer transmissivity and specific yield of the alluvial aquifer
in the village. Though this is as expected, it underlies that the same recharge performance would
have had a very different impact on groundwater levels, depending on the hydrogeological conditions.
In alluvial aquifers, as is the case in the UTFI pilot, the storage changes are more subdued and would
require detailed monitoring to discern the change in groundwater levels in response to recharge.

Figure 6. Modelled mound heights at the center of pond (0 m) and P1 (5 m) for the pilot (Sy = 0.1 and k
= 20 m day−1) and general hard rock aquifers (Sy = 0.02 and k = 5 m day−1) under the observed UTFI
recharge rates of the year 2017.

6.4. Scaling up of UTFI

The scaling up of UTFI to the basin scale requires a sound assessment of the availability of
flows for recharge, the capacity of available groundwater storage to store runoff and the demand for
recharge water. In addition, studies on the costs and benefits are required to ascertain the economic
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rationale for upscaling. Previous research by [11] has shown that the average monsoon runoff in the
Ramganga basin during the monsoon months is 5782 million m3. Recharging 10–50% of these runoff
volumes can reduce flooding (with a 5 year return period) by 5–27%, increase groundwater recharge by
11–56%, and increase groundwater levels, on average, by 1.2–4.6 m with respect to a no-UTFI scenario.
Assessment of the economic benefits (based on increasing crop intensity by using recharge water)
by [53] shows that upscaling would require huge capital investment in infrastructure, but on average
have a benefit to cost ratio of >1.

However, the above study is based on major assumptions [53], nor does it consider the actual
performance of the UTFI system that this pilot study explored. However, one UTFI pilot could not be
considered representative of the entire basin, but can help to identify lessons that are critical when
developing any upscaling strategy. For example, the insights on diminishing UTFI recharge rates
during high rainfall years, due to high recharge leading to hydraulic connection, warrant the need to
look more critically at the available groundwater storage and the variability in recharge rates. The need
for routine operation and maintenance must be clearly accounted for while doing any economic
analysis. In addition, any scaling up would require the consideration of socioeconomic, institutional
and related issues, which are not analyzed in this study, but are touched upon in [20,21].

7. Conclusions

The first UTFI pilot trial in the Indo-Gangetic Plain in India was capable of recharging an average
annual volume of 44,000 m3 with the recharge volume over three years varying from 26,000 to 62,000 m3

(i.e., 430 to 775 m3 day−1 during the recharge periods). These volumes are 5.0–11.8 times the total storage
capacity of the pond and would be sufficient to irrigate 8–18 hectares of rabi crop. High intra-year
variation, reflected in recharge rate reductions ranging from 72.4% to 95.7% relative to the starting
conditions, was observed. This is linked to the roles of: (a) source water quality (TSS of 260–340 mg/L)
leading to clogging, and (b) groundwater levels influencing gravity heads as the recharge season
progresses, and hydraulic connection further reducing recharge in the wetter year (2018) when recharge
from other sources is high. Annual maintenance activities involving desilting basins, and cleaning
filters and recharge wells appear to be effective in controlling clogging and restoring recharge rates.
Overall, the UTFI design achieved much higher recharge rates (2–9 times) than what would have been
achieved from village ponds alone through infiltration. The results show that the relative mounding in
nearby wells w.r.t to the reference well at 100 m distance due to UTFI is limited, due to the high specific
yield and transmissivity of the alluvial aquifer, and is influenced by a range of confounding factors
that make the delineation of small mound heights difficult. The results provide the first systematic,
multi-year assessment of the performance of UTFI systems at the individual pond scale in the flood
prone, intensively irrigated, alluvial aquifer regions of the Indo-Gangetic Plain.
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Abstract: A field study evaluated the performance of direct well recharge structures (DWRS) in order
to harvest and filter farm runoff and its discharge into open dug wells to augment groundwater
recharge. This was undertaken between 2016 and 2018 using a total of 11 wells in the Dharta
watershed, situated in a semi-arid hardrock region of Udaipur district, Rajasthan, India. The depth to
water level in each DWRS well was monitored weekly for 1 to 3 years before and after the DWRS was
established, and water samples were taken for water quality analysis (pH, electrical conductivity (EC),
total dissolved solids (TDS), turbidity, fluoride, and Escherichia coli) before and during the monsoon
period. For each DWRS well, two control wells in close proximity were also monitored and sampled.
Five of the DWRS established in 2018 also had flow meters installed in order to measure discharge
from the filter to the well. The volume of water recharged through DWRS into individual wells
during the 2018 monsoon ranged from 2 to 176 m3 per well. Although the mean rise in water levels
over the monsoon was higher in DWRS wells than in nearby control wells, the difference was not
significant. Values of pH, EC, TDS, and F decreased in DWRS and control wells as each monsoon
progressed, whereas the turbidity of wells with DWRS increased slightly. There was no significant
difference between DWRS and control wells for pH, EC/TDS, turbidity, or fluoride. The presence
of E. coli in DWRS wells was higher than in control wells, however, E. coli exceeded drinking water
guidelines in all sampled wells. On the basis of this study, it is recommended that rural runoff should
not be admitted to wells that are used for, or close to, wells used for drinking water supplies, even
though salinity and fluoride concentrations may be reduced. For this study, none of the 11 DWRS
wells produced sufficient additional recharge to potentially increase dry season irrigation supplies to
justify expenditure on DWRS. This even applies to the DWRS well adjacent to a small ephemeral
stream that had a significantly larger catchment area than those drawing on farmers’ fields alone. An
important and unexpected finding of this study was that no sampled open dug well met drinking
water standards. This has led to a shift in local priorities to implement well-head water quality
protection measures for wells used for drinking water supplies. It is recommended that parapet walls
be built around the perimeter of such dug wells, as well as having covers be installed.

Keywords: groundwater recharge; water quality; water level monitoring; recharge performance;
rainwater harvesting; India
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1. Introduction

Water scarcity has become a major problem, especially in most of the arid regions of the world. It
ultimately affects food security, natural ecosystems, and plant and human health (Seckler et al., 1999) [1].
Water scarcity arises due to the various anthropogenic factors and one of them is the depletion of
groundwater resource. Farmers in semi-arid parts of India use groundwater to save rainfed crops
from failure and to increase yields. As it is a relatively cheap and easily accessible water resource for
individual farmers, irrespective of their farm size, annual groundwater use often reaches or exceeds
the average annual natural recharge. Depth to watertable in hard rock terrain fluctuates considerably
during the year, and shallow aquifers become depleted where the use of groundwater has increased;
thus, tubewells are drilled to allow pumping from deeper down (in the same or different aquifers),
in some areas rendering marginal quality water (Shah, 2009) [2]. The extensive use of groundwater
resources by farmers all over the country pumping out water in an unregulated manner creates its
own sets of complex management and sustainability issues.

According to a report of CGWB (2017) [3], almost the whole of India shows declining
groundwater levels, with the largest declines observed in parts of Rajasthan, Haryana, Punjab,
Gujarat, Telangana, and Maharashtra. Water harvesting and recharge enhancement at micro-watershed
level have been identified as means to benefit farmers at the village level to address water scarcity
(Cavelaars et al., 1994) [4]. However, groundwater levels are declining despite water harvesting
measures to conserve water and enhance aquifer recharge, supported on a large scale by watershed
development programmes. It is therefore crucial to increase our understanding of the capability
and constraints of managed aquifer recharge (MAR) to overcome the threat of groundwater scarcity
in the future (Massuel et al., 2014) [5]. Equally important is the understanding of the potential for
managing or influencing the new patterns of use (Burke and Moench, 2000) [6], patterns that are often
highly dispersed and individualized. To cope with lowering groundwater level, MAR has become
an important complementary measure along with demand management to cope with groundwater
scarcity (Dillon et al. (2012) [7].

The MARVI project, Managing Aquifer Recharge and Sustaining Groundwater Use through
Village-level Intervention (www.marvi.org.in), has demonstrated that it is important to monitor
and manage groundwater at the village level, particularly in hard rock areas of India
(Maheshwari et al., 2014 [8]; Jadeja et al., 2018 [9]). This approach involves the training of village
volunteers and developing a participatory process to assist cooperative management of groundwater.
The methods include groundwater data collection at the village level; a methodology to estimate
groundwater recharge from simple measurements on check dams (Dashora et al., 2018) [10]); and a
smart phone app (MyWell) for collecting and visualising groundwater, rainfall, and check dam data.
This approach supports village level decision-making for groundwater use and management. This has
been field tested and is considered ready for extended out-scaling across India.

In this study area, village groundwater cooperatives are being formed to help achieve sustainable
groundwater supplies. These have informed rabi (winter) crop decision making based on measured
groundwater levels. They can also support maintenance of watershed measures for soil and water
conservation, including maintenance of streambed recharge structures, as well as encouraging uptake
of other options when proven. There is a watershed development program at the state level to increase
groundwater recharge through the construction of check dams.
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2. Why This Study?

Roof-top rainwater harvesting to recharge dug wells has been widely practiced in India with a
varying degree of success (CGWB (2007) [11]; Rainwater Harvesting Association (2020) [12]). However,
the use of harvested runoff from farmers’ fields to recharge dug wells has been practiced mostly on a
trial and error basis (e.g., examples reported in Bali Water Protection Program (2020) [13]), but with
relatively rare monitoring. One exception is the work of Pendke et al. (2017) [14], in a study in
Maharashtra from 2011 to 2015, who reported 64% removal efficiency of silt in the entry pit containing
a preliminary filter rising to 93% removal at the end of the main filter before water is discharged to
an open well. This was at a research site with a catchment area of 1.8 ha where runoffwas estimated
using an uncalibrated model. In 2015, the study was expanded to involve 10 recharge wells and two
wells as controls. The size of the catchment areas for these was not reported. In 2015, water table rise
was reported to be significantly larger in recharged wells than control wells. Aside from measurement
of suspended silt at the pilot site, there was no evaluation of water quality that might impact on the
safe use of well water.

The overall aim of this study was to understand the effectiveness of direct well recharge structures
(DWRS) to improve groundwater supplies and quality at the local level. The activity reported in this
paper arose because some farmers, who were at a considerable distance from streams, perceived that
check dams in their catchment were not directly benefiting them as much as farmers whose wells
were closer to those check dams. They sought an alternative way of increasing recharge at their wells.
They were intending to harvest runoff from fields close to their wells, and divert this into their wells.
Researchers from the MARVI team became involved due to well-founded concerns over potential for
groundwater contamination. They evaluated wells proposed for direct recharge by farmers to avoid
wells used for drinking water supplies, insisted on a filtration step and on monitoring the impacts on
levels and quality, and developed a water quality laboratory in the village to enable analyses to be
performed. The results of this investigation were to be reported back to farmers before considering any
possible ongoing operation. Without these precautionary interventions, this approach could not be
considered MAR.

3. Study Area

The study was carried out in the Dharta watershed, which is situated in Bhindar block of Udaipur
district of southern Rajasthan, India. This area lies between 24◦30′ and 24◦37′ N latitude and 73◦05′ to
73◦15′ E longitude. Four adjoining villages were selected within a radius of 4 km, these being Badgaon,
Dharta, Hinta, and Varni, for evaluating the performance of direct well recharge structures (Figure 1).
Topography is often undulating with slope up to 2.7%. The ground elevation of the area is 470 m above
the mean sea level. The average annual rainfall of the area is about 665 mm (Dashora et al. 2018) [10]
and the temperature ranges from 19 to 48 ◦C in summer and 3 to 29 ◦C during winter.

The occurrence of groundwater in the watershed is mainly controlled by the topographic and
structural features present in the Proterozoic gneisses and schists underlying the area. Groundwater in
these rocks occurs in the zone of weathering and in fractures, joints, and foliation plains. When schists
are inter-mixed with gneisses, they form a better aquifer (CGWB, 2013) [15]. The depth of dug wells
ranges from 14 to 38 m. The major crops grown in the area are maize, wheat, mustard, cluster bean
(guar), chickpea, and barley. About 25% of the total land area in the watershed is irrigated by dug
wells and tube wells.
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Figure 1. Location map of direct well recharge structures sites in the Dharta watershed and adjacent
control wells.

4. Methodology

The study was carried out during 2016–2018. The steps followed in this study were (i) selecting
the dug wells for implementing DWRS and nearby control wells, (ii) identifying suitable locations for
pits, (iii) building pits and filters to reduce sediment discharge into wells, (iv) installing flow meters,
(v) calculating the cost of construction, (vi) monitoring rainfall, (vii) monitoring groundwater levels,
and (viii) water quality sampling and analysis.
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4.1. Selection of the Dug Wells

With a view to evaluating the performance of direct well recharge at a farm level, a number of
dug wells were selected and marked with the code numbers for identification. In the year of 2016,
a total of 18 wells were selected, out of which 6 wells were selected for direct well recharge and 12
control wells were selected, with 2 separate wells in close proximity to each DWRS well. In 2018, an
additional 15 wells were selected, and out of these, 5 wells were used as DWRS wells and 10 as control
wells, again with 2 controls close to each DWRS well. Only the DWRS wells constructed in 2018 were
fitted with flow meters to estimate the annual recharge volume. Hence, in 2018, there were a total
of 11 DWRS wells and 22 wells as controls (Table 1). All the control wells were in close proximity to
their recharge wells. Further, the wells in Table 1 are identified by whether they have parapet walls,
overhanging trees and rotten plant debris, or whether they are fitted with flow meters for measuring
runoff discharge into the wells. All wells are used for irrigation supplies.

Table 1. Total well depths of direct well recharge structures (DWRS) and control wells.

DWRS Well
Total Well
Depth, m

Control
Well (1)

Total Well
Depth, m

Control
Well (2)

Total Well
Depth, m

2016

H6 ab 19.60 H4 a 24.50 H5 17.65
H21 28.90 H30 b 29.20 H10 a 25.40
B21 20.50 B22 a 23.20 B44 20.60
B40 18.45 B41 23.20 B50 27.90
V43 30.45 V44 a 35.80 V45 a 33.10

V47 ab 27.10 V48 a 28.45 V49 ab 30.10

2018

H22 a * 21.20 H30 29.20 H10 a 25.40
H23 * 18.30 H25 24.30 H26 21.80
D1 * 32.10 D11 a 18.95 D20 19.60
D14 * 31.20 D13 a 22.80 D15 31.00

V28 ab * 19.20 V29 a 19.10 V30 ab 22.70

Average depth (m) 24.3 - 25.3 - 25.0

* = DWRS wells established in 2018 were fitted with flow meters. a = well with parapet wall; b = wells without
overhanging trees and rotten plant debris. All wells were infested with birds.

4.2. Identification of Suitable Locations for Pits

It was considered important that the recharge pit (details described below) was located close to
the recharge well to reduce the cost, and it was also located such that the runoff could easily flow
towards the pit. For this, the important consideration was the general slope of the runoff contributing
area. An earthen channel was constructed to guide runoff towards the pit. The catchment area was a
secondary consideration, and subsequently this was identified as constraining the measured benefits.
If the pit filled during a rainfall event, excess flow diverted along natural drainage lines and did not
enter the well.

4.3. Pit and Filter Constructions and Pipe Installations

The pits were dug near the recharge wells with the help of earth moving machinery. The size
of the pits varied slightly due to construction method. The median length, width, and depth of pits
were 1.40, 1.55, and 1.15 m, respectively (Table 2). Once the pit was dug to the required dimensions,
the masonry work was done on the four sides of the pit walls to maintain the stability of the pits.
The bottoms of the pits were cemented, incorporating stones from a local quarry. The pit was divided
into two sections by a brick wall constructed in the middle with a height of about two-thirds of the
pit depth. This division was done to allow extra deposition time of sediments in the pit, as reported
useful by Pendke et al. (2017) [14]. Runoff from pits was discharged from the pit into the recharge
well through one or more 50 mm diameter high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipes, which were laid
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in a trench to allow gravitational flow and perforated the well perimeter through an aperture just
large enough to contain the pipe(s). The pipe inlets were installed about 0.2–0.3 m above the bottom
of the pit to minimize clogging of the inlets (Figure 2). In some wells, two or even three pipes of
50 mm diameter were used in order to increase the proportion of runoff that entered the pit and well.
After pipe installation, the trench was backfilled and compacted.

Table 2. Design details of DWRS pits.

DWRS Code Length, m Width, m Depth, m Volume (m3) Catchment Area (m2)
Vol as mm over
Catchment Area

H6 3.35 1.90 1.00 6.40 1131 5.6
H21 0.90 1.35 1.15 1.40 585 2.4
B21 1.15 1.20 0.70 1.00 2343 0.4
B40 2.30 2.30 1.10 5.80 1155 5.0
V43 1.90 1.90 1.20 4.30 304 14.3
V47 1.90 1.80 0.85 2.90 263 11.1

H22 * 1.20 1.40 1.10 1.80 3200 0.6
H23 * 1.40 1.55 1.20 2.60 662 3.9
D1 * 1.00 1.37 1.22 1.70 2860 0.6

D14 * 1.34 1.13 1.22 1.80 11,954 0.2
V28 * 1.40 2.40 1.30 4.40 2,902,300 0.0

Median 1.40 1.55 1.15 2.60 1155 2.4

* DWRS well established in 2018.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. View of DWRS installed in the study: (a) a cross-sectional view of DWRS (not to scale); and
(b) photograph of a sample structure constructed in the study area.
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4.4. Reducing Sediment Discharge into Wells

The runoff carries suspended sediment particles throughout the rainy season, although the
concentration was expected to be highest at the beginning of the monsoon season, when the ground
was parched and there was no vegetation cover. It was considered important to prevent the discharge
of sediments into the DWRS well in order to reduce the likelihood of turbid water clogging the fractures
that allowed natural ingress of groundwater. A simple and cheap roughing filter was devised in which
coarse sand and stone aggregates were placed in the pit on both sides of the dividing wall and covered
with net cloth to help make suspended sediments settle in the pit and allow easy removal of detritus.
Table 2 reports gross volume of pits, not accounting for filter material; hence, the holding capacity for
water was quite small (<6.4 m3) in relation to typical monsoon rainfall events, which could exceed
60 mm in a day.

4.5. Installation of Flow Meters

In the five DWRSs constructed in 2018, a flow meter was installed between the pit and recharge
well to monitor the cumulative volume of water discharged into those wells. Flow meters with 50 mm
diameter were used to measure the total volume of the runoff water discharged in a single pipe. If
there were more than one pipe, it was assumed that other pipes discharged the same volume as the
metered pipe. For additional protection of water meters from clogging due to plant debris in runoff
water, iron wire meshes were placed at the inlet of pipes. A schematic diagram of field settings of
components of the recharge structure are shown in Figure 2a, and a photo of a typical structure (one of
11) is shown in Figure 2b, whereas Figure 3 shows the discharge of runoff into a well after it has passed
through the filter. The dial pad reading of the flow meter was recorded photographically at the time of
installation, and subsequently after every runoff event.

 

Figure 3. Runoff discharge into well after it was collected in the pit and had passed through the filter.

4.6. Managed Aquifer Recharge Operations

For the DWRSs constructed in 2016, managed aquifer recharge (MAR) commenced in July 2016
and continued through the monsoons of 2017 and 2018, generally over the months of July to October.
For DWRSs constructed in 2018, MAR commenced in July 2018. The systems were shut down at the
end of the 2018 monsoon. DWRS and control well water levels were measured weekly from January
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2013 to December 2018 for the wells of Hinta, Dharta, and Badgaon village, whereas for the Varni
village, monitoring was done from December 2013 to December 2018.

4.7. Calculating the Cost of Construction

The cost of construction of the recharge pits varied on the basis of the location and material used.
Locally available construction material was used, and well owners were engaged throughout the
construction process. All the cost components starting from digging the pit to installing water-meter
and outlet pipes were recorded. The cost of construction and installation depended on access to the site,
distance between pit and recharge well, and construction of runoff collection field channel (wherever
necessary). Only existing wells were used, and thus these are regarded as a sunk cost. The site specific
average estimate of cost for installing a DWRS is given in Table 3, in Indian rupees at 2018 costs.

Table 3. Installation cost of a DWRS structure at field site (for conversion USD 1 = INR 70 in 2018).

Items Quantity Cost, INR Cost, USD

Hiring cost for earth moving
equipment

1 h 800 11

Stones 1 trolley load 1300 19
Coarse sand 1

4 trolley load 600 9
Cement bag 2 600 9
Bricks for partition 50 250 4
Stone aggregates 1

4 trolley load 300 4
Pipes (m) 3 600 9
Builder and labour 1 + 1 1600 23
Flow meter * 1 4500 64
Total cost without flow meter 6050 86

Total cost with flow meter 10,550 151

* Installed for flow measurement.

4.8. Rainfall Monitoring

Rainfall monitoring was done on a daily basis by farmer volunteers, known as BJs (Bhujul
Jaankaars or “groundwater informed”). Rain gauges were installed in all four villages, and annual
rainfalls were recorded (Figure 4) by BJs. To evaluate the effect of the runoff on the water level
fluctuation of the wells, the rainfall data obtained were used to correlate with the water table level and
the influence of the recharge pit for specific rainfall events.

4.9. Groundwater Level Monitoring

Groundwater level monitoring was done at a weekly interval and commenced a few weeks before
the monsoon, continuing until after the end of the monsoon season when levels had peaked and were
in decline. An ordinary measuring tape with a float at its end was used for monitoring the depth to
water level in each DWRS and control well, below a datum that was marked on the well head with the
well identification number. Readings were taken by the farmer BJs who had been trained to undertake
such measurements and had considerable experience. The water level data obtained during weekly
monitoring were used to plot well hydrographs.
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Figure 4. Annual rainfall in study villages during the study period, 2013–2018.

4.10. Water Quality Monitoring

4.10.1. Sampling

Water samples were taken on five occasions for analysis of pH, EC/TDS, and turbidity—July 2015,
July 2017, June 2018, August 2018, and October 2018. Samples were analysed for fluoride on three of
these occasions—July 2017, June 2018, and August 2018. Escherichia coli analysis was conducted on the
water samples collected in August, September, and October 2018.

4.10.2. Physical and Chemical Analyses

The water samples were collected in order to analyse pH, EC, TDS, turbidity, and fluoride. They
were analysed in the field for these physico-chemical parameters using an Aquaread instrument
(https://www.aquaread.com/portofolio/ap-5000/) to test pH, EC, TDS, and turbidity. A HACH DR/890
portable colorimeter (https://www.hach.com/dr-890-portable-colorimeter/product?id=7640439041) was
used to measure fluoride (F) concentration. E. coli samples were collected and taken to a laboratory in
the Hinta village for analysis within 8–24 h, and samples were stored in a refrigerator for the time
period between sampling and laboratory analysis. On each day of sampling before testing of water
samples, the instruments were calibrated using distilled water and stock solutions. On one occasion, a
split set of 10 samples was provided to an independent university laboratory for analysis of TDS (by
EC) and fluoride. The coefficient of determination (R2) for TDS was 0.82, and in terms of fluoride, R2

was 0.98 for samples within the prescribed range of <2–2.5 mg/L for the colorimeter. To establish the
reliability of the measurements, the testing of duplicate water samples was carried out. The results
indicated average differences for 10 samples for pH, EC, TDS, and F and for 9 samples for turbidity of
between 2.5% and 5% of the range in observed values. Hence, these field data are considered reliable
for the purposes of the investigation.

4.10.3. Bacteriological Analysis

The MacConkey Agar (MAC) method was used to grow Escherichia coli bacteria. For the
bacteriological analysis, standard lab procedure was used—the MAC flasks, spreader, and Petri dishes
were sterilized in an autoclave at 120 ◦C at 15 psi for 15 min, after which spreading of field samples
was done under laminar flow conditions. The MAC was poured into sterilized Petri dishes on which E.
coli was cultured. This agar provides a solid medium on which selected bacteria are able to decompose
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agar. MAC is a selective and differential medium designed to selectively isolate Gram-negative bacteria
such as E. coli and enteric bacilli on their ability to ferment lactose. Groundwater samples of DWRS
wells and control wells were tested for microorganisms that would ferment lactose to produce end
products that react with the pH indicator neutral red and would produce a pink colour colony. Results
were reported as E. coli log colony-forming units (CFU)/mL.

5. Results and Discussion

The results of the evaluation of DWRS at a farm level are presented and discussed below.

5.1. Recharge in DWRS Wells

The metered volume of water recharging wells could only be determined at three DWRS wells in
2018 due to meter failures at two sites. Failures were thought to be caused by detritus clogging the
impellors on mechanical flow meters in spite of the precautions taken. For the two sites representative of
the catchment areas for 10 of the 11 DWRS wells, the average recharged proportion of monsoon rainfall
on the catchment areas was 1.17%. This is considerably lower than the estimated 17% runoff generated
from rainfall in 10 Maharashtra DWRS catchments (Pendke et al. 2017) [14]. It was observed that pits
filled in heavy storms and subsequent runoff bypassed DWRS. Applying the average proportion of
catchment rainfall recharged from these two wells to all other DWRS wells in all years since they were
established gives the volumetric recharge estimates shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Observed and estimated recharge through DWRS pits.

Well ID
Year of Pit

Establishment

Estimated Recharge, m3

Recharge Volume
Metered, m3

Recharge as mm
over Catchment

As % of Rainfall
on Catchment

2016 2017 2018

H6 2016 * 13 7 10
H21 2016 * 7 4 5
B21 2016 * 22 6 18
B40 2016 * 11 3 9
V43 2016 * 3 2 2
V47 2016 * 3 2 2
H22 2018 27 8.44 1.13% 27
H23 2018 * 4
D1 2018 * 13

D14 2018 81 6.78 1.20% 81
V28 2018 176 0.06 0.01% 176

Mean 1.17%* 14 6 32

Total (pits established in 2016) 59 24 46

Total (pits established in 2018) 0 0 309

Total 59 24 355

* The mean value for H22 and D14 was applied to all unmetered sites and sites where meters failed to register. V28
represents a DWRS well besides a stream with a catchment area three orders of magnitude larger than the median of
the DWRS sites, and hence was excluded from estimation of recharge at other wells.

The volumes of recharge are very low, in part due to the small catchment area of farm fields,
in part by the low proportion of runoff diverted into wells due to the very small volumes of pits
(Table 2) with respect to typical monsoon rainfall events, and possibly in part due to under-estimation
of recharge by under-performing flow meters.

5.2. Head Rise Comparison between DWRS Wells and Control Wells

Six DWRS wells were constructed in 2016 and another five in the year 2018 (Table 1),
and in this catchment that had been intensively monitored since 2013 in the MARVI project
(Maheshwari et al. 2014) [8], we calculated the head rise in each well by subtracting the depth to
water level at the end of the monsoon from that at the beginning of the monsoon. The ratio of head
rise of each DWRS well to the mean of its adjacent control wells was calculated for each year (2013
to 2018). Subsequently, the change in these ratios was analysed to compare head rises before and
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after construction of DWRS for both construction years (2016 and 2018). Table 5 shows the mean and
standard deviation of the head rise ratios.

Table 5. Statistical analysis of ratio of mean head rise of each DWRS and nearby control wells.

DWR 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Mean before
Construction

Mean after
Construction

Mean (after
Minus before)

H6 ## 0.72 0.54 0.12 0.88 0.85 1.63 0.72 0.56 1.07 0.51
H21 ## 1.35 0.71 0.70 2.06 0.86 0.86 0.89 1.20 0.87 −0.33
B21 ## 0.88 0.55 0.66 1.72 0.91 1.02 1.24 0.95 1.06 0.11
B40 ## 0.52 0.73 0.63 1.30 0.75 0.78 0.64 0.80 0.72 −0.07
V43 ## 0.79 1.20 0.76 2.39 1.17 1.00 1.44 0.44
V47 ## 0.25 0.24 0.82 1.06 1.20 0.25 1.02 0.78
H22 * 0.65 0.17 0.31 0.36 0.49 0.77 0.91 0.37 0.91 0.54
H23 * 0.37 0.08 0.02 0.48 0.60 0.81 0.76 0.23 0.76 0.53
D1 * 1.81 2.21 4.39 2.95 1.78 1.31 3.49 2.41 3.49 1.08
D14 * 1.33 1.36 1.24 1.17 1.14 2.15 1.31 2.15 0.84
V28 * 0.26 0.51 1.26 0.91 2.12 0.38 2.12 1.74

Summary statistics of head rise ratio by year

Mean 0.90 0.79 0.86 1.18 0.93 1.15 1.39 0.86 1.42 0.56
SD 0.51 0.69 1.23 0.82 0.36 0.49 0.87 0.64 0.85 0.57

CoV 0.57 0.87 1.42 0.70 0.38 0.42 0.62 0.74 0.60 1.01

Values below are for DWR wells commencing in 2016 only ##

Mean 0.87 0.63 0.53 1.23 0.83 1.29 0.98 0.79 1.03 0.24
SD 0.35 0.10 0.27 0.64 0.06 0.62 0.26 0.34 0.24 0.41

CoV 0.41 0.16 0.52 0.52 0.08 0.48 0.27 0.43 0.23 1.73

Values below are for DWR wells commencing in 2018 only *

Mean 0.94 0.95 1.27 1.11 1.06 0.99 1.89 0.94 1.89 0.94
SD 0.77 1.02 1.82 1.09 0.53 0.23 1.11 0.92 1.11 0.50

CoV 0.81 1.07 1.44 0.98 0.50 0.23 0.59 0.98 0.59 0.53
## DWRS constructed in 2016; * DWRS constructed in 2018; Bold is summary for all DWRS wells.

The statistical analysis of ratio of mean head rise of DWRS and control wells indicated that the
effect of DWRS to raise water level in DWRS was not statistically significant at p < 0.05. This is not
surprising due to the fact that the natural recharge in the area is considerably larger than the generally
small additional volumes of water recharged through DWRS. This, combined with the local factors
such as geology, topography, and rainfall intensity variations, can mask the DWRS contribution to
the aquifer. The maximum increase in head rise ratio was observed at DWRS V28 (which had the
highest recharge volume, more than three times the next highest measured or estimated value (at D14))
(Table 4).

Pendke et al. (2017) [14] studied direct well recharge at 10 sites in the Maharashtra state of India
and observed that the difference between the post-monsoon (September) and pre-monsoon (June)
water level depths was greater when compared with those of two controls. However, the catchment
areas were more than 10 times the median in the Dharta case study, but inflow volumes were not
recorded. It is expected that head rise in individual wells is unlikely to be an effective diagnostic of
DWRS recharge effectiveness. Variations in transmissivity and specific yield in the aquifer could even
suggest the reverse is true where for the same recharge volume the groundwater mound would be
higher for aquifers with low transmissivity and low specific yield. Reliable measurements of recharge
are the most decisive information on which to assess recharge effectiveness, as found for check dams in
the same catchment by Dashora et al. (2018, 2019) [10,16].

5.2.1. Water Quality

The water quality information for the various wells in four villages is summarised in Table 6.
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5.2.2. pH

Water samples were collected and tested for pre-monsoon (Jun 2018), during monsoon (July 2015,
July 2017, and August 2018), and post-monsoon (October 2018) periods. The mean pH values of most
of the DWRS and less of their control wells were found to be between the permissible limits (6.5–8.5) of
the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS; 2004) [17]. Figure 5 shows the percentage of samples that met the
(BIS) criteria. Both in July 2015 (before any DWRS recharge) and October 2018 (post-monsoon), all the
DWRS wells met the criteria, whereas half of the control wells had a pH greater than 8.5. In 2017, only
about 26% of samples of both DWRS and control wells met the criteria due to elevated pH. That is,
the introduction of DWRS made little difference to the acceptability of the pH of the water for drinking.
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DWRS Control

Figure 5. Percentage of samples meeting Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) guidelines for pH in drinking
water with or without an alternative supply (BIS acceptance range pH: 6.5–8.5).

5.2.3. TDS

In July 2015, about 82% samples of DWRS met BIS criteria (TDS (2000 mg/L), compared with 55%
for the control wells (Figure 6). Although a higher proportion of DWRS wells than control wells had
TDS less than 2000 mg/L, before and during occurrence of DWRS recharge, it is evident that these
proportions can increase during the monsoon for both DWRS and control wells due to dilution with
fresh natural recharge. However, the volume of DWRS recharge in the DWRS wells is so small that it
does not make a marked benefit if wells were to be used for drinking, and it will be seen that other
parameters relevant for drinking are adversely impacted by DWRS.

5.2.4. Fluoride

The average values of fluoride of DWRS and control wells ranged from 0.75 to 1.13 mg/L and 0.83
to 0.94 mg/L, respectively. The proportion meeting the BIS criteria (<1.5 mg/L in the absence of an
alternative supply) of DWRS was 73% in July 2017, compared with 55% for control wells (Figure 7).
Between June 2018 (before monsoon) and August 2018 (mid monsoon), the proportion of DWRS wells
with F < 1.5 mg/L increased with respect to control wells. This is not surprising because of the generally
lower ambient TDS and F of DWRS wells than in control wells, and thus rainfall recharge is expected
to have a greater diluting influence in DWRS wells.
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Figure 6. Percentage of samples meeting BIS guideline for TDS in drinking water in the absence of an
alternative supply (BIS threshold < 2000 mg/L).
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Figure 7. Percentage of groundwater samples that meet BIS guidelines for fluoride in drinking water
in the absence of an alternative supply (BIS threshold < 1.5 mg/L).

5.2.5. Turbidity

As indicated in Table 6, the mean values of the turbidity of DWRS and control wells ranged from
30 to 65 and 29 to 66 NTU (Nephelometric Turbidity Units), respectively. As illustrated in Figure 8,
from the years 2015 to 2018, none of the samples met the BIS criteria (10 NTU in the absence of an
alternative supply) except in June 2018 (DWRS 27% and control 20%) before the monsoon broke, as well
as in October 2018 (only control 10%). It was found that wells with parapet wall (45 NTU) had less
turbidity when compared to wells without parapet wall (54 NTU). This suggests that a parapet wall
alone may be insufficient in providing adequate protection for drinking water wells in this area.
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Figure 8. Percentage of samples of samples meeting BIS criteria for turbidity in drinking water in the
absence of an alternative supply (<10 NTU).

5.3. E. coli

The presence of E. coli bacteria in any 100 mL sample of water indicates that the water is
contaminated and unfit for drinking (BIS standards). The water samples for both DWRS and control
wells were tested and found that not only the wells that were recharged but also control wells showed
the presence of E. coli. Table 7 shows the mean of DWRS wells was between 0.12 and 0.68 log CFU/mL
higher than the mean of control wells; however, in relation to standard deviations, this departure was
not significantly different.

Table 7. E. coli log number colony-forming units (CFU)/mL of DWRS and control wells.

Date
Number of Wells

Mean Value of E. coli,
log CFU/mL

Standard Deviation,
log CFU/mL

DWRS Control DWRS Control DWRS - Control DWRS Control

16-08-2018 10 0 2.77 - 0.39 -
25-08-2018 10 12 3.03 2.35 0.68 0.54 0.70
25-09-2018 11 19 3.15 2.70 0.45 0.57 0.65
06-10-2018 9 16 3.22 3.10 0.12 0.46 0.48

All samples 40 47 3.04 2.75 0.29 0.49 0.61

The data revealed that both DWRS and control wells were found to be infected by E. coli. It was
also noticed that the control wells that did not have a well-constructed parapet were affected by the
bird droppings and rotten plant debris in creating the possibility of the E. coli. No wells had covers,
and only 15 wells out of a total of 31 wells monitored had a parapet wall. It was found that wells with
parapet walls had a lower average number of E. coli (2.47 log CFU/mL) than wells without parapet
walls (2.85 log CFU/mL) (Table 6). The wells with over hanging trees and bird activities inside wells
had E. coli 2.92 log CFU/mL, whereas without hanging trees showed E. coli 2.09 log CFU/mL. There
were no wells with covers to keep out birds and bats from well heads, and thus it was possible these
were the source of E. coli found in all wells.
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The Water Quality Guide for Managed Aquifer Recharge in India (Dillon et al. 2014) [18] allows
for a very simple approach to accepting natural water to recharge an aquifer if the recharge mechanism
does not bypass the unsaturated zone. If the unsaturated zone is bypassed, as is the case in DWRS,
the guide then refers proponents to the Australian Guidelines for MAR (NRMMC, EPHC, NHMRC
(2009) [19]. These require a monitoring regime to ensure that the aquifer is not polluted, which
could have an adverse impact on human health or the environment. Although the monitoring effort
undertaken in this study did not cover all potentially present contaminants, such as agricultural organic
chemicals, nutrients, and other types of microorganisms such as viruses and protozoa, the selection
of parameters is sufficiently convincing in order to demonstrate the fact that improved treatment is
required if any well influenced by the water introduced via DWRS is used for drinking water supplies.

5.3.1. Performance of Filters and Potential for Fracture Clogging

The runoff water was filtered before redirecting it into the recharge well to retain suspended
sediments and thereby reduce the blockages of fractures (see Figure 9) and improve the groundwater
quality. During the first two to three rainfall events in the study, we observed that the surface water
carried with it considerable amounts of suspended fine silt particles and organic plant materials,
including rotten leaves and plant debris. The filter bed made up of coarse sand and gravels retained
much of the suspended silt. It was also observed that timely manual cleaning of the pit, namely,
the removal of the silt and plant debris, was an important activity to reduce any blockage of the
discharge pipe inlets. During the monitoring, on some occasions, the water meters were observed as
being clogged by plant debris, and thus to overcome this problem, we installed a wire mesh at each
flow meter inlet.

 
Figure 9. Recharge pit with filters. and clogging of the flow meter inlet.

For the long-term success of DWRS structures, removal of any suspended material through
filtering is important before runoff water is discharged into wells to avoid potential clogging of
aquifer fractures. Clogging has been observed a significant issue in Australia when stormwater runoff
and treated municipal waste-water effluent are injected into aquifers to produce water for irrigation
(NRMMC, EPHC, NHMRC 2009) [19]. Baveye et al. (1998) [20] reported that the main problem
in infiltration systems for enhancing recharge of groundwater is clogging of the infiltrating surface
(basin bottoms, walls of trenches and vadose-zone wells, and well-aquifer interface in recharge wells),
resulting in reduced infiltration rates. Silt removal is done mechanically with scrapers, front-end
loaders, and graders, or manually with shovels and rakes.
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5.3.2. Costs and Benefits of DWRS

The costs of establishing a DWRS without and with a flow meter were shown in Table 3 to be INR
6050 and 10,550 (USD 86 and 151), respectively. Benefits of additional water were determined to be
2.36 INR/m3 (0.034 USD/m3) (Dashora et al. 2019) [16] in this same catchment using the net value of
increased production per cubic metre of additional water available from check dam recharge. Assuming
the life of the DWRS infrastructure was either 10 or 30 years, and following the procedure laid out by
Dashora et al. (2019) [16] using the same discount rate of 8%, we found that an annual volume of 382
or 250 m3, respectively, would need to be recharged and used productively for agricultural irrigation
in order to warrant the capital expense (and including flow meter (666 or 416 m3)). These calculated
economic recharge volumes are under-estimates because they neglect annual maintenance costs, such
as scraping out the pit. The lowest of these numbers exceeds the maximum annual recharge recorded
in 2018 and suggests that none of the DWRSs evaluated would be economically feasible (i.e., present
value of benefits exceed the present value of costs). The mean recharge in 2018 was 32 m3, suggesting
that, if this was representative of mean annual recharge, the B/C ratio would be between 0.05 and
0.13 depending on the assumed life of the infrastructure and absence or presence of meters. Even
the DWRS harvesting from a large catchment (V28) failed to reach this feasibility criterion. This was
quite a different result than found for check dams that had a benefit/cost ratio of 4.1 [16], and therefore
remain a preferred approach to recharge enhancement in this area.

6. Concluding Remarks

In this study, we evaluated the effect of direct well recharge structures (DWRS) on the groundwater
level rise over the monsoon season and the quality of water in recharged wells as compared to nearby
control wells. This was the first micro scale (farm level) evaluation in a semi-arid region of Rajasthan
state, which is facing the problem of groundwater over-exploitation. Water quality observations were
made to determine whether groundwater quality was protected.

The volume of water recharged through DWRS into individual wells during the monsoon season
varied with catchment area, rainfall amount, and intensity, and in 2018, in three wells where water
flow meters did not clog, these were 27, 81, and 176 m3 per well. Using the same ratio of recharge to
rainfall over the catchment area, in the same year, the other eight wells were estimated to recharge
between 2 and 19 m3. The value of average recharge for all the wells monitored in 2018 was 32 m3.
The mean rise in well water levels over the monsoon season was higher in wells with DWRS than in
nearby control wells, but not significantly different. The study revealed that some wells with DWRS
have shown a larger increase in water level than in control wells, and this was particularly true for one
well (V28) that accounted for 50% of the total recharge to 11 wells in 2018.

Similarly, monitoring of water quality revealed no significant difference between DWRS and
control wells for pH, EC/TDS, turbidity, or fluoride. The presence of E. coli in DWRS wells was higher
than in control wells, however, E. coli exceeded drinking water guidelines in all sampled wells. Values
of pH, EC/TDS, and F decreased in DWRS and control wells as each monsoon progressed, whereas the
turbidity of wells with DWRS increased slightly. The turbidity and E. coli values suggest that DWRS
should not be attempted in or near wells that could be used for drinking water supplies.

The high proportion of both DWRS and control wells that failed to meet BIS criteria for drinking
water suggests that well-head protection measures are needed, such as parapet walls and covers, in
order to reduce these contaminant loads for wells that are used as a source of drinking water. As a
result of this study, trials are commencing to monitor the changes in water quality due to well-head
protection measures in the treated wells and control wells, in order to provide the evidence base
necessary to inform appropriate actions by the village communities.

The volume of water recharged by DWRS was too small to warrant the expenditure on DWRS,
even for the system with a very large catchment, on the basis of a present value analysis and assuming
the asset life of the DWRS system is between 10 and 30 years and neglecting maintenance costs.
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It is anticipated that pit filters would need to be removed, cleaned, and replaced periodically to
enable DWRS to remain operational. Diverting the first flush runoff in a monsoon before water enters
the filter pit, until after vegetation cover is established and turbidity reduces, would be expected to
reduce maintenance needs at the cost of a reduced harvest. It is also expected that improved watershed
management such as contour banking will improve quality of runoff and reduce the needed frequency
of desilting of filters. It may also be a more effective form of increasing recharge than DWRS, but it
would be difficult to measure recharge increase as a result of such dispersed recharge methods.
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Abstract: Studies on the presence of pharmaceuticals in water were carried out on the riverbank
filtration site, Krajkowo–Poznań (Poland). A preliminary investigation conducted in 3 sampling
points showed the presence of pharmaceuticals in both surface water and bank filtrate. Based on
the above, an extended analysis was made in July, August and October 2018 and included surface
water and wells located at a different distance (5–250 m) and travel time (1–150 days) from source
water (Warta River). Firstly, 75 compounds (antibiotics, anti-inflammatory and analgesic drugs,
psychotropic drugs, x-ray agents and β-blockers) were tested and 25 of them were detected in the river
or bank filtrate. The highest concentrations were observed in source water and then were reduced
along the flow path. The sampling points located close to the river (<38 m) are characterized by low
removal. Higher removal is visible in wells located 64–82 m away from the river, while 250 m from the
river most compounds are completely attenuated. Carbamazepine, gabapentin, tramadol, oxypurinol,
fluconazole, and lamotrigine are the most common compounds. Some of the tested parameters occur
only in the river water, e.g., iopromide, diclofenac, iohexol, clindamycin, fexofenadine and valsartan.
The research shows that at the site, a significant attenuation of pharmaceuticals can be achieved at
travel times of 40–50 days and distances of 60–80 m, although higher values are ensured when the
well is located more than 250 m away.

Keywords: riverbank filtration; pharmaceuticals in groundwater; removal of pharmaceuticals

1. Introduction

Riverbank filtration (RBF) systems are widely used for drinking water supplies. RBF, by forcing the
infiltration of surface water into the groundwater systems, allows relatively large amounts of water to be
obtained, especially in the alluvial aquifers located in the European lowland areas in river valleys and
ice-marginal valleys [1,2]. The infiltration of surface water to groundwater systems and water passage
through the aquifer media causes improvements in water quality by a set of processes including:
sorption, redox processes and biodegradation [3,4]. The mixing of bank filtrates with ambient,
usually unpolluted groundwater, also takes place [5,6]. Nevertheless, the quality of bank filtrate is
strongly dependent on surface water quality. Currently, this dependency is extremely important due
to the detection of contaminants (e.g., pharmaceuticals) in the river (source) water. The occurrence
of pharmaceuticals (such as antibiotics, analgesics, blood lipid regulators, contrast agents) has been
studied all over the world in surface and also in groundwater [7–9]. The occurrence of micropollutants
was documented in Chinese rivers [10,11], Japanese rivers [11], Korean rivers [11], Kenyan rivers [12]
USA rivers [13,14] and also European rivers [1,15,16] and has also been previously documented
in the Warta River [17]. In cases of heavily polluted surface water or temporary occurrences of peak
constituent concentrations in rivers (e.g., during extreme weather conditions [18]), the contaminants
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can migrate to production wells in reduced concentration [4,19]. These remaining residues necessitate
removal by the use of engineering techniques in treatment plants. However, a properly constructed
RBF system can also be used as a natural water treatment method [16]. This can be achieved if the travel
time (i.e., time of water passage from surface water to wells) is long enough to remove or considerably
reduce the contaminants from the bank filtrate [1,4,16].

The goals of the research presented here are (i) to report the occurrence of a large number
of pharmaceuticals in both river and bank filtrate and (ii) the investigation of their attenuation during
bank filtrations. The data was analysed at points at different distances (and likewise travel times) from
the river, as well as in various types of wells (vertical and horizontal), as according to the literature [4,7]
the removal of pharmaceuticals increases with increasing distance (as well as travel time) from the
source water.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Site Description

For the investigation of pharmaceuticals in river and bank filtrate water, the Krajkowo well field
was selected. This well field is located 30 km from Poznań City. The well field is composed of the
following (Figure 1): (1) a well group located on the floodplain along the Warta River (RBF-c) at
a distance of 60–80 m from the riverbank; (2) a group of 56 wells situated on a higher terrace located
400–1000 m from the river (RBF-f); (3) one horizontal well (HW) with 8 radial drains situated 5 m below
the river bottom. In the Krajkowo well field, one additional well group is recharged from artificial
ponds. This part of the well field was not considered in this study. A detailed description of the well
fields is presented in previous work [20].

Figure 1. Situation map of the study area. RBF: riverbank filtration; RBF-c: wells on the flood terrace;
RBF-f: wells on the higher terrace; and HW: horizontal well. [2] modified.

The Krajkowo well field is located in a region of favourable hydrogeological conditions. The total
thickness of the aquifer is up to 40 m. In the upper part of the aquifer, there are sediments of the
Warsaw-Berlin ice-marginal valley. Deeper sediments of the Wielkopolska Buried Valley are present.
In the profile of aquifer sediments, there are fluvial fine and medium-grained sands and fluvioglacial
coarse-grained sands with gravels. The total well field production is approximately 70,000–120,000 m3/day.
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2.2. Methods

For the investigation of pharmaceutical behaviour along flow paths from the river to the wells,
6 sampling points were selected, source water (the Warta River) and the wells located at different
distances from the river (Table 1). Three production wells were selected for the research: HW, 19L,
and 1AL. The closest sampling point is HW. Observation well 177b/1 is located between the river
and well 19L. Observation well 78b/1s is the furthest away sampling point. The RBF-f wells shown
in Figure 1 were in continuous operation during 2 years, including the period of our investigations.
This situation enabled the observation of bank filtrate in well 78b/1s (Figure 1). The water balance and
residence time were estimated based on the analyses of the hydrochemical data and the results of the
mathematical modelling of groundwater flow. The well field monitoring data performed by the water
company were also used for the interpretation.

Table 1. Characterization of sampling points.

Sampling Points Location
Distance from the

River Bank (m)
Depth of the Well

Screen (m)

Contribution of River
Water to Total Water
Balance in Well (%)

Residence
Time (days)

Warta River - - - - -
Horizontal well-HW Drains under river bottom - 5 m below river bottom 100 1

Observation well 177b/1 Floodplain 38 12.5–14.5 100 24
Vertical well 19L Floodplain 64 24.0–32.0 65–85 40
Vertical well 1AL Floodplain 82 16.5–32.5 65–85 50

Observation well 78b/1s Higher terrace 250 18.0–28.0 60 150

For the preliminary investigation of pharmaceuticals, 3 sampling points were selected (surface water,
1AL, and 78b/1s). Three sampling sessions were performed on September 2017, May 2018 and June
2018. The laboratory measurements addressing 13 constituents were performed in the ALS Laboratory
in Prague. Based on this investigation, consecutive sampling campaigns were planned. The next
investigations were performed in July, August and October 2018 and included six sampling points
(surface water, HW, 177b/1, 1AL, 19L, and 78b/1s). The measurements of 75 constituents were performed
in the Laboratory of Povodí Vltavy VHL Plzeň. (Table 2).

Table 2. List of substances tested in extended investigation (July, August, October 2018).

Parameters LOQ Parameters LOQ Parameters LOQ

Carbamazepine <10 Saccharin <50 Alfuzosin <10
Erythromycin <10 Gabapentin <10 Bisoprolol <10

Sulfamethoxazol <10 Tramadol <10 Celiprolol <10
Iopromide <50 Clarithromycin <10 Citalopram <20
Ibuprofen <20 Roxithromycin <10 Clindamycin <10
Diclofenac <20 Azithromycin <10 Cyclophosphamide <10
Iopamidol <50 Carbamazepine-DH <10 Diltiazem <10
Atenolol <10 Oxcarbazepine <10 Fexofenadine <10
Caffein <100 Ibuprofen-2-hydroxy <30 Fluconazole <10

Ketoprofen <10 Ibuprofen-carboxy <20 Fluoxentine <10
Metoprolol <10 Diclofenac-4-hydroxy <20 Iomeprol <50
Peniciline G <10 Naproxene-O-desmeth <20 Irbesartan <10

Sulfamerazine <10 Venlafaxine <10 Ivermectin <10
Sulfamethazin <10 Sertraline <10 Lamotrigine <10
Sulfapyridin <10 Ranitidine <10 Lovastatin <10
Trimetoprim <10 Iohexol <50 Memantine <20
Furosemide <10 Carbamazepine-2-hydr <10 Mirtazapine <10
Gemfibrozil <50 Clofibric acid <10 Phenazone <10

Hydrochlorothiazide <10 Cotinine <20 Primidone <10
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Table 2. Cont.

Parameters LOQ Parameters LOQ Parameters LOQ

Naproxene <50 Paraxanthine <100 Propranolol <10
Triclocarban <10 Bisfenol B <50 Propyphenazone <10

Triclosan <20 Bisfenol S <50 Simvastatin <10
Chloramphenicol <20 Oxypurinol <50 Sotalol <10

Bezafibrate <10 Tiamulin <10 Telmisartan <20
Warfarin <10 Acebutolol <10 Valsartan <10

The sampling collection took one day. The samples were taken from surface water, observation
and production wells. The observation wells were pumped using a portable pump (MP-1, Grundfos,
Bjerringbro, Denmark). The production wells were pumped continuously before and during the
sampling periods. The water samples were stored in glass bottles and transported in a refrigerated
container and frozen. After 5 days of storage at −18 ◦C temperature, the samples were delivered to the
laboratory. The investigation of pharmaceuticals in the ALS Laboratory in Prague was performed using
liquid chromatography (LC-MS/MS). The extended investigations in the laboratory of Povodí Vltavy
VHL Plzeň were carried out using liquid chromatography (LC-MS/MS) and ultra-high-performance
liquid chromatography (UHPLC MS/MS). A 1200 Ultra-High-Performance Liquid Chromatograph
(UHPLC) tandem with 6495 Triple Quad Mass Spectrophotometer (MS/MS) of Agilent Technologies was
used in ESI mode. The separation was carried out on an X-bridge C18 analytical column (100 × 4.6 mm,
3.5 μm particle size). The mobile phase consisted of (A) methanol and (B) water with 0.02% acetic
acid and 5 mM ammonium fluoride as mobile phase additives. The flow rate was 0.5 mL min−1.
The injection volume was 0.050 mL.

3. Results

Preliminary investigations performed in September 2017 and, May and June 2018 at three sampling
points allowed the determination of occurrences of pharmaceuticals in the surface and bank filtrate
water (Table 3). Among the 13 measured parameters, antibiotics, anti-inflammatory and analgesic
drugs, psychotropic drugs, X-ray agents and β-blockers were detected. The highest pharmaceutical
concentrations and the largest variety of substances were detected in the Warta River (max. 485 ng/L).
The investigation showed that the concentrations in bank filtration wells were considerably lower
(max. 184 ng/L). Some of the pharmaceuticals were detected only in the river water (iomeprol
(max. 156 ng/L), iopromide (max. 413 ng/L), metoprolol (max. 26 ng/L), metformin (max. 88 ng/L) and
1H-Benzotriazole (140 ng/L)). In well 1AL, located 82 m away from the river, 5 substances were detected
(carbamazepine (max. 145 ng/L), sulfamethoxazole (max. 20 ng/L), diclofenac (max. 99 ng/L), naproxen
(max. 21 ng/L) and iohexol (max. 146 ng/L)). In observation well 78b/1s that is located 250 m from
the river, only 2 constituents were detected (carbamazepine (max. 81 ng/L), iohexol (max. 184 ng/L)).
The results documented the occurrence of pharmaceuticals in both surface water and bank filtrates.

In July, August and October 2018, the analyses involving 75 different compounds at 6 sampling
points were conducted. The analyses included antibiotics, anti-inflammatory and analgesic drugs,
psychotropic drugs, X-ray agents, β-blockers, sweeteners and drugs, such as caffeine. A total of 25
of the 75 tested pharmaceuticals were detected (Table 4).
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Table 3. Concentrations of pharmaceuticals in ng/L: The preliminary investigation. <LOQ - below limit
of quantification. (Measurements performed in ALS Laboratory in Prague).

September 2017 May 2018 June 2018

LOQ Warta 1AL 78b/1s Warta 1AL 78b/1s Warta 1AL 78b/1s

Antibiotics Sulfamethoxazole <10 43 15 <LOQ 306 20 <LOQ 24 16 <LOQ

X-ray agents
Iopromide <30 <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ 413 <LOQ <LOQ 79 <LOQ <LOQ

Iohexol <10 120 <LOQ <LOQ 217 <LOQ <LOQ 485 146 184
Iomeprol <39 <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ 156 <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ

Psychotropic Carbamazepine <10 110 145 81 208 73 9 91 77 75
Beta-blockers Metoprolol <100 <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ 26 <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ

Anti-inflammatory
Diclofenac <10 43 99 <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ
Naproxene <10 39 <LOQ <LOQ 31 21 <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ

Antidiabetic Metmorfina <50 88 <LOQ <LOQ 79 <LOQ <LOQ 55 <LOQ <LOQ
Benzotriazole 1H-Benzotriazole <80 140 <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ <LOQ

Ketoprofen, iopamidol, and ibuprofen were never detected.

In general, the highest concentration of pharmaceuticals was detected in the river water (Table 4).
However, the concentrations decrease along the flow path from the river to the wells (Figure 2).
The distance and travel time have an impact on the decrease in concentrations. Some of the substances
occurred only in the river water (iopromide (max. 149 ng/L), diclofenac (max. 37.4 ng/L), metoprolol
(max. 19.6 ng/L), penicillin G (max. 17.1 ng/L), saccharine (max. 360 ng/L), iohexol (max. 120 ng/L),
cotinine (max. 50.8 ng/L), clindamycin (max. 12.7 ng/L), fexofenadine (max. 40.7 ng/L), valsartan) others
also in the closest wells, HW and 177b/1 (caffeine, paraxanthine, sulfapyridine, sotalol, telmisartan) or just
there (primidone). Carbamazepine, sulfamethoxazole, gabapentin, tramadol, oxypurinol, fluconazole
and lamotrigine, are the most common compounds from all sampling sessions and sampling points,
being episodically detected also in the farthest production wells: 19L and 1AL.

The concentration of some pharmaceuticals in the Warta River and the nearest well, HW, are similar
(e.g., carbamazepine, sulfamethoxazole, tramadol, fluconazole, lamotrigine (Table 4)). This result is
due to the short distance (5 m) and short travel time (1 day) between the river and this well. Most of
the substances found in the HW well were also observed in well 177b/1, but at lower concentrations.
The significant decreases in concentrations occurred in production wells 19L and 1AL, where most
of the parameters were below LOQ. This finding is due to the longer distances (64–82 m) and travel
times (40–50 days) for these wells. In well 78b/1s, which is located 250 m away from the Warta River
with a travel time of 150 days, only two parameters, carbamazepine and gabapentin, were detected
and were at relatively low concentrations. This is the result of water mixing (Figure 2 and Table 4).

The detected parameter concentrations in the river water range from 10.8 ng/L (sulfapyridine)
to 1470 ng/L (paraxanthine). The highest concentrations in river water occurred in the August 2018
sampling session. Oxypurinol presented high concentrations in river water that persisted (even at
higher values) in nearby wells (HW) and also in more distant ones (1AL). Carbamazepine also persisted
at high concentrations (135 ng/L in river water and 179 ng/L in HW).

Figure 3 shows the concentration of individuals groups of parameters. The groups were established
based on the use of the substances. Nine groups were separated: antibiotics; X-ray agents; psychotropics,
anticonvulsants, and antiepileptics; beta-blockers and cardiac drugs; drugs like caffeine; analgesics and
anti-inflammatories; antifungals and antibacterials; antihistamines; and xanthine oxidase inhibitors.
The highest concentrations show xanthine oxidase inhibitors, although there is only one substance in this
group (oxypurinol). Psychotropics, anticonvulsant and antiepileptic drugs and drugs like caffeine also
reach high concentrations. On the lower level antibiotics were detected: X-ray agents; beta-blockers
and cardiac drugs; analgesic and anti-inflammatory; as well as antifungal and antibacterial.
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Figure 2. Concentrations of carbamazepine (a), gabapentin (b), sulfamethoxazole (c), and tramadol
(d) for 3 sampling sessions.
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Figure 3. Sum of concentrations of all pharmaceuticals in each series in categories of pharmaceutical
according to the application.
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Table 5 shows the percentage of removal for pharmaceuticals at sampling points located at different
distances from the river. The removal was calculated using the formula:

Removal (%) =
concentration in river − concentration in well

concentration in river
× 100% (1)

Table 5. Removal of pharmaceuticals in %. HW—Horizontal well.

HW 177b/1 19L 1AL 78b/1s

VII VIII X VII VIII X VII VIII X VII VIII X VII VIII X

2018 2018 2018 2018 2018

Carbamazepine −37.7 0.8 0.7 −23.8 0.8 −9.6 13.8 32.9 0 15.4 25.0 26.7 36.1 51.8 40.5
Sulfamethoxazole 7.5 9.0 42.2 45.7 34.0 73.2 100 100 100 48.8 100 100 100 100 100

Gabapentin 45.1 51.4 24.3 80.7 54.7 83.4 86.5 77.3 100 85.2 75.2 83.1 78.0 71.9 70.6
Tramadol 3.2 26.7 23.2 52.8 47.3 57.9 75.6 67.3 70.9 70.6 60.6 75.5 100 100 100

Oxypurinol −247.9 −80.3 3.8 −29.6 20.3 37.9 38.9 78.7 75.2 11.1 62.6 78.3 100 100 100
Fluconazole −36.0 −29.5 0.2 39.6 37.8 43.5 65.7 68.0 71.0 40.7 39.7 62.1 100 100 100
Lamotrigine −50.8 −24.4 5.5 18.7 26.0 15.1 58.1 56.8 45.5 40.5 54.0 63.2 100 100 100

The removal is calculated on detected values only and mixing was not accounted for.

The lowest removal was observed in the HW. In the HW, some of the parameters increase,
which probably occurs because there were higher concentrations in the Warta River before the sampling
periods. In observation well 177b/1, removal varies over a range of −29.6–100% depending of the
compound. The removal in two production wells, 19L and 1AL, show similar values. At the furthest
sampling point, 78b/1s, most parameters reduced by 100%. The removal probably depends on the
location of the sampling point (distance and travel time from the river) but is also different for specific
compounds. The evaluation of the lowest removal shows that carbamazepine (a psychotropic drug)
is found at the farthest points (78b/1s – 250 m from the river) and decreases by 36.1–51.8%, whereas
sulfamethoxazole (an antibiotic), gabapentin (an anti-epileptic drug) and tramadol (an analgesic drug)
reach similar values at a distance of 38 m (177b/1s). Carbamazepine is a difficult compound to remove
in spite of long distances and travel times. Gabapentin attains the highest removal but is not completely
removed, even at the farthest point.

The total reductions of some (Table 5) pharmaceuticals (sulfamethoxazole, tramadol, oxypurinol,
fluconazole, lamotrigine) are achieved in wells 19L, 1AL and an observation well 78b/1s, while this did
not occur in HW and 177b/1. The results indicate that at the given conditions, significant reductions
in pharmaceutical concentrations can be achieved at travel times of 40–50 days and distances of 60–80 m,
although higher values of the reduction can be achieved when the well is located more than 250 m away.

The degree of removal of pharmaceuticals at sampling points depends not only on the travel time
in the subsurface, but also on the diverse impact of sorption and biodegradation, and the influence
of temperature and redox conditions on those processes [21]. The assessment of the impact of these
factors was not analyzed in detail in this study. However, based on well field monitoring data, it can
be assumed that in wells located close to the river (HW, 177b/1, 19L, 1AL), the biodegradation and
oxidation occur because of oxic conditions. The following data confirmed this: oxygen 1–6.2 mg/L,
nitrate 0.5–18 mg/L and a lack of hydrogen sulfide. In the well located further away from the river
(78b/s), there are trace concentrations of nitrates (0.08–0.26 mg/L) and a lack of oxygen, however,
the presence of hydrogen sulfide (0.024–0.066 mg/L) is noted. It can also be added that the redox
processes and biodegradation in wells located close to the river are also favored by higher temperatures
in summer (15–17 ◦C). Whereas, further away from the river (78b/s well), the temperatures are leveled
in the range of (8–12 ◦C), similar to ambient groundwater.

4. Discussion

The concentrations of pharmaceuticals in the Warta River were found at levels previously
documented in European rivers and lakes [1,7,22]. Carbamazepine concentrations in the Warta River
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(130–135 ng/L) are at a similar level as in the Nairobi River (Kenya) [23] 100 ng/L and in the Leine River
(Germany) 144 ng/L [24]. However, carbamazepine concentrations in the Warta River are much lower
than in Lake Tegel (510 ng/L) and Lake Wennsee (310 ng/L) [19]. Similar concentrations also show
Sulfamethoxazole in the Warta River is 18.8–37.7 ng/L and in the Lake Maggiore (Italy) 10ng/L [25],
in the Douro River (Portugal) 53.3 ng/L [26]. Among 75 substances, 25 were detected in the river.
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (diclofenac) previously measured in the Warta River were
documented at lower concentrations in the current research than in 2007 [15], while ibuprofen and
benzafibrate documented earlier were not detected in the current research [2,15].

The research presented confirms high percentages of removal for organic micropollutants at the
RBF sites [2,7,8,19,22,27–30]. Among 25 substances measured in the Warta River, 12 were not detected
in the RBF site in Krajkowo (valsartan, fexofenadine, clindamycin, saccharin, iopromide, diclofenac,
cotinine, iohexol, metoprolol, penicillin G, iomeprol and venlafaxine). In the case of the organic
micropollutants research at two sites in Budapest, out of the 36 analyzed micropollutants, 12 were
present in almost all the samples [22]. It is documented in the literature [3,4,27] that the transport and
removal of organic micropollutants during subsurface movement from rivers to wells depends highly
on the prevailing hydrochemical conditions along the flow path. As a result, different degradation
behaviour can be seen for individual sites. The percentage of removal of carbamazepine varied between
37.7 and 51.8%, which was relatively persistent during subsurface flow as was observed previously
at other sites [4,22,27,28]. Carbamazepine was also detected in well 78b/1s, where the travel time is
5 months. The result is comparable to findings from Berlin, where carbamazepine occurs in the well
where the travel time is 2.8–4.3 months [19]. In the 78b/1s well, Gabapentin was also detected but was
characterized by a relatively high percentage of removal (>70%). Oxypurinol was not removed along
short distances (relatively high concentrations were seen in HW and 177b/1), but in production wells
(distance 64–82 m), the percentage of the removal increased to a range of 11–78% and at distances
of 250 m (78b/1s), and the complete removal was achieved. These analyses confirm earlier findings,
documenting carbamazepine as a persistent constituent, while gabapentin and oxypurinol are subjects
to primary degradation during filtration [27].

The high percentages of removal are achieved for the remaining substances that occur in bank
filtrates (Figure 2, Table 5). The remaining substances detected in bank filtrates show a relatively high
percentage of removal (typically more than 70%) in production wells located 64–82 m from the river.
A similar reduction was observed in the Rhine River in wells located at 70 m, where the removal was
>51% [8] and Lake Tegel in Berlin where the wells, located at 90 m distance from a lake, were removed
>51% (Table 5) [29]. A total of 12 substances were detected in the Warta River that did not occur in bank
filtrates, showing the complete removal even at short distances.

The negative removal observed in the case of HW and 177b/1 (the sampling points located at the
nearest distance to the river) inaccurately suggest an increase in concentrations during subsurface
flow and is probably due to unrecognized fluctuations in concentrations in the source water before
sampling (carbamazepine, oxypurinol, lamotrigine, fluconazole). A similar situation was encountered
at the RBF site in Austria. The higher concentrations of some substances appear in the wells at
higher distances [24]. The same effect is responsible for fluctuations in the removal during the
investigation periods (e.g., 11.1–78.3% for the case of oxypurinol in well 1AL). It is also possible due
to the transformation from other compounds.

5. Conclusions

The research carried out on the Krajkowo riverbank filtration site (Poland) contained 75 different
compounds, including antibiotics, anti-inflammatory and analgesic drugs, psychotropic drugs,
X-ray agents, β-blockers and sweeteners. A total of 25 of these have been detected. The highest
concentrations were found in the Warta River.

In the bank filtrates, 13 compounds were detected. Their concentrations declined along the flow
path. The number of detected pharmaceuticals at each sampling point decreased with increasing
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distances. The lowest removal was noticed in the horizontal well. In wells 1AL and 19L (distances
from the river of 64 to 82 m, respectively), the removal of most parameters was approximately 70–80%.
For the observation well 78b/1s (at a distance of 250 m from the river), only 2 compounds were detected.

This research shows the significant role of bank filtration in the removal of pharmaceuticals.
Under similar hydrogeological conditions, wells should be located at least 60 m from the river.
Higher removal can be achieved at distances of 250 m from the source water. However, the results
obtained emphasize the need for further monitoring studies to recognize the factors that determine the
variability of micropollutants in the river, as well as in the production wells (hydrological conditions
and seasons of the year). It is also necessary to identify processes that condition the migration and
removal of micropollutants. Future research should focus on fewer compounds and their metabolites.
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Abstract: At many bank filtration (BF) sites, mixing ratios between the contributing sources of water
are typically regarded as values with no temporal variation, even though hydraulic conditions and
pumping regimes can be transient. This study illustrates how anthropic and meteorological forcings
influence the origin of the water of a BF system that interacts with two lakes (named A and B). The
development of a time-varying binary mixing model based on electrical conductivity (EC) allowed
the estimation of mixing ratios over a year. A sensitivity analysis quantified the importance of
considering the temporal variability of the end-members for reliable results. The model revealed
that the contribution from Lake A may vary from 0% to 100%. At the wells that were operated
continuously at >1000 m3/day, the contribution from Lake A stabilized between 54% and 78%. On the
other hand, intermittent and occasional pumping regimes caused the mixing ratios to be controlled
by indirect anthropic and/or meteorological forcing. The flow conditions have implications for the
quality of the bank filtrate, as highlighted via the spatiotemporal variability of total Fe and Mn
concentrations. We therefore propose guidelines for rapid decision-making regarding the origin and
quality of the pumped drinking water.

Keywords: anthropic forcing; meteorological forcing; lake bank filtration; mixing ratios;
environmental tracer; time-varying mixing model; sensitivity analysis

1. Introduction

Bank filtration (BF) is known as a cost-effective treatment step to produce drinking water [1,2].
This natural or artificially induced process occurs as surface water infiltrates into the aquifer from the
banks and/or bed of a lake or a river and is subsequently intercepted by a pumping well [3]. During
subsurface passage, water is exposed to physical, chemical, and biological processes, which may
attenuate contaminants initially present in the surface water but also release unwanted minerals [4,5].
BF systems have proven to be efficient for the removal of turbidity [6–8], pathogens [9–11], and
organic compounds [12–15]. The efficiency of BF systems to attenuate contaminants is strongly
controlled by travel times [13,16] and redox conditions [17–19], which in turn depend on numerous
site-specific natural and engineered parameters. Natural parameters include the hydrological and
hydrogeological conditions, surface and groundwater quality, and prevailing physico–chemical
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conditions [20]. Engineered parameters refer to the number of wells, the distance between wells and
surface water, well spacing, the well type, depth, radius, location, and screen length [21,22].

Most BF systems are in the vicinity of rivers, where the bank filtrate is a mixture of surface water
and ambient groundwater [4,23]. Numerous studies have shown that the dilution of contaminants
by high-quality groundwater can also help to attenuate contaminants, enhancing the efficiency of a
BF system. For instance, Kvitsand et al. [24] reported that dilution with ambient groundwater was
significant enough to lower concentrations of natural organic matter. Derx et al. [25] numerically
studied the effects of flooding on virus removal by bank filtration. They reported that a rapid decrease in
river water level can lead to a hydraulic gradient towards the river and a dilution of virus concentrations
by regional groundwater. In addition, some BF systems are placed in hydrogeological contexts with
low-quality groundwater but can still achieve high-quality raw water with adequate regulation of
mixing ratios [26–29]. Hence, when assessing the performance of a BF system, estimating mixing ratios
is crucial to: (1) correctly differentiate between dilution and removal mechanisms and (2) control the
occurrence of groundwater-borne contaminants [30]. BF systems typically show spatial variability of
mixing ratios at the pumping wells, since they are affected by the distance to the surface water body [22].
Another factor governing the mixing ratios is the drawdown at the pumping wells [27]. The latter is
subject to spatial and temporal variations, since BF systems are rarely operated under steady-state
hydraulic conditions (e.g., river stage) and/or pumping regimes. However, when calculating mixing
ratios, authors rarely discuss the temporal variations and the factors controlling this variability, even
though erroneous estimation of the mixing ratios can lead to misinterpretation of the performance of
the BF system.

This study aims to provide a better understanding of the relationship between anthropic
(i.e., pumping regimes) and meteorological (i.e., hydraulic gradients) effects on the origin of bank
filtrate. To this end, we investigated the spatiotemporal variability of flow patterns and mixing ratios
at a two-lake BF site, where two surface water types (Lake A and Lake B) contribute to seven pumping
wells. A time-varying mixing model based on electrical conductivity (EC) was developed in order
to quantify the contributions of Lake A and Lake B (i.e., two water sources and further referred to
as end-members) over a one-year period. A sensitivity analysis was conducted in order to test the
assumptions concerning the definition of the end-members.

2. Site Description

2.1. Hydrogeological Context

2.1.1. Description of the Bank Filtration and Aquifer System

The studied BF system supplies drinking water to more than 18,000 people in a town near
Montreal, Canada (Figure 1a). A total of eight pumping wells are located between two artificial lakes
(Figure 1a,b), which were created by sand dredging activities. The exploitation stopped a few decades
ago at Lake B, while Lake A is still in operation. As described by Ageos [31], the aquifer is a buried
valley embedded in the Champlain Sea clays (Figure 1b,d). The aquifer is mainly composed of alluvial
fine to medium sands. A small lens (≤3.45 m thick) of alluvial gravel (with a sandy matrix in places) lies
between the Champlain Sea clays and the alluvial sands near pumping wells P4 and P5 (see Figure 1d).
The aquifer is fully unconfined. Hydraulic conductivity was estimated as 2.7 × 10−3 m/s [31].
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Figure 1. Study site location maps (a–c) and schematic lithological cut along pumping wells (d) (adapted
with permission from Ageos, 2010 [31]).

The maximum thickness of the aquifer is 26 m and the static water level is about 4 m below the
ground surface. The sandy bank is 100 m to 120 m wide and approximately 500 m long. All the
pumping wells are screened at the base of the aquifer over an 8 m long section, except for pumping
well P5, which only has a 4 m long screen due the shallower depth of the aquifer at this location. The
distance between Lake A and the well cluster is 70 m to 80 m, whereas a distance of 30–35 m separates
the wells from Lake B. Finally, the wells are spaced 30–60 m from one another.

2.1.2. Lake A and Lake B

Lake A (2.8 × 105 m2) is fed by a stream named S1, which discharges from the North with a mean
annual rate of 0.32 m3/s [31]. It drains a small watershed (14.4 km2), where land use is mostly industrial
and agricultural. A 1 km long channeled stream named S2, located at the southeastern bank, allows
water to exit Lake A and flow towards Lake C. The flow direction between Lake A and Lake C can be
temporally reversed (Figure 1b) when the surface water level of Lake C exceeds both the elevation of
Lake A and a topographic threshold at 22.12 m.a.s.l. [31]. Under these hydraulic conditions, Lake A
receives surface water inputs from Lake C. This process typically occurs during spring (from April to
May) and more occasionally during autumn (from October to December) due to snowpack melting
and/or abundant precipitations. Ageos [31] reported that surface water input into Lake A seems to
control its geochemistry, as it features a Ca-HCO3 water type.

Lake B (7.6 × 104 m2) is a groundwater-fed lake without any inlet stream. An artificial outlet
channel can drain Lake B water towards the town’s stormwater collection system (when Lake B elevation
is above approximately 21.8 m.a.s.l.). A NaCl water type is found in Lake B [31]. Pazouki et al. [32]
stated that the salinity of Lake B originates from de-icing road salts that are applied during wintertime.
This is supported by the fact that a regional and widely used road is located less than 100 m from the
study site. Precipitations are approximately 1000 mm/year and contribute to the water mass balance of
both lakes. Runoff is likely a negligible contribution to the water mass balances of the lakes, considering
the nearly flat topography. The maximum observed depths at Lake A and Lake B are 20 m and 19 m,
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respectively (at LA-P2 and LB-P2). Based on the lithological cross sections at the pumping wells and
observation wells [31], it is believed that lake bottoms roughly correspond to the elevation of the marine
clay sediments. In this geological context, no or only minor groundwater flow could occur beneath
the lake bottom. The sediments at the bottom of the lakes were not sampled and no quantitative
information concerning clogging is available. However, while sampling for surface water, relatively
high turbidity (denoted by the color and the milky appearance of water) was observed at Lake A,
which indicates that the sediments at the lake–aquifer interface are susceptible to clogging [33,34].
Sampling of the sediments would be needed to confirm this hypothesis.

2.2. Hydraulics of the Two-Lake BF System

A water table monitoring program was performed by Ageos [35] from 2012 to 2015. This study
reported that, prior to the activation of the BF system in October 2012, surface water levels of Lake
B were higher than in Lake A. Such conditions forced surface water to infiltrate and flow naturally
through the sandy bank from Lake B to Lake A (Figure 2a). For instance, during summer 2012, the
water level difference was about 0.1 m, which created a natural hydraulic gradient of approximately
0.001 between the lakes. Based on Darcy’s law, the mean residence time of the water in the bank was
approximately one month.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the flow patterns and directions at the study site when (a) elevation
of Lake B > elevation of Lake A, (b) elevation of Lake A > elevation of Lake B, and (c) the pumping
wells are in operation. Black, blue, and red arrows refer to regional groundwater and water originating
from Lake A and Lake B, respectively. Theoretical elevation difference between Lake A and Lake B in
(d). Numbers 1 to 3 correspond to different hydraulic conditions, namely high, moderate, and low
hydraulic gradients between Lake A and Lake B.
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The above-mentioned water table monitoring program also demonstrated that the water level in
Lake A was significantly higher than in Lake B during springtime from 2012 to 2016 (i.e., up to 1 m
water level difference). This is due to the intermittent hydraulic connection between Lake C and Lake
A and supporting surface water inputs into Lake A (see Section 2.1). Under such hydraulic conditions,
the direction of groundwater flow into the bank is reversed, i.e., from Lake A to Lake B (Figure 2b).

Since the implementation of the BF system (on 3 October 2012), the relative surface water elevations
of Lake A and Lake B have not been the only controlling factors on the direction and intensity of
groundwater flow through the sandy bank. Drawdown of the water table in the vicinity of the active
pumping wells induces an artificial hydraulic gradient, forcing surface water from both lakes (A and
B) to infiltrate into the sandy bank and travel toward the pumping wells (Figure 2c). A schematic
representation of the theoretical elevation difference between Lake A and Lake B is shown in Figure 2d.
When analyzing the data from the monitoring program conducted by Ageos [35], we depicted three
typical hydraulic conditions recurring each year. First, a high hydraulic gradient between Lake A and
Lake B develops in response to the hydraulic connection between Lake A and Lake C (as explained
above). Second, in summertime, the hydraulic connection between Lake A and Lake C stops and
water demand increases. This leads to a moderate hydraulic gradient between the lakes. Finally, in
wintertime, a low hydraulic gradient is expected, as surface water inputs into Lake A are very limited
and municipal water demands are reduced. In sum, the lake dynamics and the pumping regimes both
influence the relative surface water elevations of Lake A and Lake B and allow for a gradual transition
from high (during springtime) to low (during wintertime) hydraulic gradient between the lakes.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Surface and Groundwater Sampling

Monitoring of surface water and groundwater was conducted on a monthly basis and included
measurements of physico–chemical parameters and water sampling for geochemical analyses. Surface
water sampling was performed near the shore (see location of lake sampling points LA-S and LB-S
in Figure 1c). Additional sampling campaigns were conducted at Lake A (on 15 February 2017 at
LA-P1 and LA-P2) and Lake B (on 9 September 2016 at LB-P1 and LB-P2 and on 3 March 2017 at LB-P3
and LB-P4) to assess for vertical heterogeneity. Physico–chemical parameters were measured along
vertical profiles at 1 to 2 m intervals and water was sampled at multiple depths (e.g., 3 m, 7 m, and
12 m) with a submersible pump. Groundwater sampling was conducted at the pumping wells via a
bypass faucet, as submersible pumps permanently regulate flow rate at each well. Water sampling was
conducted at least 30 min after pumping started, allowing the stagnant water to be purged. In the case
of observation wells, a submersible pump (WSP-12V-5 Tornado, Proactive Environmental Products,
Bradenton, FL, USA) with a 30 m long polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tube was used and sampling was
conducted after purging at least three well volumes and stabilizing the physico–chemical parameters.

Measurements of temperature, pH, electrical conductivity (EC), and redox potential (Eh) were
performed with a multiparameter probe (YSI Pro Plus 6051030 and Pro Series pH/ORP/ISE and
Conductivity Field Cable 6051030-1, YSI Incorporated, Yellow Springs, OH, USA) installed in an airtight
cell connected to the pump. Samples for major ions and alkalinity were collected in 50 mL low-density
polyethylene (LDPE) containers and were filtered through a 0.45 μm hydrophilic polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) membrane (Millex-HV, Millipore, Burlington, MA, USA) prior to analysis. Water
samples were transported and stored at 4 ◦C. The same sampling and transport procedures were
applied for total and dissolved metals analysis (Fe and Mn). Following on-site filtration, acidification
with HNO3 (in order to lower pH < 2) was performed in the laboratory within a 24 h delay.

3.2. Analytical Techniques

Major ion quantification was performed via either atomic absorption (Aanalyst 200 Atomic
Absorption Spectrometer, Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) or ion chromatography (ICS 5000 AS-DP
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DIONEX Thermo Fisher Scientific, Saint-Laurent, QC, Canada) for all surface water samples and
groundwater samples collected at observation wells, depending on the availability of the equipment.
Total Fe and Mn concentrations were measured via atomic absorption for all surface water and
observation wells samples. Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry was used for the
quantification of major ions and total and dissolved Fe and Mn concentrations for the water samples
collected at the pumping wells. The limit of detection (LOD) was 0.2 mg/L for all major ions and
0.01 mg/L or 0.05 mg/L for total and dissolved Fe and Mn, depending on the quantification method.
For subsequent calculations and interpretations, all results ≤ LOD will be considered equal to LOD/2.
Duplicates were analyzed to confirm the repeatability of the quantification methods. Bicarbonate
concentrations were derived from alkalinity, which was measured manually in the laboratory according
to the Gran method [36]. On samples with measured alkalinity (n = 98), the ionic balance errors were
all below 10%. The mean and median ionic balance errors were 1% and the standard deviation was 3%.

3.3. Estimating Mixing Ratios

The mixing between two end-members can be quantified via a binary mixing model which can be
described by the following equations:

fA + fB = 1, (1)

XA fA + XB fB = XW , (2)

where f represents the fraction of the different sources and X the concentration (or value) of the tracer.
A and B correspond to the two water sources, whereas W represents the water sampled at the well.

Tracer-based approaches can be used to estimate mixing ratios and travel times, as long as the
tracer presents conservative or predictable behavior [37,38]. Various natural tracers, such as chloride
(Cl−), electrical conductivity (EC), and stable isotopes of waters (δ18O-δ2H), have been applied in
numerous BF or alluvial aquifer contexts [39–44]. In this paper, we used EC values as a quantitative
mass balance tracer for the application of the mixing model, with the assumption that it behaves
conservatively. Violation of this assumption was unlikely at the study site, considering that the aquifer
matrix is alluvial sands (mainly siliceous with no calcite). Good correlation (R2 = 0.95) between EC
values and Cl− (a conservative tracer) was also observed. The advantages of using EC instead of Cl−
are that measurements can be done at a low-cost, as well as remotely and continuously.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Highly Transient Pumping Schemes

In this section, we (1) identify typical pumping schemes and (2) depict the seasonal variability of
the total pumped volume.

Figure 3a–d shows the pumping rates for P1, P3, P5, and P6 over a typical one-week period
(from 16 January 2017 to 23 January 2017). P1 was mainly active during daytime for 1–12 h (Figure 3a).
A similar pumping scheme was applied to P2, P7, and P8 during summertime (data not shown). P3
and P6 were operated at rates ranging from 1000 m3/day to 3000 m3/day. Both were typically active
on a daily basis, although P3 was turned off during night time (for less than 6 h) as water demand
diminished (Figure 3b,d). P5 and P4 were typically activated on a monthly basis for monitoring
and sampling procedures (Figure 3c). Three general pumping schemes emerged from this analysis
of pumping rates and made it possible to distinguish three groups: (1) wells operated at nearly
continuous rates (P3 and P6); (2) wells operated intermittently (P1, P2, P7 and P8); and (3) wells
operated occasionally (P4 and P5).
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Figure 3. Pumping rates for wells (a) P1, (b) P3, (c) P5, and (d) P6 during a typical one-week period
(from 16 January 2017 to 23 January 2016). Monitoring and water sampling were conducted on
17 January 2017 at all the pumping wells.

Figure 4 illustrates the monthly mean total pumping rate for all wells from March 2016 to March
2017. The mean pumping rate was about 4400 m3/day, excluding summertime (May 2016 to September
2016), during which it was approximately 7000 m3/day. Throughout most of the year, with the exception
of summer months, 71% to 83% of the total daily pumped volume was provided by the continuously
pumping wells. The intermittently pumping wells provided 16% to 29% of the pumped volume. The
remaining volume (<1%) was supplied by the occasionally pumping wells. In summertime, pumping
rates increased at all wells, except for P5. Continuously pumping wells were operated at mean rates of
approximately 2000 m3/day, representing from 52% to 63% of the total pumping rate. The intermittently
pumping wells together supported 36% to 46% of the total pumped rate and the occasionally pumping
wells supplied together the remaining 3%.

Over the study period, the total pumped volume fluctuated daily and seasonally to accommodate
the municipal water demand. Indeed, higher pumping rates prevailed during (1) mornings and
evenings, (2) weekends, and (3) summertime. This well field is typically operated with a hierarchical
system, giving priority to the continuously pumping wells. If the water demand increases, intermittently
pumping wells are subsequently activated. Lastly, the occasionally pumping wells can be solicited.
This implies that anywhere from one to eight pumping wells were solicited to fulfill the water demand
and accommodate for the daily and seasonal water demand fluctuations.
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Figure 4. Monthly mean total pumping rate from March 2016 to March 2017. Above each bar
are the proportions of the total pumped volume supplied by the continuously (in black) and
intermittently (in grey) pumping wells. The occasionally pumping wells supply only <1–2% of
the total pumped volume.

4.2. Geochemistry as a Proxy of the Hydrosystem Dynamics

The objective of this section was to examine the geochemistry of Lake A, Lake B, regional
groundwater, and the bank filtrate in order to identify the contributing water sources to the
pumping wells.

Box plots of the temperature, EC, pH, and Eh at Lake A (<1 m depth), Lake B (<1 m depth), the
pumping wells, and the observation wells Z12, Z15, and Z16 are illustrated in Figure 5. Concerning
Lake A and Lake B, note that the presented data correspond to measurements at the surface of the lakes
(i.e., <1 m depth). Hence, the medians and the 25th and 75th quartiles values may not be representative
of the entire water column. Observed temperatures at Lake A and Lake B ranged from 1.3 ◦C to
27.5 ◦C and from 3.9 ◦C to 27.5 ◦C, respectively. For the pumping wells, box plots are spatially sorted
(P6; P1; P8; P2; P7; P3; P4; P5) from the northwest to the southeast ends of the well field (see location of
the pumping wells in Figure 1c). Temperatures ranged from 3.4 ◦C to 16.2 ◦C, with minimum and
maximum values being observed in occasionally and continuously pumping wells, respectively. EC
values at the pumping wells ranged from 491 μS/cm (at P5) to 895 μS/cm (at P8), which is in between
observed EC values in Lake A and Lake B. Note that the EC values for Lake A and Lake B in Figure 5
are associated with water sampled at <1 m depth. Higher EC values were measured in situ in Lake B
at >12 m deep (further details in Section 4.3). Observed EC values at Z12 were similar to those in Lake
B, whereas Z15 showed lower values, similar to Lake A. The highest EC values were observed at Z16,
which is representative of regional groundwater. Measured pH values at the pumping wells tended to
increase spatially from NW to SE (P6 to P5). Redox conditions also varied spatially and decreased
from NW to SE. A H2S odor was noticed when sampling at P4, P5, Z15, and Z16, which is consistent
with Eh measurements that indicate more reduced conditions.
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Figure 5. Boxplots of (a) temperature, (b) electrical conductivity (EC), (c) pH, and (d) redox potential
(Eh) at the lakes, pumping wells (PW), and observation wells (OW). Blue and red boxes are associated
with Lake A (<1 m depth) and Lake B (<1 m depth), whereas dark, medium, and light grey boxes
correspond to continuously, intermittently, and occasionally pumping wells, respectively. Numeric
values above each box correspond to the median.

Figure 6 shows the spatial variability of total Fe and Mn concentrations at Lake A (<1 m depth),
Lake B (<1 m depth), the pumping wells, and the observation wells Z12, Z15, and Z16. Concentrations
in total Fe ranged from <0.01 mg/L to 1.28 mg/L at the pumping wells, with median concentrations
increasing from NW to SE. Median total Fe concentrations at P4 and P5 were high relative to Canada’s
aesthetic objective for total Fe in drinking water (i.e., 0.3 mg/L) [45]. Analyses also reported high
concentrations (from 0.05 mg/L to 2.12 mg/L) at Z15 (near P5). The highest total Fe concentrations were
observed at Z16. Total Mn concentrations ranged from 0.1 mg/L to 1.3 mg/L at the pumping wells, which
exceeded the aesthetic objective for total Mn in drinking water in Canada (i.e., 0.02 mg/L) [46]. The
highest concentrations were measured at the intermittently pumping wells. Total Mn concentrations
at the surface of Lake A and Lake B were relatively low (i.e., typically ≤0.03 mg/L). However, it is
important to note that 1.06 mg/L was observed at 6 m depth in Lake B (see red circle in Figure 6b).
This result highlights that total Mn concentrations may be more important at greater depths in Lake
B. Release of Fe and Mn to the water column in Lake A may potentially occur from sand dredging
activities, as this lake is still actively mined for sand. However, no data are available to discuss
the evolution of Fe and Mn concentrations in relation to these anthropic activities. Dissolved Fe
concentrations were all <0.05 mg/L, while dissolved Mn concentrations were similar to the total ones.
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Figure 6. Boxplots of (a) total Fe, and (b) total Mn concentrations at the lakes, pumping wells, and
piezometers. Blue and red boxes are associated with Lake A (<1 m depth) and Lake B (<1 m depth),
whereas dark, medium, and light grey boxes correspond to continuously, intermittently, and occasionally
pumping wells, respectively. Numeric values above each box correspond to the median. Red circle
represents the maximal observed total Mn in Lake B (at 6 m depth).

Figure 7 shows the relationship between (Ca2+ +Mg2+)/Na+ and cationic content (i.e., sum of
major cations) for Lake A, Lake B, pumping wells, and regional groundwater. Potassium (K+) was
excluded from these calculations since only a few samples were analysed for K+ and concentrations in
K+ only represent a small fraction of the total cation content (i.e., approximately 1.5%). Lake A and
Lake B samples are plotted in opposing regions of the graph, Lake A having a high (Ca2+ +Mg2+)/Na+

ratio and low cationic content and Lake B having a low (Ca2+ +Mg2+)/Na+ ratio and high cationic
content. Concerning the samples from the pumping wells, they are mostly plotted in the area extending
from the Lake A to Lake B regions. Occasionally pumping wells had a geochemical signature similar to
Lake A, whereas continuously and intermittently pumping wells spread between both lake signatures.
Regional groundwater samples were sampled from one observation well, namely Z16, located on the
NE side of Lake B (see Figure 1c). These samples were characterized by the lowest (Ca2+ +Mg2+)/Na+

ratios and highest cationic content. It is believed that direct contribution to the pumping wells from
regional groundwater is not likely at this site, due to the hydrogeological context (see Section 2.1).
Hence, we hypothesize that the spreading of pumping well samples relative to the Lake A–Lake B
mixing line is potentially due to an indirect contribution from regional groundwater, which discharged
into Lake B. Only three wells (i.e., P2, P7, and P8) were affected from November 2016 to February 2017.
During this period, the three wells together supplied <10% of the total pumped volume. Based on
these observations, we propose that the mixing between Lake A and Lake B is the dominant process
governing the geochemical facies of the pumping wells.

4.3. EC Time-Varying Mixing Model

It was discussed in Section 4.2 that the geochemical facies at the pumping wells are controlled by
mixing between Lake A and Lake B. Hence, we used the binary mixing model of Equations (1) and (2)
to estimate the relative contributions of each lake to the pumping wells. In this section, we first present
the temporal and vertical variability of EC at Lake A and Lake B in order to define the end-member
values. Then, estimations of the mixing ratios are evaluated with respect to a reference scenario, and
spatiotemporal evolution is discussed. We also provide a sensitivity analysis, which helps strengthen
the conclusions of the model.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the geochemical facies of Lake A, Lake B, pumping wells, and the regional
groundwater (GW). The solid black line represents the mixing line between Lake A and Lake B
mean values.

4.3.1. Temporal and Vertical EC Variability at Lake A and Lake B

Temporal variability in EC values at the surface (<1 m depth) of Lake A and Lake B are illustrated
in Figure 8a,b. At the surface of Lake A, minimal and maximal EC values were observed in springtime
and wintertime, respectively. Low EC values were expected for springtime, since it corresponds to the
period of hydraulic connection between Lake A and Lake C. During this period, surface water with
low EC is discharged into Lake A from streams S1 and S2 with inverted flow direction (see Figure 1b).
In Lake B, EC values at the surface (<1 m depth) were also found to be variable over time. During
springtime and summertime, EC values were relatively constant. A significant increase in EC values
was observed in autumn–winter. Figure 8b also depicts the EC time series at an observation well
(namely Z12) which was located between pumping well P1 and Lake B. It is screened at the bottom of
the aquifer over a 9.14 m long section. EC measurements at Z12 are thus representative of the mixing
between multiple flow lines originating from various depths in Lake B. The mean EC value at Z12 was
848 μS/cm and values were typically higher than at the surface of Lake B. These results reveal that
(1) the EC measurements at the surface of Lake B are not representative of the infiltrating water and
(2) considering the vertical variability in EC in Lake B is important.

Figure 9 shows vertical EC profiles for Lake A and Lake B. EC was measured at depth in winter
(on 15 February 2017) at Lake A and in summer and winter (on 9 September 2016 and 2 March 2017)
at Lake B. For each campaign, at least two vertical profiles were conducted in order to assess the
horizontal variability (see Figure 1c for location of the vertical profiles). Maximal EC differences (at the
same depth) were 6 μS/cm and 25 μS/cm for Lake A and Lake B, respectively, suggesting no significant
horizontal variability at both lakes.
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Figure 8. Time series of electrical conductivity (EC) at (a) Lake A (<1 m depth), and (b) Lake B
(<1 m depth) and Z12. The grey shaded area represents the timing for hydraulic connection between
Lake A and Lake C. Error bars (±20 μS/cm) represent the maximal expected measurement error on EC.
The yellow dashed line corresponds to the mean EC value at Z12.

Figure 9. Electrical conductivity (EC) measurements against depth at Lake A and Lake B in winter
and summer. Solid lines represent depth-average value at the lakes, while the yellow dashed line is
associated with mean EC values at observation well Z12. Blue and red shaded areas illustrate the
variability in EC at the surface (<1 m depth) of Lake A and Lake B, respectively.

Concerning Lake A, no significant vertical variability in EC values was observed. This suggests
that Lake A was vertically well mixed in wintertime. Given that Lake A receives surface water from
a stream and that some industrial activity (i.e., sand dredging) takes place in the lake during the
ice-free period (typically form early May to late October), it is likely that some currents in Lake A are
stimulating mixing of the water column. Hence, we assumed that Lake A is fully mixed and does not
develop any significant vertical EC stratification over a hydrological year. Temporal variability in EC
at the surface of Lake A (at <1 m depth) is presumably representative of the evolution of the entire
water body.

At Lake B, observed EC values increased with depth for all vertical profiles. Higher EC at greater
depth could be induced by regional groundwater inputs into Lake B. In Canada, groundwater inputs
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are typically found at the bottom of lakes, due to thermal (and density) contrast [47]. Smaller vertical
variability was observed in wintertime (in comparison to summertime). However, both summertime
and wintertime depth-averaged values were similar (861 μS/cm and 884 μS/cm; a difference of 23 μS/cm
being barely significant). It is important to note that the wintertime vertical profiles were conducted in
a shallower zone of the lake and could explain the discrepancy between the depth-averaged values.
Additionally, it is interesting to note that the depth-averaged EC values were similar to the Z12 mean
EC value. This suggests that the depth-averaged EC value was adequate to depict the EC signal
originating from Lake B.

4.3.2. Reference Scenario

Based on the assumption that Lake A is well mixed, we considered that EC measurements at <1 m
depth were representative of the Lake A end-member. Hence, the Lake A end-member is a time-varying
EC signal. Temporal interpolation between discrete measurements was done with the cubic spline
method (using the spline function in MATLAB). The result of this calculation is represented in Figure 8a
by the solid blue line and gives the best available estimate of the Lake A end-member from 27 April
2016 to 9 February 2017. No temporal shifting was considered, since travel times were expected to
be much smaller than the observed changes in EC in Lake A. Concerning Lake B, a constant value of
873 μS/cm (i.e., mean of the wintertime and summertime depth-average values) was considered to
correctly represent this second end-member. There was no need to consider temporal variation for
Lake B end-member as both depth-averaged values were found to be similar.

The results of the mixing model are shown in Figure 10. By considering the relative pumping
rates and the estimated contributions from Lake A at each well, we calculated that 62% of the annual
pumped volume originated from Lake A. The continuously pumping wells are characterized by 54%
to 78% of water originating from Lake A, with the highest contributions from Lake A occurring from
April to July, i.e., during the highest hydraulic gradient period. The lowest contributions from Lake A
were observed from July to September, i.e., during the moderate hydraulic gradient period. This is
likely related to an increase in the total pumped volume during summertime (see Section 4.1).

The intermittently pumping wells showed the widest distribution in mixing ratios, with
contributions from Lake A ranging from 0% to 87%. Similar to the continuously pumping wells, the
highest contributions from Lake A were observed during the high hydraulic gradient period, while its
contribution decreased as the hydraulic forcing became less important. It was estimated that during
the low hydraulic gradient period, the fraction of Lake B can reach up to 100% for the intermittently
pumping wells. In fact, the mixing model yields such mixing ratios when the measured EC at the
pumping wells is greater or equal to the Lake B end-member (i.e., 873 μS/cm). This condition was
observed four times and EC measurements at the concerned pumping wells ranged from 879 μS/cm
to 895 μS/cm. However, expectations were that Lake A and Lake B would always contribute to the
pumping wells, since a radial depression cone normally develops in the vicinity of an active pumping
well, forcing water to infiltrate from both sides of the sandy bank. Hence, we considered that a
calculated contribution of 100% of Lake B depicts a limit of the developed mixing model. In reality, this
result could be an indication that, during winter, water preferentially infiltrates from the bottommost
zone (≥12 m) of Lake B (where EC >873 μS/cm), leading to higher EC values at the intermittently
pumping wells. Controls on the development of such preferential flow paths are not within the scope
of this paper and, thus, will not be further discussed. Future work concerning the spatiotemporal
variability of the hydraulic conductivity is still needed to draw any conclusions on this topic. The
combination of various environmental tracers would help to differentiate between contributions from
the surface and bottommost zones of the lakes.
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Figure 10. Estimated contribution from Lake A to the pumping wells according to the reference scenario.
Lake A end-member is defined as a time-varying electrical conductivity (EC) signal, which was derived
from the observed EC values at <1 m depth. Lake B end-member is a fixed EC value which corresponds
to the mean of the wintertime and summertime depth-average value.

Contribution from Lake A at the occasionally pumping wells is typically >90%. However, in
April and May, it was estimated that the former wells were receiving a relatively smaller contribution
from Lake A (from 74% to 86%). This result possibly reflects that pore water with EC >500 μS/cm and
originating from Lake A could have been stored during winter within the sandy bank and pumped
only in April and May. Hence, mean residence time of the water in the sandy bank could reach months
when the pumping wells are not active. Greater attenuation of the surface water temperature signal,
at the occasionally pumping wells, also testifies to longer residence times. We thus highlighted the
need for considering the variability of the residence time of water into the sediments when applying a
time-variant mixing model.

In sum, contribution from Lake A is typically greater than Lake B throughout the year. However,
the mixing ratios are temporally and spatially variable. Strong variability was found especially during
the period of low hydraulic gradient at the intermittently and occasionally pumping wells. In such a
context, the pumping regime seems to have a decisive impact on the mixing ratios and, ultimately, on
water quality of the bank filtrate. Under high hydraulic gradient the mixing ratios tend to be more
similar, regardless of the pumping regimes.

4.3.3. Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis was conducted in order to investigate (1) the representativity of EC
end-members values and (2) the uncertainties related to the EC measurements. Mixing ratios were
therefore recalculated according to various scenarios where Lake A and Lake B end-member values
varied from 458 μS/cm (i.e., minimal observed value) to 576 μS/cm (i.e., maximal observed value) and
from 824 μS/cm to 924 μS/cm (i.e., reference scenario ±50 μS/cm), respectively. Also, a variation of
±40 μS/cm was applied to all the EC measurements at the pumping wells. Differences between the
results of the scenarios were typically <10%, except for the ones concerning the Lake A end-member.
When considering fixed EC values for the Lake A end-member, the estimation of the mixing ratios
diverged up to 30% compared to the reference scenario. This result helped to quantify the importance
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of considering the temporal variability of the end-members to obtain reliable results when estimating
mixing ratios. Despite the sensitivity of the model to Lake A end-member variability, general trends
for mixing ratios were conserved for all the scenarios. This result was expected, as the mixing model
was linear. Overall, the sensitivity analysis revealed that the relative estimations of mixing ratios were
acceptable and that measurement errors were not likely to influence our conclusions.

The temporal resolution of the applied monitoring program did not allow for discussion of the
short-term (i.e., hourly to daily) EC variability. Hence, it is not clear whether hourly variations in
pumping rates could influence the observed EC values at the pumping wells.

4.4. Dominant Controls on the Origin of the Bank Filtrate

The time-variant binary mixing model highlights that the contribution of Lake A to the bank
filtrate can vary from 0% to 100%. This section aims to understand the competing roles of anthropic and
meteorological forcings on the origin of the bank filtrate. We define anthropic forcing as a process via
which the origin of the bank filtrate at a given well is affected by its own pumping scheme and/or rate.
Anthropic forcing can also occur indirectly, as drawdown of the water table in the vicinity of a given
pumping well can influence the origin of water at less active adjacent pumping wells. Meteorological
forcing is considered a natural process. Concerning our study site, the surface elevations of Lake A and
Lake B showed seasonal variations, which are mainly controlled by meteorological conditions allowing
or limiting surface water inputs into Lake A. Hence, we considered that the hydraulic gradient between
Lake A and Lake B is meteorological forcing acting on the BF system.

Figure 11a,b shows EC against the one-month average pumping rate prior to the sampling date.
Distinction between the pumping regimes (i.e., continuous, intermittent and occasional) is illustrated in
a, while hydraulic gradients between Lake A and Lake B (i.e., high, moderate, low) are represented in
b. Figure 11c is a schematic representation of the dominant forcing in relation to the different hydraulic
contexts. First, in Figure 11a,b, we observed little variability in EC measurements if the pumping rate
was >1000 m3/day. In fact, most samples associated with high pumping rates (Figure 11a) showed
EC values ranging from 583 μS/cm to 689 μS/cm, despite the variability of the hydraulic gradient
(Figure 11b). Hence, for high pumping rates (i.e., >1000 m3/day), it appears that anthropic forcing is
dominant over the meteorological forcing (Figure 11c). However, two samples (see downward arrow in
Figure 11c) showed lower EC while being operated at >1500 m3/day. These exceptions were observed
exclusively when the hydraulic gradient between Lake A and Lake B was maximal (i.e., in May and
June). Under such hydraulic conditions, the anthropic forcing cannot counteract the meteorological
forcing, resulting in an increase in the contribution from Lake A during springtime. Second, higher
EC values (>750 μS/cm) are associated with the intermittent pumping regime, while low EC values
(<600 μS/cm) are mostly related to the occasionally pumping regime (Figure 11a). For these two
pumping regimes, meteorological forcing was clearly dominant over the anthropic one (Figure 11c). In
fact, high EC values were strictly observed during the low hydraulic gradient period (Figure 11b). In
short, this revealed that when a pumping rate of approximately 1000 m3/day is applied continuously,
the mixing ratios are less variable due to direct anthropic forcing. When wells are operated only
intermittently or occasionally, indirect anthropic and/or meteorological forcings control the mixing
between Lake A and Lake B waters.
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Figure 11. Relationship between electrical conductivity (EC) and the one-month average pumping
rate prior to the sampling date, according to (a) the pumping regime and (b) the hydraulic gradient
between Lake A and Lake B. A schematic representation of the dominant forcing is illustrated in (c),
where solid and dashed lines represent the range of observed values and the delimitation between
regimes where meteorological and anthropic forcings are dominant, respectively.
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4.5. Implications for the Quality of the Bank Filtrate

In Section 4.2, we highlighted that geochemical analyses showed spatial variability in both total
Fe and Mn concentrations at the pumping wells. This section aims to discuss the relationship between
total Fe and Mn concentrations and the origin of water.

High total Fe concentrations were found at the occasionally pumping wells (i.e., at P5 and, to a
lesser extent, at P4) and were associated with the highest contributions from Lake A (see Figure 10)
and more reduced conditions (see Figure 5d). In comparison to the more anthropized section of the
BF system, the residence times of the infiltrating water in the vicinity of the occasionally pumping
wells are likely to be longer, because meteorological forcing alone is controlling groundwater flows
(see Section 4.4). Since relatively low temperatures were observed at P4 and P5, it is also likely that higher
viscosity, resulting in lower hydraulic conductivity, was responsible for longer residence times of the
bank filtrate in the vicinity of these wells [48–50]. The longer residence times are potentially responsible
for the high total Fe concentrations at P4 and P5. Evolution of redox conditions (from oxic to anoxic)
is typically observed at BF systems [51] and can result in the dissolution of iron and/or manganese
along flow paths [52]. However, as dissolved Fe concentrations are very low (i.e., generally <LOD),
total Fe is controlled predominantly by the particulate fraction. Hence, it is more likely that the high
rate and/or occasional pumping are causing the mobilization and resuspension of particulate Fe at P4
and P5. In fact, when activated for monthly sampling and monitoring, P4 and P5 typically operate at
150 m3/h, while the other wells operate at lower rates (i.e., from 40 m3/h to 125 m3/h). Moreover, P5
was the only pumping well equipped with a 4 m long screened section (i.e., half of those of the other
wells). The mean effective velocity of water entering P4 and P5 screens was from 2 to 4 times greater
than at the other wells. The total Fe concentration at P4 and P5 could thus potentially be reduced by
lowering the hourly mean pumping rates and operating on a daily basis. However, such engineered
operational strategy would not help to lower the total Fe concentration to <0.2 mg/L (see Figure 12a).

The highest total Mn concentrations were concomitant with the highest fraction of Lake B water at
the intermittently pumping wells. The presence of total Mn in the raw water could also be explained by
the evolution of redox conditions along the flow path. Besides this, an elevated concentration in total
Mn (1.06 mg/L) was measured at a 6 m depth in Lake B. As the latter was found to be geochemically
stratified, relatively reduced conditions can develop in the epilimnion and promote the solubilization
of Mn. Hence, it is also likely that Mn reaches the pumping wells by advective transport with water
originating from the deeper zones of Lake B. Further investigation is needed to better understand
the site-specific drivers of the Mn occurrence in the bank filtrate, since its mobility is controlled by
numerous factors, such as travel times, temperature, pH, microbial activity, the extent of a clogging
layer, and the degree of oxygen consumption [52]. Figure 12b illustrates the relationship between total
Mn concentrations and the one-month average pumping rate prior to the sampling date. Total Mn
concentrations decrease with higher pumping rates (for intermittently and continuously pumping
wells). This suggests that pumping rate can be used as an operational tool to control the total Mn
concentration in the pumped water.

In sum, high total Fe and Mn concentrations in the pumped water are governed by two distinct
processes. Total Fe seems to originate from particulate iron mobilization and resuspension when
effective velocities of water entering the screens of the pumping wells are high, whereas high total Mn
concentrations seem to be associated with an increase in the contribution from the bottom of Lake B.
Total Fe and Mn concentrations could potentially be regulated by lowering the mean effective velocity
of water entering the screens and adjusting mixing ratios (i.e., by operating at adequate pumping rates).
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Figure 12. Relationship between (a) total Fe and (b) total Mn concentrations and the 1-month average
pumping rate prior to the sampling date.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrated the controls of variable meteorological conditions and pumping
schemes on the origin and quality of bank filtrate. Through a pumping rate analysis, the pumping
schemes could be separated into three categories, namely the continuously, intermittently, and
occasionally pumping wells. The continuously pumping wells (i.e., P3 and P6) supported 71% to 83%
of the total pumping rate, except in summertime, when they contributed from 52% to 63%, of the total
pumping rate as it increased from approximately 4000 m3/day to 7500 m3/day. An investigation of
the geochemical facies of Lake A, Lake B, regional groundwater, and the bank filtrate revealed that
the geochemistry of the pumped water is governed by mixing of Lake A and Lake B. Therefore, a
two end-member mixing model was developed to estimate the contribution from both lakes to the
pumping wells over a one-year period. To this end, EC measurements were used as a quantitative
environmental tracer. A time-varying EC signal was considered for the Lake A end-member, whereas
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a fixed EC value was used to depict the Lake B end-member. This simple mixing model revealed
the following:

• By considering the relative pumping rates and the estimated contributions from Lake A at each
well, it was estimated that 62% of the annual pumped volume originates from Lake A;

• All the pumping wells typically receive >50% of water from Lake A, but the competition between
anthropic (i.e., pumping regime) and meteorological forcings (i.e., relative water level of both
lakes) leads to a large variability of the mixing ratios (i.e., from 0% to 100% of water originating
from Lake A);

• When the meteorological forcing is high, the pumping regime has little influence over the origin
of water and the mixing ratios are similar at all the pumping wells. When the meteorological
forcing is low, the pumping regime is a decisive factor on the fraction of the contributing sources
to the pumping wells;

• When a pumping rate of >1000 m3/day is applied continuously, the mixing ratios are less variable
due to direct anthropic forcing. When wells are operated only intermittently or occasionally and
at a rate of <1000 m3/day, indirect anthropic and/or meteorological forcings govern the mixing
ratio between Lake A and Lake B waters;

• A sensitivity analysis revealed that the relative estimation of the mixing ratios was acceptable and
that measurement errors were not likely to influence our calculations. It also helped to quantify
the importance of considering the temporal variability of the lakes’ end-members to obtain reliable
results when estimating mixing ratios;

• The pumping regime influences total metals (i.e., Fe and Mn) concentrations in the raw abstracted
waters. High Fe concentrations originate from particulate iron mobilization and resuspension
when effective velocities of water entering the screens of the pumping wells are high, whereas
high Mn concentrations are associated with an increase in the contribution from Lake B.

This study highlights how understanding the competition between anthropic and meteorological
forcings can help to recommend guidelines for rapid decision-making regarding the quality of the
pumped water. For instance, by identifying contexts for which the anthropic forcing is dominant, one
can control the origin of the bank filtrate. Moreover, predicting periods under which the meteorological
forcing is governing the flow patterns can help to adjust post-BF treatment in order to secure high
quality of the distributed drinking water.
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Abstract: Due to the abundance of surface water in the province of Quebec, Canada, it is suspected
that many groundwater wells are pumping a mixture of groundwater and surface water via induced
bank filtration (IBF). The regulatory framework in Quebec provides comprehensive guidelines for
the development and monitoring of surface water and groundwater drinking water production
systems. However, the regulations do not specifically address hybrid groundwater-surface water
production systems such as IBF sites. More knowledge on the use of IBF in the province is needed
to adjust the regulations with respect to the particularities of these systems. In order to provide
a first evaluation of municipal wells potentially using IBF and the corresponding population served
by these wells, a Geographic Information Science framework (GISc) was used to implement an IBF
spatial database and calculate the distance from each well to the nearest surface water body. GISc is
based on open source GIS programs and openly available data, to facilitate the reproducibility of the
work. From this provincial scale approach, we show that nearly one million people are supplied by
groundwater from municipal wells located <500 m from a surface water body, and half a million
have a significant probability to be supplied by IBF wells. A more focused look at the watershed scale
distribution of wells allows us to improve our interpretations by considering the aquifer type and
other regional factors. This approach reveals strong spatial variability in the distribution of wells in
proximity to surface water. Of the three selected regions, one has a high potential for IBF (Laurentides),
one requires additional information do draw precise conclusions (Nicolet), and the third region
(Vaudreuil-Soulanges) is unlikely to have widespread use of IBF. With this study, we demonstrate that
extensive use of IBF is likely and that there is a need for improved understanding and management
of these sites in order to properly protect the drinking water supply.

Keywords: managed aquifer recharge (MAR); induced bank filtration (IBF); geographic information
science (GISc); geographic information systems (GIS); drinking water supply; guidelines

1. Introduction

Induced bank filtration (IBF) is a widely used method of managed aquifer recharge (MAR) [1].
In an IBF system, surface water is drawn through the banks and bed of a lake or river towards a pumping
well by an induced hydraulic gradient. This results in a pumped mixture of both groundwater and
infiltrated surface water. This process reduces the risk of intensive use [2] of the aquifer and improves
water quality relative to surface water [3]. The drawback of this method, however, is that there is a higher
risk of contamination from certain sources in comparison to standard groundwater exploitations [4–7],
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which makes it important to develop a specific regulatory framework adapted to this type of drinking
water supply system.

In recent reviews of the international use of bank filtration [8–11], it is clear that IBF has been used
worldwide and, in particular, in Europe for more than 100 years. In the last decades, the use of IBF also
became relatively popular in the USA [3 and references therein]. More recently, few IBF systems have
also been implemented in developing countries [3 and references therein]). The use of this technology
is, however, completely overlooked in Canada and the province of Quebec in particular. As of this
point in time, no inventory of IBF sites exists for the province, and the extent of its use throughout the
province remains unknown. There is, however, a high probability that IBF is widely used. Indeed,
Quebec is a province rich in both surface water and groundwater, with 22% of its surface covered by
water either in the form of lakes, rivers, or wetlands [12]. It is estimated that Quebec contains 3% of the
Earth’s renewable freshwater resources [13]. In addition, Quebec was settled through its waterways,
which has had long-term effects on its population distribution. The abundance of water and the
distribution of the population mean that there is a high probability that pumping wells are located
in close proximity to surface water. The process of unintentional IBF is thus likely to be occurring in
many municipalities throughout the province.

In addition to the number of IBF sites throughout Quebec being unknown, the current regulations
and guidelines in Quebec do not specifically address wells that pump a mixture of surface water
and groundwater. In Quebec, the Règlement sur le prélèvement des eaux et leur protection (RPEP)
provides comprehensive guidelines for protecting surface water and groundwater extractions from
contamination [14]. This regulation provides a framework for monitoring contaminants that allows for
appropriate intervention when groundwater resources contain surface microbiological contaminants,
which ensures that the population is not likely to be affected by changes in water quality. Additionally,
drinking water production systems that are considered Groundwater under the Direct Influence
of Surface Water (GWUDI) are subjected to the same regulations as surface water, which are more
stringent than for all groundwater wells. For instance, in such a case, the raw pumped water is tested
weekly for microbiological parameters, whereas groundwater can be tested monthly [15]. Despite
its name, the GWUDI classification does not aim at characterizing infiltration from surface water
bodies. Rather, what is referred to as “surface water” within this classification system is in reference to
any source of contamination from the surface (including septic tanks) that might provide recurrent
microbial or viral contamination to a well. There is, therefore, no correlation with surface water bodies
that are hydraulically connected to an aquifer unless said surface water bodies is considered a potential
source of contamination or if there is persistent bacteriologic or virologic presence in the pumping
well during initial characterization. Existing non-GWUDI IBF sites are therefore necessarily treated as
standard groundwater extractions. This means that even if the groundwater wells are located within
a few meters of a water body, and there is a hydraulic connection between them, there is a lack of
protection guidelines for the nearby surface water.

Due to the lack of regulations specific to hybrid groundwater-surface water systems,
many problems common to IBF sites may be overlooked or unanticipated during the planning and
operation of these sites. IBF sites are sensitive to changes in surface water quality [6,16], changing redox
conditions [17], and changes in the hydraulic conditions of the site [18]. Additionally, there are many
undesirable chemical components and contaminants that can be found at pumping wells in IBF sites
including Mn [19–21], Fe [22,23], NO−3− [24], organic micropollutants [25–28], cyanobacteria [29–31],
coliforms [32]. In order to have a more resilient water supply, the risk posed by these contaminants
should be identified as early on in the development of the site as possible in order to minimize
unforeseen costs and develop plans to reduce the risk. By identifying the potential contaminants at the
sites related to changing hydraulic and chemical conditions, the risks associated with them would
be reduced by allowing for strategic planning to avoid the conditions associated with poorer water
quality. For example, well configuration and pumping schemes could be modified to increase transit
times from surface water to pumping wells producing a more consistent water quality.
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) approaches
are being developed for site suitability mapping for the development of MAR ([33] and references
therein) and IBF [34,35]. As an example, Jamarillo Uribe [36] has studied the impact of stream
morphology on bank filtration sites. Nonetheless, to our knowledge, this is the first study that uses
a GISc approach to identify the number of existing IBF sites. The objective of this study is to provide
a first overview of the potential extent of IBF in the province of Quebec. The framework is based on the
concept of Geographic Information Science (GISc), described in [37] and [38]. GISc is based on the use
of open-source GIS programs and openly available data. This concept facilitates reproducible research
to other areas of study and data sets and could improve the transparency of research using GIS. First,
we have processed and homogenized the sources of information from three different agencies. Secondly,
we have carried out a pre-quantification of municipal wells with a higher likelihood of providing
drinking water through IBF using easily available government data. Following this pre-selection,
zones with varying characteristics are considered in greater detail, and the likelihood of IBF taking
place in these areas is discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Set

2.1.1. Well Data

The well data in the province of Quebec is contained in a variety of databases. All private
wells require that various information is reported following drilling, such as coordinates, ownership,
well design (i.e., type of tubing and depth of well), and stratigraphic sequence. This data is compiled
in the Système d’Information Hydrogeologique (SIH) database [39], which has previously been described
by Sterckx [40]. The SIH database consists of information largely provided by well-drilling companies.
This can lead to inconsistencies in the geological descriptions and the precision of the coordinates.
This database is, however, considered a reliable source of information concerning the depth of the
contact between overburden and bedrock [41].

The database with the most extensive information is available through a series of studies entitled
“Programme d’Acquisition de Connaissances sur les Eaux Souterraines” (PACES) [42]. These projects were
initiated in 2008 and aimed at improving knowledge of groundwater resources in the southern regions
of the province of Quebec in order to protect them and ensure their sustainability. These studies have led
to a number of subsequent publications [43–46]. As of today, the PACES studies have been completed
on a total of 13 regions throughout the province and led to the compilation of varied information (i.e.,
depth of well, depth of screen, depth of water table, type of aquifer, type of well and coordinates)
on a total of roughly 180,000 wells. Supplemental information, including geochemistry, geology,
and hydrogeological data (e.g., hydraulic conductivity), was also compiled for a small subset of wells
(n = 15,162). The PACES database contains significant overlap with the SIH database, and therefore,
some issues with the reliability of the coordinates and geological descriptions also affect this database.

The third database is comprised of municipal wells and surface water extraction points [47].
This database is typically used by decision-makers for public health and land-use planning. The version
of the database used in this study was acquired in 2017 (i.e., prior to the most recent update in November
2018). The information contained in this database is centered on geographic coordinates, population
served, and types of potabilization treatment. It contains information on 2116 individual wells and
surface water extraction points. The geographic coordinates are generally more recently acquired and
derived from official declaration documents, resulting in a better precision of the localization of the
wells than the two other databases.

The municipal database formed the basis of this study with complementary information pulled
from the other sources. The decision to focus on the municipal well database was made since (i) IBF
requires sufficiently high pumping rates to induce a hydraulic gradient from the surface water to the
well, (ii) the localization of the wells is precise and (iii) all these wells are supplying drinking water to
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the population. The PACES database was used to extract complementary information and draw some
general conclusions about the distribution of wells within the province. Table 1 summarizes the data
sets and the variables used in this study.

Table 1. Summary of data available in the databases.

Information SIH PACES * Municipal *

Number of wells ~216,000 ~180,000 ~2000
Depth of well X X

Depth of screen X
Geology (X) (X)

Chemistry (X)
Population Served X

Type of aquifer (X) X
Type of well X X

Type of treatment X
Coordinates X X X

* Databases used for subsequent calculations; (X) not systematically compiled.

2.1.2. Surface Water Bodies and Other Data

Natural Resources Canada’s (NRCAN) website contains a variety of vector data in the Canvec
portion of the site [48]. The surface water files are subdivided into two categories, “watercourses” and
“water bodies”. Many of the features in the “watercourses” files are drainage ditches and ephemeral
streams that are not likely to be supplying bank filtrate to wells throughout the year. The features
in the “water bodies” files correspond to water bodies of larger size and more permanent nature,
which are more likely to contain a sufficient volume of water to support a municipal water supply.
Considering the above, it was decided to conduct our province-wide study with the “waterbodies” files
only. The named rivers from the “watercourses” files were added to the regional studies. These files
contain two types of data, i.e., polygons and polylines, respectively representing the water bodies
and shorelines.

2.2. Description of the GISc Framework

In this study, we used a GISc framework in order to calculate the minimal distance between each
municipal pumping well and the nearest surface water body (i.e., lake or river). Throughout this study,
the distance to surface water is calculated with respect to the “waterbodies” files retrieved from the
NRCAN website, as mentioned above. The work process has been carried out with the Quantum GIS
program (QGIS) [49]. In this subsection, we list a number of steps that were taken in order to perform
the spatial analysis.

2.2.1. Processing and Homogenization of Spatial Data Sets

• Removal of duplicate wells

The work process is initialized with spatial data debugging. The database of municipal wells
contained a number of duplicated geometries, i.e., wells with identical coordinates, which caused issues
when performing the calculations. The duplicate data most often resulted when wells were supplying
water to multiple municipalities. In order to remedy this, duplicate geometries were automatically
identified and removed from the spatial database. In cases where discrepancies were found in the
attribute table, the correct points were identified and retained.

• Homogenization of the spatial reference system

Coordinates needed to be converted into a common projected coordinate system in order to do
subsequent distances calculations. Spatial data were reprojected from the original coordinate system
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(i.e., NAD 83) to Lambert EPSG: 32,198. The Quebec Lambert was selected since it is suitable for use in
Quebec (Canada) and for applications with an accuracy of <2 m [50].

• Conversion of geometries

First, the geometries were converted from multipart to single part. This step was necessary in
order to ensure that the conversion to lines in the following step inserted all the necessary points.
Without this step, only the existing nodes of the polyline file were converted to points, which led to
an uneven and wide-ranging spread of points along the shorelines.

Second, waterbody files were converted from lines to points with 2 m spacing with the function
Convert lines to points in the SAGA [51] toolbox. This function was run as a batch process for all of the
1:50,000 National Topographic System (NTS) zones individually.

2.2.2. Performing Distance Calculation

• Calculate the distance from each well to the nearest point

Using the smaller 1:50,000 zones allowed for the direct calculation from each well to the nearest
point in each of the NTS zones. This calculation was completed using the Distance to nearest hub
function. This algorithm identifies the nearest feature to each point and the Euclidean distance between
all points. This, however, led to the creation of roughly 220 different files, each containing one distance
value for each well. This avoided some problems that occurred when the calculation was done in the
reverse order, but it created extremely large files that were not easy to work with in QGIS, especially
for the larger PACES files.

• Calculate the minimum value for each well

The subsequent step was to merge all of these roughly 220 files and calculate the minimum value
for each well. This was done in QGIS using the merge function, and the minimum selection was
made using the Select by expression dialogue box and the following line of code HubDist =minimum
(HubDist, Well ID). This could only be done in QGIS for the smaller municipal well files. For the larger
PACES files, the merge and distance calculations were completed using R [52] programming language.

Once the distance was calculated, manipulation of the data was done manually using filters in
QGIS, and R. Additional data was also joined to the well files either manually, or using common fields
or spatial relationships using a variety of functions in QGIS.

This process was repeated for the regional studies with named rivers from the watercourse file
and the water bodies used in the province-wide study.

3. Results and Discussion

There are two main conditions that will determine whether a well is pumping a mixture of surface
water and groundwater. First, a hydraulic connection between the surface water and the aquifer is
necessary. Second, assuming groundwater typically discharges into surface water bodies in the study
region [53], it is necessary to pump a sufficient volume to reverse that natural gradient and draw surface
water toward the pumping well. In order to conduct a study at the scale of the province, we used
the municipal well database (description available in Section 2.1.1), which reports the geographical
coordinates and the population served by each of the 2075 municipal wells and surface water extraction
points. Since the type of aquifer is not reported within this database, the distance from the surface
water bodies was deemed to be the most important criterion for estimating the number of IBF sites
available for a province-wide scale. Then, we selected three areas with distinct characteristics in order
to conduct regional analyses, including integrating the type of aquifer and other hydrogeological
information. The results of both province and regional scale approaches are presented and discussed
in the next subsections.

Bank filtration sites can be located at various distances from surface water bodies [32,54] from
a few meters to greater than one kilometer. In this study, as a starting point, distances >500 m are
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considered less likely to be performing IBF, as wells were located <500 m from surface water in several
studies on IBF [32,54,55]. Groundwater will discharge from aquifers towards rivers and lakes in most
of Quebec for the majority of the year, especially during drier months [53]; therefore, wells must be
able to reverse that natural gradient in order to perform IBF. In addition, most of the sites have been
operational for at most a few decades, are not likely to have experienced intensive use [2], and therefore,
large scale flow regime reversals, as seen in the Netherlands [54], are not likely. These combined factors
make it unlikely that wells at a distance >500 m are performing IBF since reversal of a gradient over
those distances would be more difficult. This choice for the cut-off could potentially omit some bank
filtration sites from the province; however, this is considered to have minimal impact on the overall
conclusions of this study.

3.1. Overview of the Province

3.1.1. Municipal Drinking Water Supply: Surface Water vs. Groundwater

Municipal drinking water sources can be classified into three categories, i.e., groundwater, surface
water, and groundwater considered surface water, as shown in Figure 1. The first category (in red)
includes all municipal drinking water sources which rely on one or multiple groundwater wells.
Contrastingly, the second category (in blue) refers to municipal drinking water sources supplied by
surface water. The third category (in green) corresponds to the few municipal drinking water sources
relying on groundwater wells, which are documented as GWUDI according to the protocol detailed in
the Guide de conception des installations de production d’eau potable described in Section 1 [15]. Of the 2075
municipal extraction points, 87% (n = 1799) are groundwater pumping wells, whereas 13% (n = 276)
are directly extracting surface waters. This results in approximately 15% of the population of Quebec
relying on groundwater resources for drinking water, representing roughly 1,260,000 citizens. A similar
estimate (i.e., 20%) was also reported by the Ministère de l’environnement et lutte contre les changements
climatiques [42]. The discrepancy between these two estimates is likely due to the proportion of the
population supplied by private wells rather than a municipal distribution network.

In the more densely populated areas, surface water is the main water source for drinking water
supply systems. This is likely a consequence of the greater drinking water demand in the cities,
and the larger population’s ability to support the more costly water treatment required for surface
water. In smaller municipalities, groundwater sources are preferred as they are less costly to operate.
In fact, in rural areas of the province, 90% of the population is served by groundwater sources [56].
As explained above, the important number of surface water bodies and the population’s distribution
results in a high likelihood of having groundwater wells near a surface water body, suggesting that
many municipal drinking water systems may be benefiting from IBF processes.
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of municipal drinking water sources. The water sources are classified into
three categories, i.e., groundwater (in blue), surface water (in red), and groundwater considered surface
water (in green). (a) overview of the study area; (b) view of the distribution of all wells throughout the
province; (c) view of the most densely populated area of the province along the Saint-Lawrence River

3.1.2. Water Bodies Distribution around Wells

Among the municipal wells, almost all (97% of the cases; n = 1749) are located at <2000 m from
a surface water body. As illustrated in Figure 2a, it is evident that the closest water body to most
municipal wells is lakes (72%; n = 1262). This is likely due to the extremely high number of lakes in
Quebec, which means that there is likely always a lake within a reasonable distance from any given point
in the province, resulting in a geographically homogeneous distribution of municipal wells near lakes.
The distribution of wells in close proximity to rivers (28%; n = 487) is less homogenously distributed
throughout the province compared to those in proximity to lakes (see Figure 2). Many municipalities
are located in close proximity to a river due to the settlement of the province through its waterways.
Secondly, the area around rivers can often have more favorable properties for larger-scale water
extraction due to the higher likelihood of containing sandy granular deposits compared to the more
common glacial-marine deposits that cover the rest of the province [57].

Figure 2b also reveals the same trend of homogenous distribution of wells in proximity to lakes
for each bin of 10 m width. In fact, 14% (n = 245) of the municipal wells are located at <200 m from
a river. The overall distribution of wells shows a significant decrease in the density of wells at around
the 120 m marks. Since the number of wells in proximity to lakes remains relatively constant in all
10 m bins, and the distribution of wells near rivers decreases around the 120 m marks, the overall trend
in this graph of more wells in the first 120 m is controlled mostly by the greater number of wells in
proximity to rivers.
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Figure 2. The distance of municipal wells from water surfaces for (a) 0 to 2000 m and (b) 0 to 500 m.

3.1.3. Insights into the Potential Population Supplied by IBF

Figure 3 illustrates the cumulative population served by municipal wells that are located at
a distance of 0 m to 2000 m from a surface water body. It shows that approximately 1,200,000 people
are served by those municipal wells. It also reveals that outside of the major cities, wells located at
less than 500 m from a surface water body account for 74% of the population (n = 920,000) whose
drinking water is supplied by groundwater from municipal wells. In fact, there is a rapid increase
in the population served by wells within the first few hundred meters of a water body. Wells within
250 m and 100 m account for 57% (n = 720,000) and 34% (n = 410,000) of the population served by
municipal wells respectively. Although many of these sites may not be using IBF due to various factors,
these results reveal a significant probability that half of the groundwater-fed population connected to
a municipal drinking water supply in Quebec, i.e., more than half a million citizens, might depend on
IBF. This initial overview demonstrates the great opportunity of a better assessment of IBF occurrence
in the province of Quebec in order to better protect our resources. This high proportion of close-to
surface water wells is likely an indication that planners and developers are, in fact, selecting pumping
sites in close proximity to surface water. Still, as aforementioned, the existing knowledge of IBF is not
fully integrated into the planning process when developing and managing water abstraction plants.
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Figure 3. Cumulative population supplied by municipal groundwater wells with respect to the distance
from the surface water body.

3.2. Insights on Selected Sub-Basins

In light of the results presented in the previous subsection, it was determined that making
widespread generalizations about the province would not be straightforward. We opted to focus on
a selection of areas with diverse population sizes, diverse geological settings, a variety of distances from
surface water, a variety of surface water body types, and a variety of land cover types. By cross-checking
the ID and localization of wells in the available databases, it was possible to manually assign the type
of aquifer (fractured bedrock, unconfined granular, confined granular) to 101 municipal wells within
the three areas, namely Laurentides (area #1), Nicolet (area #2) and Vaudreuil-Soulanges (area #3).
These areas correspond to watersheds “du Nord”, “Nicolet”, and “Vaudreuil-Soulanges”respectively.
It is important to note that the “Vaudreuil–Soulanges” watershed also extends into the neighboring
province of Ontario to the West, but the investigation is limited to the portion within the Quebec border.
The localization and the extent of each area are illustrated in Figure 4. The main geological contexts
are also reported in this figure. The Grenville Province (area #1) is mainly composed of Archean
autochthonous rocks dominated by highly metamorphosed gneissic complexes. The Appalachian
Province (area #2) is composed of various types of strongly deformed rocks (i.e., sedimentary, volcanic,
and ophiolitic rocks), whereas the St-Lawrence Platform (area #3) corresponds to sedimentary rocks.
The criteria used to evaluate each region are the nature of quaternary deposits, the type of nearest
water body in proximity, the population of the municipalities, the distance of wells, as well as certain
qualitative factors that are mentioned in the PACES reports for each region [58–61].
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Figure 4. Location of the three selected watersheds (area#1: Laurentides, area #2 Nicolet, and area #3
Vaudreuil–Soulanges).

3.2.1. Area #1: Laurentides

The area of Laurentides has a mixture of forested areas and urban areas and is underlain by the
hilly Grenville Province. It has not been covered by regional PACES studies at this time, and therefore,
a detailed description of the surficial deposits underlying the region is somewhat dated. Portions of
the area along the Saint Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers were described by Lajoie [58]. Bedrock in this
area is overlain by till that varies in thickness from 7 to 12 m. Deposits of sand and gravel can also be
found within this region, that were deposited by glacial rivers. Along existing rivers, including the
Rivière-du-Nord, recent fluvial deposits composed mainly of loam are present [59]. Supplemental
Materials containing the map of the quaternary geology and well distribution for each area is provided
with this paper (Figure S1, Tabel S1).

In this area, 31 municipalities (of a total of 58) rely on groundwater to produce drinking water from
a total of 136 municipal wells, and 91% (n = 124) are located <500 m from a surface water body. A total
of 63 municipal wells (51%) are located at <500 m from a lake, the remaining part (49%; n = 61) being
at <500 m from a river. As shown in Figure 5, a significant number (31%; n = 39) of municipal wells are
found along the main river (i.e., Rivière-du-Nord). These wells are often serving municipalities with
a population of >1000 people and are typically found in unconfined granular aquifers. There are three
other rivers and a lake with wells in close proximity, namely, Red River with four wells serving two
municipalities, Ottawa River with four wells serving three municipalities, Lac de Deux Montagnes with
12 wells serving one municipality, Achigan River with two wells serving one municipality. Further
from the Rivière-du-Nord, the population generally decreases, and the wells are more frequently found
in proximity to lakes and in fractured bedrock aquifers. The type of aquifer could be compiled for
a total of 56 wells. Of these wells, 73% (n = 41) are found in an unconfined granular aquifer, with the
majority located <100 m from a surface water body. Since the largest municipalities are more likely
to be pumping sufficiently to induce a hydraulic gradient forcing the surface water to infiltrate the
aquifer, the municipalities with the highest likelihood of performing IBF are the more populated
ones in proximity to the Rivière-du-Nord. Meanwhile, wells located further from surface water and
installed in fractured bedrock present a lower confidence level in the probability that IBF is taking place.
It is important to note that the above-mentioned results include some wells outside of the selected
watershed, as they shared a similar geological setting.
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Figure 5. (a) The spatial distribution of municipal wells located at less than 500 m from lakes and
rivers in area #1 and the distribution of wells according to (b) the type of surface water and (c) the type
of aquifer.

3.2.2. Area #2: Nicolet

The Nicolet area straddles two geologic provinces, the Saint-Lawrence Platform in the lower
altitude portion to the North and the Appalachian Orogen in the higher altitudes to the South. This area
is principally covered by agricultural land. A total of 84 municipal wells are actively producing
drinking water from groundwater resources to serve a total of 35 municipalities (of a total of 39).
These municipalities are generally smaller than those in other regions, with many serving <500 people.
As illustrated by Figure 6, in area #2, a high number of wells are in the vicinity of different rivers and
tributaries, similar to area #1. In fact, a total of 48 municipal wells (57%) are in the 0–500 m range from
a surface water body. Of these wells, most are located close to rivers (71%; n = 34), and the remaining
29% (n = 14) are located near lakes. However, the distance of these municipal wells varies more widely
than in area #1. The Nicolet River and its tributaries are the rivers with the largest number of wells
in close proximity. There are five rivers in the Nicolet river system with wells in close proximity.
In addition, the Saint-Francois River has three wells in proximity serving two municipalities. Within
this region, there are many more rivers whose quality could impact drinking water quality than in the
other regions.

Figure 6. (a) The spatial distribution of municipal wells in the Nicolet area that are located at less than
500 m from lakes and rivers in area #2 and the distribution of wells according to (b) the type of surface
water and (c) the type of aquifer.
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The Nicolet region has a distinctly different sequence of quaternary deposits when compared
to the other two zones. As reported in the PACES study [60], thick quaternary deposits exceeding
100 m in certain areas overlie the bedrock in certain parts of the region. A rough 20 km wide band
along the Saint–Lawrence River is underlain by a significant thickness of marine clays, which can
be partially or completely overlain by marine and lacustrine sands. The central portion of the basin
located between elevations of 80 m and 120 m is dominated by aeolian and coastal sands, underlain by
impermeable till around which peatlands can form. Thick glacial-fluvial sand and gravel deposits
can lie directly on the bedrock in certain areas. Superficial deposit thicknesses at the municipal well
locations calculated from the raster database that accompanies the PACES study [60] ranged from
<5 m up to 30 m. Supplemental Materials containing the map of the quaternary geology and well
distribution for each area is available (Figure S2, Table S1).

Geological information could be compiled for a total of 26 municipal wells located <500 m from
a water body. In this region, 50% (n= 13) of the municipal wells procure water from unconfined granular
aquifers. Of these wells, 77% (n = 10) are located <200 m from a surface water body. These results
suggest that there are favorable aquifers for pumping near rivers, while the regions more distant from
rivers are less favorable. This region, although it consists mostly of smaller municipalities, has a high
probability of IBF taking place, especially in wells within the first few hundreds of meters from a river.
More information relative to the pumping rates for these wells, combined with a geochemical and
isotopic approach, would be needed to better estimate the potential use of IBF in this region.

3.2.3. Area #3: Vaudreuil–Soulanges

The area of Vaudreuil–Soulanges is located near Montreal and within the St-Lawrence Platform.
The main types of land uses are agricultural and residential. This area, unlike the Nicolet area,
is underlain solely by more recent quaternary deposits that were deposited uniquely during the
last glacial cycle. The region is predominantly covered by marine clays (64% of the surface area).
Only a small number of areas, along the Ottawa River and higher relief areas (i.e., till deposits,
Mount Rigaud, “butte Saint-Lazare”, and “butte de Hudson”), remain uncovered by these clays.
Certain uncovered areas are composed of glacial-fluvial deposits that host productive granular aquifers.
Examples of these deposits can be found along the Ottawa River in the northern portion of the zone
and also in the Saint-Lazare region. Supplemental Materials containing the map of the quaternary
geology and well distribution for each area is available (Figure S3, Table S1).

In this area, 36 wells are in operation and produce drinking water from groundwater resources
for eight municipalities (of a total of 13) with populations typically >1000 people. As illustrated in
Figure 7, the area contains a distribution of wells mostly in proximity to lakes. In fact, 66% (n = 24)
of the municipal wells are located <500 m from a lake. Among these wells, 92% (n = 22) are located
along a 6 km-long North-South transect near the region of Saint–Lazare. The PACES report highlights
the presence of a thick and unconfined sandy deposit with a very productive aquifer in this zone [60].
Wells, in proximity to rivers, for the most part, are located along the periphery of this zone near the
more major water bodies. Another zone of concentrated wells (20%; n = 10) is found in the region of
Mount Rigaud, the majority of these wells are located in fractured rock or clay deposits [60], making
the probability of IBF unlikely. It can also be seen in Figure 7 that there is a limited number of wells
(33%; n = 16) located within the first 200 m of a water body, which sharply contrasts with the other two
regions. In this region, wells are located in proximity to two rivers only. The Viviry River with four
wells serving one municipality and the Saint–Lawrence River with four wells serving one municipality
are the two most prominent ones with some smaller streams making up the difference. The type of
aquifer could be compiled for 22 municipal wells in area #3. From these wells, the majority is found in
confined granular aquifers (31%; n = 7) and fractured bedrock aquifers (40%; n = 9). The fractured
bedrock aquifers are known to be confined [60], except in the regions with the highest concentrations
of wells (i.e., St-Lazare, Hudson, and Rigaud).
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Overall, the greater distance from surface water in this area seems to indicate that IBF in most
of the municipalities in this area is not likely. We identified only two municipalities with a total of 3
wells in close proximity to surface water. However, these wells are in confined granular or fractured
bedrock aquifers and, thus have limited potential for IBF. Moreover, there is a strong possibility that
the permeable areas of the Saint–Lazare region are influenced by infiltrating water from the spring
thaw and precipitations.

Figure 7. (a) The spatial distribution of municipal wells located at less than 500 m from lakes and
rivers in area #3 and the distribution of wells according to (b) the type of surface water and (c) the type
of aquifer.

4. Conclusions

This research has provided a reliable starting point for determining the impact of IBF on the
population of Quebec. A simple process based on GISc was used by incorporating several open-source
programs (QGIS, SAGA, and R) and openly available data. The initial use of distance from a surface
water body as well as additional information extracted from the government database revealed that
nearly one million people in the province of Quebec are supplied drinking water via wells in close
proximity (i.e., <500 m) to a river or a lake. This first overview has also demonstrated that there
is a high degree of regional variability with regard to the probability that IBF is being performed.
One investigated area has the greatest potential use of IBF (area #1: Laurentides), a second one requires
more information to draw precise conclusions (area #2: Nicolet), and the third one has the lowest
probability of IBF (area #3: Vaudreuil–Soulanges).

There are a number of shortcomings that are evident in the current development, management,
and understanding of hybrid groundwater-surface water extraction sites in the province of Quebec.
The current regulations do not contain general insights into the protection or management of these sites.
The existing GWUDI classification is not designed to assess risk at an IBF site as it does not expressly
consider the contribution of surface water to a pumping well, and only under certain circumstances
are IBF wells considered GWUDI. With mounting pressures on our water resources from climate
change and population growth, we hope that this work demonstrates the need to better understand
and improve the regulatory framework to specifically address hybrid groundwater-surface systems
such as IBF in order anticipate problems common to IBF sites and ensure that our water resources are
well protected and exploited sustainably.

It will be important to precisely develop guidelines for determining what municipalities should be
targeted within future regulations. The policy changes would require the definition of a new category
of wells for IBF sites that requires short, medium, and long-term assessment of risk related to the
permanent or intermittent contribution of surface water bodies to wells.
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In order to determine more precisely which wells are using IBF, a possible approach would be
based on a dedicated sampling program for specific environmental tracers. These tracers would be used
to quantify the spatio-temporal evolution of transit times (e.g., stable isotopes of water) and relative
proportions of groundwater and surface water (e.g., electrical conductivity). A longer characterization
period would allow for the minimization of unforeseen costs over the life of the water treatment plant.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/12/3/662/s1,
Figure S1: Map of Areas #1 (Laurentides) with quaternary geology and well distribution, Figure S2: Map of Areas
#2 (Nicolet) with quaternary geology and well distribution, Figure S3: Map of Areas #3 (Vaudreuil Soulanges)
with quaternary geology and well distribution, Table S1: Codes for the quarternary geology units in Figures S1–S3.
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Abstract: Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) is known to increase available water quantity and
to improve water quality. However, its implementation is hindered by the concern of polluting
aquifers, which might lead to onerous treatment and regulatory requirements for the source water.
These requirements might make MAR unsustainable both economically and energetically. To address
these concerns, we tested reactive barriers laid at the bottom of infiltration basins to enhance water
quality improvement during soil passage. The goal of the barriers was to (1) provide a range of sorption
sites to favor the retention of chemical contaminants and pathogens; (2) favor the development of a
sequence of redox states to promote the degradation of the most recalcitrant chemical contaminants;
and (3) promote the growth of plants both to reduce clogging, and to supply organic carbon and
sorption sites. We summarized our experience to show that the barriers did enhance the removal
of organic pollutants of concern (e.g., pharmaceuticals and personal care products). However,
the barriers did not increase the removal of pathogens beyond traditional MAR systems. We reviewed
the literature to suggest improvements on the design of the system to improve pathogen attenuation
and to address antibiotic resistance gene transfer.

Keywords: organic amendments; managed aquifer recharge; contaminants of emerging concern
(CECs); pathogens; new water challenges

1. Introduction

Climate change and the expansion of urban areas is a major worldwide threat to sustainable
and safe drinking water supplies [1]. Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) is a technique that allows
groundwater-dependent ecosystems, including rivers, to be maintained, enhanced, and/or protected
with limited consumption of energy and chemicals [2,3]. MAR systems based on water filtration during
soil passage have been proven to retain suspended particles and colloids, including microorganisms [4],
and to favor biodegradation of chemical contaminants, resulting in significant water quality
improvement [5–7]. The processes affecting pathogen transport in these aquifers are retention
and inactivation, and an extensive number of factors influence them [8]. However, periodic detection
of pathogens in groundwater, some with severe human health impacts [9–13], has led to strict quality
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requirements that effectively impede the use of lesser quality water for MAR. For instance, rainfall fails
to meet Spanish regulations for reuse (too low pH and too high suspended solids), which are the
regulations adopted in practice for MAR [14]. This is paradoxical because potable water treatment
during the 19th century simply consisted of sand filtering to remove pathogens and resulted in a life
expectancy increase of some 20 years [15,16]. This paradox is well reflected in the ongoing debate about
quality requirements for artificial recharge. Health protection authorities recommend strict controls on
the water used for MAR but, at the same time, several major cities have shown that recharge using
wastewater can be safe [17]. As a result, the European Commission’s Joint Research Center (JRC)
failed to reach a consensus on MAR water quality recommendations [18]. The situation is inadequate.
Prudence demands regulation, while fear hinders the actual implementation of MAR, which impedes
the restoration of ecosystem services of groundwater-dependent water bodies.

Overcoming resistance requires the addressing of not only old problems (e.g., water scarcity,
recovery of groundwater-dependent water bodies), but also emerging concerns [19]. Among these,
we include chemicals of emerging concern (CECs), antibiotic-resistant bacteria (ARBs), and antibiotic
resistance genes (ARGs). The term CECs encompasses a wide range of substances, including
pharmaceuticals, personal care products, and nano- and micro-plastics, among others, which are
characterized by their continuous release into the environment and their potential to impact aquatic
ecosystems and eventually human health [20]. Several studies have demonstrated that even after
extensive treatment, such as advanced oxidation processes and reverse osmosis, some recalcitrant
CECs are still detectable in reclaimed water [21–23]. Until the turn of the millennium, it was unknown
that these chemicals presented a hazard to the environment, as they generally occur at trace levels,
and pharmaceuticals in particular were always found at concentrations far below the therapeutic
doses prescribed for humans [24,25]. However, studies carried out since then have provided evidence
that even sub-therapeutic concentrations of certain pharmaceuticals affect microbes, plants, fishes,
and insects [26–28]. Consequently, the concentrations of CECs measured in reclaimed water can
be biologically relevant or can increase to such levels in the unavoidable co-occurrence with other
chemicals that may increase their biological activity [29]. Under the certainty that the reclaimed waters
still contain CEC residues, the use of these waters as source waters in MAR may pose a risk to human
and environmental health.

Biodegradation and sorption appear to be the main processes involved in water quality
improvement during MAR, especially regarding CECs’ behavior [30–32]. The biomass and biodiversity
of the microbial community is relevant for CEC degradation [33,34] Therefore, parameters controlling
microbial community such as temperature, and the amount of organic substrate available and its
quality (which controls the redox conditions), have a direct effect on biodegradation rates [4,35,36].
Changing parameters within an aquifer could lead to an increase in the microbial biodiversity, and a
continuous source of organic substrate should allow the biomass to increase [37].

Sorption might be relevant as well since it retards contaminants [38], thus increasing the time
available for the microbial community to degrade them. The discussion on whether retardation is
favorable remains open. On the one hand, increasing the residence time would increase the ability of
microorganisms to degrade them. On the other hand, some authors argue that contaminants are not
biologically available when adsorbed, and therefore they are not potentially biodegradable [39,40].

To favor these two processes, we proposed adding a reactive barrier at the bottom of the infiltration
basin in a MAR system. The barrier provides a reactive surface and diverse sorption sites, and adds
organic carbon to yield a range of redox states. Ideally, this should allow diverse microbial communities
to develop, thus increasing CECs’ removal.

In this context, the goal of this paper was two-fold. First, we summarized what we have learned
in two experiences of MAR using a reactive barrier [6,7,40,41]. Second, based on this adquired
knowledgeand the results of others, we have discussed how to improve the system design and
operation to enhance not only the removal of CECs but also the attenuation of pathogens, to minimize
the transport of ARGs.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The Concept of the Reactive Barrier

We designed a reactive barrier to be installed at the bottom of soil aquifer treatment (SAT,
the specific term for intermittent infiltration of reclaimed water) infiltration basins. The barrier
consisted on an organic substrate able to release dissolved organic carbon (DOC) to the infiltrated
water and to provide potential sorption surfaces. The purpose of the reactive barrier is to favor
biodegradation by generating a redox zonation and enhanced adsorption for the widest possible range
of CECs.

Figure 1 displays redox zonation during infiltration periods in a conventional SAT system and in a
system with a reactive barrier. The source water should contain a labile DOC concentration higher than
6–9 mg/L in order to consume the oxygen and start to consume nitrate as the next electron acceptor.
The implementation of the reactive barrier increases the concentration of DOC in the recharged water,
so that available electron acceptors are consumed and redox zonation is developed further, reaching
Fe- and Mn-reducing conditions, and hopefully SO4-reducing conditions. Conditions should return to
aerobic during drying periods in both cases.

 

Figure 1. Schematic description of redox zonation during infiltration without and with a reactive
barrier. The barrier adds dissolved organic carbon (DOC) to the recharge water, thus promoting highly
reducing conditions. Ideally, the vadose zone becomes aerobic during drying periods in both cases.

This approach was tested at two sites and based on two organic substrates as organic carbon
source, i.e., compost and woodchips. The first site was a pilot-scale MAR system located at Sant
Vicenç dels Horts (close to Barcelona, Spain) where a reactive barrier based on compost was installed.
The system operated with the barrier for four consecutive years. The second site consisted of six
MAR systems with small variations in the configuration, located in Palamós (close to Gerona, Spain).
One of the systems, the reference one, operated without a reactive barrier, four systems operated
with reactive barriers based on compost, and the remaining system operated with a reactive barrier
based on woodchips. To date, it appears that the implementation of these barriers has favored the
infiltration capacity. The characteristics of each site and the performance of the tested reactive barriers
were described in previous publications [6,7,41,42] and are summarized later.

Compost and woodchips were selected as organic substrates due to their capability to release
DOC, their low cost, and the ease of their handling and transportation. The amount of DOC released
by the organic substrate is expected to decrease with time (or with the volume of water infiltrated),
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but it may be compensated by the release from biomass growing in the basin, including plant roots.
Still, after a period of operation, the barrier may have to be replaced.

2.2. Site Description

2.2.1. Sant Vicenç Dels Horts

The Sant Vicenç site is a complex of two basins (settlement and recharge, each ~5000 m2)
constructed at the side of the Llobregat River, some 15 km upstream of Barcelona (Figure 2A). The MAR
system was constructed over the lower Llobregat valley sedimentary aquifer, formed mainly by gravels,
sand, and a small fraction of clay [43]. The saturated aquifer thickness and vadose zone ranged from
12 to 14 m, and from 5 to 9 m, respectively, during the recharge experience (Figure 2C).

 

Figure 2. (A) Sant Vicenç dels Horts infiltration basin, and (C) the cross-section with the monitoring
points and their screened sections; (B) six Palamós replicate MAR systems named T1 to T6,
and (D) the cross-section of one generic replicate. Flow direction is from left to right in both cross-sections.

The MAR system was fed with the Llobregat River water, which is heavily impacted by wastewater
treatment plants’ (WWTPs’) effluents [44]. The river water was diverted to the settlement basin, where it
remained for 2 to 4 days. From there, water flowed to the recharge basin. Flow rate was measured
hourly into the connecting pipe. The average infiltration rate was 1 m/d.

We installed a 65 cm thick reactive barrier on the bottom of the infiltration basin. This barrier
consisted of vegetal compost and aquifer sediments in equal volumetric portions and a small quantity
of clay and iron oxide. The role of the vegetable compost was to release degradable organic matter to the
infiltrating water to favor changes in redox conditions underneath the basin, promoting microbiological
diversity to enhance the removal of chemical contaminants [6,7,37,45], and to provide surfaces for
neutral organic compound adsorption. Clay increased the sorption of cationic compounds and iron
oxide facilitated the sorption of the anionic ones.

2.2.2. Palamós Site

The pilot MAR system was constructed in a municipal WWTP facility on the northeastern Spanish
Mediterranean coast. This facility collects wastewater from several municipalities. The population
served increases to include some 90,000 inhabitants during the summer, reaching the maximum
treatment capacity of the plant. As a consequence, effluent water quality varies throughout the year.

We constructed six pilot recharge systems (15 × 15 m2 excavated structures, divided into six
2.38 × 15 m channels; Figure 2B), to test the effect of the reactive barrier’s composition and the role of
plants on the fate of CECs and pathogens. The system was fed with the secondary treatment effluent
of the WWTP, which infiltrated from the basin through the barrier and further flowed along the 15 m
simulated aquifer, to finally discharge at the base of the 1.5 m thick aquifer. Indeed, the pilot MAR
operated as a tertiary treatment (Figure 2D). In this case, two organic carbon sources were tested:
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compost and wood chips. We assessed their performance by comparing the removal of more than
50 CEC and pathogen indicators to that of a reference system (infiltration without reactive barrier).

2.3. Analytical Methods

Pressure, temperature, and electrical conductivity were continuously recorded using conductivity,
temperature and depth submersible dataloggers (CTD-Divers, Schlumberger water services, Delft,
The Netherlands) in the source water and several monitoring points at San Vicenç dels Horts and
Palamós sites (Figure 2C). Additionally, samples for chemical analysis were collected during several
recharge events in both sites.

Target CECs were selected based on the frequency of their detection in the aquatic environment,
and since the analytical methodology for each site was different, the final list of CECs analyzed in
each case was defined according to the methodology requirements and the source water type (urban,
hospital effluents, agricultural, or industrial).

At Sant Vicenç dels Horts, 51 CECs were analyzed in the collected samples following the method
described by Nödler et al. [46] (Table S1). Briefly, the samples were allowed to settle overnight at 4 ◦C
and the supernatant was recovered. A 500 mL aliquot of the supernatant was spiked with 10 μL of
an internal standard solution and with 5 mL of a buffer solution before solid-phase extraction (SPE).
The extraction and purification was performed using OASIS HLB (6 mL, 500 mg; Waters, Eschborn,
Germany) cartridges. The analytes were eluted from the cartridges, and the extracts were evaporated
with a stream of nitrogen and reconstituted with ammonium acetate solution before its transference to
an auto-sampler LC-vial. The analyses were performed by high-performance liquid chromatography
tandem-mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS/MS, Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA).

At the Palamós site, 58 CECs were determined by online solid-phase extraction coupled to
high-performance liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (online-SPE-HPLC-MS/MS) in
accordance with Gago-Ferrero et al. [47] (Table S2). In this method, water samples previously spiked with
an isotopically labeled surrogate standard solution were isolated, pre-concentrated, and purified using
an automated SymbiosisTM Pico online SPE-(Spark Holland; Emmen, the Netherlands). The online SPE
of all samples, calibration standard solutions, and methodological blanks were performed by loading
5 mL of the water samples through PLRP-s cartridges. The trapped compounds were eluted from the
cartridge to the HPLC column by the chromatographic mobile phase. The chromatographic separation
was achieved with a HibarPurospher® STAR® HR R-18 ec. (50 mm × 2.0 mm, 5 μm) column from
Merck using a mobile phase consisting of HPLC-grade water and acetonitrile, both with 0.1% formic
acid for positive electrospray ionization, and with 5 mM ammonium acetate buffer (pH 6.8) for the
negative ionization mode. MS/MS detection was performed on a 4000 Q TRAPTM MS/MS hybrid mass
spectrometer from Applied Biosystems-Sciex (Foster City, CA, USA). Selected reaction monitoring
(SRM) mode was applied for improved selectivity and sensitivity. Four identification points were
considered, in compliance with the European Council Directive 2002/657/EC [48].

Additionally, a microbiological analysis was carried out at the Palamós site. Gram-positive
and Gram-negative fecal bacteria indicator analysis was done via most probable number (MPN)
detection tests following manufacturer’s instructions (Colilert IDEXX, US). The log removal values
were calculated considering the average of total coliforms and Escherichia coli concentrations in the
source water, in the monitoring point immediately below the reactive barrier (O-points), and effluents
(E-points) for each MAR system of Palamós site (Figure 2D). We analyzed also other substances,
namely DOC, cations and anions, but they are out of the focus of the present study.

2.4. Assesing the Reactive Barrier Efficiency

We estimated first-order degradation rates (λ) and retardation coefficient (R) for 10 CECs at
Sant Vicenç dels Horts site [41,49] and compared them with those reported in the literature from
other experiments. While λs can be highly uncertain, they can be considered “relative measures for
comparison” of results [50]. To this end, we measured pressure, electrical conductivity, and temperature
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at different distances from the infiltration basin. We also performed a pulse injection tracer test to
obtain the residence time distribution of the recharged water at six monitoring points. The heads
and breakthrough curves were used to estimate the flow and conservative transport parameters of
the aquifer using a quasi-3D numerical model [49]. The model was built using the finite element
code Transdens [51–53]. Secondly, CEC concentrations measured in the source water and nine
monitoring points were used to estimate λ and R (in three and two defined subdomains, respectively)
for 10 CECs [41,49]. The subdomains for λ estimation were BARR (reactive barrier), UZ (unsaturated
zone), and AQF (aquifer). The subdomains for R estimation were BAR (reactive barrier) and UZ+AQF
(unsaturated zone and aquifer). Pathogen indicators were not analyzed at the Sant Vicenç dels
Horts site.

At the Palamós site, we compared the reduction in the concentration of 58 CECs, classified into
four groups namely UV filters, paraben preservatives, pharmaceuticals, and total contaminants’ load
Table S2). Besides, the pathogen indicators (total coliforms and E. coli) were also measured along the
reference system and compared to those obtained for the systems operating with the two reactive
barriers to assess the efficiencies of these designs.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. CECs Behavior

Figure 3 shows the comparison among the estimated degradation rates, λ (A), and retardation
coefficients, R (B), at Sant Vicenç dels Horts and those reported from other studies carried out both
in laboratory experiments and at field sites [54–62]. Considering the typical maximum duration for
columns (1–2 years) and field experiments (10–20 years), the minimum value for λ was allowed to be
10−3, and 10−4 d−1, respectively, following the approach from Greskowiak et al. [63].

Estimated λs for the Sant Vicenç dels Horts site, operating with the reactive barrier, were similar
to or higher than those reported in the literature. Indeed, the λs estimated for the reactive barrier
subdomain (BARR) tended to be much larger than literature values, whereas the λs estimated for the
aquifer domain (AQU) were comparable, suggesting the proper performance of the reactive barrier.
Estimated Rs were also much higher than literature values for the barrier (BARR) and comparable for
the aquifer (UZ + AQU). At this site, we did not have the opportunity to operate the system with and
without reactive barrier simultaneously while keeping the remaining variables identical to assess the
performance of the barrier. However, the proper assessment of the barriers’ efficiency was performed
at the Palamós site. There, we estimated removal efficiencies of the analyzed CECs for the reference
system (T2) and the systems operating with the two reactive barriers (T4 and T5). For the sake of clarity,
we compiled the information on the analyzed CECs grouped into four categories, as aforementioned
i.e., UV filters (ΣUVF), paraben preservatives (ΣPBs), pharmaceuticals (ΣPhAC), and total load of the
analyzed CECs (ΣTOTAL) (Table S2).

Figure 4 displays the removal efficiencies for the target contaminants (Table S2), estimated for the
reference system (T2) and the systems operating with reactive barriers (T4 and T5) in two recharge
periods, i.e., January and March 2018. Overall, significant removal, from 40% to 100%, was observed in
all three systems, supporting the robustness of MAR in improving recharged water quality. Additionally,
the systems operating with the reactive barrier performed equally well to or better than the reference
system, indicating that the reactive barrier was successful at enhancing CEC removal. However,
differences between the two barrier types’ efficiencies were compound-dependent. This finding was
in agreement with the results reported from a laboratory study carried out by Bertelkamp et al. [64],
who investigated the sorption and biodegradation behavior of 14 CECs in soil columns under oxic
conditions. They concluded that the presence of ethers and carbonyl groups increased biodegradability,
whereas ring structures, amines, aliphatic ethers, and sulfides hindered degradation [64].
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Figure 3. (A) First-order degradation rates (λ) (estimated for the three domains) and (B) retention
factors (R) (estimated for two domains) at the Sant Vicenç dels Horts site for carbamazepine (CBZ),
gemfibrozil (GMZ), ibuprofen (IBU), primidone (PRM), sulfamethoxazole (SMX), tolyltriazole (TOL),
iohexol (IOHe), iomeprol (IOMe), iopamidole (IOPa), and iopromide (IOPr) and comparison with data
from the literature obtained in field and laboratory column experiments.

Figure 4. Removal efficiencies for organic UV filters (ΣUVF), paraben preservatives (ΣPB),
pharmaceuticals (ΣPhAC), and total CECs (ΣTOTAL) estimated at the effluent of the reference
system (T2), the system operating with the reactive barrier based on compost (T4), and the system
operating with the barrier based on woodchips (T5) during (A) January 2018 and (B) March 2018
recharge episodes.
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Our results demonstrate that a reactive barrier improved the removal of CECs, but other options
are possible. Several authors have reported that oxic conditions and low biodegradable dissolved
organic carbon (BDOC) favor CECs’ degradation [57,65], whereas others suggest that anoxic conditions
favor the degradation of a broader range of CECs [6,7,66–68]. Regnery et al. [69] proposed a method to
reduce BDOC while boosting aerobic conditions during MAR by coupling two MAR systems, riverbank
filtration followed by an aeration step prior to soil aquifer treatment. The goal was to reduce the BDOC
during the riverbank filtration and to induce aerobic conditions with the aeration, providing oxic and
low-BDOC conditions to the second MAR system [69,70]. In our experiences, we achieved reducing
conditions during the recharge, assuming that aerobic conditions would be reached in the aquifer after
recharged water mixed with native groundwater. This approach reduces the demands on the technique,
since only one MAR system is needed. The issue is not settled, but it is clear that the optimal design of
a MAR system is driven by several factors, including the water source, the hydrological characteristics
of the aquifer, the geographical situation, and land availability, among others. Therefore, it is desirable
to have a large set of MAR configuration options to select the most suitable for each particular case.

3.2. Pathogen Removal

The barriers’ efficiency at reducing total coliforms and E. coli at Palamós during the recharge
episode in March 2018 is shown in Figure 5. We compared their concentrations in the source water
(INF) to those immediately below the vadose zone (O) and in the effluent (E) for the reference system
(T2) and the systems operating with the reactive barriers based on compost and woodchips (T4 and T5,
respectively). Figure 5 displays reductions between 2.5 and 5 log units for both, total coliforms and
Escherichia coli. (E. coli). Similar results were observed during other recharge episodes. Overall, few or
no differences among the systems were observed.

Figure 5. Concentrations (log MPN/100 mL) of total coliforms and Escherichia coli (E. coli)measured
at the inflow (INF), immediately below the vadose zone (O-points), and effluent (E-points) of the
reference system (T2, control) and the systems operating with reactive barriers based on compost (T4)
and woodchips (T5) during the March 2018 recharge episode.

These results suggest that the barrier did not increase the attenuation of pathogens beyond traditional
MAR systems, and, therefore, the system needs to be improved. Unfortunately, pathogen removal has
traditionally been taken for granted in aquifers and, as a consequence, conceptual understanding is
limited so far. Still, much research is available in the sand filtration literature, both rapid and slow
sand filtration (more relevant for MAR) [71,72]. Materials other than sand have also been studied.
Perez-Mercado et al. [73] explored the performance of biochar in reducing bacterial indicators from
wastewater, with varying success.

While the extent of the supporting evidence is highly variable, the consensus is that pathogen fate
is governed by two processes: retention and inactivation.

Retention refers to the immobilization of pathogens by straining or adsorption [8]. Straining refers
to physical blocking of particles at small pores, and it is often assumed to occur at pores smaller than
the bacteria size [74]. This contradicts what is known about colloidal straining, where filtration is
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largely caused by the lumping of particles, but it is hard to falsify. Adsorption refers to the retention of
particles by electrostatic forces (actually, the set of mechanisms is much broader, ranging from diffusion
into immobile water pores to the formation of surface complexes). Adsorption is usually explained
using the double-, sometimes triple-layer theory.

Regardless of the actual mechanism (for quantification and upscaling purposes, identifying the
retention mechanism is important), several factors affect pathogen retention, including size and
accessible surface (in practice, they are hard to separate, since a small grain size leads to a high specific
surface), hydraulic gradient (rather than velocity), pH (which controls the surface charge of both
microorganisms and mineral surfaces), temperature, ionic strength (which affects surface potential,
so that both increased and reduced retentions have been reported), and biofilm [75]. While a unified
approach needs to be synthesized from the extensive literature on this topic, it is clear that a broad
range of surface types and chemical states (ionic strength and pH appear to be the most controlling
parameters) favor retention [76].

Inactivation is more difficult to ascertain. Pathogens tend to die outside the human body,
which provides optimal conditions for their survival. The question, therefore, is how long it takes
and whether it can be confirmed. Inactivation may occur in the liquid phase or, after adsorption, in the
solid phase. Numerous factors contribute, including pH (in general, acidic conditions facilitate removal),
temperature (survival has been observed to decrease with increasing temperature), and the presence of
predators [77]. The conclusion from these studies is that most pathogens die off after a few weeks of
residence in the soil. However, a few form spores or adopt spore-like forms that become inactive under
unfavorable conditions but “resuscitate” when these conditions are favorable. For these, ascertaining
elimination at the solid phase is critical [78].

It is precisely this variability in responses that underscores the need to observe a range of
microorganisms. Given the impossibility to analyze all of them, it is common to use “indicator
microorganisms” (bacteriophages, E. coli, Cryptosporidium, Clostridium).

The presence of metals favors inactivation. Urfer [79] showed that the addition of aluminum
to (slow) sand filters enhanced the removal of bacteria. This is relevant because reclaimed water
is often rich in aluminum (generally used for promoting flocculation during primary wastewater
treatment). This aluminum will not precipitate as bauxite, but as gibbsite [Al(OH)3] at neutral
pH. Still, its trivalent state should favor retention and would explain why biofilm ageing increases
pathogen retention. Park et al. [76] conducted column experiments with Cryptosporidium parvum oocysts
(a frequent indicator microorganism) and found that retention was greatly enhanced by the presence of
iron coatings on the sand medium and that suspended illite clay drastically enhanced oocyst deposition.
Increasing ionic strength (up to a certain value) and decreasing pH also enhanced attachment efficiency.

Pathogenic behavior has been studied in numerous artificial recharge sites. Weiss et al. [80]
calculated reductions from 2 to 4 log units for aerobic spores and 5.5 log units for total coliforms after
travel distances between 24 and 177 m in three different riverbank filtration areas in the USA.

Bekele et al. [81] conducted a 39 month study on changes in water quality during infiltration
through an unsaturated zone of 9 m and concluded that the elimination of microbial species was
efficient: it detected adenovirus in only 6% and enteric viruses in 4% of the samples after 4.2 days.

Betancourt et al. [82] evaluated the elimination of enteric viruses in three artificial recharge
facilities in the USA: one induced recharge (Colorado), an infiltration basin in Tucson, and another one
in California. They concluded that enteric viruses group was below the bioanalytical method limit of
detection after 5 days of transit time, and that residence time played a key role in the elimination of
pathogens. The only infectious virus detected in the study was a reovirus. As it is difficult to associate
reoviruses with a specific disease, they have not been paid much attention. However, they were
found at higher concentrations than enteroviruses in treated and untreated wastewater, proving to be
more resistant to UV disinfection than enteroviruses. Moreover, it appears that they also survive in
water for long periods of time. According to these outcomes, reoviruses should be monitored in MAR
system studies.
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Elkayam et al. [83] studied several indicators at Shafdan (Israel), which recharges secondary
effluent from a WWTP through 54 infiltration basins, covering an area of 270 ha in the coastal aquifer
of Israel. The aquifer is formed of calcareous sandstones with intercalations of conglomerates, silts,
and clay layers. Aquifer thickness is 180–200 m. The unsaturated area under the basins is 30–40 m deep.
The wells are placed in two rings around the basins. The first ring extracts only recharged water from
the rafts, whereas the second extracts also between 15% and 30% of water from the aquifer. The system
has been operating on a large scale for more than 30 years. The study focused on indicators of bacteria,
pathogenic viruses, coliphages, microbial source-tracking indicators (MST), and ARGs. The results
showed a complete elimination of pathogenic viruses (enteroviruses, adenoviruses, noroviruses,
parechoviruses), coliphages, and indicators of total and fecal bacteria and coliforms, fecal streptococcus,
and bacteroides (MST) in the unsaturated area under the rafts. ARGs were detected in several wells,
but they were also found in wells not impacted by the effluent, suggesting that these genes were related
to the native microbial communities of the aquifer.

Beyond the actual mechanism controlling the fate of pathogens, it is important to take into
account that (1) the soil is a living organism in itself, and (2) a broad range of pathogens, with different
properties, may be present in treated wastewater or other source waters. The former implies that
the soil system will be sensitive to external perturbations and its behavior will evolve in time. This,
together with the specificities of every microorganism type, may explain the broad range of often
contradictory sets of results reported in the literature.

The role of redox state has hardly been analyzed [84], which may reflect that most work is
motivated by sand filters. Since we argue that a sequence of redox states improves the removal of CECs,
it would also be desirable to understand the effect of redox state on the fate of pathogens. However,
the indirect impact of redox variability becomes apparent. Bringing the water back into aerobic
conditions favors the oxidation of iron (ferrous iron is mobile, while ferric iron tends to precipitate as
goethite or its precursors). The positively charged surfaces of ferric oxides should retain pathogens
that are mobile in other environments [84].

Thick unsaturated zones consistently lead to excellent removal rates of pathogens, and specifically
viruses. While we attribute this success to air–water interfaces, which tend to retain colloids, other factors
may be at play. The thickness of the unsaturated zone can only be controlled by pumping or, at the design
stage, by site selection. Unfortunately, we did not have a thick unsaturated zone at our Palamós pilot site.

3.3. Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria (ARB) and Antibiotic-Resistant Genes (ARGs)

Antibiotic resistance is a growing issue. Resistance is one of a number of consequences of the
misuse and overuse of human and veterinary antibiotic drugs [85–88]. Antibiotics are substances that
prevent the growth of bacteria. The term encompasses a wide range of pharmaceuticals with quite
different physicochemical properties that are used in the treatment of bacterial infections, and also as
prophylaxis for cattle and poultry. However, over the past decade, bacteria have been found to resist
the drugs developed to suppress their growth and biological activity. In other words, bacterial strains
are developing antibiotic resistance.

According to a recent report on the occurrence of antibiotic resistance in the USA [89], almost
3 million antibiotic-resistant infections are diagnosed every year in the USA, resulting in the deaths
of more than 35,000 people. Globally, 10 million deaths per year caused by antibiotic-resistant
bacterial infections are expected by 2050. Antibiotic-resistant bacteria, along with their resistance genes,
are spread globally among foodstuffs, animals, plants, people, and the environment [90]. In this context,
the World Health Organization (WHO) proposed a holistic action plan on microbial resistance involving
humans and the environment [91], and the European Commission launched “One Health” as the
European Action Plan to fight against antimicrobial resistance [92]. Additionally, the Watchlist for
European Union monitoring defined in the Decisions 2018/840/EU (5 June 2018) included five antibiotics
to be used to gather occurrence data to estimate the associated environmental risk of certain potentially
hazardous compounds [93].
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One of the reasons why ARGs cause great concern is because they are related to mobile genetic
elements, and can therefore be easily transferred among microorganisms by horizontal gene transfer.
This transfer can occur from bacteria, phages, free DNA, and dead cells to living cells [94].

WWTPs, in particular those treating urban sewage, have been recognized as one of the major
receptors/sources of antibiotic resistance in the environment [88]. Even worse, ARGs may be enhanced
in WWTPs [88]. The relationship between residual antibiotics in WWTPs and ARGs remains unclear.
According to some studies, the presence of antibiotic residues during wastewater treatment may
influence antibiotic resistance [87,95,96]. In contrast, other authors have pointed out that no correlation
exists between the load of antibiotic residues in WWTPs and ARG abundance [97]. Nevertheless,
a strong relationship between clinical and environmental antibiotic resistance has been reported.
Temperature and humidity have been identified as two key factors controlling antibiotic resistance.

Since WWTPs are implicated as hotspots for the dissemination of antibiotic resistance into the
environment and secondary effluents display higher relative abundance than the influents [98], it is
important to assess whether ARGs could be reduced during soil aquifer treatment. Lack of a solid
conceptual model for the fate of ARGs makes any proposal highly conjectural. However, some pieces
of side evidence appear hopeful. The generation of anaerobic areas should help because the activity
of microorganisms is reduced and the transfer of ARG is inhibited [99]. The presence of plants has
proven efficient at removing ARGs in constructed wetlands [100]. The plant species selection deserves
further research. In a recent study, the addition of biochar to soil resulted in notable changes in the
microbial community, and these changes were different depending on the type of biochar used [101].
Changes in bacterial phylogenetic compositions can result in a change of ARGs. Therefore, the use of
biochar as a component of reactive barriers might reduce ARGs. Nanotechnology may also be tested
in MAR systems by including new nanomaterials in the infiltration pathway. To date, a few studies
have pointed out the capability of selected nanomaterials to eliminate both ARB and ARGs [102].

3.4. Public Acceptance of MAR

A positive perception of MAR by the public is essential for its smooth implementation as a feasible
and effective solution to increase water resources. The results of a public consultation about the
use of treated wastewater in MAR operations were published recently [103]. Among the opposed
respondents, the major concern was the lack of confidence in the wastewater treatment effectiveness
before recharge. It is feared that if chemical and biological contaminants are recalcitrant to the
treatments, recharge with WWTP effluents will lead to worsening groundwater quality. This kind of
concern has led to broad negative public opinion on water reuse in general [104]. Negative perceptions
may lead to failure [105–107].

In this regard, the implementation of operational strategies or designs to increase pathogen
attenuation, chemical contaminant removal, and ARB and ARGs mitigation in MAR systems would
facilitate public acceptance. If pilot studies are undertaken and results are successful, the MAR benefits
supported by reliable scientific information should be stated and reasonably presented to the public.
It is likely that the availability and understanding of this information will facilitate their positive
perception and ultimately achieve public support.

Our concern, however, is that this may not suffice in times of “post-truth” and “fake news”.
Traditional approaches are needed: working with community organizations, promoting positive
local media coverage of projects involving MAR, giving messages in clear non-technical language
emphasizing its benefits and safety, offering public visits to the facilities, etc. Additional avenues of
action that are specific to MAR include:

1. MAR (re)naturalizes water in that water quality improvement processes make it hard to distinguish
from natural water;

2. Infiltration basins are beautiful, especially when covered with vegetation (Figure 2). This, together
with the relatively large surface area of infiltration basins, suggests integrating them as part of
landscape and territorial planning.
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4. Conclusions and Current/Future Challenges in MAR

Our work supports the extensive literature body on water quality improvement during soil
passage. Specifically, adding a reactive barrier improved the removal of chemical contaminants. Still,
pathogen attenuation is significant (2–5 log units in our case), but was not particularly improved by the
addition of the reactive barrier. Therefore, further improvement in the design of the reactive barriers
and the operation of the system is needed.

We have discussed several options to enhance the degradation of recalcitrant chemical
contaminants and the mitigation of pathogens. These include new compositions of the reactive
barrier to broaden the types of sorption surfaces (biochar, zeolite, etc.), addition of metals to promote
pathogen inactivation, implementation of thicker unsaturated zones to increase pathogen retention,
and changes in the system operation to favor ferric oxide precipitation to create positively charged
surfaces for further pathogen attenuation. We will test these approaches in the coming years at the
Palamós pilot site and will assess the performance of the optimized system through the monitoring
not only of CECs and pathogens, but also the development of antibiotic resistance, a serious emerging
concern nowadays.

Public support must be achieved for the broad success of MAR. In the current context of climate
change, where events of water scarcity and floods are occurring daily, improving water quality and
increasing its quantity deserve determined action.
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Abstract: Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) is typically used to enhance the agricultural water supply
but may also be promising to maintain summer streamflows and temperatures for cold-water fish.
An existing aquifer model, water temperature data, and analysis of water administration were used to
assess potential benefits of MAR to cold-water fisheries in Idaho’s Snake River. This highly-regulated
river supports irrigated agriculture worth US $10 billion and recreational trout fisheries worth $100
million. The assessment focused on the Henry’s Fork Snake River, which receives groundwater from
recharge incidental to irrigation and from MAR operations 8 km from the river, addressing (1) the
quantity and timing of MAR-produced streamflow response, (2) the mechanism through which MAR
increases streamflow, (3) whether groundwater inputs decrease the local stream temperature, and (4)
the legal and administrative hurdles to using MAR for cold-water fisheries conservation in Idaho.
The model estimated a long-term 4%–7% increase in summertime streamflow from annual MAR
similar to that conducted in 2019. Water temperature observations confirmed that recharge increased
streamflow via aquifer discharge rather than reduction in river losses to the aquifer. In addition,
groundwater seeps created summer thermal refugia. Measured summer stream temperature at seeps
was within the optimal temperature range for brown trout, averaging 14.4 ◦C, whereas ambient
stream temperature exceeded 19 ◦C, the stress threshold for brown trout. Implementing MAR for
fisheries conservation is challenged by administrative water rules and regulations. Well-developed
and trusted water rights and water-transaction systems in Idaho and other western states enable
MAR. However, in Idaho, conservation groups are unable to engage directly in water transactions,
hampering MAR for fisheries protection.

Keywords: climate adaptation; stream temperature; streamflow; Henry’s Fork; fisheries; Snake River;
Idaho; water rights

1. Introduction

In the Western USA, important aquatic ecosystems and recreational fisheries often occur in
river basins with large irrigated agricultural diversions, resulting in conflicts between water for
irrigation and environmental streamflow needs [1–3]. Climate change exacerbates these conflicts, as
precipitation regimes shift from snowfall to rainfall and evaporative demand increases, leading to
flashier streamflow in winter and spring and reduced baseflow through summer and fall [4,5]. Climate
warming and reduced baseflow work in tandem to warm stream temperature and are expected to
reduce habitat for cold-water ecosystems [6]. Increasing streamflow, particularly during summertime
baseflow conditions, cools stream temperatures by increasing the assimilative heat capacity of rivers [7].
Management options to increase streamflow include re-operating reservoirs [8,9], reducing diversions
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through environmental water purchases [10], or conducting managed aquifer recharge (MAR) [11,12].
MAR is a promising strategy to enhance cold-water habitats while maintaining water resource benefits
for people because excess water is intentionally recharged to raise aquifer levels, which increases
baseflow, or may subsequently be pumped for irrigation. Groundwater additions to streams are
particularly beneficial for cold-water fisheries because they create thermal refugia [13,14]. MAR is
often recommended as a strategy to manage water for people and ecosystems with flashier runoff
anticipated with climate change [12]. However, the potential of MAR to benefit cold-water ecosystems
while maintaining irrigated agriculture requires (1) understanding the physical hydrology between the
recharge site and the stream, (2) estimating temperature differences at groundwater seeps in the river
and ambient temperatures, and (3) understanding administrative water rules to apply MAR to benefit
cold-water habitat.

In streams that interact with local and regional aquifers, winter recharge enhances groundwater
storage important for streamflow through the summer [14]. However, systems with shallow, unconfined
aquifers are sensitive to climate variability [15] and may experience changes in the timing and magnitude
of natural recharge [16], diminishing aquifer storage and groundwater-supported streamflow [16,17].
MAR can capture early rainfall or snowmelt and supplement late-summer return flows [18–20],
by raising an aquifer’s hydraulic head and creating groundwater seeps and shallow groundwater
contributions that return to the stream in gaining reaches. Models have demonstrated that the lag time
between MAR and return flow can delay the runoff peak [21–23], buffering a variable runoff regime [23]
and potentially alleviating critical low-flow periods [24–26]. However, proportional contributions of
MAR to streamflow depend, in part, on recharge site proximity [18,22,23].

Some studies have found that groundwater seeps and return flows mitigate the thermal effects of
climate change on riverine habitats [27–29]. For example, measured water temperature at groundwater
seeps have been 2–3 ◦C cooler than ambient river temperatures in the Pacific Northwest [21], and up
to 4 ◦C cooler in Nevada’s Walker River [12]. While shallow groundwater temperature is sensitive
to long-term changes in air temperature, groundwater temperatures are less sensitive than surface
water to changes in air temperature and are generally absent from heating by solar radiation [30–33].
Although studies note that MAR may increase summer baseflows [34], provide cool groundwater
return flows to maintain cold-water fisheries during low-flow periods [26], and maintain aquatic
ecosystems [18,35], field observations have yet to test these hypotheses. Furthermore, it is important
to understand the extent and times that MAR can influence streamflow and stream temperature to
maintain cold-water species in regulated rivers with climate change.

In the western USA, MAR must fit into the administrative rules of the Doctrine of Prior
Appropriation, which allocates water for beneficial uses based on the seniority that water was
first used. In most western states, the senior uses are mining and agriculture. Additionally, states
must have well developed market and transfer mechanisms that provide administrative water for
MAR within pre-existing allocation systems. However, western states that prioritize MAR, like
Arizona, Colorado, California, and Idaho, each have different administration policies regarding which
entities can implement MAR. Overall, implementation of MAR includes large-scale projects conducted
by centralized public authorities, cities, and private companies in Arizona [36,37], smaller-scale
projects implemented by landowners, local agencies, and counties in California [36,38], and a variety
of MAR and recovery projects implemented by individual water right holders, local groundwater
management districts, and cities in Colorado [37,39]. In Idaho, the state-run MAR program is primarily
designed to increase discharge from the aquifer to the river for fulfillment of senior surface-water
rights. Water transaction mechanisms in California and Colorado allow effective transfer of water to
environmental uses, and conservation organizations can be direct participants in such transactions [40].
However, in Idaho, conservation groups cannot directly participate in transactions like water rental,
which inhibits MAR for fisheries protection.

This study aims to understand the potential for MAR to benefit cold-water ecosystems while
maintaining irrigated agriculture in Idaho’s Henry’s Fork Snake River. To do this, existing data
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and models were integrated and analyzed for a reconnaissance-level assessment. The following
research questions were addressed: (1) What quantity and timing of streamflow response can MAR
produce? (2) Does MAR increase streamflow by reducing channel loss to the aquifer or by increasing
groundwater inflow to the stream? (3) Can groundwater inputs create local areas of decreased water
temperature in the stream? (4) What legal and administrative hurdles exist for MAR to be used for
cold-water fisheries conservation in Idaho? This research is instrumental to evaluate whether MAR is
a water management strategy that has the potential to benefit managed fisheries. MAR is increasingly
implemented throughout the western United States to meet human and environmental water objectives.
There is a clear need to understand whether implementing MAR to benefit managed fisheries deserves
additional effort and resources, and to identify current knowledge gaps when streamflow, stream
temperature, and administrative water rules are considered for environmental MAR applications.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The 93,000 km2 upper Snake River basin in Idaho and Wyoming, USA, (Figure 1) is an ideal setting
for assessing the potential of MAR to benefit cold-water ecosystems. The basin’s water resources support
an agricultural economy worth US $10 billion [41], as well as many ecologically important stream
systems and recreational trout fisheries, which contribute US $100 million to local communities [42,43].
Mean annual surface water supply is 15,000 Mm3 in the basin and 75% is withdrawn for irrigation.
Irrigators also withdraw 1600 Mm3 of groundwater from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer (ESPA;
Figure 1) and 500 Mm3 from tributary aquifers [41]. In a given year, over 10,000 km2 of irrigated land
produce hay, wheat, barley, potatoes, and dairy products for global companies such as Anheuser-Busch,
General Mills, and Clif Bar. The ESPA is a highly transmissive, unconfined, regional aquifer hosted in
sediments interbedded within fractured Quaternary basalts [44]. Water generally flows through the
ESPA from northeast to southwest and discharges to the Snake River near American Falls Reservoir
and in a 100 km reach immediately upstream of King Hill (Figure 1). Water levels in and discharge
from the ESPA have been declining for 60 years due to a combination of decreased recharge incidental
to surface water irrigation and increased groundwater pumping [41,44,45]. Declining aquifer levels
have caused costly legal disputes, increased reliance on reservoir storage to meet irrigation demand,
increased groundwater pumping costs, and decreased streamflow for fisheries.

As part of a comprehensive plan to increase storage in and discharge from the ESPA, Idaho
has implemented publicly funded MAR, with an annual objective of 330 Mm3 [41]. The primary
management goal of the state’s MAR program is to increase discharge from the aquifer to the river to fill
senior surface water rights, rather than to store the water for future recovery via pumping. Increasing
discharge over the long term requires increasing storage in the aquifer to maintain larger hydraulic
gradients along connected river reaches. Higher storage volume, in turn, has ancillary benefits such as
decreased pumping costs for groundwater users [41]. In addition, irrigation entities, cities, and private
companies are using MAR on smaller scales to meet mitigation requirements of a 2015 legal settlement
between senior surface water users and junior groundwater users. This settlement requires a specified
reduction in groundwater pumping or mitigation with an equal amount of MAR. Concurrently, research
describing benefits to aquatic systems from incidental and managed recharge in irrigated landscapes
has motivated conservation organizations to consider MAR as a tool for maintaining and enhancing
cold-water ecosystems in a changing climate [3,18,46].

An assessment was conducted in the Henry’s Fork Snake River watershed (Figures 1 and 2),
where the state of Idaho has recently invested US $1.5 million to expand and improve a MAR site
known as Egin Lakes (Figure 1). The Henry’s Fork and its tributaries have an annual surface-water
supply of 3200 Mm3 and irrigators withdraw ~1500 Mm3 to apply on ~1000 km2 of agricultural
land; very little groundwater is used for irrigation in the watershed [47]. When natural streamflow
is insufficient to meet irrigation demand—usually early July through early September—streamflow
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is augmented by draft of Island Park Reservoir, near the river’s headwaters (Figure 1). Nearly all
irrigation water is delivered through unlined canals constructed in the late 1800s. Thus, these canals
have provided a large amount of incidental recharge to local and regional aquifers via seepage for
over a century [48,49]. Historically, irrigation water was applied via flooding or furrow irrigation, but
most application was converted to sprinklers in the 1980s and 1990s [49,50]. The lower one-third of
the Henry’s Fork, shown as the “modeled reach” in Figure 1, is hydraulically connected to local and
regional aquifers. Previous research has shown that this reach gains water seasonally in response to
locally increased water tables during irrigation season, but loses water to the regional ESPA during
the winter [48,49,51,52]. The conversion to more efficient sprinkler application has reduced both
total diversion and groundwater return flows to the river by around 250 Mm3 per year since the late
1970s [49].

 

Figure 1. Upper Snake River basin, USA, showing the ESPA, modeled river reach of Henry’s Fork (in
green), and a nearby MAR site. The red polygon delineates the Henry’s Fork watershed, and the yellow
rectangle shows the area enlarged in Figure 2. Black arrows indicate primary groundwater flow paths
on the ESPA. Data credit: Idaho Department of Water Resources.

The “field study reach” is the 12 river-km of the Henry’s Fork immediately downstream of U.S.
Geological Survey streamflow gage 13050500 at St. Anthony (Figure 2). This gage is the streamflow
management point in the lower watershed, triggering additional releases from Island Park Reservoir
when streamflow drops below a specified target at this gage [53]. However, four diversions in the field
study reach downstream of the St. Anthony gage substantially reduce streamflow during the summer
(Figure A1). The study reach supports an increasingly popular and economically valuable recreational
sport fishery for wild brown trout (Salmo trutta) [54,55], which has an optimal summer temperature
range of 12 ◦C to 19 ◦C. Habitat suitability for brown trout decreases as temperature increases above
19 ◦C to the lethal limit of 27 ◦C [56]. Over the summers of 2016, 2017, and 2018, daily mean water
temperatures during July and August ranged from 16 ◦C to 20 ◦C at a water-quality monitoring station
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at the top of the field study reach and from 17 ◦C to 22 ◦C at a water-quality monitoring station at the
bottom of the field study (Figures 2 and A2). Maximum instantaneous water temperature recorded
at the lower station over this time period was 27.3 ◦C, and daily maxima frequently exceeded 22 ◦C.
Due to high water temperatures, brown trout move either to local areas of groundwater input or out
of the reach altogether during the summer [54].

 

Figure 2. Map of field study reach, showing locations of U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) streamflow
gage at St. Anthony, temperature loggers deployed in 2010, water-quality monitoring locations, and
stretch where springs were documented in 2019. Data credit: ESRI.

Summertime streamflow in the study reach could be increased by increasing draft of Island Park
Reservoir 100 km upstream, but larger reservoir releases have numerous negative effects on other
popular and economically important fisheries in the upper half of the watershed [3]. These include
transport of suspended material out of the reservoir and resulting high turbidity during the peak
fishing season, increased water temperatures downstream of the reservoir when it is drafted faster
than thermal stratification can occur, and decreased trout survival during winter, when low outflow is
required to refill the reservoir [57–59]. These effects do not propagate downstream to the study reach
in the lower watershed. Thus, this study seeks to assess whether MAR has the potential to improve
fisheries in the lower watershed without degrading those in the upper watershed. In particular,
withdrawal of water for MAR at carefully identified times could increase groundwater inputs to the
lower river during the summer, thereby increasing local trout habitat and water supply available for
diversion there. In turn, increased summertime water supply in the lower river could limit reservoir
draft, thereby simultaneously benefiting fisheries in the upper watershed.

2.2. Streamflow Response

We used an existing regional groundwater model to estimate response of streamflow in the Henry’s
Fork to MAR at the Egin Lakes site, located 8 km from the Henry’s Fork (site location is shown in Figure 3,
which also depicts the results). Modeling was done with the Idaho Department of Water Resources’
Enhanced Snake Plain Aquifer Model Version 2.1 (ESPAM2.1) [52], a regional finite-difference flow
model implemented in MODFLOW and configured with a single aquifer layer, monthly temporal
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resolution, and roughly 11,000 1.6-km grid cells. The model supports both steady-state and transient
simulations. Although storage coefficients are typical of unconfined conditions, the transient rendition
of the model uses time-constant aquifer transmissivity, making model results additive and scalable.
The model was calibrated to 1980–2008 hydrologic conditions, using the first five of these as a burn-in
period [52]. Calibration used over 43,000 aquifer water levels, 2000 river gain and loss estimates,
and 2000 spring discharge measurements and was performed using PEST version 12.0, a nonlinear
parameter estimation program [60]. The model was built specifically to estimate effects of aquifer
pumping and recharge on river reaches and springs in hydraulic connection with the aquifer, so
calibration optimized groundwater-surface water exchanges rather than hydraulic heads. The model
does not simulate solute transport nor thermal changes in the aquifer or its discharge. In the model,
the hydraulically connected section of the Henry’s Fork is treated as a single, 75-km reach, referred to
as the “modeled reach” (Figure 1), whereas our field study reach is only 12 km in the center of the
ESPAM2.1 modeled reach (Figures 1 and 2). Monthly model calibration residuals for stream gains and
losses in the modeled reach of the Henry’s Fork were generally on the order of ± 25%, but monthly
residuals as large in magnitude as −100% were observed early in the irrigation season. Over the
period 1985–2008, the model underestimated cumulative river gain by around 10%. Thus, the model is
suitable for our reconnaissance-level assessment when applied over long time periods.

 

Figure 3. Steady-state discharge response in the modeled river reach to recharge conducted in a given
model cell, as a fraction of total recharge volume. For example, a response fraction of 0.45 (white cells)
indicates that 45% of the volume of water recharged in that cell will eventually contribute to streamflow
in the modeled reach. The yellow rectangle indicates the field study reach.

The model was used in two ways. First, a steady-state simulation was used to calculate the
fraction of total recharge in a given model cell that affects streamflow in the modeled reach of the
Henry’s Fork. Recharge was simulated in the model cells containing the Egin Lakes MAR site, as
well as in other model cells in the vicinity of the lower Henry’s Fork to assess whether developing
MAR sites in other locations could increase streamflow response to MAR. Second, a 30-year transient
simulation was used to estimate streamflow response in the modeled reach to a scenario in which
7.3 Mm3 of water was withdrawn from the river and recharged at the Egin Lakes site in each of March,
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April, and October and 25.6 Mm3 of water was withdrawn from the river and recharged at Egin Lakes
during November. This annual scenario was similar to operation of the Egin Lakes site during 2019
and was repeated in each of the 30 years of simulation. Model output was used to estimate net change
to streamflow in the study reach by allocating total streamflow response for the modeled Henry’s Fork
reach proportionally to the field study reach and including the effect of diversion for MAR upstream of
the study reach. The median 2000–2019 hydrograph for streamflow at the bottom of the study reach
was used as a baseline condition, although the effect of modeled MAR was also assessed relative to
streamflow in 2016, the driest year in the basin in over 40 years.

Recharge proximal to the lower Henry’s Fork increases hydraulic gradients between the aquifer
and the river, but if these gradients were initially negative (i.e., water flows from the river to the
aquifer), a positive streamflow response from recharge would occur through decreased river losses
rather than through increased river gains. Although the resulting increase in streamflow would
be equivalent between the two mechanisms, the first mechanism would not provide the benefit of
decreased water temperature during the summer. Thus, summertime water temperature was measured
upstream and downstream of a reach known to be hydraulically connected with the underlying aquifer.
These measurements were conducted in 2010, a decade after conversion from flood to sprinkler
irrigation but six years prior to initiation of MAR at the expanded Egin Lakes site. Canal seepage, which
has been roughly constant since 2000, was the only source of local groundwater recharge in 2010. Water
temperature loggers were deployed from 1 June 2010 to 31 August 2010 at two locations in the upper
half of our field study reach (Figure 2) and secured underneath overhanging riparian vegetation at ~40
cm water depth. The upstream logger was located immediately downstream of a reach through which
the river flows over basalt bedrock and has little interaction with shallow groundwater. The other
logger was placed 5 km downstream, in a reach where the river is well connected with shallow
groundwater. Mean daily upstream temperature was subtracted from downstream temperature to
create a time series of temperature differences. After accounting for serial autocorrelation with lag-3
autoregressive terms, two statistical models were fit to the time series—one with hypothesized zero
mean and another with a non-zero fitted mean. Statistical significance of the fitted mean was assessed
with the likelihood ratio test at a 0.05 level of significance (Appendix B).

2.3. Local Effects of Groundwater Inflow on Temperature

Whereas the 2010 temperature observations were made to assess the nature of summertime
streamflow response to recharge solely from canal seepage, a separate field study in 2019 documented
the locations and temperature of specific groundwater springs to investigate the potential for MAR
to provide cool groundwater return flow to the river. In July 2019, locations of groundwater springs
contributing water to the river channel were documented by walking a 1-km length of the right bank of
the river, in the lower half of the 5 km reach studied in 2010 (Figure 2). A steep bluff approximately 5–10
m in vertical relief forms the boundary of the active floodplain on the right side of the river. Springs
emerged from the face of the bluff and along its base, often between 1 and 50 m from the channel bank,
and most spring outputs flowed into a secondary river channel. Each spring site was classified as
(1) a single discharge point, where water originating from the bluff face created a separate channel
that actively flowed into the river, or as (2) a “wall seep”, where water emerged from continuously
saturated sediments along the bluff face and contributed unchannelized flow to the river. At each
spring site, a FLIR T450sc thermal infrared camera (FLIR Systems Inc., Wilsonville, Oregon, USA) was
used to document differences between the surface temperatures of incoming groundwater springs
and the river. The FLIR T450sc camera senses radiant stream surface temperatures in the 7.5 to 13 μm
range, with an accuracy of ± 1 ◦C or 1% of the range of the reading [61]. To complement the imagery,
instantaneous temperatures were measured with a handheld thermometer at three lateral locations:
spring emergence, 0.6 m and 6 m into the river channel from where the spring entered the river.
At wall seeps, lateral temperatures were measured at the upstream and downstream extent of each
seep. In total, three temperature measurements were recorded at each of 20 spring sites. Temperature
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differences across the three lateral locations were analyzed with mixed-effects analysis of variance and
Tukey’s post-hoc test, treating spring site as a random effect. These tests were conducted at a 0.05
level of significance (Appendix B). The temperature analysis was not accompanied by assessments of
whether physical habitat at these locations was otherwise suitable for or used by trout.

2.4. Water Administration

Potential streamflow and temperature benefits of MAR will not result in real changes in the river
without sufficient availability of water for MAR at appropriate times. Thus, our assessment included
analysis of physical and administrative availability of water for MAR in the upper Snake River basin
within Idaho’s prior appropriation system of water rights. This assessment relied on a formal review
of Idaho’s MAR program conducted for the Idaho Water Resource Board [62], to which two of the
co-authors of this paper (RVK and CNM) contributed substantially. In addition, the state’s water rights
database, water-rights accounting manual [63], and water exchange procedures [64,65] were reviewed
to identify opportunities for and limitations to conducting MAR for fisheries conservation purposes.

3. Results

3.1. Streamflow Response

The steady-state simulation using ESPAM2.1 predicted that 37% of the water volume delivered to
the Egin Lakes MAR site will increase streamflow in the modeled reach of the Henry’s Fork over the
long term, and the balance will benefit other river reaches in the basin (Figure 3). If recharge were
conducted closer to the river than the existing MAR site, the model predicted that >90% of recharge
is realized as increased streamflow in the modeled reach. The modeled response fraction depended
strongly on recharge location and decreased fairly rapidly with increasing distance between the river
and recharge location (Figure 3). For example, 90% of water recharged in the red cells contributed
to streamflow in the modeled reach, whereas less than 40% of the water recharged in the green cells
contributed to streamflow in the modeled reach.

Transient simulation with ESPAM2.1 predicted that streamflow response to spring and fall
recharge at Egin Lakes is relatively uniformly distributed over the year, with little month-to-month
variability (Figure 4). Initial streamflow response to the spring-fall MAR scenario increased roughly
linearly over time to reach 50% of its long-term value 6.5 years after first implementation of the annual
MAR regime (Figure 4). Streamflow response increased more slowly after that, reaching ~90% of its
long-term value 25 years after initial implementation of the annual MAR regime. Including the effects
of water withdrawal from the river for delivery to the MAR site, the annual MAR scenario resulted in
a 20%–25% decrease in streamflow during November and a 5%–10% decrease in streamflow during
each of October, March, and April, relative to the current median hydrograph (Figure 5). Despite
these decreases in streamflow due to withdrawal for MAR, median spring and fall streamflow still
remained much higher than summertime lows, even after only five years of MAR. After 20 years of
implementation of this annual MAR regime, median streamflow increased by 4%–7% during July and
August of the median year (Figure 5), although increases during late June and early July were on the
order of 10%–40% relative to streamflow in the dry year of 2016 (Figure A3).

Mean daily water temperature from 1 June 2010 to 31 August 2010 was 0.6 ◦C cooler at the
downstream location influenced by groundwater inputs, and this difference was statistically significant
(χ2 = 5.3, df = 1, p = 0.02). This indicates that during summer, streamflow response to seasonal aquifer
recharge results from inflow of groundwater to the river not from reduced loss of water from the
river to the aquifer. Since this result was observed when canal seepage was the only source of aquifer
recharge in the vicinity of the field study reach, additional recharge from MAR will further increase
flow of groundwater into the river in the field study reach.
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Figure 4. Recharge and discharge for annual MAR scenario of 7.3 Mm3 per month in each of March,
April, and October, and 25.6 Mm3 per month in November, repeated every year for 30 years.

Figure 5. Net change in streamflow for annual scenario in which diversion for MAR from the study
reach is 7.3 Mm3 per month in each of March, April, and October, and 25.6 Mm3 per month in November.
Top panel shows median water-year hydrograph prior to and 20 years after initiation of annual MAR
regime. Bottom panel shows percent change in streamflow 5, 10, and 20 years after initiation of annual
MAR regime, respectively.
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3.2. Local Effects of Groundwater Inflow on Temperature

In late July 2019, thermal imagery identified areas of cool water in the main river and its side
channels near the points of spring inflow (Figure 6). Mean instantaneous water temperature at the 20
spring sites differed significantly across the three lateral locations: spring, 0.6 m from the streambank,
and 6 m from the bank (F = 29.7, df1 = 2, df2 = 38, p < 0.001). All pairwise differences among the
locations were significant (Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference, adjusted p < 0.001). Mean water
temperatures at the lateral locations, respectively, were 14.4 ◦C, 16.0 ◦C, and 18.3 ◦C (Figure 7). Ambient
water temperatures during the time of the field observations ranged between daily minima of 18 ◦C
and daily maxima of 23 ◦C at the top of the field study reach and between 18 ◦C and 25 ◦C at the
downstream boundary of the study reach (Figure A2).

 

Figure 6. A side-by-side comparison of a visual image (left) and thermal infrared image (right) of the
area where outflow from a groundwater spring located at 43◦57’07.6” N 111◦43’26.7” W entered a side
channel of the river (flowing right to left). The photo was taken from a point 1.5 m from the margin of
the side channel, looking toward the spring confluence. The spring emerged from the ground ~30 m
from the confluence point. Temperature is indicated in ◦C.

 

Figure 7. Water temperature at three locations measured at each of 20 distinct springs.

3.3. Water Administration

There are 84 decreed, permitted, or pending water rights for MAR in the upper Snake River basin,
with a combined diversion rate of up to 725 m3/sec. However, every senior MAR right is very small,
with combined diversion of only 0.59 m3/sec. The remaining 724.41 m3/sec are distributed among large
water rights with priority dates of 1980 or later, in a prior-appropriation system where the majority
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of the irrigation rights have priority dates preceding 1910 and most reservoir storage priority dates
precede 1940. Diversion for MAR allowed by the junior rights is available on an annual basis only in
the winter and then only downstream of American Falls Reservoir (Figure 1). Considering only water
rights specific to MAR, water is available for MAR at the Egin Lakes site in about half of all water years,
usually between mid-May and early July. During irrigation season (1 April to 31 October), only water
delivered to a designated, off-canal MAR site can be accounted as MAR, but during the winter, canal
seepage also accounts as MAR, since canals would not customarily be delivering irrigation water then.
Temporary transfers of senior water rights from irrigation or other uses to MAR occur through the
state of Idaho’s water supply bank, an administrative exchange bank rather than a physical storage
bank such as those in Arizona and California.

A locally administered rental pool allows storage water held in Palisades Reservoir (Figure 1)
to be rented for delivery to MAR sites anywhere in the basin, through administrative exchange or
physical delivery, and these types of exchanges were used to provide the majority of water for MAR in
the modeled scenario. Storage water rented in an administrative year (1 November to 31 October)
must be delivered by December 1 and cannot be carried over any further into the subsequent year.
Since the 2015 ESPA groundwater-surface water settlement was completed, new administrative rules
have been enacted specifically to facilitate efficient but equitable water transactions for MAR. However,
entities that do not hold water rights, including most conservation groups, cannot participate directly
in water supply bank or rental pool transactions. Furthermore, the Idaho Water Resource Board is the
only entity that can hold surface water rights for instream flow, regardless of whether those rights are
permanent or temporary. Thus, even if conservation groups could participate in water transactions,
there is no precedent for them to hold MAR rights specifically for environmental purposes.

3.4. Limitations

The importance of understanding the temporal response to water management actions is critical to
address specific objectives. The one-month temporal resolution of ESPAM2.1 limits its ability to predict
streamflow response during shorter time intervals that may be critical to trout survival. Furthermore,
the model cannot distinguish between management actions that contribute groundwater and those
that reduce streamflow losses to groundwater. Although our limited temperature observations suggest
that summertime streamflow response to recharge near the field study reach is realized as groundwater
inflow, the existing ESPAM2.1 model cannot predict whether MAR and other recharge strategies
will change water temperature. The 1.6 km spatial resolution of the model also limits predictive
use, especially in assessing response to MAR at hypothetical sites closer to the river, where response
changes rapidly with distance away from the river. However, the greatest spatial-resolution limitation
in ESPAM2.1 is the delineation of the river reach itself. The model cannot partition water across the
75 km lower Henry’s Fork model reach to different locations, requiring simple proportional allocation
to downscale model results, as was done here. Models with finer temporal and spatial resolution can
be constructed [49], but calibrating higher-resolution models requires hydrologic observations made
at the same scale, which are currently not available. A larger challenge to modeling groundwater
flow in the Henry’s Fork watershed is that the water budget cannot be closed using surface-water
observations alone, whereas that for the larger ESPA can. This requires a priori assumptions about
groundwater flux to calibrate parameters specifying boundary conditions. Groundwater flux is the
most important model output in this case, so model output would essentially be pre-determined by
assumptions required to calibrate boundary parameters.

An alternative approach to constructing finer-scale models is to estimate local groundwater
fluxes using fine-scale piezometer data and temperature mixing models, and use those fine-scale
models to downscale the coarse aquifer-river interactions predicted by the regional model. Models
can be verified by conducting measurements of streamflow gain and loss across short stream reaches.
Continuous, high-resolution temperature data are inexpensive to collect and would contribute not only
to temperature mixing models but also to identification of thermal refugia across the whole field study
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reach. Habitat surveys, observations of fish movement and habitat use, and water-quality analysis at
and near areas of cooler water temperatures could then be used to determine whether reducing water
temperature alone is sufficient to address factors limiting trout use of the study reach during summer.

4. Discussion

Overall, MAR can improve summer streamflow and stream temperatures for fish in localized areas
of the basin. Thirty-seven percent of modeled Egin Lakes MAR returned to the study reach. Streamflow
increased most (as a percentage change of baseflow) in the initial years following recharge, with 25–30
years needed to achieve steady-state response to an annually repeated MAR regime. Groundwater
seeps confirmed that recharge was contributing to the river rather than merely reducing losses from
the river to the aquifer. On average, stream temperature cooled 0.6 ◦C after traveling 5 km downstream
during summer. July 2019 groundwater seep temperatures averaged 14.4 ◦C and were 16.0 ◦C
about a half-meter from where groundwater seeps entered the river. These temperatures are in the
suitable range for brown trout [56]. Average mid-summer ambient temperature was 20.1 ◦C for 2016
through 2018, which exceeds the optimal thermal brown trout threshold of 19 ◦C [61]. These findings
suggest that MAR provides thermal refugia for managed fish species during summer. A review of
administrative MAR rules for fisheries conservation provided more equivocal results. Some water is
available for MAR in spring and fall of the wettest half of years, but substantial water for recharge is
not consistently available, and canal capacity to the Egin Lakes MAR site limits recharge when water
is available. Conservation organizations cannot participate directly in water transactions, but must
partner with irrigators or water rights holders on MAR projects.

4.1. Physical and Administrative MAR Implications for Idaho and Henry’s Fork

To maintain cool summer water temperatures at the reach scale for cold-water species, MAR
volumes will likely need to offset declines in recharge that have occurred from improved irrigation
efficiency, as sprinklers and center pivots have replace flood irrigation over the past few decades.
Improved irrigation efficiency typically does not increase streamflow as more land is put into production
or junior water rights come into priority [66,67]. Around 250 Mm3 is needed annually to offset lost
incidental recharge, which exceeds the physical capacity of the existing MAR site. This volume could
be attained if recharge occurred year-round, so that winter canal seepage also contributes. Modeling
showed that spring and fall recharge contributes to summer streamflow. Since only 37% of the
total volume recharged at the Egin Lakes MAR site returns to Henry’s Fork, the benefits to summer
streamflow must be weighed against the negative effects of withdrawing larger amounts of water
from the river at other times of year. These include negatively impacting aquatic habitat availability,
species life history expressions (e.g., spawn timing), or fluvial geomorphic processes (e.g., floodplain
maintenance). Developing MAR sites closer to the river could increase streamflow in the study reach
per unit of water withdrawn.

Fine-scale field observations conducted in 2019 showed that at seep locations, groundwater inputs can
cool ambient stream temperature by over 2 ◦C during summer, a difference that is biologically significant
for trout. Even if cool groundwater inputs are not widespread across river reaches or the contributions
are not large compared to river flow, springs may create local thermal refugia for fish, allowing greater
survival throughout the summer than would otherwise occur given the same physical habitat availability
and streamflow [68]. Further identification of groundwater inflows, their hydrogeologic properties, and
their use by fish could inform water and fisheries management actions to enhance groundwater springs for
fish populations. Understanding the connectivity of thermal refugia will also help managers understand
where fish can become trapped or bottlenecks occur for movement [13,68].

However, it is also important to understand the quality of these groundwater return flows on
these groundwater-dependent ecosystems. When conducted on working agricultural lands, MAR risks
mobilizing nutrients and increasing chemical constituent loading to streams and riparian soils [20,69–71].
MAR can also facilitate groundwater contamination via crop-mediated aquifer contamination of fertilizers
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and pesticides [72]. Whereas aquifer recharge may introduce water quality concerns elsewhere, return
flow from the ESPA is of high quality that is suitable for instream habitat uses [73]. This research is
supported by monitoring conducted at Egin Lakes in 2019 by the Idaho Department of Environmental
Quality that showed no increase in nitrogen or fecal coliform as a result of MAR (Aaron Dalling,
Fremont-Madison Irrigation District, 2019, presentation to Henry’s Fork Watershed Council, October 22).
Thus, MAR operations in the Henry’s Fork avoid such groundwater contamination and pollutant leaching
by conducting recharge via canal seepage and infiltration at Egin Lakes.

While improved modeling and detailed field work can provide technical understanding of MAR
benefits to summer habitat for trout, administrative and logistical hurdles must be overcome for
implementation [74,75]. The most basic of these is the junior priority dates of water rights for MAR.
In the larger context of prior appropriation and development of Idaho’s water resources, MAR is a
relatively new administratively-recognized beneficial use of water in a system in which water rights
for agriculture and mining date back to the mid-19th century. The Idaho Water Resources Board
implemented aggressive groundwater and conjunctive management policies and procedures in the
1980s and 1990s, including obtaining large-volume MAR rights with 1980 and 1998 priority dates.
Idaho also has flexible and well-established water transaction mechanisms to facilitate transfer of
senior water rights to MAR. In the Henry’s Fork watershed, the state’s MAR water rights are in priority
in only half of all water years and then usually during irrigation season, when the canal system is
already near capacity delivering irrigation water. Although new MAR infrastructure has been built
throughout the basin since 2009, the majority of conveyance to MAR facilities occurs through the
existing irrigation canal system. Additional canal capacity could alleviate this limitation during wet
years but would go unused in the other half of years.

Because of summer canal capacity limitations, costs of new infrastructure, and the junior priority of
MAR rights, storage water rental and other exchange mechanisms offer the greatest potential to increase
MAR volumes. For example, in 2018 and 2019, reservoir storage water rented by groundwater users
to meet mitigation requirements of their legal agreement with surface water users was not needed for
direct delivery to the surface water users because of good water supply in those years. Instead, the rented
water was assigned to the state for MAR, allowing recharge of an additional 84 Mm3 in 2019 over what
would have been available using the state’s junior MAR rights alone (Wesley Hipke, Idaho Department
of Water Resources, 2019, data distributed to stakeholders via email, December 6). The need to manage
and administer groundwater and surface water conjunctively to meet the legal requirements of the ESPA
settlement creates a pseudo-market to fund such exchanges. In 2017, 2018, and 2019, some of the water
recharged at the Egin Lakes site was made available for MAR through water exchanges, including those
described above, and delivered in spring and fall, outside of peak irrigation season.

Ideally, conservation groups could facilitate incentive-based irrigation reduction, rent the saved
storage water for MAR, and keep that water in reservoirs throughout the summer, thus reducing
negative effects of reservoir drawdown. The rented storage water could be diverted for MAR in the
off-season, when natural streamflow is sufficient without reservoir releases. The separation of physical
and administrative water that makes this possible is routine in Idaho under current administrative
procedures. Canal capacity to deliver water for MAR is greater in the winter, when canals are not
also delivering irrigation water, although the basin’s sub-freezing temperatures present challenges in
managing winter canal delivery and frozen soil can impede infiltration [76]. Canal seepage during the
winter adds recharge that would not otherwise occur and is not simply an administrative replacement
for historical seepage incidental to irrigation that occurs during the summer. Rental pool water is
available in larger quantities and at lower prices during wet years, potentially allowing for more MAR
during wet years, which would then contribute to streamflow in subsequent dry years. However,
changes to water rental rules are needed to allow storage water rented in one administrative year to be
diverted for MAR several months into the next administrative year [64]. In addition, conservation
organizations cannot implement MAR projects, but instead must partner with irrigation entities or
individual water rights holders. To fully capitalize on the high value anglers place on upper Snake
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River fisheries, new administrative and transfer mechanisms are required to allow conservation
organizations to participate directly in water transactions.

4.2. Physical and Administrative MAR Implications for other States in the Western USA

Most states in the western USA possess some of the physical and administrative features required
for MAR to benefit cold-water ecosystems, but few have all of the requisite ingredients. Arizona’s
progressive and flexible administrative systems have been highly successful in facilitating recharge of
Colorado River water, but the sole purpose of this MAR is to store the water for later recovery, not to
enhance streamflow [36]. On the other hand, restrictive administrative rules in Colorado limit use of
MAR in headwater alluvial aquifers [37], where snowmelt could be captured and recharged with the
intent of enhancing streamflow later in the summer, and where Colorado’s progressive water markets
would allow conservation organizations to obtain this water for environmental uses [40]. California is
now conducting “flood-MAR” in depleted aquifers using stormwater [38], but this water is junior to
other rights and is available for MAR only when existing water rights and required environmental
uses are fulfilled. Some regions of California are considering creating an environmental water account
using MAR, although this idea is currently untested.

4.3. MAR as Climate Adaptation Strategy for Fisheries Conservation

Cold-water fish habitat is anticipated to decline substantially with climate change. In fact,
brown trout are expected to lose 48% of their habitat in the interior western US by the 2080s [68].
These changes are driven by warmer stream temperature and increasing winter floods, and could have
major repercussions for a local economy reliant on a US $100 million recreational fishery. Additionally,
an increase in extreme climate events—i.e., a higher frequency of wet and dry years, with fewer ‘normal’
years is also expected [77]—which will alter instream conditions for biota [78]. Together, these changes
suggest that climate adaptation strategies that provide mechanisms to reduce winter flooding, increase
summer baseflow, cool summer stream temperature, and enhance thermal refugia are warranted. MAR
for fisheries conservation is one such strategy. MAR is a promising climate-adaptive water management
strategy because winter flows can be recharged to underlying aquifers to maintain baseflow and cold-water
fish habitat throughout the year. However, junior water right holders will have considerable uncertainty
from the increased inter-annual variability inherent with climate change [79]. Although this does not
inherently reduce the utility of MAR for fisheries conservation in a warming climate, it does suggest that
relaxing current administrative rules for greater flexibility to carry over reservoir rental water between
years would improve the utility of MAR for fisheries conservation in a changing climate. Since many
important recreational trout fisheries in the Western U.S. are located downstream of reservoirs, renting
reservoir storage not used for irrigation in a given season and using it for MAR during the subsequent
off-season is an innovative conservation mechanism that could have wide applicability.

5. Conclusions

MAR during spring and fall is expected to increase streamflow by around 5% during mid-summer,
but only after 20 years of consistent MAR. Developing MAR sites closer to the river than the existing
site would provide greater streamflow benefit per unit of water withdrawn and on shorter time frames.
However, even relatively small increases in streamflow could have disproportionately greater benefits
to trout, as streamflow response in our study area occurs in the form of increased groundwater inputs
rather than decreased losses to the aquifer. July water temperatures were locally 2 ◦C cooler where
groundwater flowed into the river. Because MAR is a new and junior water use in a priority system
with irrigation rights dating back to the 19th century, MAR water rights are generally in priority only
during late spring and early summer of years of above-average supply. However, administrative
exchange that allows reservoir storage to be used for MAR can make water available during spring
and fall, when MAR infrastructure capacity is greatest. Changes to current administrative rules could
increase the effectiveness of such exchange mechanisms in providing water for MAR.
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Appendix A. Streamflow and Temperature Graphs

Figure A1. Streamflow at the St. Anthony gage (top of field study reach) and downstream of all
diversions (roughly at the upstream extent of the springs identified in Figure 2).

 

Figure A2. July–August water temperature at the St. Anthony water quality station (top of field study
reach) and at the Parker-Salem water quality station (bottom of field study reach). Shaded polygon is
optimal thermal range for brown trout. Horizontal line is lethal temperature limit for brown trout. The
dates of the 2019 temperature observations are shown for reference.
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Figure A3. Net change in streamflow in a dry year for annual scenario in which diversion for MAR
from the study reach is 7.3 Mm3 per month in each of March, April, and October, and 25.6 Mm3 per
month in November. Top panel shows the 2016 water-year hydrograph and hypothetical effect of MAR
implemented 20 years prior. Bottom panel shows percent change in observed 2016 streamflow 5, 10,
and 20 years after initiation of annual MAR regime, respectively.

Appendix B. Statistical Methods

Appendix B.1. Time Series Analysis

Statistical hypothesis tests require independent observations for correct distribution of test
statistics [80]. In time series such as daily water temperatures, observations are not independent of one
another because of correlation between a given observation and the observations that precede it in
the time series. This is referred to as serial or temporal autocorrelation. Its effect must be removed to
obtain independence of observations before conducting hypothesis tests on time series. Autoregressive
(AR) models are used to accomplish this [81]. The simplest AR model is the first-order model:

yt = μ+ φ1(yt−1 − μ) + ε, (A1)

where yt is the observation at time t, μ is the mean of the time series, φ1 is the first-order autoregressive
coefficient, and ε is random, independent, normally distributed error. The autocorrelation term
φ1(yt−1 − μ) removes the dependence of yt on yt−1, allowing hypothesis tests to be conducted on the
mean μ. In our case, serial autocorrelation was high enough that observations were correlated with
those one, two, and three time steps prior. The resulting third-order model has the same form as
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Equation (A1), but with three autocorrelation terms. Because observation yt in our time series was the
difference in temperature between the two locations, our null hypothesis was μ = 0. If rejected, we
infer μ � 0. We used a significance level of 0.05, which is the default standard in statistical hypothesis
testing. It represents the probability of having made an error in rejecting the null hypothesis, referred
to as Type 1 error [80].

Appendix B.2. Tukey’s Post-Hoc Test

Analysis of variance tests the single null hypothesis that all group means are equal. If the null
hypothesis is rejected at a given significance level, the alternative hypothesis is simply that at least
one group mean differs from at least one other. Additional tests must be done to assess which group
mean(s) differ from which others. The probability of committing Type 1 error is compounded each time
an additional test is performed. In our case, testing all possible differences between three group means
requires three tests. If each is performed at a 0.05 significance level, the probability of committing
at least one Type 1 error across the three tests is roughly 0.14. Tukey’s post-hoc test is a method for
conducting the tests for differences across all pairs of groups while maintaining the desired level of
significance across the whole family of tests [80].
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Abstract: Suitability maps for managed aquifer recharge (MAR) are increasingly used and hold the
potential to be integrated into sustainable groundwater management plans. However, the quality of
the maps strongly depends on the input data quality as well as the expertise of the decision-maker.
The maps are commonly derived through GIS-based multi-criteria decision analysis (GIS-MCDA).
To date, there is no common understanding of how suitability mapping should be conducted, as there
is considerable variability concerning used GIS data and MCDA methodology. This study presents
two web-tools that were conceptualized based on a review of GIS-MCDA studies in the context
of MAR suitability mapping. The data retrieved from the review was compiled into a web-based
query tool making the MAR- and MCDA-relevant information easily accessible. Based on the most
commonly used MCDA practices in the assessed studies, we conceptualized and implemented a
second web tool that comprises a simplified web GIS as well as supporting tools for weight assignment
and standardization of the criteria. Both web tools will enable decision-makers to engage in MCDA for
MAR mapping in a more structured and informed way. As the tools are open-source and web-based,
they can facilitate the collaboration between multiple stakeholders and the easy sharing of results.

Keywords: managed aquifer recharge; web GIS; web tools; multi-criteria decision analysis;
suitability mapping

1. Introduction

The application of managed aquifer recharge (MAR) is continuing to grow worldwide as a
measure for sustainable groundwater management [1,2]. Before MAR schemes can be developed,
comprehensive planning is required to ensure their long-term sustainability. While guidelines on
the planning of MAR schemes exist [3–6], they mostly focus on their design and operation and put
less focus on site selection. The selection of sites suitable for MAR is a critical step in the planning
phase of a MAR project, as the location influences the recharge technique as well as the operational
and maintenance parameters, such as the infiltration quantity and the recovery efficiency [7–10].
Site selection for MAR application is mostly conducted through field investigations. Suitability maps
that show the potential of a foreseen area for the application of a certain MAR type can be generated as
a preliminary step to field investigations. These maps are increasingly being used [11] and may fill a
void in missing strategic MAR site planning. Their advantages for water management plans lie within
the spatial display through maps [12], the quickness and simplicity of the analysis [13], the possibility
to include projections of climate scenarios, population growth or land-use changes [14] as well as the
assessment of different MAR techniques and their location [15].
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While these maps are increasingly being used, there are no common guidelines on how the
suitability mapping process should be conducted. The maps are generally generated by combining
geoinformation of the surface and the subsurface with socio-economic criteria. This can be achieved by
integrating multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) for solving spatial problems with GIS software [16].
A set of geospatial data must be chosen based on the study’s objectives. The different GIS criteria
are then weighted based on their importance for the study and combined into a suitability map.
MCDA comprises a variety of methods for criteria weighting and combining [17]. A study showed
that the GIS maps used and the methodologies applied for MCDA in the context of MAR, show a
great variety [11]. The choice of GIS data and how important each dataset is seen for each study is
dependent on the data availability and the local characteristics but also on the expert opinion and
the problem statement. Finding common ground is near impossible, as these aspects are highly
case-study dependent. However, the methodologies used for suitability mapping of MAR could
potentially be synthesized. Rahman et al. [8] developed a GIS-based tool for MCDA site selection
analysis and structured the methodology of site suitability mapping, making a first effort to standardize
the GIS-MCDA methodology for MAR site selection.

This study continues the work of Rahman et al. [8] to structure and simplify the decision-making
process for MAR suitability mapping. Our work is based on the knowledge generated from a previously
published review on GIS-MCDA application for MAR suitability mapping [11]. Findings from the
review were taken into consideration to design and implement the web tools presented in this paper.
Two related tools were designed to help with the standardization of the MAR mapping process. All data
collected from the review were implemented in a web-based query tool that makes the information
easily accessible. From the review, the most frequently used methodologies for map generation
were determined and included in a web GIS tool. This tool takes a systematic approach, engaging
decision-makers in the MCDA process in a structured way. Links between the web GIS tool and the
query tool support the decision-making process as they readily depict GIS criteria, criteria weighting,
and MCDA methodologies.

While the previous work was dedicated to structuring the suitability mapping process, the present
paper focuses on the development of user-friendly tools and their web-based implementation. Thereby,
this work aids the decision-makers in undertaking a standardized mapping procedure and, thus, can
help to increase the reliability of the method application for the generated maps. As the tools are
web-based, they enable the collaboration of multiple stakeholders, thus, potentially improving the
decision-making process as well as facilitating easy sharing of results. The web-based nature, as well as
the open-access availability, thrive to enhance the usability of the tools, a particularity distinguishing
them from existing desktop solutions.

2. Implications from Reviewing GIS-MCDA Studies

This section is based on an already published review on MAR suitability mapping [11] and
focusses on analyzing the relevant parameters and methods for the comprehensive approach to
GIS-based suitability mapping by Rahman et al. [8]. Their approach divides suitability mapping
into four main steps. It follows the scheme of (a) problem definition, (b) screening of suitable
areas (constraint mapping), (c) suitability mapping including the classification of thematic layers
or criteria, standardization, weighting of the criteria, and layer overlaying by decision rule, and (d)
sensitivity analysis.

Problem definition is the basis of choosing relevant GIS maps and weighting their importance for
solving the problem statement. As this part of the approach is highly problem-specific, no general
statement or implications could be formulated from the review.

Constraint mapping identifies the parts of the study area that are not suitable for the application
of MAR or need to be excluded from the analysis as they are, for instance, natural reserves or private
land. This is achieved through threshold values for the GIS criteria and by applying Boolean logic to
clip respective areas from the final map. Half of the analyzed studies used constraint mapping as a
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tool to exclude unsuitable areas. As this methodology is widely used, options to constrain single GIS
datasets or complete areas from the resulting map were envisaged for the web GIS tool.

Suitability mapping is the core of the MCDA process as it ranks the study area based on its suitability
for the application of MAR. This step comprises the standardization of GIS maps, the assignment of
weights to every map, and the combination of the weights and the standardized maps by decision rule.
The most commonly used weight assignment methods are the rating method, the ranking method,
the multi-influence factor (MIF), and the pairwise comparison. The rating and ranking methods are
very simple methods comprising manual weight assignment on a predetermined scale [17]. MIF is
a graphical weight assignment method where linkages between GIS datasets are drawn, and the
weights are calculated based on the number and the importance of linkages between the criteria [18,19].
Pairwise comparison is the most used method for GIS-MCDA in the context of MAR. The weights are
calculated through a matrix-based comparison of pairs of criteria [20]. The methods range from simple
(rating method) to more complex (pairwise comparison). The advantage of the simple methods lies in
the easiness of use, whereas the complex methods, such as pairwise comparison, offer a coefficient
indicating the consistency of the decision-maker’s choices. To account for the advantages of both the
simple and more complex methods, the rating and ranking method, MIF and pairwise comparison
were chosen to be incorporated into the web tool.

The decision rule states how the standardized datasets and their weights are combined to obtain
the suitability map [17]. This integration can be based on threshold values (Boolean logic) or more
elaborate integration rules, such as weighted linear combination (WLC). WLC comprises the summation
of the weighted and standardized criteria and is the most commonly used decision rule. It has been
developed further to its derivative analytical hierarchical process (AHP). AHP is the more structured
approach that categorizes the GIS maps into hierarchical levels before aggregating und summing
up the weighted criteria. It is used to solve more complex decision problems. The two most used
methodologies, WLC and AHP, were chosen to be incorporated into the web tool.

To verify the obtained map, a sensitivity analysis should be conducted. It is used to display the
effect of different standardization and weights on the final suitability map and indicates the robustness
of the obtain suitability map [16]. While this is an important factor for strengthening the reliability of
suitability maps, only 21% of the reviewed studies conducted this step.

All reviewed studies used desktop GIS software for their analysis. Some studies created their
own tools for the analysis, e.g., Rahman et al. [8] developed the GIS-based Gabardine desktop decision
support system. Other studies used tools available through standard software, e.g., an AHP tool has
been implemented as an extension for ArcGIS [21], which has been applied by Anane et al. [22].

3. Materials and Methods

The developed tools are embedded into the INOWAS online platform (https://inowas.com).
The INOWAS platform is an open-source collection of empirical, analytical, and numerical web-based
models focusing on the planning, management, and optimization of MAR applications. The INOWAS
platform and the tools are accessible with any state-of-the-art web browser. The platform works
account-based, enabling the user to store and share their work. One key feature of the platform and its
tools is the intuitive graphical user interface, guiding the users through the application of the tools.

The technical infrastructure of the platform is based on three components: the CLIENT, which is
the user’s internet device and browser, the SERVER, which is a standard Linux Server, and the
WORKER, which is a Linux cluster with connection to the server. These components communicate
with each other via a TCP/IP connection using standard protocols such as HTTP/HTTPS. The REST
interface developed by the INOWAS group specifies the individual API calls and their function between
the components.

For MAR suitability mapping, two tools were developed for the INOWAS platform. A query tool
to filter information from the database that resulted from reviewing related studies and a web GIS
system to obtain the suitability maps by following an integrated workflow.
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The web-based query tool was designed to grant easy access to the information gathered from the
GIS-MCDA review, namely data on different MAR related aspects as well as the MCDA methodology
used in the studies. It is based on a pivot table approach. Decision-makers can sort, average, or sum
up the database content by creating tables and graphs. Filters can be used to make specific queries,
e.g., search studies for a certain MAR technique. The review tool is developed with ReactJs and is
based on an open-source 3rd party project (https://github.com/nicolaskruchten/pivottable).

The INOWAS platform and web GIS system interfaces were created with ReactJS and Semantic
UI (https://semantic-ui.com/) using some open-source 3rd party projects. Geodata is displayed
in leaflet maps (https://leafletjs.com) and uses open street map layers as base layers (https://www.
openstreetmap.org). Charts are displayed with ReCharts (http://recharts.org/en-US/), sliders with
rc-slider (http://react-component.github.io/slider/) and network diagrams with visJS (http://visjs.org/).
Raster calculations are done in JavaScript, using the mathJS library (http://mathjs.org). Users can save
and share projects via a connection to the INOWAS backend server and their API entry points.

The full code of the INOWAS platform and the tools for MAR suitability mapping with version
history is accessible through GitHub: https://github.com/inowas/inowas-dss-cra.

4. Results

All tools developed are available through https://inowas.com/tools/ using the “Start using now!”
button. The tools are open-access and free of charge, but user registration is required. The tools can
be accessed through the personal dashboard, which shows all available tools and stored projects.
The projects can be shared with other users or can be made publicly available so that various users
have access to the project and can edit it.

4.1. Database Query Tool

The database query tool is listed as tool T04 in the toolbox of the dashboard. Its basis is a database
with information accumulated from the reviewed GIS-MCDA studies. The tool enables the user to
research MAR specific information, such as the MAR type used, the water source, the objective of
MAR application, or the location of the study. The main information stored is focused on MCDA
related data, for example, the number and type of criteria used in the study, the weights assigned to
the criteria, and the criteria standardization. Furthermore, information on weight assignment methods,
decision rules, and the use of constraint mapping or sensitivity analysis by the authors of the study has
been accumulated.

The different attributes from the database can be chosen to be displayed by dragging them into the
column or the row fields of the tool, also enabling the display of combinations of attributes (Figure 1).
Each attribute is equipped with a filter function where specific information queries can be chosen
through class selection or conditional and numerical operators. The results can be visualized in
different forms of tables and heat maps as well as be exported. They can be further modified through
conditional and mathematical operators, including “Count”, “Count Unique Values”, “List Unique
Values”, and “Sum”. The tool is supported by documentation explaining the underlying database and
displaying three examples that help to get the user acquainted with the functionalities of the tool.

The database query tool can aid decision-makers at different steps along the MAR mapping
procedure. During the problem statement step, it allows the decision-makers to investigate GIS criteria
that are used often for certain MAR techniques or certain recharge water resources. During the weight
assignment step, the importance that other decision-makers have given to a criterion can be assessed.
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Figure 1. Interface of the database query tool showing the query for the most used criteria for the
suitability mapping of in-channel modifications.

Figure 1 shows an example of the tool where the query was set to find the most used GIS criteria
for suitability mapping of the in-channel method. Here, the filter was set to display the number
of studies that used each criterion for this MAR method and to visualize them as a table heatmap.
The results show that slope was the most used criterion, followed by land use and geomorphology.
By adapting the attribute selection, it is also possible to show the 14 papers using the slope criterion.
This enables the user to further study them regarding the use of the slope criterion, e.g., how it was
standardized or classified in the studies.

4.2. Web GIS for Suitability Mapping

The web GIS is listed as tool T05 in the toolbox of the dashboard. The user is guided through the
MCDA workflow with the help of a systematic approach indicated by the menu in the left column of the
tool structure (Figure 2). It follows the workflow introduced by Rahman et al. [8] but excludes the steps
of the problem statement and sensitivity analysis. The process starts with (1) the choice of GIS criteria,
and continues with (2) the weights assignment, (3) the data upload, the constraint mapping and the
reclassification, (4) the additional global constraint mapping, (5) the suitability mapping, and (6) the
results visualization. The user is guided through the workflow by small green or orange circles that
indicate whether the steps have been completed successfully. In case preceding information is required
for the subsequent steps, the link in the navigation menu might be disabled until all requirements have
been fulfilled.

A simplified example for MAR suitability mapping was prepared to depict the capabilities of the
tool. It comprised suitability mapping for surface infiltration methods in southern Africa with four GIS
criteria: geology, soil, land cover, and slope. A comprehensive example for MAR mapping in southern
Africa was prepared in [23], including geoinformation on water sources and water demand. In this
manuscript, the number of used criteria was reduced to account for better readability of the figures.
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Figure 2. Interface of web GIS tool, with workflow display on the left and the weight assignment tool
multi-influencing factor method. Here, the user can draw arrows between entities representing major
or minor influences of a criterion upon another entity.

The problem definition step suggested by Rahman et al. [8] was not directly included in the tool
approach. As this is a conceptual, case-specific step framing the project objectives and choosing criteria
based on those objectives, it could not be incorporated into a tool. However, the database tool can
deliver indications on the criteria choice based on the evaluation of previously conducted studies with
similar objectives. In the case of surface infiltration methods, the four aforementioned GIS criteria are
the most used criteria according to the database query tool.

Starting the tool, the user must choose whether to use the AHP or the WLC method as the decision
rule, the latter being the default method of the tool. In both cases, all GIS criteria to be used for the
suitability mapping need to be listed. Here, a link to tool T04 was included, enabling the user to
analyze other MAR mapping studies regarding their choice of criteria. For each GIS criterion, the user
needs to specify whether the criterion data is discrete or continuous and may set units to support their
visualization. If AHP is activated, the main criteria classes need to be defined, and all GIS data need to
be sorted by those main criteria classes. For this, a hierarchical tree is used and graphically presented.
Weight assignments are done for the main criteria and ensuing for each branch with the respective
sub-criteria. AHP is useful for complex problems with many GIS criteria. Dividing the procedure into
separate branches simplifies the weight assignment step.

The weight assignment step allows performing any number of weight assignments through the
integrated methods: ranking, rating, MIF, and pairwise comparison. This enables the user to try
out different methods and compare the results, choosing the method and the subsequent weights
most suitable for their project. All weighting methods are implemented in a visually appealing and
user-friendly way.

For the MIF method, the user must draw connections between the different criteria and the project
itself. Those connections represent the dependencies between the entities (Figure 2). The user can adapt
the direction and strength of the connections. This information is then used to calculate the associated
weights. In the example shown in Figure 2, the connections drawn between the four used criteria and
the project itself correspond to weights that emphasize the importance of slope and geology.
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For the ranking method, intuitive approaches, such as arrow buttons or the drag and drop method,
help to order the criteria in a list, starting with the most important criterion and ending with the least
important one. All ranks are summed up and then converted to weights in relation to the other criteria
input values. The rating method is the most basic method of all, enabling the user to choose their
own weight for each criterion. The fourth available weighting method is the pairwise comparison.
On a predefined scale, the criteria are compared to each other by moving a slider towards one side,
indicating the importance of a criterion compared to a second criterion (Figure 3). Based on these
pairwise preferences, the criteria weights are calculated. The sliders indicate a preference of geology
and slope over the other criteria, which is then depicted in the higher resulting weights. From the
weighting choices, a consistency coefficient is calculated. The coefficient indicates the consistency
of the user’s preferences, and if it surpasses a threshold value, the users are asked to re-check their
pairwise comparison choices. Again, a link to T04 is provided to the user, enabling the investigation of
previously conducted studies regarding their criteria weighting choices.

 

Figure 3. Interface of web GIS tool, with weight assignment tool pairwise comparison where user
can set criteria preferences via sliders and indication of the robustness of the decision is given via
consistency ratio.

During the third step, “Criteria data”, data upload, constraining, and reclassification are performed
for each GIS dataset. At the beginning, the final grid size of the project must be set. Then for each
criterion, a GIS raster file must be uploaded. Uploaded raster files may be resampled through
nearest-neighbor interpolation if the raster size differs from the final grid size. Constraints can be set in
the second step, indicating the criterion classes that will not be used for the suitability mapping process.
With discrete data, the automatically created classes can be disabled. For continuous data, ranges not
to be considered in the final calculation can be defined by Boolean logic. Afterward, reclassification
and normalization of the criterion data are performed. For continuous criteria, classes can be defined
by indicating the minimum and maximum value and their respective reclassified value or by using a
reclassification function. The reclassified values should be between zero and one. For discrete datasets,
every existing criterion class is assigned a normalized value, with the possibility of several criterion
classes forming one normalized class. All classes can be named and given a color for geo-visualization.
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Finally, the results of the reclassification are displayed. It is possible to switch between the original,
reclassified, constraint, and resulting data.

In the fourth, optional step, global constraints can be set by drawing polygons in a project area,
which will then be disregarded from the final calculation of the suitability map.

For the fifth step, “Suitability mapping”, the user must select one of the obtained weight assignment
calculations. Then, the calculation is performed, combining all information on constraint mapping,
criteria standardization, weighting, and decision rules. For the resulting map, the suitability classes
can be redefined or left as default. Finally, the suitability map is displayed and can be downloaded as a
text file for further processing in other GIS software (Figure 4). The map for southern Africa shows
the geographic distribution of areas that, based on the criteria evaluated, are more suitability for the
implementation of MAR schemes.

Figure 4. Interface of web-GIS tool, showing the final suitability map with redefined suitability classes.

The tool is supported by documentation explaining the tool functionalities as well as the underlying
concepts and methodologies (https://inowas.com/tools/t05-gis-mcda/). One example case study is used
to help to get the user acquainted with the functionalities of the tool. It is incorporated into a tutorial
that provides the user with a step-by-step guide on how to generate a simple suitability map, also
providing an example dataset (https://inowas.com/#tutorials, Tutorial 4).

To validate the correctness of the web-tool and the methodology incorporated, a case study was
both prepared with ArcGIS and our web tool for comparison [23]. Minor differences occurred with a
normalized root mean square error below 0.1. These differences were not attributed to the MCDA
methodology but to the resampling during the data upload step. The nearest-neighbor algorithm
was found to shift the raster by one half-pixel [24]. This caused a slight divergence between the map
obtained from this tool and the map obtained through ArcGIS.
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5. Discussion

This study indicates a trend in MCDA methodology applied for MAR suitability mapping, namely
constraint mapping, suitability mapping by using pairwise comparison, and WLC or AHP, and less
often a subsequent sensitivity analysis. Based on these findings, we designed an open-source web
tool to guide the user through the MCDA process. We included several weight assignment methods
so that next to pairwise comparison, the decision-maker can use rating and ranking method as well
as MIF. While we kept those methods for their simplicity or advantage in visual decision-making,
the combination of pairwise comparison with AHP must be highlighted as the methodology with the
highest increase in usage [11] and the most benefits.

AHP offers a clear, systematic procedure that represents all aspects of the problem statement
enforcing robust decision-making. In combination with pairwise comparison, the decision-maker must
only give priorities considering two criteria at a time. Through a designated index, the methodology
offers an indication of the consistency of the decision-maker’s choices. The shortcomings of this method
include the inability to include threshold values, no direct measure to assess the robustness of the
criteria standardization values, and possible rank reverse issues [25]. Nevertheless, it can be asserted
that, currently, AHP, in combination with pairwise comparison, is the state-of-the-art methodology for
MAR suitability mapping. This can be further underlined by its frequent use in other environmental
MCDA studies [25–27].

The established web tools cover all aspects of the suitability mapping process apart from the
sensitivity analysis. A structured GIS-MCDA process should include a sensitivity analysis as it
can help to generate more robust and reliable suitability maps. A future prospect of the web tool
will be the integration of the sensitivity analysis process, which is relatively more complex and
computation-intensive and, thus, was not included in the workflow yet. Furthermore, it is planned to
improve the tool by increasing the possible maximum resolution of projects and by providing more
flexibility for handling input raster data as well as supporting vector files.

The web-based implementation of the tools offers advantages over standard desktop GIS solutions.
The user does not require advanced GIS-specific knowledge and does not need to install any GIS
software unless pre-processing of the GIS data is necessary. Nevertheless, the platform provides an
interface for data exchange with standard GIS software to allow for pre- or post-processing with
conventional desktop-based software. The entire system works in a standard web browser, with no
specific system requirements. The input data, as well as the resulting maps, are available online and
can be easily shared among stakeholders allowing for collaboration on the mapping procedure as
well as flexible sharing of the results. The web tools can be run in two operating modes (private and
public), which offers a high degree of flexibility in data sharing as well as adequate privacy. The entire
workflow is very transparent, with the possibility to revise and reverse steps. It provides a pre-defined
workflow for inexperienced users while offering a comparison of several MCDA methods for more
advanced users.

While MAR suitability mapping can be seen as a viable source for strategic water management, it is
not a sufficient technology to point down to actual locations for MAR implementation. Maps can deliver
an indication of areas of interest, but those need to be further assessed by numerical modeling [10,28] or
on-site measurements of the local hydrology and hydrogeology [13,29,30]. For the numerical modeling
and MAR scheme design and optimization, the INOWAS platform can be used as well, as it further
offers numerical groundwater flow modeling tools as well as algorithms for MAR scheme optimization.

6. Conclusions

The developed web tools can help planners of MAR sites by increasing knowledge on MAR
suitability mapping as well as by engaging in the MCDA processes in a structured and cooperative
way. The tools are further envisioned to aid in capacity building measures as well as the education of
water practitioners by accumulating knowledge on GIS-MCDA in the context of MAR and translating
them into easy-to-use web tools. The clearly outlined process of map generation enforces standard
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methodology and can help to generate maps that are comparable due to a common methodological
approach. Since MAR mapping has been increasingly used in recent years, the quality of the maps
produced should be critically evaluated, and analysis and categorization of the methodologies used is
one first step to improve the reliability of the maps.

While the tools can outline the map generation process, they cannot standardize one of the main
sources of uncertainty—the datasets and respective weights assigned. Putting individual choices into
perspective with similar studies retrieved from the database tool is a step towards decreasing the
subjectivity of their weighting and standardization process. However, the problem statement and
its specifics define the importance of a GIS dataset for each individual case study. Thus, the weights
assigned to the criteria cannot be defined by rules. Furthermore, data availability and quality are
major constraints in the mapping process. Thus, the tools at hand standardize and simplify the MAR
suitability mapping process but cannot substitute the decision-maker’s expertise in choosing relevant
datasets and their importance for the specific study.
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Abstract: The Island of Gotland (3000 km2), east of mainland Sweden, suffers from insufficient water
availability each summer. Thin soils and lack of coherent reservoirs in the sedimentary bedrock lead
to limited reservoir capacity. The feasibility of Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) is explored by
identifying suitable areas and estimating their possible contribution to an increased water availability.
MAR is compared to alternative water management measures, e.g., increased groundwater abstraction,
in terms of costs and water availability potential. Results from GIS analyses of infiltration areas
and groundwater storage, respectively proximity to surface water sources and surface water storage
were classified into three categories of MAR suitability. An area of ca 7700 ha (2.5% of Gotland) was
found to have good local conditions for MAR and an area of ca 22,700 ha (7.5% of Gotland) was
found to have moderate local conditions for MAR. These results reveal the MAR potential on Gotland.
The water supply potential of MAR in existing well fields was estimated to be about 35% of the
forecasted drinking water supply and 7% of the total water demand gap in year 2045. It is similar in
costs and water supply potential to increased surface water extraction.

Keywords: MAR; groundwater; mapping; Sweden; decision-support

1. Introduction

The Island of Gotland (3000 km2), situated in the Baltic Sea 100 km from the mainland of Sweden
(Figure 1a), suffers from insufficient water availability to supply the ever-increasing demand from
society, especially during the tourist season (June–August, [1]). The annual precipitation on the
island (ca 550 mm/year) is sufficient to cover a forecasted increase in water demand. However,
intensive drainage of arable land, thin soil layers, and relatively impermeable rock lead to precipitation
run-off and limited reservoir capacity in both surface water and groundwater reservoirs [2]. The already
constrained water supply will be further aggravated in the future because the total water demand on
the island is estimated to increase by 40% by 2045 [1]. The current water resources on the island will
not meet this projected increase in demand. A high availability of water during the winter and a high
demand for water in the summer makes MAR a suitable way to increase the water resources. Due to
these factors, it is important to investigate the potential for MAR on Gotland.

The bedrock on Gotland consists mainly of Silurian limestone and marlstone, which represents the
upper part of a 250–800-m-thick sequence with Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks overlying the crystalline
basement [3]. The Quaternary overburden is generally thin (less than 2 m) and is largely composed
of till and postglacial sand deposits. The relief is low, and the highest point is 82 m a.s.l. The main
land uses are agricultural and forestry. The main aquifers on Gotland are situated within the bedrock
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where cracks, fractures and dissolution cavities store and transport the groundwater. Nevertheless,
the soil layers have an important role to play because areas with soil, especially sand and gravel,
act as infiltration and storage systems for the bedrock aquifer. The island may be considered one large
aquifer, but with groundwater divides (created by relief) producing 7 (sub)aquifers, according to the
European water framework directive. Saline groundwater is a problem because relict saltwater occurs
under the entire island at a depth of 20–100 m b.s.l.

The total water demand on the island is estimated to increase by more than 40% by 2045,
with increases of 30% in tourism, 20% in domestic demand, 20% in animal keeping, 15% in industry,
and 100% in irrigation [1]. To enhance water resource security, and close the water supply and demand
gap, several alternative water management measures are being examined. Managed Aquifer Recharge
(MAR) is one of them. Today, the public water supply on Gotland relies on 14 well fields, two surface
water catchments and a desalinisation plant. MAR is currently not used in any public water supply on
Gotland, but may play an important role in the future if suitable areas can be found. Conversely, on
the Swedish mainland, MAR has been in use for over 100 years, and accounts for approximately 20%
of the public water supply [1,4]. MAR can be explained as the intended recharge into and storage of
water in an aquifer [5]. It may be used to increase water security for uses including drinking water
supply, irrigation, preventing saltwater intrusions, as well as providing environmental benefits [6].
MAR is widely distributed and applied on various scales around the globe, as well as in Europe [7].
The water source can be of varied origin, e.g., river water, seawater or sewer water. In some cases, there
is a need for pre-treatment before groundwater recharge to minimize the risk of pollution or aquifer
clogging [8]. The recharge can be made by spreading methods in areas with high infiltration capacity;
by deep infiltration direct into the aquifers via wells; or as induced infiltration due to withdrawal [9].
Since the different MAR types are suitable for different conditions within hydrogeological settings
(e.g., confined or unconfined aquifers), treatment opportunities, and land use, the selection of suitable
recharge sites is crucial [10,11]. In this study, we focus on areas suitable for recharge through infiltration
basins and natural conditions for storage. Conditions for well or induced infiltration are expected to
be of minor importance because of the geomorphology, geology and hydrology of the island. Hence,
the suitability of those MAR types is not investigated in this study.

To prioritize between alternative measures to improve water resources security (e.g., increased
groundwater abstraction and desalination), useful decision support is needed. GIS-MCDA
(Geographical Information System Multi Criteria Decision Analysis) [12] is a regularly applied
method in MAR suitability assessment [13]. There are several possible criteria for mapping MAR
suitability, the three most common being aquifer storage capacity, geomorphology and soil [13].
There are also concerns on limitations and discussion on the uncertainties of these GIS approach made
visible by e.g., [14]. Although a GIS analysis will show where MAR might be successful, field work and
numerical modelling will be important tools for increasing the success of MAR [15–19]. The economic
assessment of MAR is an important question that has been studied previously [20–22]. The aim of this
paper is to explore the feasibility of MAR on the island of Gotland by: identifying potential areas for
MAR in proximity to a fresh water source and which are available for recharge; estimate the possible
increase in groundwater recharge and groundwater extraction at existing wellfields; and compare
MAR to other alternative measures in terms of costs and water availability potential.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Mapping of potential MAR locations on Gotland is based mainly on the existing data listed
as follows: Intensive hydrogeological investigations from two campaigns of airborne transient
electromagnetic surveys (2013–2015, SkyTEM resistivity measurements along flight lines covering
30% of the island, with 200 m spacing and geophysical soundings every 30 m) [23,24]; a site-specific
overview in 2016 of groundwater catchments of the 14 existing well fields that showed that 30% of
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those well fields had a favorable geology and hydrology for spreading and induced infiltration-based
MAR types [2]; 3D geological and hydrogeological models (Geoscene 3D by I-GIS) of the entire island
(2015–2019, available online in 2020) based on resistivity models from the SkyTEM survey; existing
geological information such as bedrock and soil maps (regional scale); seismic profiles and information
from water wells; and national scale mapping (2018) of groundwater recharge and storage capacity [25]
provide comprehensive additional data for assessing the potential of MAR on Gotland.

 

Figure 1. GIS maps and results from GIS analysis to identify areas with potential for MAR. (a) Map of
Sweden and location of Island of Gotland. (b) Groundwater storage capacity (mm/year) [25]; (c) Ratio of
groundwater recharge/storage capacity; only values below 1.0 are shown (GS); (d) Closed depressions
(>1 ha) in the bedrock with no contact with the Baltic Sea (CD); (e) Areas from the lithological 3D
model, blue: areas >4 m sand and/or gravel (IA) suitable for infiltration, red areas >4 m till and/or clay
(ST) suitable for construction of surface storage dams; (f) Surface waters, i.e., raw water source (S).

2.2. Methods

A GIS-based (Boolean logic) approach was used to find suitable locations for MAR systems (in
this study focusing on areas suitable for recharge through infiltration on the surface) on Gotland.
No parameter weighting was included. Several mapping projects assessing suitability for MAR have
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been made globally [13]. GIS was used for analysis of 5 surface and subsurface datasets, which are
presented below. Three of these (1–3) concern the MAR location, and two (4 and 5) further explore the
MAR location to determine if there are local sources of water supply for the MAR site.

1. The aquifer storage capacity of the soil and bedrock were previously estimated by the Geological
Survey of Sweden (SGU) on a national scale (Figure 1b) and should be used with caution on
scales below 1:100,000 on Gotland. The groundwater storage capacity is based on assessments of
porosity of soil and bedrock types, soil thickness, groundwater surface and possible drawdown
caused by groundwater withdrawal [25]. A modeled annual groundwater recharge map for
Sweden (national scale, coarse resolution) was made in 2006 [26]. Values of natural groundwater
recharge on Gotland used in this analysis were either 200 or 260 mm/year, depending on location.
A raster containing the ratio between groundwater recharge and groundwater storage capacity
was created, and values below 1.0 indicate areas with potential to store more groundwater than
the natural recharge, i.e., they might be suitable for MAR. This raster is abbreviated as GS and is
shown in Figure 1c.

2. The geological 3D model for Gotland includes a bedrock surface. A GIS analysis identified
depressions in the bedrock surface, assuming that these areas are generally favorable for storage
of groundwater. Some of these areas coincide with lakes, whereas others are “hidden” depressions
with little or no surface expression because they have been infilled by soils. A selection was
made to show only closed depressions larger than 1 hectare and with no contact with the Baltic
Sea. Water has a higher potential in these areas for storage without being lost as a shallow
groundwater outflow through the permeable soil (Figure 1d). The resulting raster is named
Closed Depressions (CD).

3. Through selection from the lithological 3D model of Gotland, areas with >4 m thickness of sand
and/or gravel (Figure 1e) were identified. This geological environment is important on both local
and regional scales because these high permeability deposits increase infiltration to the bedrock
aquifer. The resulting raster is abbreviated as IA.

4. To assess the possibility of storing surface water in dams, areas with over 4 m thickness of till and
or clay were selected from the lithological 3D model of Gotland (Figure 1e). In these areas the
construction of sufficiently large storage dams will be a relatively easy and cheap operation since
the construction material can be sourced on site. The resulting raster is abbreviated as ST (Surface
water storage).

5. Because of arable land drainage, thin soil cover and relatively impermeable bedrock, most streams
and rivers on Gotland have high flow rates during the winter (November–March; [1]). Even small
streams can serve as good sources of water supply if the water can be stored (e.g., in man-made
dams or wetlands) until the spring and summer. Lakes are rare on the island and mostly very
shallow. Lakes and streams may both be regulated to increase the available source but that is
not discussed in this paper. A GIS-based analysis of proximity to surface waters was made with
a buffer of 0.2 km on smaller streams (sometimes intermittent) and 0.5 km for perennial rivers
and lakes (Figure 1f, raster abbreviation S). This difference in distance reflects a variation in the
estimation of cost effectiveness and can be further explored.

In addition to the above analyses, two further GIS analyses were completed with a combination
(overlap with no priority weight) of data on favorable areas for infiltration (Figure 2a) and surface
water source and storage (Figure 2b).
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Figure 2. Maps of the combined GIS analysis. (a) Areas suitable as infiltration areas and for groundwater
storage; (b) Areas close to a natural source (intermittent stream, perennial river, lake) and for construction
of surface storage areas (dams). Data has been reclassified into classes; lower numbers more suitable.

To make estimations of possible increases in groundwater recharge and groundwater extraction
through MAR, in relation to current well fields, favorable groundwater catchments were identified [5].
This was done using a GIS-aided and analytical approach. The values presented here for potential
infiltration rate and increased withdrawal volumes are estimations with an inherent uncertainty.
The estimates are based on access to surface waters of adequate size, presence and sufficient
thickness of permeable sediments, the possibility of creating dams with local material, and current
withdrawal capacity.

MAR was compared to other alternative measures (i.e., increased groundwater abstraction,
enhanced water reuse for irrigation, increased surface water extraction, metered leak detection and
desalination) in terms of annual water availability potential and economic viability. The measures
were selected for inclusion in the analysis based on the outcome of a multidisciplinary stakeholder
workshop, in which the participants were asked to identify measures with potential to improve the
water resource security on the island. The comparative method was based on marginal abatement
cost curves [27,28], including cost–benefit and cost-effectiveness analyses. The costs of the measures
included investment costs, operating costs and cost savings. The measure costs were described by
present values (PVs) [29], analyzed with a 3.5% discount rate over the 27-year time horizon from
year 2019 to 2045 (corresponding to the current water plan period applied at Gotland) and based
on 2018 prices. The NPVs were then expressed as equivalent annual costs (EACs) in SEK (Swedish
krona) per year [30]. A theoretical maximum level of implementation was assumed for each measure
category, except for desalination, which instead was based on estimates of one new desalination plant.
The estimated cost and water availability input variables were based on a combination of literature
data, expert judgements and GIS-based analyses. The unit cost of each measure was calculated as the
ratio of the measure’s EAC and annual water availability potential.
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3. Results

3.1. Mapping of Suitable MAR and Source Areas

Results are described in three parts; areas where the geology is favorable for infiltration and/or
groundwater storage (IA (Infiltration Areas) + GS (Groundwater Storage) + CD (Closed Depressions));
areas with proximity to a surface water source and/or suitable for surface water storage (S (Source) +
ST Surface water storage)); and areas where these overlap (IA + GS + CD + S + ST).

3.1.1. Infiltration Areas and Areas for Groundwater Storage (IA + GS + CD)

Three data sets regarding the possibility for an area to be suitable for artificial groundwater
recharge were combined into a raster set (Figure 2a). The resulting raster was divided into three classes:
areas with three (class 1), two (class 2) or one (class 3) of the included favorable attributes. A raster
with class 1 has a good potential for both infiltration and groundwater storage. Areas with class 2 or 3
are less suitable because one or two of the included raster sets (IA, GS, CD) is absent. Class 1 is present
in 2068 ha (0.7% of Gotland), class 2 in 14,437 ha (4.8% of Gotland), and class 3 in 43,453 ha (14.4% of
Gotland).

3.1.2. Source and Suitable Areas for Surface Water Storage (S + ST)

The source for artificial groundwater recharge in this investigation is natural surface waters from
streams, rivers and lakes. To regulate and decide where there are favorable infiltration conditions there
is also a need for a seasonal surface storage, in this investigation in the form of man-made dams. In this
study, we do not discuss present land use and slope—two factors that might influence outcomes—but
we regard them as having a minor influence (see Discussion) on Gotland. The combination of these
sources with possibilities of constructing storage capacity is shown in Figure 2b. The resulting dataset
is divided into three classes: (1) areas with both a nearby raw water source and good conditions
for storage in surface dams (10,271 ha, 3.4% of Gotland); (2) areas with good conditions for dams,
but more than 0.2 km (smaller intermittent streams) or 0.5 km (perennial rivers and lakes) from a
source (10,345 ha, 3.5% of Gotland); and (3) areas with a source but the distance to a suitable storage
area (dam) is more than 0.2 km (smaller intermittent streams) or 0.5 km (perennial rivers and lakes,
112,468 ha, 37% of Gotland).

3.1.3. Areas with Combination of Infiltration, Groundwater Storage, Source and Surface Water Storage
(IA + GS + CD + S + ST)

To narrow down the selection of promising areas for MAR a raster set with different combinations
of IA + GS + CD + S + ST is shown in Table 1 and Figure 3b. These are the best-adapted areas for MAR
construction (recharge through infiltration) based on this study. There are a few stream catchment
areas that appear more promising to work in. Please note that because the raster set with surface water
source/storage is made with a buffer there will be areas with overlapping datasets (Figure 3a).

Class 1 (Table 1) is not present on Gotland in this analysis. The reason is in the construction of the
analysis these conditions cannot exist in the same raster (ha scale). Class 2 is present in ca 7719 ha
(2.5% of Gotland). Areas in this class have good conditions for successful MAR. Class 3 is present in
22,710 ha (7.6% of Gotland). In these areas, there are probably moderate conditions for successful MAR.
Class 4 is present in 2765 ha (0.9% of Gotland). In these areas, there is no surface water source within
the chosen distance.
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Table 1. Synthesis from final step in GIS analyses. GS = Ratio >1.0 groundwater recharge/storage
capacity; CD = Closed depression; IA = sand/gravel >4m; S = Raw water Source; ST = Storage. Location
of mapped classes see Figure 3b.

Class Groundwater Surface Water Area (ha)

1 IA + GS + CD S + ST Not present due to construction of analysis 0
2:1 IA + GS + CD S Good local conditions for MAR 980
1 IA + GS + CD ST Not present, due to construction of analysis 0

2:2 Two of IA, GS, CD S + ST Good local conditions for MAR 512
2:3 Two of IA, GS, CD S Good local conditions for MAR 7207
4:1 Two of IA, GS, CD ST No source within chosen distance 209
3:1 One of IA, GS, CD S + ST Probable local conditions for MAR 3579
3:2 One of IA, GS, CD S Probable local conditions for MAR 19,131
4:2 One of IA, GS, CD ST No source within chosen distance 2556

 

Figure 3. Maps from combined GIS analysis. (a) Combination of overlapping datasets from Figure 2a,b.
Please note that since the raster set with surface water source/storage is made with a buffer there will
be areas with overlapping datasets. (b) Map with the best areas for infiltration/groundwater storage
and source/surface water storage. Classes are defined in the text and summarized in Table 1.

3.2. Estimation of Increased Groundwater Recharge and Groundwater Extraction at MAR Favorable
Groundwater Catchments in Use Today

The presented values for potential infiltration rate and increased withdrawal volumes are
estimations with considerable inherent uncertainty. Furthermore, there are large differences between
the well fields. Site-specific conditions at existing abstraction areas differ due to, e.g., hydrogeology,
number of wells, local water supply demand, quality, abstraction volume, etc. The abstraction volume
in different well fields varies between 25 and 3300 m3/day. There are also differences in estimation
of infiltration capacity between 50–660 m3/day (mostly based on local infiltration capacity) and the
estimated increase in abstraction volume between 25–330 m3/day (also includes the possibility of
adding new wells). The percentage of predicted increased abstraction volume versus mean abstraction
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volume varies between 20–300% for estimated infiltration volume, and 10–150% of increased abstraction
volume, in comparison to numbers for each well field, respectively.

3.3. Comparative Study of Alternative Measures

Figure 4 shows a marginal abatement cost curve for the analyzed measures, in which each measure
is represented by a bar showing its unit cost (bar height) and annual water availability potential (bar
width). As displayed, increased groundwater extraction and desalination had the largest potentials
to improve water availability on Gotland. The water availability potential of desalination can be
much larger, but the calculations here were based on assumptions of one new desalination plant.
Increased groundwater extraction was associated with the lowest costs per cubic meter water provided,
whereas desalination was associated with the highest unit costs. One reason for the high unit cost of
desalination was the long pipelines needed to reach demand centers. In this comparative analysis,
MAR was limited to groundwater recharge in the municipality’s existing well fields. Hence, the
water availability potential of MAR on Gotland may be significantly higher when not constraining the
analysis to those areas. The unit cost of MAR in existing well fields on Gotland was in the same range
as that for increased surface water extraction.

 
Figure 4. Marginal abatement cost curve for alternative measures to improve water resource security
on the island of Gotland (100 SEK ≈ 11 USD).

4. Discussion

The presented data and analysis represent an early stage of mapping of MAR areas (focused on
spreading methods in areas with high infiltration capacity) and estimates of potential and feasibility of
this type of MAR on Gotland. Our project also includes mapping of good local conditions for a local
source, e.g., water supply, which we believe further increases the utility of these study results for water
management on the island. Mapping of suitable MAR areas with GIS is a widely used method [13].
There are uncertainties in both data and accuracy in the analysis, but within these limitations there
is now a detailed picture on possible MAR and source areas which can be used by the municipality,
farmers, and other stakeholders. Concerns regarding the limitations of these GIS analyses have been
raised by, e.g., [14], who suggested that the use of sensitivity analyses of the factors used for MAR
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feasibility studies. In 2016, SGU made a first attempt to apply an overall assessment of the possibilities
of MAR at existing abstraction areas [2]. Results from the present study can now improve the prior
prioritization between MAR and alternative water measures for the island. The results should also be
addressed on more than the water quantity. Increased groundwater recharge by MAR may influence
the quality of the groundwater, e.g., by dilution effects, but also change the salinity levels in the bedrock
aquifers. The municipality can analyze the results and compare with areas that are not used today but
where the presented method shows good potential for MAR. There will be need for validation with
numerical modelling and field tests to increase the strength and substance of the results, as shown in,
e.g., [15–19].

This paper does not use any restrictions on unsuitable areas due to land use, a criterion that has
been used in several analyses [13]. This can preferably be made by water management authorities,
who are more suited to deciding between conflicting interests. Mainly because of the low relief
of Gotland, the often-used parameter “slope” [13] is also not used here. A potentially much more
important criterion is “closed depressions”. This criterion uses the bedrock surface and the slope to
calculate where there are bedrock depressions where water has more time to infiltrate and be stored
as groundwater.

Even though there is a clear picture of the best areas from the perspective of infiltration/groundwater
storage and source/dam, other areas can also take advantage of the presented data. Local conditions—for
example, where the distance to the public water network is long—can make MAR solutions profitable
in those more remote areas. The outcome of favorable areas (from 2000 ha (20 km2) up to at most
43,000 ha (430 km2)) in the analysis of infiltration areas, source areas and the combination of these
should be compared to the area of the island (3000 km2). The designated areas constitute only a small
part of the island, and therefore care must be taken so that these are not destroyed by over-exploitation.

The degree of detail in the results is determined by the available data sets. SGU is working on
an update on a few of the data sets, which will improve the certainty of the result. There are also
several ongoing and future investigations associated with some of the data sets. For example, a few
of the designated areas with a closed depression may be particularly suitable areas for groundwater
dams. This is also the case with depressions that are not completely closed, not used in our
investigation, and hence an interesting subject for future analysis for the viability of this MAR
technique on Gotland. A groundwater dam is a man-made structure that obstructs the natural flow
of groundwater and thereby can store larger quantities of water in the aquifer [31]. The results
from this study are not validated by field studies. The data sets are; however, delivered to the
local authorities for water resources and water management, and for analyses. Once the data sets
are updated, the results may be integrated into the hydrogeological 3D model and calibration of
parameters from field studies may improve future work with MAR on Gotland. The presented
data sets may be tested in the newly developed online tools for suitability mapping, e.g., https:
//dss.inowas.com/tools [32,33]. The resulting suitability maps will be shared at the international MAR
portal (https://apps.geodan.nl/igrac/ggis-viewer/viewer/globalmar/public/default).

The economic aspect of implementing MAR systems to improve potable and agricultural water
supply has previously been investigated in different parts of the world (e.g., [21,22,34]). The associated
capital costs are highly system specific, influenced by, e.g., hydrogeological, socioeconomic and
legal factors [35]. As the economic analysis of MAR in this paper was based on rather small-scale
complimentary infiltration of surface water at existing municipal well fields, no additional costs for
new wells, treatment plants or pre-treatment were considered. The economic analysis was based on
cost estimates associated with infiltration basins, raw water intake and new piping, resulting in a unit
cost of approximately 5 SEK/m3. This can be compared to cost estimates for MAR in Spain ranging
between €0.08–0.58 per m3 [20] (approximately 0.8–6 SEK/m3).

The total water demand on Gotland is forecasted to increase by more than 40% by the year 2045 [1].
This will require water currently not available on the island. To make well-founded decisions on
how to meet this forecasted demand and concurrently increase the preparedness for water scarcity
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situations, thorough decision support is needed. The presented data and analyses can be used to
inform decision-making on measures to increase the amount of water that can be recharged on the
island. Considering the entire island as a single groundwater aquifer would permit a holistic approach
to groundwater management, and the water situation more robust. This is particularly important for
the forecasted increase in public water demand but also for individuals, industry and farmers relying
on private wells. By comparing MAR to alternative measures, in terms of costs and water availability
potential, this paper also provides support in assessments of the measures’ economic viability, usually
an important decision criterion for municipalities, corporations and individuals alike.

5. Conclusions

This paper contributes results from analyses of possible MAR areas and their potential to
increase water availability on the island of Gotland, Sweden. The method can be used to evaluate
the MAR potential in similar areas with the same data sets. The results can be used on different
scales, by authorities, the public water producer, farmers, industry and by people with private wells,
for improved water resource security and further validated with field tests and more detailed models
such as the afore mentioned hydrogeological model. Comprehensive field tests are probably the best
for better understanding the problems in general. However, they are time consuming, and only a
limited number of sites are available to accommodate the tests. In contrast, the GIS analysis allows us
to explore and assess multiple sites with relative ease, yet the validity needs to be carefully checked.
The main results are listed below.

• The best conditions for infiltration and groundwater storage occur in a total area of ca 2000 ha
(0.7% of Gotland), second best in 14,400 ha (4.8% of Gotland), and third best in 43,000 ha (14%
of Gotland).

• Areas with both proximity to a raw water source and conditions for storage in dams occur in a
total area of ca 10,000 ha (3.3% of Gotland).

• An area of ca 7700 ha (2.5% of Gotland) has good local conditions for MAR and an area of ca
22,700 ha (7.5% of Gotland) has moderate local conditions for MAR.

• Decision support is provided by comparing MAR with other measures in a marginal abatement
cost curve, contributing to informed prioritizations and decisions on water resource improvement
on Gotland.

• MAR is not the alternative with the largest water availability potential, but it has significantly
lower marginal costs compared, for example, with desalination, and the potential will increase if
also considering new well fields and in preventing adverse consequences of increased abstraction.

• The water supply potential of MAR in existing well fields (public water supply) was estimated to
be about 35% of the forecasted drinking water supply and 7% of the total water demand gap in
year 2045. The total water supply potential of MAR on Gotland is much larger and is expected to
exceed the demand.
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Abstract: Population growth and increased irrigation demand have caused a decline in groundwater
levels that limit water supply in the Darwin rural area. Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) is a
practical solution that can be adopted to augment stressed groundwater systems and subsequently
increase the security of water supply. Aquifer storage capacity is considered to be the primary
constraint to MAR where unconfined dolostone aquifers rapidly recharge during the tropical, wet
season and drain again in the dry season. As a result, there is a general understanding that aquifers
of this nature recharge to full capacity each wet season. However, the aquifer storage capacity
and the potential for niche opportunities for MAR to alleviate declining groundwater levels has
not previously been examined. This paper uses the Darwin rural area’s Proterozoic Koolpinyah
Dolostone aquifer and the existing Koolpinyah Groundwater System to evaluate the prospects of
MAR using both infiltration and injection techniques. Direct injection wells in an aquifer storage
transfer and recovery (ASTR) scheme were favoured in this area, as injection wells occupy a smaller
surface footprint than infiltration basins. This assessment suggested MAR during the early to mid-dry
season could alleviate the impact of the dry season decline in groundwater levels in the Darwin
rural area. The use of a larger aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) system (5,000,000 m3/year) was
also assessed as a potentially viable technical solution in the northern part of the aquifer where it is
understood to be confined. The ASR scheme could potentially be scaleable to augment the urban
water system and provide strategic long-term storage. Consideration must also be given not only to
the strategic positioning of the ASR water bank, but also to the hydrogeology of the aquifers in which
the systems would be developed. Not all locations or aquifer systems can successfully support a
strategic storage ASR system. Scheme-scale feasibility assessment of an ASR water bank is required.
The study reported here is an early phase of a series of investigations that would typically be required
to demonstrate the viability of any proposal to apply MAR to increase the reliability of conjunctive
groundwater and surface water supplies in stressed water resources systems. It focusses on assessing
suitable storage areas in a lateritic aquifer.

Keywords: Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR); aquifer storage and recovery (ASR); strategic storage;
Northern Australia

1. Introduction

Urban potable water supply systems require a high degree of reliability and security. This can be
challenging where rainfall is seasonal such as in the vicinity of the city of Darwin, Northern Territory,
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Australia. Darwin experiences distinct wet and dry seasons, with 95% of rain falling in the wet-season
months (November to April). The annual average rainfall is 1423 mm.

Darwin’s reticulated water network has traditionally relied upon surface water reservoirs with
a minor component (~15%) from groundwater [1]. Borefields used for urban water supply are in
the peri-urban Darwin rural area and target the Koolpinyah Dolostone aquifer [2]. Reticulated
water demand by urban and industrial users has produced an immediate system yield shortfall of
approximately 5,000,000 m3/year [1]. Locally, the water from this dolostone aquifer is also relied upon
heavily for drinking and irrigation as the Darwin rural area is not connected to reticulated water
supply. A consequence of this is that the residents of the Darwin rural area are particularly vulnerable
to consecutive years of poor rainfall.

In 2016, the groundwater levels for the most part were low if not the lowest recorded for the past
ten years for most of the Darwin rural area in the vicinity of the municipal borefield area (Figure 1).
End of dry-season water levels can result in risk to the water supply for many groundwater users in
this area and to nearby groundwater dependent ecosystems, such as Howard Springs. Figure 1b shows
that the dry season groundwater levels approach the level at which Howard Springs reportedly ceases
to flow [1,3]. MAR has been put forward as an option to help augment the stressed groundwater
resource in the Darwin rural area. Previously, the potential for MAR in this area has been dismissed [4]
without any technical assessment of viability using available data.

Figure 1. Hydrographs of bores in the Darwin rural area: (a) RN009266 at Middle Point and (b) RN009421
at Howard Springs.

This study investigates the potential for managed aquifer recharge (MAR) to: (i) reduce the risk
of water stress for residents in the Darwin Rural Area; and (ii) provide addition storage capacity for
reticulated supplies for urban and industrial use in Darwin. It examines how the options can interact to
provide urban water supply security for the Darwin rural area and the potential for the development
of a strategic storage for the City of Darwin. Specifically, it considers the potential for MAR into the
most water stressed parts of the Koolpinyah Dolostone aquifer (e.g., MAR1-5 in Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Location of modelling scenarios: Infiltration basin and well injection scenarios where
aquifer is unconfined at MAR1-5; ASR Water bank scenarios where aquifer is confined in the northern
section. White and black circles indicate a prospective location for a strategic ASR water bank (1.5 and
5 Mm3/year). MAR scenarios are described in detail in Table 1.

Both the augmentation of the Darwin rural peri-urban system and a strategic ASR scheme are
favoured in an aquifer that has generally high hydraulic conductivity, low specific yields, a suitably
large volume of unsaturated sediments, natural boundaries that limit vertical and horizontal losses of
the stored water, and low salinity of the native groundwater. For the ASR scheme to be successful,
the hydraulic conductivity of the storage aquifer must be high to allow high rates of infiltration or
injection over a relatively short wet season period as well as enabling high rates of extraction of the
stored water to meet urban requirements.

The general understanding is that unconfined aquifers in the Darwin catchments rapidly recharge
to full capacity during the wet season and drain again in the dry season [4], a common occurrence
in unconfined, shallow aquifers. Aquifer storage capacity in the wet season, when there is access
to a source of water for recharge, is considered to be the primary constraint to replenishing these
unconfined aquifers via MAR [5]. However, the aquifer storage capacity of the Koolpinyah Dolostone
and the potential for MAR have not previously been examined. This study addresses this knowledge
gap by considering niche opportunities for MAR, by assessing the additional volume of water that
could be recharged to alleviate the impact of current pumping for urban water supply, rural residential
use and horticultural water supply. This study can be considered as a pre-feasibility assessment using
available information and has the following objectives:
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• Can MAR be used to reduce the groundwater stress (reduce the decline in groundwater levels
during the dry season) in the Darwin rural area?

• Which MAR type is most effective (i.e., infiltration or injection)?
• Is there potential for well injection in the confined part of the aquifer for a strategic urban storage

during the wet season?

Table 1. Howard East modelling scenarios.

Modelling
Scenario

Description Summary of Key Results

Base Case

Base case without MAR, simulated 1996–2014

Groundwater contours on 30 November 2009 (end of dry season) used for
comparison to MAR scenarios
Base case groundwater levels on 30 November 2009 were used to set trigger
values for MAR scenarios

MAR scenarios,
detailed below:

MAR scenarios, simulated 1996–2014
Groundwater contours 30 November 2009 (end of dry season) compared to the
base case

SC1a infiltration
mid-dry season

Infiltration basins in five stressed locations, infiltration rate of 0.015 m/d, recharge
targets layer 1 in the model, recharge triggered by water level (MAR1, 2, 4 and
5~18 mAHD; MAR3~10 mAHD)

Infiltration rate limited by storage capacity of the
aquifer in locations tested
Model discretization too coarse to represent the cone
of depression and limits the trigger to recharge in
MAR2, 4 & 5
Evaluation focuses on MAR1 & 3, where recharge
was triggered

SC1b injection
mid-dry season

ASTR wells in five stressed locations, injection rate of 1370 m3/d, recharge targets
layer 3 in the model, recharge triggered by water level (MAR1, 2, 4 & 5~18
mAHD; MAR3~10 mAHD)

Recharge triggered mainly between August and
December
Model discretization too coarse to represent the cone
of depression and limits the trigger to recharge in
MAR2, 4 & 5
Evaluation focuses on MAR1 & 3, where recharge
was triggered

SC1c injection
wet season

ASR bores in the confined part of the aquifer, to the north of the stressed
locations, recharge targets layer 3 in the model

Injected water does not migrate far from point of
injection
End wet season mound ~+10 m

Five ASR bores, approximately 100 m deep were located around 20 km to the
north of the stressed area, injection rate of 2,740 m3/d/bore for 120 days

End dry season drawdown ~−5 m
Model grid is relatively coarse in this area,
monitoring wells are limitedParticle tracking with random walk (longitudinal dispersity (αL) = 100,

transverse dispersity (αT) = 10, effective porosity (ηe) = 0.04) was used to
evaluate migration of injected water away from the ASR bores

SC2a injection
early dry season

ASTR wells in two stressed locations (MAR1 & 3), injection rate of 1,370 m3/d,
recharge targets layer 3 in the model, recharge applied at the start of the dry
season for ~3 months, pumping from municipal bores in stressed area removed

Recharge applied April to July in MAR1 & 3

Constant head maintained from 1 April (or when heads declined between trigger)
to 1 July, MAR1 constant head of 36 mAHD, MAR3 constant head of 20 m AHD

SC2b injection
wet season

ASR bores in the confined part of the aquifer, to the north of the stressed
locations, recharge targets layer 3 in the model, pumping from municipal bores in
stressed area removed

Injected water does not migrate far from point of
injection
End wet season mound ~+20 m

16 ASR bores, approximately 100 m deep were located around 20 km to the north
of the stressed area, injection rate of 2740 m3/d/bore for 120 days

End dry season drawdown ~−10 m
Model grid is relatively coarse in this area,
monitoring wells are limitedParticle tracking with random walk (aL =1 00, aT = 10, ηe = 0.04) was used to

evaluate migration of injected water away from the ASR bores

Available surface water is assumed to be the source of water for recharge. The current Darwin
Regional Water Supply Strategy does not address the vulnerability of water supply in the Darwin rural
area [1]. Instead, it focuses on diversifying supply options to increase security and sustainability of
supply to the Greater Darwin Region. Therefore, this paper is the first investigation of the potential to
apply MAR to increase the reliability of conjunctive groundwater and surface water supplies in the
rural area, a seasonally stressed water resource. However, the detailed technical, social and economic
feasibility of specific MAR configurations is not addressed. The Australian MAR Guidelines [6] provide
a comprehensive risk-based framework for assessment of scheme-scale technical feasibility, addressing
human health and environmental risks along with operational issues such as clogging.
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2. Methodology

2.1. Koolpinyah Groundwater System Model

The Northern Territory Government’s Koolpinyah Groundwater System model was used to
investigate the potential for MAR in the Koolpinyah Dolostone (i) to augment seasonally declining
groundwater levels to prevent private water supply bores failing during the dry season and (ii) to
provide a larger, potentially long-term strategic storage for urban water supply. The Koolpinyah
Dolostone is largely unconfined in the stressed areas where augmentation is assessed, while to the
north it is confined by mudstone.

The current Koolpinyah Groundwater System model was developed using the FEFLOW code.
The model is fully described by CloudGMS [2]. The model domain covers approximately 1600 km2,
including the Howard River catchment and the western part of the Adelaide River catchment and
includes the extent of the Koolpinyah Dolomite based on the interpretation of airborne magnetics
and electromagnetic data [2]. It comprises three layers: layer 1 (the upper layer) represents the
laterite aquifer, layer 2 represents the Cretaceous sediments within the weathered dolomite and layer
3 represents the fractured zone of the Koolpinyah Dolomite. The Koolpinyah Groundwater System
model was calibrated on groundwater levels and dry season discharge measurements, over the period
from 1980 to 2014, using the automated inversion software PEST [2]. Extraction volumes are uncertain,
as rural residential water use is not metered.

The model is reported to be Category 2, with the capacity to achieve Category 3, according the
Australian Groundwater Modelling Guidelines [7], due to a reasonably long observation data set over
the areas with greatest stress and since projected pumping scenarios have stresses similar in magnitude.

There are five types of boundary conditions in the model:

• No-flow boundaries around the western and southern portions of the model domain and at the
bottom of layer 3. No-flow boundaries to the south-west represent the presence of low permeability
basement rocks that would impede radial flow and increase mounding. It is acknowledged that
the proximity of the area of interest (stressed areas) to the no-flow boundary may impact on
simulation results.

• Constant head (Dirichlet) boundary conditions representing spring discharge from the dolostone.
• Seepage surface boundary conditions at the ground surface.
• Transfer (Cauchy) boundary conditions representing the fluxes at the coast and Adelaide River.
• Well boundary conditions to represent groundwater withdrawal.

2.2. Modelling Scenarios for Peri-Urban Groundwater Augmentation and a Strategic Storage

The modelling scenarios to consider the potential for MAR in this rural area were simulated over
the period 1996 to 2014 and focused on five stressed locations selected for recharge augmentation:
MAR1 to MAR5 (Figure 2). Infiltration (SC1a) and injection (SC1b, SC2a) techniques were both assessed.
At MAR1–MAR5, the Koolpinyah Dolostone is unconfined, and hydraulic heads were used to trigger
and halt the enhanced recharge under these scenarios.

A key constraint for inter-seasonal recharge is securing a source of water during the dry season
when the storage capacity becomes available in the aquifer. Therefore, the potential of a scheme to
store water in the wet season, when it is likely to be available, was investigated. For this purpose, a
strategic water bank formed with an ASR wellfield (SC1c, SC2b) was simulated to the north of the
drawdown area (Figure 2) where the aquifer is understood to be confined (Figure 2). Each MAR
scenario was compared to the base case (without MAR). Modelling scenarios are summarised in Table 1
and described in the following text.

In the stressed area, the first stage of modelling assessed the feasibility and type of MAR during
the dry season (SC1a and SC1b, mid dry season). Hydraulic heads at a point in the centre of the
MAR sites were used to trigger recharge augmentation, via using either infiltration basins or injection
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wells (Aquifer Storage Transfer Recovery (ASTR)). Trigger values were set equal to the observed
end of dry season (30 November 2009) hydraulic head without MAR (MAR1, 2, 4 and 5~18 mAHD;
MAR3~10 mAHD). A node spacing was allowed between recharge (MAR) and recovery locations
(existing bores) to reduce interference.

The second stage of modelling considered the potential for MAR via injection (ASTR) with
injection commencing at the start of the dry season for approximately three months until the start of
July at MAR1 and MAR3 (SC2a, early dry season). A constant head was maintained from 1 April (or
when heads declined below the trigger) to 1 July (MAR1 constant head of 36 mAHD applied, MAR3
constant head of 20 mAHD applied). Importantly, this scenario removed pumping from town water
supply bores to assess the potential benefits to the stressed areas of using the strategic ASR water bank
for town water supply.

In the assessment of the ASR water bank, the first stage of modelling considered 1,500,000 m3/year
of injection and recovery (SC1c) (5 ASR bores, 27.4 m3/day per bore for 120 days). The ASR water bank
scenario was developed further in the second stage of modelling (SC2b), with a 5,000,000 m3/year
water bank (16 SR bores, 27.4 m3/day per bore for 120 days) replacing extraction for town water supply
in the stressed area.

3. Results and Discussion

This first stage of modelling was used to determine if MAR recharge via infiltration or injection
was more feasible for this area. The opportunity to create a strategic ASR water bank further to the
north in the confined part of the aquifer was also investigated.

Both infiltration and injection modelling scenarios in the stressed areas were limited by the
established model construction and scale. In areas where the cone of depression was not well
represented, the node spacing between recharge and recovery locations resulted in limited instances
where recharge was triggered in areas MAR2, 4 and 5. Recharge was triggered at MAR1 and MAR3
(Figure 3) and both techniques achieved a comparable gain in groundwater level when recharge was
triggered (Figure 4).

The end of dry-season hydraulic head within a currently stressed area can clearly be increased
by MAR (Figure 5, e.g., for injection). At MAR1, the impact on end of dry-season water table was up
to 8 m when recharge was applied midway through the dry season and ~2 m when applied at the
start of the wet season (Figure 4). The results for MAR3 indicate that infiltration basins and injection
wells applying recharge midway through the dry season could cause the water table to rise by ~10
to 15 m at the end of the dry season (Figure 4). Injection at the start of the dry season resulted in an
approximately 6 m increase over the base case in end of dry-season water table (Figure 4). However,
further assessment is required of the potential for any rise in hydraulic head at the end of the dry
season to protect against bores running dry remains.

Overall, the injection (ASTR) method was considered more prospective than infiltration due to
fewer land use constraints. In the infiltration scenarios, an infiltration rate of 0.015 m/d was adopted to
prevent excessing mounding, which resulted in heads approaching the surface and the invoked seepage
face boundary conditions. The properties assigned to layer 1, representing the surficial laterite layer,
could allow higher infiltrations fluxes; however, the lower permeability of layer 2 impedes vertical
groundwater movement and results in excessive mounding. With a low infiltration rate (<0.02 m/d) a
large area of land (>100 ha) would be required for infiltration basins. Land availability for infiltration
basins is influenced by land use, which may be achievable in areas with larger block sizes, but areas to
the west may not be as prospective due to basin area relative to block sizes.
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Figure 3. Comparison of monthly modelled recharge volume under infiltration (SC1a) or injection
(SC1b, SC2a) type MAR scenarios: SC1a and SC1 b recharge occurs during mid-dry season, recharge
triggered by dry season minimum hydraulic head of MAR1~18 mAHD, MAR3~10 mAHD. SC2a
recharge occurs early dry season, constant head maintained from 1 April to 1 July, MAR1 constant head
of 36 mAHD, MAR3 constant head of 20 m AHD.

In the mid-dry season MAR scenarios, most of the augmented recharge was typically triggered
between August and December each year. This interval coincides with the period of highest rural
residential groundwater use (June to December) when surface water is in high demand for reticulated
supply. Despite this competition for water, the volume of recharge required for the inter-seasonal MAR
is small (i.e., 1–5,000,000 m3/year), and therefore is unlikely to have a significant impact on the volume
of water in surface storage.

The potential for recharge at the start of the dry season was assessed in the second stage of
modelling, through application of a constant head from the end of the wet season to the start of July
(Table 1). Recharge was typically triggered for 3 months and the median recharge over the simulation
period was 1,200,000 m3/year. The magnitude of the increase in hydraulic head at the end of the dry
season was less than for the mid-dry season recharge scenario due to the time interval that recharge
was triggered in, but presumably having an impact over a larger area. End of dry season hydraulic
head declines suggest that sufficient storage remains available for wet-season recharge.
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Figure 4. Example cross-section of hydraulic head response under infiltration (SC1a) or injection (SC1b,
SC2a) type MAR scenarios at (a) MAR1 and (b) MAR3 for end of dry season groundwater level (30
November 2009). SC1a and SC1b Recharge occurs during the mid-dry season, recharge triggered by dry
season minimum groundwater level of MAR1~18 mAHD, MAR3~10 mAHD. SC2a Recharge occurs
in the early dry season, with constant groundwater level maintained from 1 April to 1 July, MAR1
constant head of 36 mAHD, MAR3 constant head of 20 mAHD. Location of the cross-section is shown
on Figure 5.

Figure 5. Hydraulic head response to an ASTR (injection well) MAR scheme (SC1b) triggered by
declining hydraulic heads. Recharge is typically triggered between August and December. (a) The base
case without MAR and (b) with the effect with MAR.

Maintaining hydraulic heads at the start of the dry season may be more practical and economical
than waiting until later in the dry season when surface water resources are likely to be stressed and may
not be available for MAR. Proximity to groundwater discharge locations would need to be assessed if
this option was to be considered in more detail, to ensure the additional recharge is maintained within
the aquifer. The scenarios considered indicate a reduction in the dry-season hydraulic head declines;
however, the effectiveness of MAR in providing protection to individual groundwater users would
need to take bore construction details into account. Infrastructure from the recharge source to recharge
locations would also be required.
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The ASR water bank scenario recharged a confined portion of the aquifer in the wet season and
the model results suggest that the injected water remained localised (<2 km from the ASR bore) to the
ASR borefield. With 1,500,000 m3/year of injection and recovery, hydraulic head increased by ~10 m at
the end of the wet season and declined by ~5 m at the end of the dry season, when compared to the
base case without MAR. Increasing this to 5,000,000 m3/year of injection and recovery, hydraulic head
increased by ~20 m at the end of the wet season and declined by ~10 m at the end of the dry season, in
relation to the base case.

The potential for development of a 5,000,000 m3/year water bank to replace extraction for municipal
supply in the stressed area of the Koolpinyah Dolostone was considered. The cessation of pumping from
the municipal supply bores alone provided only localised benefits that did not alleviate groundwater
declines in all of the five MAR locations assessed, due to multiple uses (irrigation, rural residential).
The MAR water banking approach could serve as a longer-term option for urban water cycle resilience
against reduced recharge during poor wet seasons. While the end user has not been defined, it is
possible that the ASR water bank could contribute to Darwin urban water supply. Infrastructure from
the recharge source to the ASR site and from the ASR site to the end user would be required. This
approach is of broad international interest as it demonstrates that there is potential niche application
of MAR in lateritic aquifers that have been previously dismissed as unsuitable for MAR. The study
demonstrates that there may be opportunities to develop strategic urban water supplies in aquifers,
though further investigations would be required to develop a specific scheme.

MAR scheme numerical modelling is typically undertaken at local (scheme) scale of a few
kilometres, rather than the regional scale (10s to 100s of kilometres) of the Koolpinyah Groundwater
System model. Due to the scale of the existing model, its discretization and the proximity of the stressed
areas to the no-flow boundary, it is not possible to evaluate the hydraulic impact of individual MAR
schemes. Nonetheless, this regional scale model was sufficient to undertake an entry-level assessment
of MAR feasibility.

This pre-feasibility assessment suggests MAR may be beneficial in the Darwin rural area;
however, scheme-scale feasibility assessment of an ASR water bank is required. The Australian MAR
Guidelines [6] provide a comprehensive risk-based framework for assessment of scheme-scale technical
feasibility, addressing human health and environmental risks along with operational issues such as
clogging. Regardless of MAR technique, it is necessary to assess the risk of clogging due to recharge
water quality and how this can be managed to ensure a sustainable operation.

This study is innovative, as the general area proposed for an ASR water bank has very little existing
groundwater use or hydrogeological data. This is a common theme to many Mar investigations and at
times may lead to pre-mature dismissal of MAR opportunities in aquifer such as these. Nevertheless,
it will be essential to confirm the degree of confinement and the hydraulic response to MAR, the water
quality within the storage zone and its potential impact on the utility of recovered water for urban
supply and measures to minimize the impact of well clogging. In addition to MAR technical feasibility,
it is essential to consider solutions which are supported by the community and are economically
viable. Considerable investment in infrastructure would be required for MAR to alleviate stress
across multiple areas in the Darwin rural area. However, a combined approach, with actions such
as demand management and well maintenance, may prove to be lower cost than alternative water
supply strategies.

4. Conclusions

Through this MAR modelling assessment, it was concluded that MAR (by a variety of means)
is technically feasible to augment recharge and reduce the magnitude of groundwater decline in the
Darwin rural area. Recharge via direct injection may be favoured due to having a smaller surface
footprint, particularly in the more urbanised areas. The availability of a source of water for recharge
during the dry season was considered a potential constraint for MAR. However, the volume of recharge
required for the inter-seasonal MAR is small (i.e., 1-5,000,000 m3/year), and therefore is unlikely to have
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a significant impact on the volume of water in surface storage. Of particular interest internationally is
that this study identified an opportunity for a strategic water bank of 5,000,000 m3/year using ASR
wells to the north of the stressed area is another option to augment groundwater resources, storing
wet-season excess surface water in the confined part of the aquifer for use when needed.

This pre-feasibility assessment suggests MAR may be beneficial in lateritic aquifers such as the
Darwin rural area and that this assessment could be of broader interest in evaluating lateritic aquifers
that have typically been deemed unsuitable for MAR.
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Abstract: Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) constitutes a potential and promising solution to
deal with several water management issues: water shortage, water level depletion, groundwater
pollution, and saline water intrusion. Among others, the proper siting and cost evaluation of such a
solution constitutes sources of uncertainty for the implementation of MAR schemes. In this study,
we proposed a methodology for the assessment of the levelised cost of recharged water through
an infiltration basin, including investment and operating costs. The method was implemented in
a GIS-tool in order to build maps of levelised costs at the aquifer scale. The sensitivity analysis
allows for the identification of the main natural characteristics (water quality and availability, etc.),
technical (system life duration, recharge volume objective, etc.), and economic parameters (energy
price, discount rate, etc.) that dominate the final cost estimate. The method was applied to a specific
case study on an alluvial aquifer in Southern France. This new information on the economic feasibility
of MAR scheme should be incorporated with more classical GIS-MCDA (relying on soil characteristics,
aquifer storage capacity, land use, etc.) in order to properly site the system. Further information on
financial and economic feedback from MAR implementation and research on the fate of recharged
water are needed for a better benefits evaluation of this solution.

Keywords: infiltration basin; cost function; suitability map; groundwater; MAR; GIS-MCDA

1. Introduction

Groundwater is the world’s largest freshwater resource. It provides an increasing quantity of
water for irrigated agriculture and hence for global food security. If groundwater abstraction exceeds
the natural recharge for a long period of time, intensive use and induced groundwater depletion
occur. Depletion is widespread in large groundwater systems of the world [1]. Excessive extraction for
irrigation where groundwater is slowly renewed is the main cause of the depletion, and climate change
should exacerbate the problem in some regions where natural recharge is expected to decrease (the
Mediterranean area for example). The effects of groundwater depletion are complex and dependent on
the aquifer, and include (i) lowering of water tables leading to increased cost of pumping or drying up of
wells [2]; (ii) reduced groundwater baseflow to streams, springs, and wetlands affecting ecosystems [2];
and (iii) land subsidence potentially damaging buildings and infrastructure [2]. Lowered water tables
can lead to salinization by saltwater intrusion in coastal regions. Similarly, groundwater depletion can
promote the spread of other types of pollution [2].

Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) constitutes very promising solutions for dealing with water
shortage, water level depletion, groundwater pollution, and saline water intrusion [3]. It consists
of infiltrating water abstracted from surface water resources (rivers, streams, lakes, etc.) through
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infiltration basins (indirect recharge) or injection wells (direct recharge [4]) in order to increase the
natural groundwater recharge.

It is important to properly locate MAR systems according to the infiltration characteristics of
the soil, the aquifer capacity to store water, the water resource location, and land use constraints.
The site suitability assessment for MAR can be achieved by combining multi-criteria decision analysis
(MCDA) for solving spatial problems with geographical information systems (GIS). For that purpose,
many studies have been published in the literature describing methods for mapping the technical
suitability of MAR solutions, most of them using GIS tools [5–7]. They combined the spatial analysis
capacity of GIS with MCDA methodology that guides the decision making process—the resulting
approach is called GIS-MCDA and has been recently implemented on web tools [8].

Despite many benefits and demonstrated advantages of the MAR, the growth of this solution has
been much lower than expected due to the lack of a sound economic feasibility analysis. The performance
and cost–benefit analysis of MAR scheme are key factors for the sustainability of this solution [9].
The costs of MAR schemes are influenced by a wide variety of hydrogeological, socio-economic, and
legal and institutional factors [10].

A short review of GIS-MCDA for suitability mapping of MAR schemes shows that, except for a
few studies [11], the cost is rarely included in such an analysis, maybe because of a lack of feedback on
costs and financial data on MAR devices [10]. Despite the fact that several environmental variables
(such as soil infiltration rate [12]) constitute a surrogate for economic evaluation, a specific economic
analysis of MAR can bring about substantial information into a GIS-MCDA for MAR location [11].

In this study, we proposed to elaborate the cost function of recharge devices, taking into account
capital and operating costs in order to compute the levelised cost of MAR. This cost function was
spatially distributed in order to build a map of levelised cost in the study area. This method allowed
for the identification of the part of a territory where the cost of MAR is expected to be lower compared
with other regions, subject to the hydrogeological characteristics that affect aquifer storage capacity,
the ability to recover water for high valued uses, and the environmental impacts of imposed changes
to groundwater conditions.

2. Methodology

2.1. MAR Project Design

One MAR scheme can be divided into several engineering components (Figure 1): water abstraction
system from the surface stream, water transfer pipe, pretreatment system, infiltration basin, and surface
and groundwater monitoring.

Figure 1. Main engineering components of a managed aquifer recharge (MAR) scheme with infiltration
basin and associated investment (IC) and operating costs (OC).
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Several parameters or natural characteristics constitute a set of values that characterize the MAR
scheme project (Table 1). The size of an infiltration basin depends on the natural characteristics of the
soil and the target water volume (Q) to be recharged. The soil infiltration rate (i) is a key parameter as
the surface area (SB) of the required infiltration basin is inversely proportional to this soil characteristic.
The basin size is also linearly proportional to the target volume of recharge. The rate and the yearly
duration of infiltration (N) are dependent on the water availability into the surface reservoir and
provide the instantaneous flow rate (q) that are taken into account for calculating the diameter di
of the pipes necessary for transferring the water from the abstraction place to the infiltration basin.
Distance D and elevation difference Z between the surface water resource and the infiltration basin
constitute the main characteristics to design the transfer infrastructure. The main parameters of such a
project are listed in Table 1. These parameters are used for estimating the cost of the MAR scheme.
Other site-specific parameters may also be incorporated in the analysis.

Table 1. Main parameters of an MAR scheme with infiltration basin project design.

Process Parameter Parameter Unit Comment

Water monitoring No specific
parameter - - -

Water abstraction

Recharge rate Q m3/year
Annual recharge rate
objective for the MAR

Recharge duration
per year N d/year

Yearly duration of the
period during which water

can be abstracted

Flow rate q = Q
N

m3/day
m3/h

Daily/hourly flow rate for
pipe diameter sizing

Water transfer

Distance D m Between abstraction and
recharge pointsAltitude difference Z m

Head losses H =
−Z + 0.011D m Assumption: linear head

losses = 0.01 m/m of pipe

Pipe diameter di = 22.9 q0.4 mm Hydraulic law

Water pretreatment No specific
parameter - - -

Water infiltration

Soil infiltration rate i m/day From in situ measurements

Infiltration basin
surface area SB =

q
i m2

Scheme surface
area SS = 1, 1 S m2

Assumption: 10% extra
land necessary for

neighbouring

Basin depth d m d between 1 and 3 m

2.2. Economical Approach-Cost Function

On the basis of the parameters/characteristics from Table 1, a cost function was built in order to
compute the capital and operating costs of a MAR scheme using infiltration basins. These costs are
described below according to the engineering component to which they are associated (Figure 1) and
summarized in Table 2.

2.2.1. Investment Costs

The investment costs of a MAR project such as an infiltration basin cover seven main expenditure
items:

- Cost of preliminary studies (IC1): All preliminary characterization studies of the recharge site
(e.g., geological and hydrogeological characterization, technico-economic study, impact study,
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and preparation of the authorization file). In general, in “water” projects, this cost represents
between 5% and 20% of the total investment cost depending on the size and complexity of the
recharge project.

- Water abstraction cost (IC2): cost of civil engineering works for the pumping of water out of the
river/canal, as well as pumping equipment (in the case where gravity supply is not possible).

- Water transfer cost (IC3): in most cases, it will be necessary to transfer the water to the recharge
site. This investment item concerns the construction of water transfer infrastructure including
the supply pipeline. Depending on distances (up to a few tens of kilometres) and volumes,
this investment cost item can be significant in relation to the total investment.

- Cost of recharge water (pre)treatment units (IC4): the quality of the recharge water must meet
regulation standards for recharge authorization. At a minimum, intermediate settling and
filtration basins (primary treatment) could be required to limit the clogging of the recharge
structures. Additional treatment (secondary or tertiary treatment) may be required (especially in
the case of direct recharge).

- Costs related to land acquisition (IC5): the cost of purchasing land for the construction of
infiltration basins, which may be significant depending on the location of the recharge site (rural
or urbanized environment). It depends on the number and total surface area of the basins, which in
turn will depend on the infiltration rate (i) and instantaneous flow rate (q) of the selected site.

- Cost of infiltration basins (IC6): in general, this is the main investment item. These costs include
the design (civil engineering) and construction of infiltration basins (injection wells in the case of
direct recharge), as well as associated equipment.

- Other costs (IC7): costs of monitoring equipment (e.g., construction of piezometers), and ancillary
works (e.g., protection and development of the recharge site).

2.2.2. Operating Costs

Operating costs cover the operating and maintenance costs of the MAR device. These are annual
and recurring costs, expressed in €/year. These expenses can also be grouped into seven main items:

- Water purchase cost (OC1): if applicable, includes the purchase cost in the case of withdrawal
from a water canal or network, as well as charges, levies, or other taxes.

- Maintenance cost of the water intake (OC2): includes the maintenance of the recharge water
pumping system in the river.

- Energy cost (OC3): corresponds with the electricity consumption of the equipment and pumping
system used to supply the recharge water to the recharge site (if not gravity-fed). It will depend
on the flow rate and the price of energy.

- Pre-treatment operational cost (OC4): the operational and maintenance costs of the infrastructure
for pre-treatment of groundwater (excluding investment). They include, for example, the cost of
maintaining and cleaning settling tanks, the cost of chlorination products, etc.

- Cost of maintenance and upkeep of infiltration basins (OC5): includes the maintenance of the
recharge device (e.g., cleaning of infiltration basins) and its surroundings.

- Monitoring cost (OC6): all the costs related to the control and periodic monitoring of groundwater
or recharge water quality (e.g., laboratory analysis cost) or the costs associated with checking the
proper functioning of the device (essentially labour costs if an automated control system is not set
up).

- Other annual expenses (OC7): includes all financial expenses not mentioned above: administrative
and personnel management expenses, financial expenses on investment and insurance loans, etc.

2.2.3. Levelised Cost

For a MAR scheme, the levelised costs can be defined as the constant level of cost each year to
cover all the capital, operating, and maintenance expenses over the life of a MAR project divided by
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the annual volume of recharge (or infiltration). Levelised costs provide an effective means to compare
the costs of water from alternative projects [13]. The levelised cost takes into account the duration life
(T) of the MAR scheme and the depreciation (or discount) rate r, which is the rate at which the value of
an asset is reduced each year.

The levelised cost is computed using equations described in Table 2, some of them from the
cost Observatory of Rhône Mediterranean Corsica Water Agency (AERMC). The latest provided the
levelised cost of pretreatment; therefore, for this cost only, we used assumptions on levelised cost.
Finally, the levelised cost is computed using Equation No. 2 (Table 2), considering life duration of the
MAR scheme and the discount rate.

Table 2. Summary of costs for a MAR scheme (recharge through infiltration basin option). α and β are
fractional parameters in order to define specific costs as a fraction of other costs.

Process Cost Description Unit Cost/Value Comment

Other

IC1: engineering
studies € IC1 = α1

7∑
i=2

ICi α1 ratio of engineering
studies costs

α7 ratio of yearly costsOC7: other yearly
costs €/year OC7 = α7

6∑
i=1

OCi

Water abstraction

IC2: pump
installation € IC2 =

4520 q + 180800 q (l/s)

OC1: water cost
€/year

OC1 = SF + Pw Q SF: subscription fee (€/year)
Pw: water price (€/m3)

OC2: pump
maintenance OC2 = α2 IC2

Assumption: portion of
investment costs

Water transfer
IC3: pipe building € IC3 =

D(0.71 di + 19.5) di: pipe diameter (mm)

OC3: lifting energy €/year OC3 = 24 N Pe Q H
367 η

Pe: electricity price (€/m3)
η: pump efficiency

Water treatment

IC4: system building €

LC4 = β4 (€/m3)

30% of LC4

OC4: system
maintenance €/year 70% of LC4

Water infiltration

IC5: land purchase €/m2 IC5 = LMV SS Land market value (€/m2)

IC6: basin building € IC6 =
2.28 SBd + 61100

OC5: basin
maintenance €/year

OC5 =
(Pc+Ps)

Nc
SBHC + 0.1 PmSB

Nc: Years between two
dragging processes

Hc: Sand height to be
dragged (m)

Pc: Sand dragging price
(€/m3)

Ps: Sand price (€/m3)
Pm: Neighbours

maintenance price
(€/m2/year)

Water monitoring

IC7: monitoring
equipment € IC7 = β7 Assumption

OC6: yearly
monitoring €/year IC6 = β6 Assumption

Total

Capital costs IC
(CAPEX) € IC =

7∑
i=1

ICi Total of IC

Operational costs OC
(OPEX) €/year OC =

7∑
i=1

OCi Total of OC

Operating life T year T

Discount rate r Decimal r

Capital recovery
factor (CRF) Decimal CRF =

r (1 +r)T

(1 +r)T−1
No.1

Levelised cost €/m3 LC = CRF CC+OC
Q No.2
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2.3. Costs Mapping Method

In the mapping approach, the study area is gridded according to the DEM resolution (50 × 50 m
cell size). In each cell, a land value is determined according to local databases and the infiltration rate
is deduced from permeability maps built for numerical modelling studies of the aquifer. For each cell
(column i, raw j), shortest distances Dn

i,j to surface resources (stream or lake) n are computed along
with the corresponding elevation difference Zn

i,j between the abstraction cell and the infiltration cell
(Figure 2). Using these data, one levelised cost is computed for each cell and n associated surface water
resources. Then, for building the cost map, the minimum levelised cost is calculated among the n
available resources according to:

LCi, j = min
(
LC1

i, j, LC2
i, j . . . LCn

i, j

)
(1)

The minimum cost is therefore considered for each cell of the analysis domain.

Figure 2. Cells gridding of the study area (example for a case with n = 3 available water resources: two
streams and one lake). Dn

i,j and Hn
i,j are, respectively, minimum distance and elevation difference

between the cell (i,j) and resource n.

3. Reference Case Study

3.1. Case Study Description

The reference case used was the Vistrenque and Costières Plain case study (VCP). This aquifer
is located in Southern France between the Gardon River to the east and the Vidourle River to the
west (Figure 3). The VCP area consists of a plain (Vistrenque) and a plateau at very low altitude
(Costières) bordered to the north by the Nîmes garrigues and to the south by the Rhône plain and the
Petite Camargue. Several types of unconsolidated rocks, among which alluviums largely dominate,
constitute the aquifer. The VCP aquifer is unconfined on 84% of its surface area and confined on
the rest.

Up until now, the aquifer is considered as being in a fragile hydraulic equilibrium, but the expected
climate change impact on natural recharge and the increase of water abstraction induced by population
concentration should lead to a potential water table decline, as already observed in the past during dry
periods. Apart from water saving measures, MAR through infiltration basin using available surface
water constitutes a possible alternative solution.

There are several surface water resources in the study area:

- The Vidourle River, to the west, is characterized by a very low baseflow and frequent flash floods.
Water could be abstracted only during medium to high flow periods (excluding baseflow period).

- The Vistre River crosses the aquifer from northeast to southwest. Due to bad water quality, this
river does not constitute a possible surface water resource for MAR.
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- The Bas-Rhône and Languedoc regional water company (BRL) canal network conveys water
from the Rhône River mainly for irrigation purposes. Its very well connected network of canals
constitutes an efficient way of bringing surface water into the plains.

Figure 3. Map of the Vistrenque and Costières Plain (VCP) case study. Available surface water for
MAR purposes is identified (in blue: rivers and streams; in green: Bas-Rhône and Languedoc regional
water company (BRL) canal network).

3.2. MAR Design and Characteristics

The characteristics of the MAR scheme project on the VCP case study are summarized at Table 3.
In that case study, the recharge rate objective was fixed at 1 Mm3/year for 8 months (N = 243 days/year)
because surface water (canals or rivers) was not available during 4 months/year in low stages. For
the reference case, we assumed a distance and an elevation difference between the surface resource
and the infiltration basin, respectively, of 1000 m and −10 m. We considered that the solution of free
water (from the river) was preferable to the canal water which is costly. We assumed that a primary
pretreatment was necessary to remove the silt and fine material present in the river water. Its levelised
cost was LC4 = 0.10 €/m3. Other parameters (regarding basin dragging and maintenance) are listed in
Table 3.
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Table 3. Main characteristics of the MAR project on the VCP case study.

Process Parameter Value

Other
Engineering studies cost rate α1 = 0.10

Other yearly costs rate α7 = 0.10

Water abstraction

Recharge rate Q = 106 m3/year

Recharge duration per year N = 243 days/year

Flow rate q = 4115 m3/day
q = 171.5 m3/h

Pump maintenance cost rate α2 = 0.10

Water transfer

Distance D = 1000 m

Altitude difference Z = −10 m

Head losses H = 21 m

Pipe diameter di = 0.179 m

Pump efficiency η = 0.80

Water treatment Levelised cost β4 = 0.10 €/m3

Water infiltration

Soil infiltration rate i = 1 m/day

Infiltration basin surface area SB = 4115 m2

System surface area SS = 4527 m2

Land market value LMV = 1 €/m2

Basin depth d = 2.5 m

Duration between two dragging Nc = 5 years

Sand height to be dragged Hc = 0.30 m

Sand dragging and sand prices Pc = 3 €/m3

Ps = 10 €/m3

Water monitoring
Investment cost β7 = 20,000 €

Operating cost β6 = 0.10

Financial data
MAR scheme life duration T = 30 years

Local discount rate r = 0.04

4. Results

4.1. Reference Case

The total investment cost obtained for the VCP case study was €1.7 million. The predominant
cost items were the cost of implementing the pretreatment system (IC4), as well as the cost (IC2)
of installing the water abstraction system (here, the reference example considered a river intake),
corresponding to 53% and 23% of the total investment cost, respectively (Figure 4). The costs related to
land purchase (IC5) and monitoring costs (IC7) represented a negligible part of the total investment
costs. The investment cost of transferring water (IC3) was low compared to IC4 and IC2. In cases where
the distance D (1000 m in the reference example) between the surface water resource and the recharge
area is higher, this cost item can take a significant part of the total investment cost.

The graph below summarizes the operating costs for the same reference case (Figure 4).
The cleaning was fixed every Nc = 5 years, on a removal and replacement of Hc = 30 cm of gravel
pack. The total operating cost obtained was nearly 130,000 €/year. The predominant cost item was
the cost related to the pre-treatment of water (OC4), corresponding to 54% of the total operating cost
(Figure 4). The water transfer cost (energy, OC3) was reasonably high in our reference example because
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an average altitude difference (−10 m) was chosen. If the water supply to the device was gravitational,
OC3 would have been negligible. In the case where water was drawn from canals or water networks,
the water purchasing cost OC1 became one of the main cost items. Although it was generally perceived
as high by operators, the cost of maintaining the basin and its surroundings (OC5) was found to be low
compared to other cost items, such as OC4.

In this reference case, both investment and operating costs were dominated by pretreatment cost
(i.e., in this case an assumption of a pretreatment levelised cost of 0.10 €/m3).

Figure 4. Partition of the various cost items for the reference case: (a) investment costs, IC (in €) and
(b) operating costs, OC (in €/year).

4.2. Levelised Costs Mapping

The levelised cost map was obtained for the VCP case study applying Equation No. 2 (Table 2)
using parameters from Table 3 and spatial variables distributed on the VCP maps (Figure 5a–d). The
map of levelised cost is presented below (Figure 5e). The black areas correspond to the sectors excluded
from the cost analysis (mask created from the unfavourable sectors from land use analysis), in order to
isolate urbanized, artificialized areas, where it would be impractical and less interesting to install an
MAR device (in addition to the difficulty of estimating land costs on these sectors).

The levelised cost LC ranged from 0.13 €/m3 (along the Vidourle) to nearly 0.55 €/m3 (on the
contours of the entity; Figure 5). The average LC (average over the whole entity) was 0.29 €/m3.
The most prominent criteria were:

- The purchase of water (OC1) from BRL (high costs near the canals and raw water networks of the
Gard);

- The levelised cost of water pre-treatment LC4 (considered at 0.10 €/m3 for BRL resources and
0.05 €/m3 for Vidourle river);

- Distance to resource D (price decreased from surface water resources, linked to the increase in the
cost of water transfer);

- The soil infiltration rate i (less infiltrating zones in orange, made up of Astian sands of the
Costières, less permeable formation than the others, near Beauvoisin, Générac, Saint-Gilles, and
Bellegarde);

- The difference in altitude Z (visible in particular in a flatter area in the commune of Cailar).
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Figure 5. VCP case study: (a) map of soil infiltration rates i (m/day), (b) land market value LMV (€/m2),
(c) distance to one river D (Vidourle in this case), (d) elevation difference Z with closest river/stream,
(e) minimum levelised cost LC map (in black: areas identified as unfavourable to infiltration basins due
to land use constraints, most of the time corresponding to urban areas).

5. Discussion

5.1. Sensitivity Analysis

A systematic sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the effect of various parameters on
the levelised cost of the MAR scheme. Sensitivity is defined as the rate of variation in one factor with
respect to a variation in another factor. The normalized sensitivity is used to compare parameters and
is defined as [14]:

Si,t =
∂O
∂Pi/Pi

(2)

where Si,t is the normalized sensitivity of ith input parameter at time t, O is the output function of the
system (i.e., the levelised cost in this case), and Pi is the ith input parameter of the system (in our case:
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T, Q, r, D, etc.). The partial derivative of this equation can be approximated by a forward differencing
formula as [15]:

∂O
∂Pi

=
O(Pi + ΔPi) −O(Pi)

ΔPi
(3)

The latest equation measures the influence that the fractional variation in a parameter, or its
relative error, has on the output [15].

It must be specified that it is not a GIS-MCDA sensitivity analysis but a sensitivity analysis of the
levelised cost of MAR scheme in the VCP case that has been computed for all the input parameters. They
can be classified into three groups: (i) group 1 contains the highly sensitive parameters: life duration (T),
recharge volume (Q), distance (D), and elevation difference (Z) between water uptake and infiltration
basin, and water purchase and pretreatment costs; (ii) group 2 contains moderately sensitive parameters:
yearly availability of water (N), soil infiltration rate (i), and discount rate (r); (iii) group 3 contains the
lowly sensitive parameters: land market value (LMV), infiltration basin depth (p), duration between
basin desilting (Nc), and thickness (Hc) of sands to scrab. The results for four of the most sensitive
parameters are illustrated at Figure 6 with the following range of variation being explored: system
life duration between 5 and 35 years, distance D between 0 and 5000 m, annual recharge volume
between 0.01 and 5 Mm3/year, and water treatment cost between 0 and 0.30 €/m3. The cost sensitivity is
positively linearly dependent on distance between abstraction and infiltration locations, and on water
treatment cost, which tend to dominate the levelised cost beyond median values. The levelised cost
appears to be highly dependent on annual recharge volume and life duration of the system, especially
at low values of these parameters. This means, for example, that the levelised cost can be highly
reduced by increasing the annual recharge volume up to 1 Mm3/year (≈0.2 of parameter range, x axis
of graph at Figure 6). Regarding the system life duration, the minimum life duration should be above
20 years (>0.5 of parameter range).

 
Figure 6. Levelised cost sensitivity analysis to water treatment cost, recharge water volume, MAR system
life duration, and distance between the abstraction and recharge locations.

5.2. Approach Limitations and Outlines

This methodology relies on several assumptions regarding various costs and technical
characteristics of the MAR scheme, which result in uncertainties in the final computed levelised
cost screening. Therefore, the method should not be used as an accurate tool in a prefeasibility analysis
but as a tool to compare several options concerning, for example, (i) the location of the MAR scheme,
(ii) the water resource which will be used, or (iii) the required pretreatment processes. The tool
can also be improved during the pre-project analysis as new data and information are collected in
engineering studies.
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The various criteria considered in the cost function are derived from various sources; economic
and financial feedback; and, in some cases, are based exclusively on expert opinion, in the absence
of information from the literature. It is therefore important to consider that the costs obtained at the
end of this analysis are orders of magnitude, based on a certain number of assumptions. For this
reason, the method should be used in a relative way, with the objective to site projects at locations with
relatively low costs.

The cost assessment carried out in this study is similar to a cost–efficiency analysis (CEA),
considering that all the volumes of water brought to the infiltration basin are recharged and stored in
groundwater. No consideration was given to the capacity of the aquifer to store infiltrated water, nor the
ability to retain it so that it can be recovered for high-valued uses. Part of the recharged water may
enhance the discharge of groundwater to watercourses or other aquifers. Additional hydrogeological
investigations are needed in order to evaluate the contribution of recharged water to intended economic
and environmental benefits. The analysis carried out did not include the assessment of such benefits of
MAR projects. This may require aquifer characterization and hydrodynamic modeling of the site.

6. Conclusions

This methodology was provided in order to approximate the levelised cost of an MAR scheme
using an infiltration basin. Uncertainty in several input parameters and the lack of economic and
financial feedback on MAR system costs introduce uncertainty into the calculated levelised cost.

The developed tool should be used as a way to identify the sensitivity of the cost for several input
parameters, as well as guiding the sitting of the MAR device in a relative way. It should help in making
decisions on the design of the MAR system. The method is general and can be applied in other contexts
and other countries where information on MAR costs is available thanks to economic feedback.

Finally, this information on economical feasibility should be followed by more classical suitability
analysis such as those relying on soil characteristics, aquifer storage capacity, and land use in order to
properly site the MAR scheme. The levelised cost provides an effective means to compare the costs of
MAR with alternative water projects.
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Abstract: Botswana experiences a water stressed situation due to the climate and a continuously
increasing water demand. Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) is considered, among other measures,
to improve the situation. To evaluate the possibility for increased water supply security, a probabilistic
and dynamic water supply security model was developed. Statistically generated time series of
source water availability are used in combination with the dynamic storages in dams and aquifers,
and the possible supply is compared with the demand to simulate the magnitude and probability of
water supply shortages. The model simulates the system and possible mitigation measures from 2013
to 2035 (23 years), using one-month time steps. The original system is not able to meet the demand,
and the estimated volumetric supply reliability in the year 2035 is 0.51. An additional surface water
dam (now implemented) will increase the reliability to 0.88 but there will still be a significant water
shortage problem. Implementing large-scale MAR can further improve the reliability to at least 0.95.
System properties limiting the effect of MAR are identified using the model and show how to further
improve the effect of MAR. The case study results illustrate the importance and benefit of using an
integrated approach, including time-dependence and future scenarios, when evaluating the need and
potential of MAR.

Keywords: water supply security model; risk assessment; decision support; dynamic; probabilistic;
managed aquifer recharge; integrated water resource management

1. Introduction

Access to potable water is essential to human health and economic development. Water scarcity
and drought are, however, major challenges on all continents [1] and must thus be managed to enable
safe and secure access to clean water. Climate change, increased water demand and other factors
will increase the problem of water scarcity, making this a key issue to reach the UN Sustainable
Development Goals [2]. This calls for integrated water resources management, including measures to
avoid water losses, the efficient use of water, the introduction of water saving technologies, as well as
of water re-use and recycling.

Botswana is an example where the hydrological conditions and a continuously increasing water
demand result in a water stressed situation. The arid to semi-arid climate provides a situation with low
rainfall and high rates of potential evapotranspiration, resulting in low rates of surface runoff and low
rates of natural groundwater recharge. To enable a reliable, safe, and sustainable water supply, it is
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widely accepted that a systems approach is needed, encompassing several water resources as well as
technical and other mitigation measures. Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) to enhance groundwater
recharge and store surface water (e.g., natural water, urban storm water, treated sewage, or desalinated
water) [3,4] has, in several international studies, been pointed out as an important measure to mitigate
water drought and scarcity situations [5–7]. MAR has also been identified as a possible measure to be
implemented in Botswana [8,9]. However, to properly evaluate if MAR is a suitable option and the
benefits it may provide, a holistic system analysis considering both current and future conditions is
needed. Not only the potential storage and other aquifer specific properties should be determined,
but also the reliability and access to water over time must be analysed in detail, considering risks and
variations in water demand and supply. Hence, a risk-based approach is needed to provide decision
support on water supply security and the effect of MAR. Water security is defined in different ways in
the literature [10–12] but typically includes the water quantity aspect, which is the focus of this paper.

Different methods for selecting suitable sites for MAR exist and are typically based on GIS [13–15].
When designing the final MAR scheme and determining operational strategies etc., a detailed
groundwater model is commonly used [16]. No generically accepted method exists, however, for
assessing the overall effect of MAR on the water supply security. Several examples exist where system
dynamic modelling [17] has been used to analyse the conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater.
This approach is common when evaluating policy options [18,19] but examples including aquifer
storage and recover exist [20]. Another type of modelling approach was applied by Clark et al. [21] to
analyse the reliability of water supply from stormwater harvesting and MAR. A model combining
stormwater hydrology with subsurface storage and demand was used and repeated simulations were
performed to estimate the volumetric reliability. Gao et al. [22] analysed the reliability of an urban
water supply using Monte Carlo analysis to model variations in surface water availability. Aquifer
injection and banking was analysed with the aim to identify the most cost-effective way to meet
specified criteria for supply reliability. These examples show the importance of creating models that
include the entire system to be analysed and to compare the possible supply and water demand so that
mitigation measures’ effect on water security can be estimated.

An integrated and holistic approach is important to avoid overlooking interactions between
subsystems and events, and to minimise the sub-optimisation of mitigation measures [23]. The
importance of considering the entire supply system when assessing drinking water risks is emphasised
by, for example, the World Health Organization (WHO) as part of a framework including Water Safety
Plans (WSPs) [24]. A WSP is typically focused on water quality but the integrated approach is equally
applicable to water supply security.

In this paper, a Water Supply Security Model (WSSM) is presented and applied to assess risks
in the main drinking water supply in Botswana and to evaluate and provide decision support on
the potential effects of MAR. The overall aim of the work was to enable a holistic assessment of the
potential for using large-scale MAR to improve the water supply security in Botswana. The specific
objectives were to (i) develop a comprehensive and dynamic water balance model, (ii) simulate and
show the predicted water shortage over time, and (iii) model the potential of alternative mitigation
measures and identify limiting factors.

2. Study Area

Botswana is located in south-central Africa and occupies an area of approximately 582,000 km2.
The total population of the nation is a little over 2 million, making Botswana one of the most sparsely
populated countries in the world. The country is predominantly flat with some parts having a slightly
rolling landscape. Botswana is dominated by the Kalahari Desert, covering about 70% of the total
area. The north-east part of Botswana has an annual precipitation of about 600 mm, whereas the drier
south-west receives, on average, only 200 mm per year. Due to the arid to semi-arid climate, potential
evapotranspiration rates exceed the total rainfall at all times of the year [8]. There are no perennial
streams originating in Botswana. It is estimated that the mean annual rates of surface runoff do not
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exceed 50 mm anywhere except in small steep rocky catchments. The annual recharge to aquifers
from rainfall reaches a maximum of about 40 mm in small areas in the Chobe District in the north.
For most of the Kalahari region, the natural groundwater recharge is less than 1 mm/year [8]. The
largest groundwater resources are in the Kalahari sediments (including the Okavango Delta), the Ntane
Sandstone, the Ecca Sandstones, and the Damaran and Ghanzi rock formations.

In eastern and southern Botswana, with its relatively high density of population and substantial
water demand, several surface water dams have been constructed to collect and store ephemeral river
flow. The largest dams are the Shashe, Dikgatlhong, Letsibogo, and Gaborone dams. The storages of
the dams are very variable due to the highly seasonal, occasional, and variable river flows. In addition,
the need to store water for drought periods and the flat topography in most areas result in large losses
of water to evaporation from these dams. The surface water dams in eastern Botswana have been
connected through a nearly 400-km long pipeline transfer system denoted the North–South Carrier
(NSC), providing possibilities to transfer water to urban centres.

The NSC water supply system is the focus of this study and the included demand centres, surface
water dams, aquifers and additional components are shown in Figure 1. The study was performed in
the year 2013 and the descriptions of the system, planned measures, etc., are thus based on the situation
at that time. The Dikgatlhong Dam was being constructed when the study was performed and thus
included in one of the modelled scenarios to represent the coming system structure. In addition to the
surface water dams, a few groundwater wellfields are connected or are planned to be connected to
demand centres supplied with water from the NSC, e.g., Palla Road, Chepete, Masama, Makhujwane,
Malotwane, and Palapye Wellfields.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the water supply system linked to the North–South Carrier (NSC),
according to the situation when the study was performed in the year 2013.

Due to the highly variable storage in surface water dams, the groundwater aquifers have a
potential to support the NSC demand centres during drought periods. Because of the very limited
natural recharge to these aquifers, their long-term sustainable capacity could be improved by managed
recharge with surface water. Managed recharge (injection) with collected and treated surface water
from dams may also reduce the total loss of water to evaporation. The focus of the case study is thus to
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evaluate the possibility and effects on the water supply security of MAR scenarios including the Palla
Road/Chepete and Masama/Makhujwane Wellfields.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Water Supply Security Model (WSSM)

The WSSM is a dynamic water balance model where statistically generated time series of the
availability of source water are used, together with dynamic storages in dams and aquifers, as well
as water demands, to simulate the magnitude and probability of water supply shortages. Models
have been previously developed for the water supply in Botswana but they have not considered MAR
scenarios [8]. The WSSM is developed as a spreadsheet model in Excel since one of the goals of this
study was to provide an easily accessible model that can be run without expert knowledge. To enable
statistical analysis considering uncertainties in input data and results, an add-in software (Oracle
®Crystal Ball) is used to run Monte Carlo simulations.

The WSSM simulates the NSC system and connected components from 2013 to 2035 (23 years). The
period is selected to match water demand forecast in the National Water Master Plan Review [8]. The
simulations are performed with a time step of one month and for each month the demand, the available
storage in dams and aquifers, as well as treatment capacities, water losses, etc., are considered.

The schematic illustration in Figure 2 shows the parameters considered in the model and the link
to the model components. Based on historical data on inflow to the dams (see Section 3.2), a set of
possible time series are generated and used to sample from when running the model. The generated
time series consider the correlation between the dams and each generated data set includes all five
dams. The annual inflow data is transformed into monthly data based on the closest historical annual
inflow and the monthly distribution that year. Since the dams are spatially correlated, the historical
data for the Gaborone Dam is used when transforming the simulated annual data for the Bokaa and
Gaborone Dams. In the same way, the historical data for the Dikgatlhong Dam is used for the Letsibogo,
Shashe, and Dikgatlhong dams.

For each dam, water balance calculations are performed for each month, considering initial storage,
inflow, abstraction, evaporation, seepage, spill over, and additional parameters presented in Figure 2.
The input data is based on [8] and information from personnel at the Water Utility Corporation (WUC)
and the Department of Water Affairs (DWA). The evaporation is calculated based on the area–storage
relationship and data from previous studies in the area [8,25]. Key inputs for modelling the dams in
the WSSM are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Storage properties and environmental flows for the dams included in the Water Supply
Security Model (WSSM).

Dam Property Gaborone Bokaa Letsibogo Dikgatlhong Shashe

Maximum storage (Mm3) 140.59 18.20 108.00 397.60 75.05
Minimum operational storage (% of

max storage) 15 3 5 4 15

Initial storage, 1 Jan 2013 (Mm3) 49.65 7.08 31.00 198.80 59.62
Seepage (L/s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.0 0.8

Environmental flow, Feb; Nov 0; 0 * 0; 0 * 2.49; 0.49 ** 5; 5 * 0; 0 *
Loss due to sedimentation

(Mm3/year) 0.22 0.04 0.35 0.70 0.61

* %; ** Mm3, provided inflow > 0.
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Figure 2. Overview of the parameters considered in the model and the link between them.

The water balance calculations for MAR wellfields are performed considering initial storage,
natural recharge, inflow, injection, outflow, and abstraction. Necessary input data for the aquifers
are based on [26–29], and the key figures used in the scenarios modelled here (see Section 3.3) are
presented in Table 2. The wellfields are recharged by injecting water if the maximum storage is not
reached and provided that water is available in the dams and is at a capacity to abstract, treat, transfer,
and inject the water. A critical dam storage level (20%) was defined by the WUC and DWA and is used
as an operational rule in the model stating that water for injection may only be abstracted when the
dam storage is above this level. The abstraction of water from the MAR wellfields starts when the
water demand cannot be met by the supply of treated surface water and the non-MAR wellfields. The
abstraction is only limited by the abstraction rate and capacity to treat and distribute the water.

Table 2. Input data on Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) wellfields to the WSSM.

Wellfield Property Palla Road/Chepete Masama/Makhujuwane

Maximum active storage 42.8 40.0
Initial storage (Mm3) 40.5 40.0
Natural groundwater

recharge (m3/d) 12,383 3379

Groundwater inflow (m3/d) 0 0

Groundwater outflow (m3/d)
7600–12,000 (function of

active storage) 0–3600 (function of active storage)

Maximum abstraction and
injection rates (m3/d) 21,342 37,734

For the wellfields not considered relevant for MAR, an estimated sustainable yield is used as a
maximum abstraction rate to not cause groundwater mining. The sustainable yield is estimated on an
annual basis and defined in the model as a monthly maximum abstraction that may not be exceeded.
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The total sustainable yield for the non-MAR wellfields is 7.2 Mm3, and 11.7 Mm3 when also including
the Masama/Makhujuwane and Palla Road/Chepete Wellfields as non-MAR wellfields.

The water demand forecast from [8] is used to determine how much water must be abstracted
from the dams and wellfields. The estimated change in water demand is based on a population forecast
and an increase in specific water demand, including assumptions of changes from standpipe to yard
and yard to house connections. The assumed industrial, commercial, and institutional annual growth
rate is 3%. Unaccounted-for water, including technical losses and non-technical losses (unmetered
consumption and illegal connections), is also considered in the forecast. Since the reported water
consumption in 2012 was 4 Mm3/year lower than the forecast for the same year, the original demand
forecast was reduced by this volume. The total annual demand for the demand centres included in the
WSSM is 81 Mm3 in 2013 and 148 Mm3 in 2035.

In addition to the capacities and other parameters presented above, a set of operational rules are
used to determine, for example, when different sources are used and to what demand centres and
the extent to which water is supplied. In all calculation steps, available abstraction rates, treatment
capacities, water losses during treatment etc., are considered. The model is thus not used to optimize
the supply from different sources but to estimate the performance based on the actual operational rules
used to manage the system. The schematic illustration in Figure 1 shows how the different components
of the system are connected and how water can be transferred. The actual supplied amount of water is
compared with the demand for each demand centre and possible shortage etc., is calculated in each
time step.

3.2. Dam Inflow Time Series

The time series of monthly inflows to the five dams (Gaborone, Bokaa, Letsibogo, Dikgatlhong
and Shashe) are available based on measurements and hydrological modelling for the 80-year period
of 1925 to 2004 [8] (vol. 11). The dams are grouped based on their spatial correlation and the annual
inflows are presented in Figure 3. An analysis of the annual inflows is made to generate 96,000
future annual inflow time series (23 years) that are used to sample from when running the WSSM.
This five-dimensional time series is modelled as a first-order stationary Gaussian Auto-Regressive,
AR(1) sequence:

yt − μ = Φ(yt−1 − μ) + εt (1)

where the column vector yt is the annual inflow and t = −79, −78, . . . , 0 (t = 0 corresponds to year
2004). The column vectors μ and εt denote the long-time yearly mean and white noise, respectively,
the latter with covariance matrix Σ. To carry out a standard least squares (LS) estimation, the model is
rewritten as follows:

yt = Φyt−1 + b + εt (2)

where b = (I −Φ)μ (I denotes the identity). The model parameters Φ, b, and Σ are estimated by the
method of least squares. Φ is a 5 by 5 coefficient matrix and y, b and εt are 5-dimensional column
vectors. Also estimated is the spatial covariance matrix:

γ = E(yt − μ)(yt − μ)′ (3)

where the prime ′ denotes transpose. Future dam inflow values y1, y2, . . . , y23 are then repeatedly
simulated from the estimated model, taking the uncertainty of the LS estimates into account.
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Figure 3. Historic inflow time series (80 years, 1925–2004) for the dam sites: (a) Letsibogo, Dikgatlhong
and Shashe; (b) Gaborone and Bokaa [8].

3.3. Scenarios

The system included in the analysis and implemented in the WSSM includes: 6 surface water
dams, 8 wellfields, 7 water works, and 18 demand centres. In addition to five dams previously
presented, the Molatedi Dam in South Africa is also included in the model. A constant supply (80% of
the maximum agreed transfer) from the dam is assumed since no historical time series are available.
The same assumption has previously been used when evaluating the supply system [8]. The selection
of wellfields for MAR scenarios was based on [9,26–33] and workshops including representatives from
the DWA, WUC, and the authors. Several scenarios including MAR and non-MAR wellfields are
possible, but we here focus on the three scenarios listed below as a basis for evaluating the potential
of using large scale MAR in Botswana. The system structure in 2013 (Scenario A), i.e., when the
study was performed, is used as a reference to illustrate the need and potential effects of mitigation
measures (Scenarios B and C) on the water supply security. As mentioned above, the Dikgatlhong
Dam was under construction when the study was performed and is now in operation. Hence, the
dam is included in Scenario B and combined with MAR in Scenario C. The purpose is not to evaluate
MAR as an alternative measure to the Dikgatlhong Dam but to see how MAR can further improve the
system. To facilitate a relative comparison of the mitigation measures, i.e., the Dikgatlhong Dam and
the MAR wellfields, they are included from the start of the simulated period (i.e., year 1).

A. Current system (as in year 2013)
B. Current system + Dikgatlhong Dam (implemented after the study)
C. Current system + Dikgatlhong Dam + Palla Road/Chepete Wellfields MAR + Masama/

Makhujwane Wellfields MAR
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4. Results

The results from the WSSM show that the supply system in Scenario A is clearly insufficient
to meet the water demand within the simulated period of 23 years. Water shortage is likely to be a
problem early in the simulated period and is expected in around 70% (mean value) of the months for
most demand centres. Given a month with water shortage, the deficit varies between c. 20–60% of the
demand. The water supply security can be assessed based on the volumetric reliability, i.e., the volume
of water supplied divided by the demand in a given year. The results are presented in Figure 4 and
show that the reliability is dramatically reduced for Scenario A over the simulated period. There is
no reliability target level defined in Botswana but at the end of the simulated period the level is only
0.51 (mean value). As a comparison, case studies in Australia [21,22] have applied a 0.995 volumetric
reliability target for potable supplies and a 0.95 target level for non-potable use.
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Figure 4. Annual volumetric reliability (mean value) of the supply to Great Gaborone over the simulated
period (23 years).

In Figure 5, the expected (mean) probability of annual water shortage of different magnitudes is
presented for Gaborone and the demand centres connected to the capital city, here referred to as Great
Gaborone. The results are similar for most of the demand centres, and, for evaluating the potential
effect of MAR, we focus on Great Gaborone. The total demand for Great Gaborone will increase over
the analysed period from 44.8 (year 2013) to 82.4 Mm3/year (year 2035). The water demand for Great
Gaborone constitutes 62% of the total demand in the NSC system.

The connection of the Dikgatlhong Dam to the NSC and the related system upgrades (Scenario
B) will have a large positive effect on the supply security, see Figure 6, and reduce the expected total
water shortage (summed over the 23 years) by approximately 90%. The supply reliability will increase
(Figure 4) and be >0.99 for approximately 10 years. However, in 2035, the reliability is estimated to be
0.88 and the results thus show that there still will be a significant risk for water shortage for Great
Gaborone during the late part of the simulation period.
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Figure 5. Expected probability of annual water shortages of different magnitudes in Great Gaborone
for each year in Scenario A.
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Figure 6. Expected probability of annual water shortages of different magnitudes in Great Gaborone
for each year in Scenario B, including the Dikgatlhong Dam.

In Figure 7, the results are presented for Scenario C, i.e., including the MAR wellfields. The
probability of shortage is further reduced compared to Scenario B. For example, the probability of
having a 10% (8 Mm3) water shortage in Great Gaborone in 2035 is reduced from 40% (Scenario B) to
10%. For Scenario C, the supply reliability is >0.99 in approximately 15 years and is estimated to be 0.95
in 2035. The effects of implementing MAR are, however, limited due to the capacity of different system
components. As an example, Figure 8 shows what limiting the injection of water from the dams at the
Palla Road Wellfield. Injection is expected to be needed in 41% of the months. In 34% of these months,
injection up to the full storage or maximum injection rate is obtained. However, the dam storage
(abstraction of water for injection only allowed if dam storage is >20%), the abstraction rate from dams,
and the capacity of the treatment plants (only treated water is injected) are limiting the injection in
45%, 17%, and 4% of the cases, respectively. If the most critical technical system properties causing the
limitations are eliminated, the positive effects of MAR in Scenario C further increase. For example, the
supply reliability in 2035 will increase to 0.97 and the probability of an annual water deficit of 2 Mm3

(2.5% of the demand) will reduce from 32% to 10%. This effect can be obtained without any substantial
risk of mining the wellfields. The maximum active storage for the Masama/Makhujwane and Palla
Road/Chepete Wellfields are 40 and 42.8 Mm3, respectively (Table 2). The probability of having full
storage at the end of the simulated period is 0.8 for both wellfields in Scenario C when the key limiting
factors have been eliminated. If the limitations are included, the probability of full storage is 0.2 and
0.5, respectively.
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Figure 7. Expected probability of annual water shortages of different magnitudes in Great Gaborone
for each year in Scenario C, including Masama/Makhujwane and Palla Road/Chepete, MAR.
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Figure 8. Factors limiting the injection at Palla Road Wellfield, Scenario C.

Provided that no water is abstracted and the maximum injection can be applied, it would
take 5–6 years to recharge the MAR wellfield from 0 Mm3 to full storage. If dependent on natural
groundwater recharge only, the wellfields will only be recharged up to approximate half of the
maximum storage after the simulated 23 years.

5. Discussion and Conclusions.

The performed case study addresses the possible effects of implementing MAR in the NSC system
in Botswana. It is concluded that the NSC system including the Dikgatlhong Dam (Scenario B) but
without MAR is not likely to be able to provide a safe water supply over the entire time period. When
the water demand increases, the reliability of the system is reduced. Implementing MAR at the Palla
Road/Chepete and Masama/Makhujwane Wellfields (Scenario C) will further improve the system,
although not eliminate the risk of future water shortage. However, implementation of MAR may be of
great importance in managing the water supply situation in eastern Botswana.

By including the Dikgatlhong Dam in the system (Scenario B), an additional water source is added
and the potential volume of water that may be accessible is increased. Due to the spatial correlation
between the dams, periods of no or limited inflow may affect several dams at the same time and
thus cause a severe water shortage. By including the MAR wellfields, we add components that are
dependent on the surface water dams to be recharged but the water stored in the aquifers can be used
independently of the dams. The latter part is one of the key reasons for the increased reliability in
Scenario C. The results show that over time there is enough water in the dams to be able to recharge
the MAR wellfields. However, the possibility to inject water is partly limited in Scenario C due to both
the capacity of the system components and access to the surface water. If these limitations are reduced
or eliminated, the positive effect of implementing MAR will further increase.

The non-MAR wellfields are operated using the estimated sustainable yields as a maximum
monthly abstraction rate. If this criterion would have been defined on an annual basis and allowed a
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varying abstraction over the year, it is possible that some smaller shortage events could have been
avoided. Another criterion for sustainable yield could be implemented into the WSSM but would,
however, not have a significant effect on the more severe shortage events. By allowing the same
abstraction rates for the Palla Road/Chepete and Masama/Makhujwane Wellfields, as in Scenario C,
but without MAR, the system would improve but only for a limited time. Due to the limited natural
groundwater recharge, the aquifers would gradually be emptied. MAR is thus needed in order to
provide for a long-term sustainable solution.

The results from the modelled scenarios do not show any cases where the implementation of
MAR reduces the supply system security in Botswana. This could be the case if, for example, there are
large losses of water or the abstraction rate is too low compared to the surface water dams.

The developed WSSM enables a thorough analysis and evaluation of the original system as well
as the effect of both MAR implementation and other system changes. A key advantage of the model is
the ability to not only model the possible enhanced groundwater recharge over time but to compare
the possible supply and demand for all system components. The predicted water shortage over time
in combination with dam and groundwater levels provides a comprehensive picture of the system
performance. This makes it possible to evaluate system reliability with consideration to the entire
system and compare MAR scenarios with other possible measures to avoid the sub-optimisation of
risk mitigation measures.

Furthermore, system properties limiting the effects of MAR can be identified as shown in the case
study. This result can guide further analysis and improvements to enhance the effect of implementing
MAR. Hence, the WSSM can provide results to support decisions on both larger system changes and
minor upgrading to improve water supply security.

The main conclusions of this study are:

• The developed WSSM is a comprehensive and dynamic water balance model that enables
a thorough analysis of recharge and abstraction from MAR wellfields as well as the overall
system reliability.

• The case study application demonstrates the practical applicability of the model and shows that
useful decision support is provided.

• Future development of the WSSM approach will include consideration to climate change in dam
inflow data and other relevant system parameters.

• The WSSM provides added value by enabling an integrated approach, including time-dependence
and future scenarios, when evaluating the need and potential of implementing MAR.
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Abstract: Climatic variability and change result in unreliable and uncertain water availability and
contribute to water insecurity in Africa, particularly in arid and semi-arid areas and where water
storage infrastructure is limited. Managed aquifer recharge (MAR), which comprises purposeful
recharge and storage of surface runoff and treated wastewater in aquifers, serves various purposes,
of which a prominent one is to provide a means to mitigate adverse impact of climate variability.
Despite clear scope for this technology in Africa, the prevalence and range of MAR experiences in
Africa have not been extensively examined. The objective of this article is provide an overview of
MAR progress in Africa and to inform the potential for future use of this approach in the continent.
Information on MAR from 52 cases in Africa listed in the Global MAR Portal and collated from relevant
literature was analyzed. Cases were classified according to 13 key characteristics including objective
of the MAR project, technology applied, biophysical conditions, and technical and management
challenges. Results of the review indicate that: (i) the extent of MAR practice in Africa is relatively
limited, (ii) the main objective of MAR in Africa is to secure and augment water supply and balance
variability in supply and demand, (iii) the surface spreading/infiltration method is the most common
MAR method, (iv) surface water is the main water source for MAR, and (v) the total annual recharge
volume is about 158 Mm3/year. MAR schemes exist in both urban and rural Africa, which exemplify
the advancement of MAR implementation as well as its out scaling potential. Further, MAR schemes
are most commonly found in areas of high inter-annual variability in water availability. If properly
planned, implemented, managed, maintained and adapted to local conditions, MAR has large
potential in securing water and increasing resilience in Africa. Ultimately, realizing the full potential
of MAR in Africa will require undertaking hydrogeological and hydrological studies to determine
feasibility of MAR, especially in geographic regions of high inter-annual climate variability and
growing water demand. This, supported by increased research to gauge success of existing MAR
projects and to address challenges, would help with future siting, design and implementation of
MAR in Africa.

Keywords: managed aquifer recharge; water security; climate change; Africa

1. Introduction

Challenges posed by climate variability and change in Africa are widely recognized [1].
Sadoff et al. [2] highlight how rainfall variability disrupts productivity of rain-fed agriculture, contributes
to disasters associated with floods and droughts, and stalls economic growth. An African Ministers’
Council on Water (AMCOW) report [3] state that recurrent droughts in sub-Saharan Africa are a
dominant climate risk that compromises livelihoods, water and food security and exerts a major
negative effect on Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth in one third of the continent’s countries.
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Groundwater currently contributes water supply to increasing populations in Africa, while also
presenting a resource with significant potential for further development for multiple uses in parts
of the continent [4]. Particularly in arid and rural areas, groundwater plays a key role in enhancing
resilience. However, with increasing climate variability, frequency of extreme events, and population
growth, water development in Africa needs to go forward in ways that consider all water sources
in conjunction to enhance sustainable, reliable, climate-smart and equitable water availability and
access [5].

Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) is a water management option that provides a means of
intentionally recharging and storing water underground for subsequent recovery and beneficial use.
It provides an important buffer against the impacts of climate variability and change, especially when
additional water is recharged during wet or flooding periods for subsequent abstraction during dry or
drought periods [6]. MAR has been identified to hold particular potential in arid and semi-arid areas
where the control and storage of increasingly irregular surface runoff is challenging [7]. According to
Tuinhof et al. [8], MAR is a significant adaptation option for coping with climate change and hydrological
variability. Importantly, MAR provides water storage that is generally better protected against loss
from evaporation [9,10]. MAR may take advantage of sources other than surface water runoff, e.g.,
by using treated wastewater, which often provides a more reliable source, while requiring stricter
control of water quality [11].

Despite the large scope for MAR in Africa, there has been scant effort to take stock of MAR
implementation and experience in the continent and to assess further potential with the exception of
project report by Ebrahim et al. [12]. Dillon et al. [13] provided an overview of MAR in the Southern
Africa, while Murray [14] provided an introductory guide to MAR in the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) for the Groundwater Management Institute (SADC-GMI) and assessed the MAR
case in the city of Windhoek, Namibia [15]. Similarly, Bugan et al. [16] and Jovanovic et al. [17] examined
the Atlantis MAR scheme in South Africa [18]. Previous regional syntheses have also been undertaken
in Europe [19] and Latin America and the Caribbean [20]. Recently, the research group ‘Innovative
Web-Based Decision Support System for Water Sustainability under a Changing Climate’ (INOWAS)
and the International Groundwater Resources Assessment Centre (IGRAC) produced the first global
inventory of MAR sites. It contains key information and parameters related to implementation and
bio-physical conditions of about 1200 MAR schemes in 62 countries worldwide [21]. No work has
specifically synthesized past MAR experience in Africa.

As such, the objective of this article is to compile and synthesize experience on MAR across
Africa from documented schemes in order to inform the feasibility and modalities of future MAR
implementation in the continent.

2. Methods

2.1. Case Collation

Collation of cases for this article is primarily based on a review of the Global MAR Portal [22].
Case information in the portal generally includes country, site name, coordinates, MAR type, MAR key
objective, operation start year, source of water, and final use. The portal contains 44 cases from Africa.
Furthermore, a literature search was undertaken to expand the database with additional cases, as well
as obtain Supplementary Information on existing cases. Eight additional cases were identified through
this literature search. Hence, in total 52 cases were reviewed. All the cases were originally compiled
from sources including: technical governmental documents (35%), peer reviewed publications (28%),
conference presentations and proceedings (22%) and Master of Science theses (15%). The compiled set
of MAR cases likely does not reflect a complete inventory of MAR practice in Africa, as documentation
is sometimes contained in less easily accessible technical governmental reports (e.g., Wipplinger [23])
or in non-English language (e.g., French, Portuguese, and Arabic), which were not considered in this
analysis (experts from non-English speaking countries were consulted to inquire about additional
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cases). For example, Gijsbertsen and Groen [24] reported that in the Kitui District in Kenya, more than
500 sand dams were constructed since 1994 by collaboration of a Non-Governmental Organization
(NGO) called SASOL (Sahelian Solution Foundation) and local communities. However, only eight
sand dam cases in Kenya are found in the Global MAR Portal and included in this article. Still,
the database applied represents the current best available dataset. It is assumed that the cases included
in the analysis are representative of the types of existing MAR in Africa. Both full scale operation and
pilot cases were considered (Annex S1 of the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM) specify which
schemes belong to full scale and pilot scale). The focus of this review is on single MAR schemes with
individual documentation, disregarding landscape type approaches to enhancing recharge.

2.2. Case Classification

Classification of MAR cases for this study was based on various scheme characteristics (Table 1)
and derived from the classification in the Global MAR Portal [22] and additional sources. In total,
13 parameters were used for classification. Some parameters, related to the biophysical and
environmental conditions at the MAR sites, were determined from separate sources, e.g., rainfall,
inter-annual variability of water availability, soil type, and geology (Table 1). Other factors, related
to socio-economics, costs (capital and operational) and detailed water quality aspects, are important,
but scarcity of information on these parameters precluded their inclusion in the analytical framework.

Table 1. Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) classification framework.

Parameter Explanation Source

Location Country and geographic coordinates [13,22,25–30]

Start year Year in which MAR scheme was put in operation [13,22,25–30]

Main MAR type
Surface spreading/infiltration; open well, shaft and borehole
injection; in-channel modification; rainwater and runoff
harvesting and induced bank filtration

[13,22,25–30]

Source of water
River water, treated wastewater, multiple sources (e.g., river
water and treated wastewater, stormwater runoff and treated
wastewater), groundwater, and rooftop runoff

[13,22,25–30]

Key MAR objective

(a) to secure and augment water supply (balance variation in
water supply and demand)

(b) to improve water quality
(c) to ameliorate groundwater level decline
(d) to prevent seawater intrusion
(e) to secure water supply in drought and

emergency situations
(f) to both augment water supply and prevent

seawater intrusion
(g) to enhance environmental flow

Reviewed cases

Recharge volume Volume of water recharged through MAR per year Reviewed cases

Final use (sector) Domestic water supply, agricultural use, industrial use,
environmental use [13,22,25–30]

Challenges Challenges related to technical, bio-physical, and managerial
issues e.g., site selection and design, operation and maintenance Reviewed cases

Rainfall Long-term average annual rainfall in the area of the MAR site [31]

Inter-annual variability
of water availability

Calculated as the standard deviation of available “blue” water
divided by the mean. The available “blue” water approximates
naturalized river discharge. It is an estimate of surface water
availability after deducting water consumed upstream.

[32,33]

Location in
transboundary aquifer

Whether the MAR scheme is located in an identified
transboundary aquifer or not [34]

Geology Geology determined from global geology map and classified
into two major rock types: sedimentary and hard rocks [35]
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Information on MAR schemes in Table 1 was mostly obtained from the Global MAR Portal,
and missing information was obtained from the literature. Likewise, recharge volume, key MAR
objective and challenges in MAR implementation were obtained through additional literature review.
The key MAR objective classification adopted in this study are more specific than the three main
MAR objective classes of the Global MAR portal; (i.e., maximizing natural storage, maximizing
natural storage and physical aquifer management, and water quality improvement). Challenges
reported associated with MAR applications are broad and may include technical, biophysical,
managerial, socio-economic, regulatory, institutional issues, availability of MAR water, water quality
and degradation, etc. These were broadly divided into challenges in site selection and design on the
one hand, and challenges in operation and maintenance on the other.

Four biophysical parameters were considered. First, long-term average annual rainfall was
determined for the 52 cases. Data were extracted from the Climate Hazards Group Infrared Precipitation
with Stations version 2 (CHIRPS) [31]. CHIRPS combines 0.05◦ × 0.05◦ resolution satellite imagery
with in-situ station measurements. CHIRPS data are available from 1981–present (ftp://ftp.chg.ucsb.
edu/pub/org/chg/products/CHIRPS-2.0).

Second, inter-annual variability of water availability were determined using geospatial data from
Aqueduct Global Maps 2.1 [33]. Inter-annual variability of water availability is calculated as the
standard deviation of the annual available “blue” water divided by the mean of annual available “blue”
water (1950–2010). Water availability here is defined as the surface water available after accounting for
sanctioned diversions upstream. Hence, “blue” water hereafter is referred to as surface water.

A third biophysical parameter considered was whether the aquifer or aquifer system for a particular
MAR scheme is transboundary, i.e., whether the aquifer traverses a national border, as defined from
present delineation or not. A map of the transboundary aquifers of the world [34] was used to
classify the aquifers. MAR implementation in a transboundary aquifer might be a coincidence rather
than planned.

Finally, the fourth biophysical parameter, surficial geology of the MAR sites, was classified using
the Global Lithological Map (GLiM) developed by Hartmann and Moosdorf [35], which has an average
resolution of 1:3,750,000 and consists of 16 lithological classes. These were lumped into two major rock
types for the purpose of this study: sedimentary and hard rock (The geology represents the general
surficial geology of the MAR sites. Whether this is also representing the actual geologic formation
used to store MAR recharge, which could be the case for many sites, has not been assessed).

It should be noted that additional MAR site information, such as soil infiltration rates, unsaturated
zone thickness, and aquifer hydraulic conductivities/transmissivity, were obtainable for a few cases
from the literature review. However, these classifications are not included in the present study due to
limited data. Detailed data sets of parameters in Table 1 for the MAR cases are provided in Annex S1
(MAR scheme information) and Annex S2 (MAR site information) of the ESM.

3. Results

The MAR cases are concentrated in nine countries in Africa. The vast majority of African countries
have not implemented MAR. MAR is practiced in greatest abundance in South Africa with 17 reported
cases, followed by Tunisia with 11 cases, Kenya with eight cases, and Algeria with five cases (Figure 1).
Five additional countries also present evidence of MAR implementation (Egypt, Ethiopia, Morocco,
Namibia and Nigeria), with up to four cases per country. It appears that MAR is more often practiced
in Africa’s wealthier, yet drier countries or where a certain MAR technology has gained popularity
(like sand dams in Kenya, see below).
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Figure 1. Number of MAR cases in Africa per country (n = 52).

The main MAR type is the surface spreading/infiltration method. The most common MAR type is
the surface spreading/infiltration method, the second most common is open well, shaft and borehole
injection, and the third is in-channel modification (Figure 2). In-channel-modification using sand dams
is the most practiced MAR type in Kenya, while in Tunisia, it is the spreading/infiltration method,
and in South Africa, the open well, shaft and borehole injection method (Table 2). The Sidfa Riverbank
Filtration case in Egypt [36] is the only reported induced river bank filtration case in Africa. There are
no reported cases of rainwater and runoff harvesting.

Figure 2. Number of MAR cases in Africa per main MAR type (n = 52).
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Table 2. Number of main MAR types per country.

Country
Surface

Spreading/Infiltration

Open Well, Shaft
and Borehole

Injection

In-Channel
Modification

Induced Bank
Filtration

Algeria 5
Egypt 3 - - 1

Ethiopia - - 1 -
Kenya - - 8 -

Morocco 1 - 1 -
Namibia 1 1
Nigeria 1 1 - -

South Africa 4 12 1 -
Tunisia 6 2 3 -

Total 21 16 14 1

Implementation of MAR started in the 1960s and has increased over time. The first MAR projects
in Africa were launched in 1965, in Soukra, Tunisia [29] and Polokwane, South Africa [13], two followed
in the 1970s, and three in the 1980s. The pace of MAR implementation increased substantially in the
1990s with seven new projects undertaken, 16 more projects in the 2000s, and seven projects in the
2010s (Figure 3). One particular example of MAR proliferation is sand dam implementation in Kenya
in the 2000s. The apparently illogical decline in the number of MAR cases in the 2010s could be due to
lag in reporting.

Figure 3. Historical development of MAR cases in Africa where starting date is known. For each
decade, the number of new projects is given (n = 37).

The main source of water for the MAR schemes is river water. Thirty three out of the 52 cases
use river water as a source and 11 cases use treated wastewater (Figure 4). Some schemes use several
sources of water. The Atlantis scheme [18] uses both urban stormwater runoff and treated wastewater.
The Windhoek scheme [15] uses river water and treated wastewater. Among the 33 cases that use
river water, 19 cases use an ephemeral river as their water source, while eight cases rely on perennial
rivers. Three of the eight cases that rely on perennial rivers are found in Egypt, using Nile River water.
The Toushka and EI Bustan area, with two MAR schemes rely on Nile flood water for their source [37],
while the Sidfa river bank filtration project relies on perennial flow of the Nile River [36]. Treated
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wastewater is used in countries with limited water resources, such as Atlantis, South Africa [18],
Windhoek, Namibia [38], and Korba Cap Bon, Souil Wadi, Nabelul, Soukra, Nabeul-Hammamet,
El Hajeb-Sidi Abid, Boumerdes and Mahdia-Ksour Essef, Tunisia [29]. The five MAR cases, which rely
on groundwater as source of water are at: Williston, South Africa [39], Sishen Mine (Khai Appel), South
Africa [25], Elandsfontein, South Africa [25], Kolomela South Africa [13,26], and Koraro-01, subsurface
dam, Ethiopia [40]. The Williston case in South Africa [39], uses groundwater abstracted from one
aquifer to recharge another aquifer compartmentalized by dykes while the other three cases in South
Africa use dewatering water from mines.

Figure 4. Number of MAR cases in Africa per water source (n = 52).

The key objective of the MAR schemes is to secure and augment water supply. Out of the 52
cases, 23 have a key objective focused exclusively on securing and augmenting water supply (Figure 5).
Nine cases have key objectives focused on water quality improvement. Six cases have ameliorating
groundwater level decline as key objective, while four cases have preventing seawater intrusion as
key objective.

Examples of securing and augmenting water supply include purposes of increasing water
availability to meet rural domestic demand during dry periods (e.g., sand dams in Kenya), of meeting
summer peak demand (e.g., Prince Albert [41], and Plettenberg [42], South Africa). Examples of
securing water supply in drought and emergency situations include Calvinia, South Africa [43] and
Windhoek, Namibia [43]. Augmenting water supply and preventing seawater intrusion refers to
storing water to meet domestic demand while simultaneously preventing seawater intrusion in the
coastal aquifer. An example is the Atlantis scheme, South Africa [18], which separates the domestic
and industrial wastewater and stormwater runoff based on salinity, recharges the low salinity water
into the inland aquifer used for domestic supply, and recharges the more brackish water into the
coastal aquifer to prevent seawater intrusion. Other examples of cases with a preventative seawater
intrusion objective include El Khairat [44] and Teboulba [30] aquifers, Tunisia. Finally, the objective
of improving water quality refers to water quality enhancement during infiltration (SAT) process
(e.g., Ben Sergao, Morocco [45]). One case with an exclusive key objective of enhancing environmental
flow is Elandsfontein, South Africa [25].
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Figure 5. Number of MAR cases in Africa per MAR key objective where information is available
(n = 46).

Rainfall across the MAR schemes varies widely. The average annual rainfall across the MAR
sites ranges from 1–2225 mm/year (Figure 6a). The average annual rainfall across the MAR sites is
461 mm/year. The minimum and maximum average annual rainfall occurs in MAR sites in Toushka [37],
Egypt and Michael Okpara University of Agriculture, Nigeria [46], respectively. The number of cases
per five average annual rainfall interval classes is shown in Figure 7. While just over 65% of cases are
located in the low annual rainfall class (<500 mm/year), concentration of MAR cases in low rainfall
geographies is not dominant.

MAR schemes are concentrated in regions of above-average levels of inter-annual variability in
water availability. Eighty three percent of the MAR cases are located in regions of above average
inter-annual variability in water availability (Figure 6b). Twenty one of the MAR cases are located
in regions with ‘medium to high’ inter-annual variability, and another 17 cases in regions with ‘high’
variability (Figure 8). Five cases are located in ‘extremely high’ variability regions. Saaipoort [25,27,28],
Sishen Mine (Khai Appel) [25], Smouskolk (Vanwyksvlei) [25], Williston [39], South Africa and
Windhoek, Namibia [43] are the five cases in the extremely high inter-annual variability class.
Conversely, only nine cases are located in collective regions of ‘low’ or ‘medium to low’ variability.

MAR cases are concentrated in highly populated regions. In total, 31 cases (60%) are located in
regions with population density greater than 100 inhabitants per square kilometer (ESM, Figure S1).
Nonetheless, MAR experience is also found in less populated areas of e.g., Egypt, Namibia, South
Africa and Tunisia. Cases with low population density could be explained by primary use for rural and
irrigation use (Teboulba, Tunisia [30], El Hajeb-Sidi Abid, Tunisia [29]), or because water from MAR is
subsequently transferred to population centers (Omaruru Delta (OMDEL), Namibia [47], Williston,
South Africa [39]).
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Figure 6. Location of MAR schemes in Africa overlaid on (a) average annual rainfall from Climate
Hazards Group Infrared Precipitation with Stations (CHIRPS) [31] and (b) inter-annual variability in
available surface water from Aqueduct Global Maps 2.1 [33]. MAR case labels corresponds to MAR
cases numbering in Annex S1 and Annex S2 of the ESM.
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Figure 7. Number of MAR cases in Africa per average annual rainfall class (n = 52).

Figure 8. Number of MAR cases in Africa per inter-annual variability in surface water availability class
(n = 52).

Few MAR schemes are located in transboundary aquifers. Six cases are found to be located in a
transboundary aquifer. Four cases in Egypt are located in the Nubian Sandstone Aquifer system shared
among Chad, Egypt, Libya and Sudan, one case in Ethiopia is located in the Mereb Aquifer shared
between Ethiopia and Eritrea, and one case in Nigeria is located in the Lake Chad Aquifer shared among
six countries: Algeria, Cameroon, Central Africa Republic, Chad, Niger and Nigeria. None of the MAR
projects in these transboundary aquifers is believed to have significant transboundary concerns or
impacts, as they are not located close to the national borders, and the magnitude of enhanced recharge
is relatively small compared to the natural storage of the transboundary aquifers.
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The primary geological environment of the MAR cases is sedimentary aquifers. The majority
of the MAR sites is situated in sedimentary aquifers (n = 42) and the rest (n = 10) is located in hard
rock aquifers. This is expected, as sedimentary formations (e.g., carbonate, gravel, and sand) with
various degree of consolidation or cementing are usually targeted for MAR [48]. MAR sites situated
in sedimentary rocks are found in Egypt, Ethiopia, Morocco, South Africa and Tunisia. Igneous and
metamorphic rocks are often loosely referred as hard rock due to their poor drill-ability [49] and
have low primary porosity and most of their porosity comes from secondary porosity (cracks and
fractures). Examples of MAR in hard rock are found in Kenya, Nigeria, Namibia and South Africa.
The Windhoek case, Namibia [15] is a good example of a large-scale municipal use MAR scheme in
fractured rock aquifer setting. Although, half of the sand dams (n = 4) in Kenya are located in hard
(metamorphic) rock, the weathering product of the same (sand and gravel) produce eroded sediments,
which constitute the actual aquifer used for MAR.

Sectoral use of the MAR schemes is predominantly domestic. The final use of the recovered MAR
water across all schemes is presented in Figure 9. The dominant use of MAR is to support domestic
water supply (n = 23), followed by agricultural use (n = 17), while only one scheme is solely used for
industry (Eland Platinum Mine, South Africa [50]). Multiple purpose schemes have multiple uses
of the MAR water (typically agricultural and domestic use, e.g., Loeriesfontein, South Africa [39,51],
and domestic and environmental use, e.g., Atlantis, South Africa [18,52]). Despite classifying sand
dams into domestic water supply, it is likely that the water is used for multiple purposes, including,
livestock and garden agriculture [24]. The Elandsfontein, South Africa [25] is the only case with
dominant use of MAR water for environmental flows.

Figure 9. Number of MAR cases in Africa per final water use of stored water where information is
available (n = 44).

Recharge volume per MAR scheme varies widely. Recharge volume estimates (compiled as
recharge volume per year) are available for 23 MAR cases in seven of the nine countries with
recorded MAR schemes (Table 3). The recharge volume ranges from 0.001–100 Mm3/year, as estimated
mostly from reported single daily recharge rates. The highest recharge volume was recorded for the
Souss-Massa case, Morocco [53,54] and the lowest recharge volume was for the Koraro-01 subsurface
dam (included in the in-channel modification MAR type), Ethiopia [40]. The high recharge volumes
(Souss-Massa, Morocco [53,54]; Sidfa Riverbank Filtration, Egypt [36]; Omaruru Delta, Namibia [47];
and Atlantis, South Africa [18]) give an indication of the potential that MAR provides in terms of
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securing water supply (most notably in the dry season). Even the smallest recharge schemes, like
Koraro-01, Ethiopia [40], provide a secured domestic water supply for rural communities.

Recharge volume per country is also quite variable (Table 4). The total annual recharge volume for
Africa from full scale MAR is 158 Mm3/year. To compare, the value for Latin America and the Caribbean
is 340 Mm3/year [20]. The Souss-Massa MAR scheme [53,54], which contributes the largest share of
MAR recharge in Africa, makes use of Aoulouz and Imi El Kheng dams located in the upstream part of
the Souss-Massa River basin to detain flood water and regulate release of water into the streambed
downstream to match infiltration capacity of the streambed. The Souss-Massa River basin is one of
the major River basins of Morocco located in the southwestern part of the country. The River basin is
drained by two main rivers, the Souss River and the Massa River. The Souss River originates from the
High Atlas Mountains in the northern part of the basin. The river is seasonal with occasional high
floods between October and February. It is regulated by four big dams. The Massa River drains the
Souss-Massa from the southern side of the River basin. Both rivers drain into the Atlantic Ocean.
The Aoulouz and the Imi EI Kheng dams, two big dams located in the upstream part of the Souss
River, are used for MAR mainly due to their favorable geologic conditions and good water quality [55].
The storage capacity of the Aoulouz and the Imi EI Kheng dams is 103 and 12 Mm3, respectively.
Based on monthly dam release data of 1991–2004, Bouchaou [53] estimate an annual recharge of
100 Mm3 (86% of total annual release), which is consistent with other studies [56]. The annual recharge
volume is estimated using piezometeric water level fluctuations before and after dam release [54].

Table 3. Recharge volume per MAR case where information is available (n = 23).

MAR Case Country
Recharge Volume (Mm3/Year)

Reference
Full Scale Pilot Scale

Oued Biskra Algeria 1.7 [57]
Sidfa Riverbank Filtration Egypt 22.0 [36]

Koraro-01 Ethiopia 0.001 [40]
Souss-Massa Morocco 100 [53]

Omaruru Delta Namibia 9.0 [47]
Windhoek Namibia 2.8 [13]
Atlantis 1 South Africa 4.2 [13,18]
Calvinia South Africa 0.8 [43]

Elandsfontein 2 South Africa 5.6 [25]
Hermanus South Africa 1.5 [58]
Kharkams South Africa 0.005 [47]
Kolomela South Africa 0.7 [13]

Plettenberg Bay South Africa 0.3 [42]
Polokwane South Africa 4.5 [43]
Sedgefield South Africa 0.5 [58]

Smouskolk (Vanwyksvlei) South Africa 1.1 [25]
Williston South Africa 0.1 [39]

El Hajeb-Sidi Abid Tunisia 0.1 [29]
El Khairat Tunisia 3.3 [29]

Jeffara Plain (Oum Zessar) Tunisia 1.2 [57]
Khalidia Tunisia 0.8 [59]

Korba, Cap Bon Tunisia 0.5 [29]
Teboulba Tunisia 0.2 [30]

Total 157.8 3.1
1 Recharge volume for the Atlantis scheme, South Africa is around 2.7 Mm3/year, but an additional 1.5 Mm3/year more
brackish salinity water is recharged in coastal aquifers for seawater control. 2 Annual recharge volume is obtained
from Fanus Fourie, DWS (Department of Water and Sanitation), and South Africa (personal communication).
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Table 4. Recharge volume per country and recharge as percentage of groundwater use, arranged by
recharge volume, where information is available (n = 23).

Country
Recharge Volume (Mm3/Year)

Groundwater Use
(Mm3/Year) 3

Recharge Volume as
Percentage of

Groundwater Use (%)

Full Scale Pilot Scale

Morocco 100 3060 3.3
Egypt 22.0 7780 0.3

South Africa 16.2 3.1 3140 0.5
Namibia 11.8 150 7.9
Tunisia 6.1 2020 0.3
Algeria 1.7 2870 0.1
Ethiopia 0.001 1490 0.0
Kenya - 620
Nigeria - 3440

Total 157.8 24,570 0.6
3 Groundwater use for 2010 from Margat and van der Gun [7].

Recharge volume as percentage of groundwater use per country is also variable. Recharge volume
as percentage of groundwater use per country is calculated using recharge volume for operational
MAR schemes and groundwater use data from 2010, as reported by Margat and van der Gun [7]
(Table 4). Recharge volume as percentage of groundwater use is highest in Namibia (7.9%) followed by
Morocco (3.3%) and South Africa (0.5%).

Recharge volume as percentage of groundwater use is the least for Africa compared to other
continents. The total groundwater use in 2010 for countries in Africa reported by Margat and van der
Gun [7] is 41,640 Mm3/year. Based on this, MAR as percentage of groundwater use in Africa is 0.4%,
which is close to the estimate for South America (0.5%) but low compared to other continents, e.g.,
Middle East (9.4%), Oceania (8.3%), Europe (6.3%), North America (2.3%) and Asia (1.8%) [13] (See also
Table S4 of the ESM).

Summary of MAR cases per country. In Morocco, both surface spreading/infiltration and in-channel
modification are practiced in equal share. The main objective of MAR is water quality improvement
as well as ameliorating groundwater level decline. River water (Souss-Massa [53,54]) and treated
wastewater (Ben Sergao [45]) are used as a main water sources for MAR in Morocco, and the final use of
recovered MAR water is for agriculture. In Egypt, the main MAR type is surface spreading/infiltration,
the main objective of MAR is to secure and augment water supply, the main water source is river water,
and the final use of MAR water is domestic water supply. In South Africa, the main MAR type is
open well, shaft and borehole injection, the main objective of MAR is to secure and augment water
supply, the main water source for MAR is river water, and the final use of recovered MAR water is
domestic water supply. In Namibia, both surface spreading/infiltration (Omaruru Delta [47]) and
borehole injection (Windhoek [38,43]) are practiced. The main objective of MAR is to secure water
supplies in drought and emergency situations as well as ameliorating groundwater level decline. River
water and treated wastewater are used as a main water sources for MAR, and the final use of recovered
MAR water is for domestic water supply.

In Tunisia, the main MAR type is surface spreading/infiltration method, the main objective of MAR
is water quality improvement, the main source of water for MAR is treated wastewater, and the final
use of MAR water is for agriculture. In Algeria, the main MAR type is surface spreading/infiltration
methods, the main source of water is river water and the final use of recovered MAR water is for
agriculture. In Ethiopia, the only analyzed case is a subsurface dam constructed near the village of
Koraro [40]. The Koraro-01 subsurface dam supplies domestic water. In Kenya, the main MAR type
is in-channel modification (sand dams), the main objective of MAR is to secure and augment water
supply, the main water source is river water, and the final use of MAR water is domestic water supply.
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In Nigeria, surface spreading/infiltration and open well, shaft and borehole injection are practiced
equally prevalently. The main objective of MAR is to ameliorate declining groundwater levels, and the
main source of water is river water.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

This article has compiled information on 52 well-reported MAR cases in Africa in order to develop
a baseline in understanding of the breadth and status of MAR in Africa. A classification framework
was developed and applied to the set of MAR cases, in order to make a first-order assessment
based on existing data. Despite the relatively small sample (n = 52), the analysis has generated six
significant findings.

First, MAR implementation is not extensive in Africa and is concentrated in nine of the
continent’s 54 countries. The extent of MAR implementation in Africa remains low compared to other
continents [21]. However, the volume reported here (158 Mm3/year) significantly exceeds the only
documented summary of MAR in Africa, which was for Southern Africa, presented by Dillon et al. [13]
(10 Mm3/year for 2015). MAR as fraction of groundwater use in the Southern African region is now
estimated at 0.6%, which is three times the reported value by Dillon, et al. [13]. This increase is partially
explained by new cases coming into operation since 2015 (e.g., Elandsfontein [25]) or additional cases
included in this study (e.g., Omaruru Delta [47].

The number of MAR cases in Asia, Europe, North America, Oceania and South America from
the Global MAR Portal is281, 282, 308, 95and 113, respectively [22]. Still, there are cases in Southern
and Northern Africa that have more than 30 years of MAR practice (e.g., Atlantis, South Africa [18],
Teboulba, Tunisia [30]). Overall, the extent of MAR practice in Africa is low considering the high
variability in surface water availability. Major factors that limit wider application of MAR in Africa
may include lack of: (1) awareness of and experience with MAR, (2) financial resources, (3) human and
institutional capacity, (4) enabling policy frameworks, (5) sufficient and sufficiently well-functioning
demonstration sites, (6) understanding of aquifer hydrogeology and geochemical properties.

Second, the key objective of the MAR schemes is to secure and augment water supply and balance
inter-seasonal variability in supply and demand. This is consistent with the study in Latin America and
the Caribbean by Valverde et al. [20]. For example, the Atlantis scheme, South Africa [18] contributes
approximately 25–30% of the water supply of Atlantis Town and has recently been proposed for an
expansion to support future drought resilience of Cape Town [60]. The Calvinia case, South Africa [43]
is reported to have the potential to provide two to three months of the water supply to Calvinia Town.
According to Murray [14], when developed in the next phase, the Windhoek case, Namibia [38,43]
is expected to provide a drought buffer as the main water resource for the city for up to three years.
As such, Africa presents an initial set of cases and experiences, on which to further develop and upscale
the benefits of MAR in the continent.

Third, the main MAR type is the surface spreading/infiltration method. This is different from
other continents, e.g., in Europe (induced bank filtration is dominant) [19], and Latin America and the
Caribbean (in-channel modification) [20]. In Africa, while sand dams are practiced widely in Kenya,
open well, shaft and borehole injection methods are relatively more common in Southern Africa.

Fourth, and linking to point two, a central bio-physical factor that appears to explain MAR
location is variability in water availability. The majority (83%) of the MAR sites in Africa are located in
geographic regions with above average inter-annual variability in water availability. This is expected
as one of the main purposes of MAR is to buffer short-term, seasonal and across-year-variability
in water supply. Population density, representing water demand (Figure S1, ESM) and technical
and financial capacity are additional factors that may help explain MAR uptake in Africa. Surface
spreading/infiltration methods and open well, shaft and borehole injection methods are mostly used
for larger urban supply systems, whereas sand dams and subsurface dams for smaller rural systems.
As such, there is an apparent dichotomy between MAR systems in Africa governed by demand
setting, investment environment, water sources to be applied for MAR (with increasing use of treated
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wastewater in urban settings) and the management schemes required to address the various issues of
financial feasibility and technical maintenance. It is important to note that wastewater reuse should
only be encouraged if groundwater quality protection measures are demonstrated effective, which
requires guidelines, monitoring and analysis capability. Water from MAR in rural areas also tend
to have more variety in use requirements compared with municipal systems, which cater mostly to
domestic and industrial uses.

Fifth, while not exhaustive, our study pinpointed some general challenges with MAR in Africa
(ESM, Table S4). In total, 13 cases (28%) were reported to have a challenge related to site selection
and design or to operation and maintenance. Shallow unsaturated zone thickness was identified
as a problem in two surface spreading/infiltration MAR cases (Atlantis case, South Africa [18]) and
Polokwane, South Africa [43]. The unsaturated zone of one of the basins of the Atlantis case is
reported to be fully saturated during the rainy season, which affects the storage and water quality
improvement capacity of the system [18]. In the Polokwane case, South Africa [43], due to insufficient
unsaturated zone thickness, there is a concern that some bacteria, viruses or parasites could survive
and contaminate groundwater.

Site selection problems were identified as main reasons for underperformance or failure of some
sand dams in Kenya [24,61,62]. Site selection may affect rate of sand deposition behind the dam, hence,
the time to reach full storage capacity. As an example, three sand dams located in the upstream part
of a catchment were reported to have very low infiltration capacity and storage due to the existence
of a silt layer in the accumulated sediment, and it took nine years for the sand dam to reach its full
storage capacity [24]. Similarly, siting sand dams in areas with a high depth to impermeable bedrock
was found to be a problem giving rise to excessive leakage of stored water underneath the dam and
scouring of dam foundation [24]. Site selection was a problem in the Abu Rawash case, Egypt [63],
where the infiltration basin was sited in clay soil with low infiltration rate.

Infrastructure design problems were reported in the Kharkams well injection case, South Africa [43]
and in the in-channel modification Koraro-01 case, Ethiopia [40]. Filter design was an issue in the
Kharkams injection MAR scheme, where sand was entering the injection borehole, resulting in a
clogging problem [43], whereas the problem at Koraro-01 was the infrastructural design that resulted
in breaching of above ground situated subsurface dam crest due to flooding [40]. For some infiltration
schemes, i.e., Atlantis, South Africa [18], the Omaruru Delta, Namibia [47] and Abu Rawash, Egypt [63],
clogging of infiltration basins or recovery wells, created problems. For example, in Atlantis, South
Africa, elevated iron and sulfate in the groundwater caused biological iron-related clogging in recovery
wells [18].

Mixing of recharge water with poor inherent water quality in the aquifer was identified as a
concern at two MAR sites, Calvinia [43] and Eland Platinum Mine [50,64], both in South Africa.
The Calvinia site uses underground natural breccia pipes as storage of MAR water due to their excellent
hydraulic confinement and because of the poor surrounding water quality. According to Murray and
Tredoux [43], the breccia pipes used in Calvinia are about 100 m in diameter and are very poorly
connected to the Karoo sequence aquifer in which they are located. Since the surrounding aquifer
already contains high pH, fluoride and arsenic that exceed drinking water standards, there is a concern
that the quality of abstracted water could be compromised due to mixing of recharged water with
inherently contaminated aquifer water [43]. Use of abandoned mining and quarry sites may reduce
costs associated with infrastructure of MAR storage. However, risk of mixing with poor quality water
from mining activities may be a concern. For the Eland Platinum Mine, South Africa [50,64], high nitrate
and electrical conductivity levels were a concern. Risk of heavy metal contamination from the mining
activity is also possible, but data are not available to determine the level of risk. Some of the measures
for addressing the above challenges are presented in Table S5 of the ESM. Existing guidelines developed
in Australia and elsewhere provide useful guidance for planning and implementation, monitoring
and evaluation of MAR (e.g., [39,65–67]). By following approaches presented in these guidelines,
problems can be anticipated and counteracted. Re-siting or re-designing projects, and pro-actively
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investigating how the schemes can best be monitored and managed are key to effective operation and
sustainable outcomes.

Before concluding this discussion it is worth noting that there are other types of aquifer recharge
enhancement in Africa that extend beyond those examined in this article. These include cases of road
water harvesting [68,69]; spate irrigation [70], and rainwater harvesting [71–73]. Road water harvesting
is a type of water harvesting technique where concentrated runoff generated by or along roads is
collected using adjacent ponds or channeled to farm land [69,74], which assists road drainage as well
as crops, and may incidentally enhance recharge. Spate irrigation is an irrigation technique, by which
seasonal river water is diverted and spread to a larger riparian surface areas, primarily to enhance soil
moisture for growing crops, and this would also incidentally enhance recharge.

5. Looking Forward

This paper is the first to systematically examine reported MAR schemes over the African continent
and review experiences. While only 52 cases are reported, they provide about 158 Mm3/year of
additional water storage to enhance water supply and/or water quality. This volume represents 0.4% of
continental groundwater use, but plays a critical role in locally supplying and securing water for large
populations. Examples of technical challenges were revealed that could be a deterrent to future African
investment in MAR, unless these are systematically addressed. Observations from MAR practices
around the world suggest that guidelines and policies can help to prevent or overcome such problems.
South Africa has advanced significantly in this regard with a national map showing the prospects for
MAR [51], a manual on how to develop MAR projects [75], and well-documented case studies [58].
Wider adoption of this approach would well serve other African nations.

Furthermore, impact assessment, including pre-project baseline assessment and continuous
monitoring are warranted for significant MAR schemes to reveal their performance and long-term
outcomes with respect to water security and resilience. Maintenance and financial, institutional and
socio-economic aspects are also key elements to sustainability, which needs increased attention. Hence,
strong feasibility analysis, performance and impact assessment of existing and new MAR projects
should be a primary focus going forward.
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Abstract: In order to face the severe climate conditions in semiarid regions, many managed aquifer
recharge (MAR) and rainwater storage systems have been implemented by local communities.
Governmental programs have helped to propagate the concept of MAR. Based on a systematic review,
popular initiatives, current legislation, and research lines and programs were compiled and analyzed.
Although the MAR global inventory points to the prevalence of in-channel modifications among
ninety MAR sites, the Barraginhas Project alone has been responsible for the construction of more
than 500,000 infiltration ponds up to 2013. In urban areas, aquifer recharge initiatives mostly aim to
reduce runoff peak flows. In some cases these initiatives have been stimulated by urban drainage
public policies. Compared to countries such as the USA and Australia, Brazil is still at an early stage
in MAR initiatives and needs to overcome technical, legal, and socio-cultural challenges to adopt
MAR approaches, in order to help in facing water security challenges in a future climate change
scenario. This article aims to provide an overview of the state of the art concerning technological,
scientific, and legal issues around MAR in Brazil and the respective challenges for the adoption of
this approach at a national level.

Keywords: water security; urban water management; semiarid; Social Technology; Managed Aquifer
Recharge; developing countries

1. Introduction

1.1. Historical Background

Although Brazil has a huge water availability, about 30,342 m3/inhab./year in 2015 [1], it is not
evenly distributed across the country, with 80% of the surface water concentrated in the Amazon
region [2]. Besides this, Brazil has been struggling with many water crises since the beginning of
its settlement by Europeans. A priest called Fernando Cardin recorded the first drought in 1583.
Since then, more than 120 droughts have been recorded in the northeastern semiarid region alone. A
seven-year drought recorded in the 18th century (1720–1727) that struck the region currently known as
the states of Ceará, Rio Grande do Norte, Paraíba, and Pernambuco has been considered the worst one
on record. During that particular event, most livestock perished, rivers and springs dried up, and
widespread starvation devastated the region [3]. The time period between the years of 1877 and 1879,
recorded as the hottest and driest of the 19th century, imposed severe hardships and suffering on the
local populations. During that period, approximately five hundred thousand people starved to death,
and crops and cattle suffered devastating losses. This scenario triggered massive waves of migration of
people moving towards coastal cities, bringing a demographic explosion to areas that did not yet have
the appropriate infrastructure in place to support these migrations. Poor living conditions, such as the
lack of proper sanitation systems, have been associated with a smallpox epidemic which contributed
to the hardships [4].

Water 2020, 12, 1072; doi:10.3390/w12041072 www.mdpi.com/journal/water247
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From the 1980s up to the present time, Brazil has been experiencing many of its worst droughts on
record and struggling with their consequences. As a consequence of yet another seven-year drought
period (1979–1985), more than 3.5 million people ended up starving to death, with most of the victims
being children who perished from undernourishment. Crops and cattle were lost, forcing desperate
farm people to loot local markets seeking food [5]. In 2002, Brazil also faced an energy crisis, known as
“the apagão” (The Big Blackout), mostly caused by a series of dry periods. In 2007, the northern part of
the state of Minas Gerais suffered a fifteen-month dry spell with virtually no rainfall.

In the Brazilian countryside, especially in the semiarid region, there was a lack of rainfall during
the time period of 1981–2019. On the other hand, in the northern Region, high rates of rainfall still
occur. Climate models show a trend towards increased frequency and intensity of droughts and
length of dry periods in the northeast, as already has occurred in some Brazilian regions [6]. From
2012 to 2017 another major drought affected the semiarid region and 2015 was considered the most
critical year of that period. Figure 1a shows the average precipitation for the early dry season in Brazil
(April–May), from 1981 to 2010, and the Figure 1b shows the total precipitation in 2015. In the Southern
Hemisphere, autumn is the transitional period from the wet to the dry season. As can be seen, in 2015,
the total precipitation was far lower than the historical average [7]. Although 2017 has not been the
driest year in the northeastern region of Brazil, the rainfall amounts there were far below the historic
average, and can be counted as an extension of the 2012 drought. During this period (2012–2017),
some of the São Francisco River Hydrographic Region gauging stations recorded zero flow, and the
flow released by the reservoirs had to be reduced in order to avoid water supply failures. In 2017, 38
million people were affected by drought and 51% (2.839) of all Brazilian municipalities declared a state
of emergency [8]. Brasília, the capital of the nation, and São Paulo, the largest and wealthiest city,
endured water rationing during this period.

 
(a) (b) 

AC: Acre AL: Alagoas AP: Amapá AM: Amazonas BA: Bahia CE: Ceará DF: Distrito Federal 
ES: Espírito Santo GO: Goiás MA: Maranhão MT: Mato Grosso MS: Mato Grosso do Sul MG: Minas Gerais 
PA: Pará PB: Paraíba PR: Paraná PE: Pernambuco PI: Piauí RJ: Rio de Janeiro RN: Rio Grande do Norte 
RS: Rio Grande do Sul RO: Rondônia RR: Roraima SC: Santa Catarina SP: São Paulo SE: Sergipe TO: Tocantins 

Figure 1. (a) Average rainfall in the early dry season (1981–2010); (b) total precipitation in 2015.
Source: Adapted from Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia (INMET) [7]. The semiarid region (shaded
in the Figure 1a,b) encompasses parts of the States of Alagoas, Bahia, Ceará, Minas Gerais, Paraíba,
Pernambuco, Piauí, Sergipe, and the whole State of Rio Grande do Norte.

1.2. Water Availability in Brazil

According to the ANA [8], close to 90% of all Brazilian rivers rely on a base flow from aquifers that
feed these rivers during dry periods, keeping them perennial. The exception occurs in the northeastern
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region where the ground is composed of a thin layer of soil and fractured rocks known to be crystalline,
unable to feed water back to the rivers.

Although surface water dams are the main plan of action against droughts in the northeast,
corresponding to 67% of the solutions adopted by the government [8], in actuality, at the national level,
47% of all municipalities have adopted surface water sources, while 39% consume groundwater, and
14% supply their systems with a mix of both [9]. In 2013 there were 225,868 registered tubular wells
across the country. It is estimated, however, that this number could be much larger as a consequence of
the proliferation of non-registered wells, possibly close to 477,000 wells in 2013 [10].

In 2014, there were around 21 million people living in the Alto Tietê Hydrographic Basin; 97% of
the São Paulo Metropolitan Region population. In this basin, the water demand far exceeds the natural
water availability, making it a necessity to import from other basins almost half of all water consumed.
As a result of a lack of adequate water resources management, during the 2014–2015 water shortage,
the government of the São Paulo State was forced to impose water rationing [11].

Traditionally, investments to fulfill water demands in large Brazilian cities are exclusively allocated
to the discovery of new water sources, generally without considering important alternatives, such
as water reuse [12]. During the 2014–2015 water crisis, the number of private wells for groundwater
extraction increased exponentially as a popular response to water access restrictions, ultimately
depleting regional underground water sources.

Groundwater sourcing represents, thus, a very important issue in the national and international
context of water management both for rural and as well as urban areas. Given this, the introduction
of the managed aquifer recharge (MAR) concept is an innovation in integrated water resources
management in Brazil. In a climate change scenario and ever-increasing demand, it is considered both
as an adaptation measure regarding extreme events, such as droughts, as well as a mitigation strategy
for future water crises.

1.3. MAR as Solution

MAR is defined as “the purposeful recharge of water to aquifers for subsequent recovery or
environmental benefit” [13]. MAR can take many forms, including recharge weirs, infiltration basins,
riverbank filtration, recharge releases from dams, and recharge wells. The applications of MAR
have been implemented since the 1950s for various purposes, such as to increase groundwater
storage, improve quality, restore groundwater levels, prevent saline intrusion, and increase ecological
benefits [14]. In many arid or semiarid areas, where groundwater is usually already overexploited or
saline, recharge has the potential of storing excessive runoff, including in fractured rocks aquifers [15].
The most common MAR applications are for maximizing natural storage, representing 45% of the
case studies in Australia, 62% in South America, and 84% in Africa. The main application of MAR in
Europe is for water quality management, where approximately 200 riverbank filtration schemes are
used for the production of drinking water [14].

In China there are reports of canals dug in the middle of the 5th century BC close to rivers in
regions periodically flooded by storm water. These channels were intended to facilitate the infiltration
of surface water into groundwater, changing the quality of groundwater and transforming saline land
into fertile soil [16]. The USA today stands out in MAR capacity, second only to India [17]. Arizona has
implemented MAR facilities that are able to recharge up to 173 M m3 of the Colorado River, the water
of which is considered a renewable resource. In the same state, another project consists of spreading
basins through a flood plain producing an annual recharge of up to 37 M m3 [18]. Arizona has a
policy for the specific types of MAR that may be implemented in the state. The Underground Storage
and Recovery Act, 1986, and the Underground Water Storage, Savings and Replenishment Program,
1994, provide guidelines for allowing state-supported aquifer recharge. This legislation involves three
permissions [17].
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This paper aims to provide an overview of the current use of MAR, and the potential and
challenges of the adoption of MAR in Brazil, by surveying practices adopted to mitigate the effects of
droughts, relevant research, and current policy and legal frameworks.

2. Methodology

A systematic literature review was carried out with the goal of understanding the challenges and
opportunities of MAR adoption to strengthen integrated water resources management (IWRM) to
confront climate changes in Brazil. Initially, the main social technologies (ST) to deal with droughts
were identified, which were simple, low-cost, and easily applicable technologies. Information was
sought about their main uses and relevant constructive features. A free term search was applied aiming
to eliminate any misunderstandings about these technologies, as a function of the idiomatic diversity
among those who share the knowledge construction base.

Then, further research was carried out, in order to provide a brief overview of stormwater/rainwater
infiltration and retention techniques increasingly put to use in Brazilian urban areas. Considering that
the sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS) are solutions used worldwide, we decided that it is not
necessary to delve into these technologies with as much detail as in the national rural ST.

Finally, environmental and groundwater legislation at national and state levels were gathered.
In possession of these documents, the keywords managed aquifer recharge, artificial recharge, and
groundwater were used to find the laws that provide specific guidelines on this subject.

The data were obtained from papers, conference proceedings, academic theses and, mainly, from
official reports of state and federal institutions that handle this topic directly, e.g., Embrapa and
Articulation for the Semi-arid (ASA).

3. Results

3.1. Strategies to Deal with Drought in Brazil

When starting a study in any field of knowledge shared by people whose languages are different,
it is essential to define clearly basic concepts and terminology. Thus, in this section, the concepts of
MAR are discussed, along with the complementary measures of rainwater and stormwater harvesting
techniques found in Brazilian rural areas.

As already defined, MAR is a set of measures that aim to artificially increase the recharge of water
in an aquifer. In the Brazilian semiarid region, some of the most common techniques for increasing the
natural water reserve are underground dams and infiltration ponds. A detailing of these and other
techniques and specific examples applied in Brazil are reported below.

The MAR Global Inventory, available on the International Groundwater Resources Assessment
Centre (IGRAC) portal, has gathered ninety MAR applications located in Brazil divided in eight
specific MAR types: ditch and furrow, dug well–shaft–pit injection, excess irrigation, induced bank
filtration, infiltration ponds and basins, rooftop rainwater harvesting, subsurface dam, and trenches [19].
According to this inventory, MAR solutions are mostly concentrated in the northeast region, as can be
seen in Figure 2 below. With respect to the specific MAR type, this inventory points to a predominance
of subsurface dam technology (64%), mainly located in northeastern Brazil, 100% of which aim to
maximize natural storage to be used for agricultural purposes. In reality, what has been called
“subsurface dam” technology in Brazil should be named “underground dam”, which is divided into
two main types: submerged dams (Costa & Mello type) and submersible dams [20,21]. These methods
will be described later. The main influent sources used in Brazil are river water, representing 54% of
the cases and stormwater, representing 40%. Regarding the final uses of MAR, 60 applications are used
for agriculture, 20 cases use water for domestic use, 8 have ecological uses, and only 2 applications are
for research purposes [19].
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Figure 2. Localization of managed aquifer recharge (MAR) solutions in Brazil, sorted by (a) MAR final
use; (b) MAR main objective; (c) MAR influent source; (d) Specific MAR type. Source: Adapted from
International Groundwater Resources Assessment Centre (IGRAC) website [19].

The applications of underground dams in the Brazilian semiarid region have been very important
for transforming the reality of the region’s farming population, as they are sustainable and easy to
apply technologies. In Alexandrina-RN, the construction of an underground dam of approximately 2.0
ha provided a significant increase in the production of maize, beans and rice, allowing an increase
in family income through the sale of the surplus [22]. In Paraíba, the Local Development Training
Project constructed two underground dams in two communities in the municipality of Texeira. In one
of the communities it was possible to harvest fruit even in the dry season. In addition, the owners
reported a better quality of the harvested fruits, as bigger and better looking. The participation of the
community itself in the construction of these dams is highlighted [23]. Silva et al. [24] analyzed the use
of four underground dams, one in Pernambuco, one in Paraíba, and two in Bahia. In all of them, the
importance of underground dams was verified for the food security of the families, as well as the food
security of their animals.

The effort in water quality monitoring varied from site to site. Samples of water taken from 8
underground dams located in the states of Pernambuco and Bahia were analyzed [25]. Among them,
six dams presented low salinity and low sodicity water, which made them suitable for crop irrigation.
The other two dams presented water with some risk for use in irrigation, requiring careful monitoring
and soil and water management actions.

Infiltration ponds are widespread in Brazil and can be found in thirteen states, and the Federal
District as well [26]. Up to 2013, the Barraginhas Project alone has been responsible for implementing
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around 500,000 small ponds, all around the country [27]. According to Embrapa Generated Technologies
Impacts Evaluation Report, the project has also been responsible for ensuring water and food security
and income generation for thousands of families in the semiarid region. Social Technology has also
promoted environmental benefits such as soil conservation/restoration, headwaters recovery, and
groundwater replenishment [28].

The program P1MC—A Million Cisterns (“Um Milhão de Cisternas”) is a program promoted
by ASA, whose objective is to promote and ensure access to drinking water for communities in the
semiarid region. Based on the principle of stocking up in times of plenty to have enough in times of
shortage, this project was awarded in the Future Policy Award in 2017. The project started in 2003; and
the goal of building 1 million cisterns was achieved in 2014. Another program of great relevance for
living with the semiarid region was the P1+2—One Land and Two Waters Program (“Uma Terra Duas
Águas”), whose objective was to increase water security, as well as to promote land management, food
security, and income generation [29].

Most of the rural makeshift schemes implemented to deal with drought in Brazil are low-cost
measures focused on storing rainwater and stormwater in buried or semi-buried tanks, aiming to
ensure small farmers’ food and water security. A large portion of these methods are recorded in
Government Documents, in free magazines distributed by NGOs and their websites, and referenced in
scientific papers.

In the next section, there is a description of some examples of MAR technology that are based on
water infiltration into the soil. Following this, some technologies are presented that are considered
as MAR, but do not involve aquifer recharge, being technologies for storing water in buried or
semi-buried tanks.

3.1.1. MAR based Solutions in Brazil

• Infiltration Pond (Small Dam)

Infiltration ponds are well-known in Brazil as small dams (Barraginhas). The main objective in
utilizing this ancient technique is soil restoration and conservation. The first experiment with a small
dam was performed at Embrapa Milho and Sorgo, in Sete Lagoas—Minas Gerais, 1991. The success of
this experiment triggered the widespread use of this technique, extending it to the Brazilian semiarid
region with the objective of helping small farming communities to deal with degradation and water
shortages [30]. Aragão [31] states that, although widely used in Brazil, there is a lack of studies on the
most suitable areas that allow the best performance of this technique.

Small dams are small half-moon-shaped dams. Their dimensions range from 1.5 m to 2.0 m in
depth, and 15 m to 20 m in diameter. They are scattered and successively constructed in the main
thalwegs of pastureland and degraded fields (Figure 3a), as well as along roadsides, aiming to prevent
soil erosion by surface runoff [32]. Figure 3b shows a cross section of a small dam scheme. In steeper
and dry thalwegs the dam cross-sectional shapes need to be trapezoidal. On smooth level thalwegs
and roadsides, a triangular shape is the format usually utilized [30,33]. The dams are equipped with
spillways in both sides to squirt around the excess of runoff, protecting the structure [34].
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Figure 3. Small Dam scheme: (a) example of a scattered located small dam scheme; (b) cross section of
a small dam scheme.

Environmental features, such as topography, soil type, and land use as well, are fundamental
elements that affect its location and functioning. A multicriteria analysis carried out on pre-existing
small dams, to check if the locations are the most suitable, concluded that slopes less than 3% are not
suitable for the implementation of small dams, slopes between 3% and 8% are moderately adequate,
and slopes between 8% and 20% are the most suitable [31]. However, field practice points to the
fact that slopes greater than 12% should be avoided [35]. Regarding land use and vegetation cover,
anthropized areas with sparse vegetation are the most appropriate [31].

Although the soil features such as infiltration and percolation rates are critical for the analysis
of rainwater infiltration systems [36], there is a lack of investigation correlating these points to the
efficiency of the small dams. A study carried out on eight small dams built in the north of the state
of Minas Gerais has highlighted that the recharge capacity increases with soil porosity. Regarding
maintenance, silting processes are the main cause of efficiency loss. Around over eleven years of use,
the radiuses of the small dams have decreased 1.26 m on average, and the depth loss was up to 1.32 m.
Based on these data, the study recommends that every five years, the owners remove the silting from
the small dams until recovering the original dimensions (diameter 6 m, depth 1.5–2.0 m) [37].
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In order for this technique to be effective, annual precipitation can be up to 1800 mm. Depending
on soil type, each small dam can percolate from 800 m3 up to 1200 m3 in a wet season [31]. The notion
of successive dams actually helping with retention of pollutants, and the soil acting as a filtering
medium, and thus improving water quality, is approached as a consequence of the application of this
method, not as its intended goal.

• Underground Dam

An underground dam is an ST that allows rainwater to be stored under riverbeds during the rainy
season, making it available for the dry season. Although simple, its construction has to comply with
some technical requirements regarding the local where it is built: the alluvium must be predominantly
sandy; the slope has to be as level as possible; the depth of the impermeable layer must be greater than
1.5 m; the construction site must be at the narrowest part of the riverbed; and the river head should be
avoided, where there is less water. Regarding water quality, low salinity rates are essential to make its
implementation feasible [21].

The core idea of its operation is to restrict the flow of the alluvial aquifer by building an
impermeable transverse septum, thus raising the level of the upstream water table. In Brazil, there are
two types of underground dams suitable to local features: the submerged type, also known as the
Costa & Mello type and submersible type. Both of them make use of a buried impermeable septum to
restrict the underground flow and are equipped with an Amazon type well to allow the use of the
accumulated water in the saturated zone. To build the septum, a trench is dug down to the impervious
layer. Then, a plastic blanket is placed over the septum and covered with the excavated material, to
block the groundwater flow [21,38,39].

The first type, known as a Costa & Mello-type underground dam (submerged dam), is suitable
for the bed river of temporary creeks where the thickness of the sedimentary layer is greater than 1.5
m. This style of construction uses an impermeable septum that is totally buried, retaining only the
groundwater flow, making the water table in the alluvium rise upstream of the barrier. There is no
physical constraint to the runoff [21,38,39].

There are records of this type of technology in India, Turkey, and Japan, for both irrigation
and saline intrusion containment [40–42]. In the Brazilian semiarid region, mainly in the states of
Pernambuco, Ceará, and Rio Grande do Norte, this is one of the most applied techniques to deal with
water shortages [39]. Figure 4 shows a schematic ground plan (Figure 4a) and cross-section (Figure 4b)
of a Costa & Mello type underground dam.

In the second type of underground dam, the submersible underground dam, apart from the buried
septum, there is another one made of rocks, bricks, or clay over the riverbed. This barrier makes the
superficial flow spread over the land, creating a water pond that lasts up to two to three months after
the end of the wet season [21,38,39]. The process of lake formation generates a gradual accumulation
of sediments, increasing the thickness of the soil upstream of the dam, thus providing an increase of
the storage capacity over time, as happens in sand dams [20,43]. However, some authors warn that
it only happens in some cases [44]. This technique is suitable for small rivers and water pathways.
This dam over the riverbed is equipped with a spillway made of concrete to spill over excess water
and preserve the barrage above the ground, limiting the water level. Upstream, close to the dam, an
Amazon-type well is built to recover water for irrigation and for other uses, such as livestock water
supply when the water level falls below to the ground level [21,38,39]. Figure 5a shows a schematic
ground plan of the submersible underground dam. Figure 5b shows a schematic cross-section of the
submersible underground dam.
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Figure 4. Costa & Mello type underground dam—submerged dam (a) Ground plan; (b) Cross section.

To implement an underground dam, a set of several factors affects the costs. Among them,
the length of the impermeable septum, the raw material, the depth of the impermeable layer, and
the workforce available. Based on an underground dam with a septum length of 100 m, using a
plastic blanket, and a maximum depth of up to 3.5 m, a study performed by Semiárid Embrapa
(CPATSA)/Farming Brazilian Research Company (EMBRAPA) estimated the costs to be around 1300
USD if using heavy machinery [45].

• Dry Well (Caixa Seca)

This is a rainwater harvesting method used to reduce soil erosion, preventing unpaved road
deterioration and the silting of rivers and streams. These structures are normally built in a series
connected by trenches dug along the roadsides. Based on the builder’s empirical knowledge of runoff
speed, they are associated with ditches dug diagonally to the axis of the roads, aiming at reducing
the surface runoff speed and to covey the rainwater to the dry wells [46]. For safety reasons in the
reduction of erosion risks, Bertoni and Neto [47] have recommended that the spacing between the dry
wells should be within specific limits, as shown in the Table 1 below.
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Table 1. Maximum spacing between the Dry Wells as a function of road slope.

Road Slope (%) Distance between Dry Wells (m)

5–10 50
10–15 30
>15 20

Source: adapted from Bertoni and Lombardi Neto [47].
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Figure 5. Submersible underground dam (a) ground plan; (b) cross section.

The dry well dimensions are defined in the field, based on the builders’ experience, never being
less than 1 m deep, 1 m wide, and 1 m long (1 m3). Caixa Seca translates literally to English as dry box.
The trenches are 0.30 m in depth, and their width is defined by the width of a hoe. These structures
also function as infiltration devices, helping to distribute the water into the ground [48]. Whenever
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the silt in a dry well reaches 50% of its volume, the silt must be removed [49]. Figure 6 shows a dry
well scheme.

 

Distance 

According to the 

Table X 

Dry Well 
Trench  

Dry Well 

Trench  

Figure 6. Dry well (caixa seca) scheme.

• Bank Filtration

Bank filtration is a simplified water treatment technique developed in Europe more than a hundred
years ago [50]. It consists of groundwater abstraction by a constructed well located close to a river or a
lake, aiming to induce a groundwater gradient, forcing the infiltration of the surface water towards the
well, thereby improving water quality [51]. Depending on the soil, underground, and water source
features, bank filtration could be the only water treatment before a final chlorination step, or at least
used as a pre-treatment [52]. The use of this technique is not limited to the Brazilian semiarid region. It
can also be found in the Southeastern Region, especially in the State of Santa Catarina, in the south of
Brazil. The bank filtration scheme is shown in Figure 7.

 

River / Lake  

Surface Water  Groundwater  

Extraction Well 

Figure 7. Bank filtration scheme.

3.1.2. Other Solutions

• Rainwater Tank

A rainwater tank is a covered, semi-buried cistern connected to the house gutters and equipped
with a first flush device. Its capacity ranges between 16,000 and 21,000 L. The most common storage
capacity is the 16,000 L with a 3.45 m diameter and 2.4 m depth. Since it is covered and made from
concrete, it is impervious, preventing evaporation and debris contamination [53,54].
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• Boardwalk Cistern (Cisterna calçadão)

This method was conceived of as a way to help scattered small farming communities not being
served by a large-scale hydraulic infrastructure as a way to help them sustain their food production in
their backyards.

It is a covered, semi-buried reservoir 6.4 m in diameter and 1.8 m in depth. Connected to a 200 m2

concrete floor by a 100 mm pipe, this system is able to collect and store around 52 m3 of rainwater even
under yearly rainfall rates around 350 mm. Since it is covered and made of concrete, it is impervious,
preventing evaporation, and debris contamination.

The harvesting area known as boardwalk (calçadão) is surrounded by a small concrete fence, and
has a slight slope towards the cistern. The linking device between the boardwalk and the cistern is
provided with a small sedimentation tank to avoid particles entering the cistern [55].

• Stormwater Tank

This tank has a 6.2 m diameter, a depth of 1.8 m, and is a covered, totally buried, concrete-plate
made cistern, capable of storing up to 52 m3 of stormwater. The main difference between this technique
and the boardwalk cistern is the catchment area. In this model, there is no specific design for the
harvesting area. It must be implemented in a slightly sloped ground (<5%) where a water stream
naturally flows. A vegetated catchment should be used to avoid the erosion of coarse sediments. This
ST uses two serially-placed sedimentation tanks before the water reaches the cistern, in order to remove
sand and small stones from the harvested water [56].

• Retention Trench

The standard retention trench (barreiro trench) is a narrow, deep, inverse-trapezoidal shaped,
dug reservoir, capable of storing around 500 m3 of stormwater. The trapezium’s larger base measures
approximately 24 m with the smaller base at around 16 m, the width at 5 m, and the depth varying
from 3 m to 5 m. It should be implemented in the runoff natural pathway, where the terrain slope
is as low as possible, avoiding silting and consequent storage volume losses. Its feasibility must be
checked by at least three survey boreholes along to the reservoir axis with the objective of identifying
the impermeable layer depth [57].

3.2. Early MAR Initiatives in Brazil: Projects and Researches

In larger Brazilian cities, the main rainwater and stormwater management concern is the runoff
peak flow attenuation and flooding avoidance. Towards this, various sustainable drainage techniques
have been encouraged, but only a few of these focus on stormwater infiltration. Among them, the
most widely used techniques are rain gardens, infiltration trenches, and permeable pavements [58].
None of these have water quality control concerns before infiltration and nor water recovery methods.

Nevertheless, a few MAR initiatives have been evaluated, mainly in the academic environment,
as a way of improving integrated water resource management processes. They contribute to the
assessment of the technical feasibility and were not implemented on a large scale. Okpala [59] carried
out the first specific MAR academic assessment in Brazil in 2010. The study assessed the soil aquifer
treatment (SAT) feasibility at the Governador André Franco Montoro International Airport (State
of São Paulo), in order to help the Brazilian National Airport Infrastructure Company—Infraero to
discover an alternative water source for the growing water demand. In this pilot experiment, the
most suitable area was chosen from a group of previously assessed areas. The undisturbed samples
taken at the unsaturated layer of the selected area were characterized and subsequently assembled
into special testing columns, through which secondary treated effluent was infiltrated. Another set of
undisturbed samples were taken from a second area similar to the first one. Based on the results, the
authors concluded that for SAT be feasible, the first layer of the soil should be removed or replaced by
coarse sand for adequate treatment.
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Rayis [60] has assessed water quality requirements and costs for MAR implementation in the
São Paulo Metropolitan Region as a response to the 2015 water crises. The most suitable treatment
process, recharge methods, and water-treated sewage quality features were based on international
experiences, such as in the cities of Shafdan (Israel), Atlantis (South Africa), Sabadell (Spain), and
Adelaide (Australia). The study adopted influent water quality standards based on the legislation
from the US and Spain that specify the required sewage treatment plant effluent treatment level, which
is the tertiary treatment level for nitrogen removal. The MAR unitary operation cost was estimated at
1.41 USD/m3, almost twice the cost of a water mains unitary operation.

The BRAMAR Project, cooperation between Brazil and Germany, intended to help face water
shortage by planning and preparing MAR operation schemes. Thus, the Gramame river coastal basin,
in the state of Paraíba, was chosen as a study area, aiming to assess the soil infiltration capability
and the necessary treatment efficiency of the effluent from the stabilization pond. For this purpose, a
10 mm h−1 average input flow was infiltrated into two undisturbed soil columns collected from the
study area. Over 72 days, the researchers assessed a set of six physicochemical parameters (BOD5,
COD, DOC, TSS, NH3, and NO3). The results showed a reduction in organic matter, suspended
soil, and ammoniacal nitrogen greater than 60%. Clogging problems were observed, and the feed
procedures were changed. From the 42nd day, wet and dry cycles were implemented aiming to restore
soil infiltration capability [61].

A master thesis developed at Campina Grande Federal University aimed to propose a transition
from an existing non-managed aquifer recharge reality to an intended MAR scenario in the semiarid
region [62]. The study area was the Surucucu alluvial aquifer, located at Paraíba River Basin, in the
Sumé Municipality, Paraíba State. The lithologic characterization of the study area was carried out
based on data of 117 intrusive investigation boreholes made by the BRAMAR Project. The water table
level was monitored through a set of 40 wells distributed along 12 km of the Surucucu riverside, from
April 2016 to October 2017. From May 2016 to October 2017, the study has used the chloride ion as a
tracer to indicate aquifer contamination by sewage. The results showed that the chloride concentrations
kept in high levels, especially in the urban area due to the lack of sanitation. Although decreasing
along with the underground flow, the results showed the negative impacts of the non-managed aquifer
recharge, pointing out to the risk of salinization. The study has proposed a set of actions to work from
non-managed aquifer recharge towards MAR, such as to infiltrate treated sewage by using infiltration
ponds, where there is no restriction of space, and to recharge surface water resources when it is possible
by using an aquifer storage transfer and recovery systems (ASTR).

3.3. Groundwater Legal Framework

This section aims to present the main groundwater legal documents from both federal and state
levels. Although not the same, artificial recharge is the closest in meaning to the MAR expression.
Therefore, it was used as a keyword in the place of MAR when searching on the internet for documents
related to the Brazilian legal framework for MAR. From now on, the acronym “MAR” will be used in
place of “artificial recharge”.

3.3.1. Federal Level

From a set of seventeen groundwater legal documents at the federal level, four (23.5 %) mention
MAR in their content. Up to the early 2000s, there was no legislation clearly addressing MAR. In 2001,
the Water Resources National Council Resolution nº 15 encouraged municipalities to adopt MAR. In
the following year, Water Resources National Council Resolution nº 22 established that withdraw and
recharge estimates should be included in the water resources plans. In 2008, the Environment National
Council Resolution nº 396 permitted establishment of MAR to avoid saline intrusion, providing that
there were no changes in water quality, and established water quality mandatory monitoring. At the
end of the same year, the Water Resources National Council Resolution nº 92 made prior authorization
and mandatory monitoring a condition of aquifer recharge (Table 2).
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Table 2. Legal framework at the federal level.

Legal Documents Addressing Underground Water 17

Underground Water Legislation Addressing MAR 4

Legal Document Article

CONAMA N◦ 396/2008
Art. 23 Allows MAR to avoid saline intrusion

Art. 25 Made water quality monitoring mandatory
Resolution nº 15, 2001/01/11 Art. 6 Encourages MAR

Resolution nº 22, 2002/05/24 Art. 3 Establishes discharge and recharge estimate
mandatory in Water Resources Plans

Resolution n◦ 92, 2008/11/05
Art. 8 Conditions aquifer recharge on prior

authorizationArt. 10 VIII Makes water quality
monitoring mandatory

3.3.2. State Level

Of all state water resources laws that address underground water, around a fifth (20.3%) mention
MAR. Most of them have been promulgated by the states located in the semiarid region, and follows the
federal level regulations. Concerning treated wastewater, the Tocantins State legal framework prohibits
its discharge into groundwater, although it allows MAR under technical, economic and sanitary
assessment, and prior authorization by the Tocantins’ Nature Institute. The States of Pernambuco,
Ceará, and Maranhão define MAR clearly as water injection through underground dams or injection
wells. Santa Catarina State’s definition of MAR is generic, defining it as any intentional infiltration
technique. It should be highlighted that, among several states, only Pernambuco and Ceará encourage
MAR adoption by citizens and companies through rebate schemes on sanitation taxes. Both Pernambuco
and Ceará States condition water withdraws to natural recharge features maintenance or MAR. Table 3
shows the basic principles of the state laws addressing MAR.
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4. Discussion

Brazilian folk wisdom has been the generator of several initiatives to the fight against droughts. At
least two of them have been developed and applied only in Brazil: small dams (Barraginhas) and dry
wells (Caixa Seca). However, regarding water quality and volume monitoring, there are no systematic
records that allow a scientific MAR approach. Although the MAR global inventory points to the
prevalence of in-channel modifications (underground dams) over the infiltration ponds and basins,
there is no registration of small dams (Barraginhas) on the platform, resulting in underreporting of
this type of technology. However, there are governmental reports that state there have been more
than 500,000 small dams constructed. It is possible to estimate the number of schemes implemented
and costs by mining grey literature, but the reliability of these information should be checked in field
research. Some of these technologies have been implemented into government programs, such as
P1MC and P1+2. It must be highlighted that some STs, such as rainwater tanks, stormwater cisterns,
boardwalk cisterns, and retention trenches may be misinterpreted as an aquifer recharge practice.
Although using buried or semi-buried reservoirs, these STs use the impervious tanks to store, not to
infiltrate the harvested rainwater. In a large portion of the northeastern region, the soil features, such
as salinity and low infiltration rates, have led to these technologies instead of aquifer recharge [62].
Despite being widely encouraged by legal frameworks at both federal and state levels, and being used
all around the country, MAR technologies have no water quality monitoring programs in Brazil due to
both the lack of a custom of monitoring and government underfunding.

Although federal and state legislation cites water reuse and MAR, there is no clear link between
them [60]. In addition, the use of alternative sources of water is generally viewed with some suspicion,
as a result of an intricate set of social and institutional barriers resulting from the perception of risks
related to the various possible uses of this water [60]. This lack of information and long-term studies is
one of the factors that hinder the development of appropriate legal framework supporting on MAR
in Brazil. In view of this, projects such as the international cooperation Brazil-Germany (BRAMAR),
which helped to face water shortage by planning and preparing MAR operation schemes, should
be encouraged, and their results should be further disseminated to promote the acceptance and
encouragement of this type of technology.

The main concern related to rainwater/stormwater urban management is the runoff peak flow
attenuation and flood avoidance by sustainable drainage techniques. Most of these techniques focus
on rainwater retention close to where it precipitates. None of them have aquifer recharge for further
water recovery purposes. Consequently, they cannot be considered MAR applications. This delay in
adopting MAR initiatives, as happens also in India, induces the risk of loss of economic and social
benefits [63]. However, since 2010, there have been some academic MAR assessment initiatives for both
urban and rural areas as well. Regarding economic assessment of MAR in urban areas, preliminary
assessment points to the MAR unitary operation cost to be almost twice the unitary water mains
operation cost (US$ 1.41/m3 versus US$ 0.75/m3) [60]. It should be highlighted that “[t]he averaged
costs of water supplies from four desalination plants in eastern and southern Australia built since the
‘millennium drought’ [64] to secure capital city supplies is more than 10 times the long-run marginal
costs of normal supplies in those cities” [65].

5. Conclusions

The semiarid region of Brazil and big cities have been identified as the main areas that need
strategies to combat water scarcity and measures that ensure water security. Identifying aquifers that
are suitable for MAR application sand the availability of water sources for recharge are strategic actions
to enable the selection of projects that present best cost benefits and that are alternatives for the use of
traditional sources.

Although there are some studies being developed in the academic environment, Brazil is still at
an early stage in MAR initiatives and needs to overcome technical, legal, and socio-cultural challenges
to adopt MAR. Adoption of MAR should be considered a strategy for facing future droughts under
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a climate change scenario [65]. However, the lack of awareness concerning MAR solutions and
non-specific local policies linking MAR schemes to water demand have delayed its development in
Brazil. In this sense, it is necessary to identify areas, such as the semiarid region in the northeast,
urban settlements, and water-intensive agricultural lands, where the demand for water overcomes the
availability, threatening water security. In these areas, the government should encourage the search
for aquifers suitable for MAR, on which its adoption could be a more cost-effective alternative than
traditional sources, with the perspective of improving the integrated management of water resources.

Most Brazilian MAR scheme records are dispersed in grey literature, such as non-governmental
organization (NGO) websites and governmental reports. The MAR Global Inventory is, therefore, a
helpful initiative to gather them in a reliable source. However, the majority of the information must be
checked in the field by research projects.

As has happened in a number of countries where MAR schemes have been widely adopted, there
are no consistent regulations for the implementation of MAR in Brazil. Seeking to establish a MAR
regulation framework, to be based on the Australian guidelines, is a sound and less difficult attempt to
provide principles for safe implementation of MAR schemes [66]. Taking advantage of state autonomy
in groundwater management [60], guidelines on MAR suitable for local features must be developed to
help improving integrated water resources management in Brazil based on scientific approaches.
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Abstract: In Mexico, one hundred of the 188 most important aquifers dedicated to agriculture and
human consumption are over-exploited and 32 are affected by seawater intrusion in coastal areas.
Considering that Mexico relies on groundwater, it is vital to develop a portfolio of alternatives to
recover aquifers and examine policies and programs regarding reclaimed water and stormwater.
Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) may be useful for increasing water availability and adapting
to climate change in semi-arid regions of Mexico. In this paper, we present an overview of water
recharge projects that have been conducted in Mexico in the last 50 years, their methods for recharge,
water sources, geographical distribution, and the main results obtained in each project. We found
three types of MAR efforts: (1) exploratory and suitability studies for MAR, (2) pilot projects, and (3)
MAR facilities that currently operate. This study includes the examination of the legal framework
for MAR to identify some challenges and opportunities that Mexican regulation contains in this
regard. We find that beyond the technical issues that MAR projects normally address, the regulatory
framework is a barrier to increasing MAR facilities in Mexico.

Keywords: MAR; Mexico; legal; regulatory; framework; LAN (Law of the Nation’s Waters); reclaimed
water; arid; semi-arid

1. Introduction

Groundwater overdraft in Mexico is a serious problem. One hundred of the 188 most important
aquifer dedicated to agriculture and human consumption are overexploited, and 32 are affected by
seawater intrusion in coastal areas [1,2]. Overexploitation of groundwater refers to the excessive
withdrawal beyond the annual average recharge [1]. Expansion of irrigated agriculture, the growth in
population, changes in consumption habits, and urbanization are the primary drivers of the increase in
water use, resulting in water scarcity, a condition that is becoming a threat to sustainable development
in Mexico [3]. Water scarcity refers to the geographic and temporal mismatch between freshwater
demand and availability [3,4]. In Mexico, 58% of its national territory has dry lands—semi-arid, arid,
and hyper-arid ecosystems [5]. Hence, natural conditions and overexploitation of groundwater [5]
have led to a water-stress state in the country. Water stress refers to the ratio of total annual water
withdrawals to the total available annual renewable supply [6].

Climate change is projected to affect rainfall patterns in Mexico; in particular, the Northern
and Northwest regions may be facing severe water scarcity all year round by the year 2040.
Mexican researchers analyzed weather databases to project rainfall patterns and temperature for
the next four decades [7]. The information obtained was merged with data of water availability for
overexploited aquifers; the outcomes showed that in the Northwest, Northern, and Northeast regions,
water availability would decline [7,8]. For the US–Mexico border region, the results obtained by
US and Mexican scientists using several climate models, have shown “a continued high degree of
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annual precipitation variability” [9,10]. Regarding the temperature, average annual and seasonal
temperatures, also nighttime temperature are projected to increase for the border US–Mexico region,
the western Sonoran Desert, and the northern region of the Chihuahuan Desert [7]. The Working
Group II Contribution to the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report pointed out that over North America,
which includes Northwest Mexico, exhibit very likely increases in mean temperature [11].

Future climatic scenarios might also affect groundwater recharge because higher temperatures will
increase potential evapotranspiration [9,12]. Groundwater recharge includes the process of recharge as
a natural part of the hydrological cycle, human-induced recharge that is also named artificial recharge,
and recharge due to human activities such as irrigation and waste disposal [13]. Considering that
groundwater supplies 70% of the water used for industry, agriculture, and human consumption in
Mexico and several aquifers are overexploited [1,14], alternatives must be evaluated to recover aquifers.

In Northwest Mexico, the states of Sonora and Baja California Sur are annually impacted by
tropical storms that provide them with a large volume of water in a short period. The rainfall generates
floods because there is no infrastructure to manage stormwater or store it. However, several cities in
the same region lack water during periods of the year. Another example is Mexico City, which imports
water from distant basins [15–18]. Nevertheless, this city’s precipitation ranges between 500 and
1200 mm per year, and almost every summer it suffers floods [1,19]. Mexico City and its metropolitan
area combine reclaimed water, raw water, and stormwater to discharge into streams without evaluating
whether this water can be recycled for other activities [20]. Reusing water is particularly relevant
in water-stressed countries like Mexico. Therefore, it is crucial to examine policies and programs
regarding reclaimed water and stormwater, which might be useful resources for increasing water
availability in this country.

Artificial recharge, as it is termed in Mexican law, now called Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR),
where water quality management is also explicitly addressed, is a concept applied to describe diverse
methods with the aim of both augmenting groundwater resources during times when water is available
and recovering the water from the same aquifer in the future when it is needed [21,22]. There are
a number of systems that could be categorized as MAR [21,23,24] and to implement one of them
depends on local conditions such as financial budget, water quality, land availability, hydrogeological
characteristics of the aquifer, water availability, and type of soil, among other considerations [24–26].
Although MAR is not a cure for overexploited aquifers, it can be useful for restoring groundwater
balance [21]. In Mexico, reclaimed water and stormwater are the primary sources for MAR. In several
countries, Managed Aquifer Recharge using reclaimed water has been growing as an option to recycle
this resource, to replenish aquifers, and to stop seawater intrusion [20,24,27–29]. Globally, metropolises
that have successfully used MAR to increase water supply include Adelaide, Australia [30], Los Angeles,
United States [21], Tucson, United States [31,32], and Orange County, United States [33].

MAR in Mexico and Legal Framework

Since the 1950s, researchers, consultants, and local governments have designed and implemented
water recharge projects [25]. Even though some cases were not designed specifically for water recharge,
it has been pointed out that these experiences revealed the potential of harvesting and storing water to
be used in the future [34,35]. In the early 2000s, in the states of Chihuahua, Sonora, and Mexico City,
facilities for MAR using reclaimed water were proposed.

The need to increase water supply in semi-arid lands has triggered efforts for MAR. For instance,
in 2007, in San Luis Río Colorado, Sonora facilities for MAR began operating [36], although there were
no regulations in place. Therefore, this case was used as a model to define national standards for MAR.
Although academics have stressed that public policies for MAR are needed [37–39], Mexican federal
agencies have made slow progress in this regard. Moreover, the role that national policies have played
in promoting or impeding MAR applications in Mexico has not been analyzed.

In Mexico, the water administration is centralized in the federal government and its regulation is
based on Article 27 of the Political Constitution of the United States of Mexico [40]. The municipal
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responsibilities for water are established in Article 115. Regarding MAR, the Law of the Nation’s
Waters establishes that a permit is required to build a MAR pilot project [41]. The Federal Duties Law
includes the charges that users must pay to extract groundwater; this legislation contains financial
incentives for artificial recharge, as well. Furthermore, there are two official Mexican standards for
MAR [42,43]. These regulations establish guidelines and water quality parameters that MAR projects,
using reclaimed water and stormwater, must meet.

Throughout the world, water policies have been grounded in hard-path solutions, creating large
scale infrastructure to deliver water, capital-intensive supply sources and centralized management [44].
Mexico is no exception. Projects to manage water demand, recycle water, and build small-scale
infrastructure for water recharge with decentralized management (soft-path solutions) have not often
been incorporated in governmental water project portfolios. Particularly in water-stressed regions,
hard and soft-path solutions can be simultaneously implemented to improve water management [44,45].
In Mexico, there are examples of small-scale facilities for MAR in rural communities and medium-sized
cities that are helping to increase water supply. Hence, it is beneficial to evaluate the role that small
infrastructure for MAR in Mexico could play to increase water availability in rural and peri-urban
areas. In this paper, we are using the definition of water availability provided by Tydwell et al. [46]:
water availability is the supply of water in excess of that currently allocated for consumptive use in a
particular basin, that is, the amount of water available for new development.

In Mexico, researchers have conducted an inventory of projects and estimated a significant
potential for MAR in Mexico [35,47]. This study provides additional and updated information,
including operational status. We present an overview of water recharge projects that have been
conducted in Mexico in the last 50 years, their methods for recharge, water sources, geographical
distribution, and the main results obtained in each project. Previous research has been focused only
on assessing the performance of MAR projects or suitability studies. Our study also includes the
examination of the legal framework for MAR to identify some challenges and opportunities that the
Mexican legislation contains in this regard.

2. Materials and Methods

We carried out a systematic literature review of peer-reviewed publications in English and Spanish
language, using such keywords as MAR, Mexico, artificial recharge, and water recharge. In addition,
considering that in Mexico several studies for MAR have been conducted by universities and private
consultants, the search included grey literature and official reports. These reports are mainly the
products that consultants have delivered to state and municipal authorities. Additionally, we obtained
information from publicly available conference proceedings and academic theses and reviewed the
Mexican regulatory framework for groundwater and wastewater.

Recharge projects were grouped based on whether reclaimed water or stormwater was the source
of water. In this paper, we will refer to reclaimed water to describe water that has been treated to meet
quality standards; the term effluent will be used for water that has not been treated. We also consider
each project’s objectives. Finally, we analyzed the Mexican framework regulating MAR to identify gaps or
aspects that could be clarified. The Legislation analyzed included the Political Constitution of the United
States of Mexico, the Law of the Nation´s Waters, Federal Duties Law, and Official Mexican Standards.

3. Results

3.1. MAR Projects, Types, Objectives, and Geographical Distribution

On the whole, we found that there are three types of MAR efforts (Table 1).
a. The first group includes exploratory and suitability studies for MAR, mainly proposed

by researchers.
b. The second group is composed of pilot projects. In some cases, pilot projects have operated

for a short period and later were stopped or canceled, and others are still operating. We use the
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definition of a pilot project for artificial recharge included in the Mexican regulation [40], where a pilot
project is a temporary project that has been built to evaluate a recharge system, to assess its technical
feasibility, to monitor hydraulic variables and water quality, and to identify possible impacts generated
by artificial recharge in the aquifer and the environment.

c. The third group includes MAR facilities that currently operate.
Overall, MAR pilot projects and facilities have been planned with four objectives: to restore

contaminated or depleted aquifers, to reduce land subsidence, to replenish aquifers and increase water
availability, and to manage floods. Moreover, the infrastructure is mainly composed of small-scale
facilities that are using stormwater or reclaimed water. In addition to the identified MAR projects
and facilities, we include information on the most significant case of incidental recharge registered
in Mexico, in the State of Hidalgo. Currently, only a portion of the water discharged meets quality
standards; however, if this water is adequately treated, it could be used to recharge local aquifers.
Finally, we present information regarding a MAR project that was created to recover the aquifer and to
maintain environmental services in a riparian ecosystem. This information is presented and discussed
in the sections below.

3.1.1. MAR Projects to Restore Contaminated or Depleted Aquifers

In a region between the states of Durango and Coahuila (Figure 1), a MAR pilot project was
designed to find alternatives to halt arsenic contamination in aquifers used for human consumption
and agriculture [48,49]. Using an infiltration reservoir that had previously been constructed in the
basin, several experiments were conducted in 1991 and 2000. In those pilot projects, adequate rates of
water infiltration and acceptable quality standards were obtained. However, this pilot project was not
transformed into a large-scale installation because local farmers had provided most of the volume of
water used for the project, and they were not interested in maintaining this experiment. In addition,
the project lacked financial support for monitoring activities.

In Baja California Sur, Cardona et al. [50] analyzed the geological conditions in the municipality
of Comondú to reduce seawater intrusion in its aquifers. Based on the information from Cardona [50],
Wurl [51] evaluated three alternatives for recovering aquifers in this municipality. The first option is
reducing 40 percent of withdrawals for agriculture; under this scenario, the aquifer would be recovered
in more than 100 years [51]. The second option is to build small reservoirs to catch stormwater and
slowly release it to increase natural recharge. The third option is the construction of storage dams for
artificial recharge in areas with an adequate infiltration rate. Based on their hydrological models and
maintaining the pumping rates registered in 2007, the last option would restore the aquifer at a faster
pace. It would mean that in 40 years, 18% of the depleted volume of groundwater would have been
restored [51,52].

3.1.2. MAR to Reduce Land Subsidence

Soil subsidence caused by depletion of groundwater has been widely documented in the United
States, Mexico, and other countries [53–56]. In Mexico City, land subsidence has been recorded since
1925 and is one of the most notorious cases in the world [57,58]. Mexico City was built upon a lake over
the ruins of the former Aztec city Tenochtitlan [59]. During the period 1991–2006 in some areas of this
city, the subsidence rate has ranged 0.10–0.40 m per year [60,61]. Several studies argue that one of the
leading causes of subsidence is that groundwater extraction exceeds the natural recharge and due to
depressurization of the lacustrine aquitard [34,60–62]. It has been estimated that at least 23% of Mexico’s
City total surface area is placed on the former lakebed [57,59]. Therefore, to address the subsidence
problem in Mexico City, some pilot projects using MAR methods have been proposed [34,63,64].
Since the 1960s, Figueroa Vega [62] has conducted studies and developed pilot projects for water
recharge in Mexico City. Recently, Figueroa Vega [34] proposed a MAR project to collect water from
local streams and runoff during the rainy season. This proposal may be developed where an ancient
lake was located, and it would be linked to the hydraulic facilities for water management that has
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been built in the metropolitan area of Mexico City [65]. Water collected could be used to recharge the
aquifer and would help to reduce the subsidence rate.

Figure 1. States in Mexico with the presence of Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) projects.

In Mexico City, another effect associated with over-pumping of groundwater and subsidence is the
seismic damage in buildings and urban infrastructure. This city is a hot spot for earthquakes because
it is situated between the North American Plate and the Cocos Plate [66]. Carreón-Freyre et al. [57]
suggest that there is a relationship between seismic damage and land subsidence. Similarly, other
scholars have developed a simulation model to identify urban areas located on top of the ancient
lake and found that the most energetic shock waves during an earthquake are recorded in these
zones [67]. Although more research is required to characterize specific zones where artificial recharge
might be applied to diminish the negative impacts caused by earthquakes, it is a promising line for
future research.

3.1.3. To Replenish Aquifers and Increase Water Availability

MAR projects in Mexico have been primarily designed to replenish aquifers and increase water
availability using two types of water: stormwater and reclaimed water. Stormwater is used in
small-scale facilities, mostly in rural environments, whereas in cities reclaimed water is used. In states
located in the northern region, such as Baja California Sur, Chihuahua, and Sonora characterized by
having a short but intense rainy season and a long dry season, there are proposals to build small-scale
infrastructure to collect stormwater for replenishing aquifers [34,51,68,69]. In Chihuahua, a state
located in northern Mexico, researchers from the Autonomous University of Chihuahua developed a
pilot project in collaboration with the local government. This project has been ongoing for ten years [69].
In Caborca, Sonora, Minjarez et al. [68] conducted studies to develop a numerical groundwater model
using stormwater as a source for MAR. Based on the model, they proposed sites for future MAR
implementation. This proposal has not been transformed into a pilot project. In Southern Mexico, in a
semi-arid region of the State of Oaxaca, there is a pilot project that uses stormwater for recharge [70].

In Mexico, in cities in which the population ranges from less than a million inhabitants to several
million, reclaimed water is the primary source for MAR [15,37,63,71–75]. Based on the results registered
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by water managers, MAR using reclaimed water is more reliable because the water flow is constant,
and its performance could be monitored as a component of a wastewater treatment plant.

In Mexico City, the Water System Agency has pursued a long process to create facilities for MAR
using reclaimed water [63]. At the beginning of the 1960s, injection wells were used to infiltrate water
from a reservoir. Even though their performance was adequate for more than nine years, these wells
were closed because the water in the reservoir became contaminated [34]. In the late 1980s and early
1990s, studies were conducted to identify recharge areas in several areas of the city and the potential
impacts of recharging reclaimed water [63,76]. In the eastern side of Mexico City, a suitable site for
water recharge was identified. Therefore, a pilot project for MAR was built; it was running from 1992
to 2000 [63]. This installation did not operate for five years, and it was re-opened in 2005. Since 2010,
these facilities located in the most populated area of Mexico City recharge reclaimed water using
injection wells. This facility includes a program to monitor that the recharged water complies with the
national water quality standards [63].

Table 1. MAR (Managed Aquifer Recharge) efforts in Mexico.

Author/Year/State in Mexico Objective Specific MAR Method * Water Source

Research projects

Figueroa-Vega [34]
Estado de Mexico

Reduce land subsidence and replenish
the aquifer Dug well/shaft/pit injection Stormwater

González & Juárez [77]
Estado de Mexico

Replenish aquifer and increase
water availability Dug well/shaft/pit injection Stormwater

Minjarez et al. [68]
Sonora Replenish aquifer Dug well/shaft/pit injection Stormwater

Palma et al. [74]
Hermosillo, Sonora

Replenish aquifer and increase
water availability Infiltration ponds and basins Reclaimed water

Wurl [51] Wurl and Imaz-La Madrid [52]
Baja California Sur Replenish aquifer Recharge dams Stormwater

Pilot projects

Gutiérrez-Ojeda [48], Gutiérrez-Ojeda and
Ortiz [49]
Coahuila

Restore contaminated aquifers Infiltration ponds and dug
well/shaft/pit injection

Water from
a dam

Morales-Escalante [73]
Baja California

Replenish aquifer and increase
water availability Dug well/shaft/pit injection Reclaimed water

Ojeda-Olivares et al. [70]
Oaxaca, Oaxaca

Replenish aquifer and increase
water availability Subsurface dams Stormwater

Palma et al. [37] Chihuahua, Chihuahua ** Replenish aquifer and increase
water availability Infiltration ponds and basins Reclaimed water

Silva-Hidalgo et al. [69]
Chihuahua, Chihuahua **

Replenish aquifer and increase
water availability

Subsurface dams and dug
well/shaft/pit injection Stormwater

Facilities

Álvarez, M. [78]
Querétaro

Replenish aquifer Subsurface dams Stormwater

Ávila et al. [63]
Mexico City

Replenish aquifer, reduce land subsidence
and increase water availability Dug well/shaft/pit injection Effluent

Briseño-Ruíz et al. [79]
San Luis Potosí Manage floods Infiltration ponds and basins Stormwater

Escolero et al. [80]
San Luis Potosí Manage floods and replenish aquifer Infiltration ponds and dug

well/shaft/pit injection Stormwater

Hernández-Aguilar [36]
Sonora **

Replenish aquifer and increase
water availability Infiltration ponds and basins Reclaimed water

Korenfeld & Hernández [15] Replenish aquifer Dug well/shaft/pit injection Reclaimed water

Mendoza-Cázares et al. [64]
Mexico City

Reduce land subsidence and increase water
availability for environmental services Recharge dams Stormwater

* International Groundwater Resources Assessment Centre-MAR classification ** Facilities/projects functioning.

The Valle de Toluca aquifer in Estado de Mexico (which is the state bordering Mexico City)
is exporting water to Mexico City, even though this aquifer is experiencing overdraft. In order to
increase recharge in the aquifer and reduce water stress in this basin, the government of the Estado de
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Mexico built facilities for MAR using reclaimed water [15]. The effluent is treated, including ultraviolet
radiation to reach potable water quality standards and then injected into the ground using injection
wells [15,71]. The capacity of this facility is 0.63 million cubic meters per year.

In 2007, in San Luis Río Colorado (SLRC), Sonora MAR facilities were built (Figures 2 and 3).
The method used for recharge is infiltration ponds and the source of water is reclaimed water [36,72].
Annually 8.2 million cubic meters are being recharged [36]. The SLRC experience is the most successful
example of MAR facilities in Mexico, using reclaimed water with the municipal government managing it.

 

Figure 2. Infiltration basins in San Luis Rio Colorado, Sonora.

 

Figure 3. Infiltration basins in San Luis Rio Colorado, Sonora, when empty.

In the city of Chihuahua, Palma et al. [37] propose a model to recharge the unallocated effluent
(about 30 million cubic meters) that is currently being discharged into the river. The water recharged
would alleviate water stress in the aquifer and increase water availability for the city. In Hermosillo,
Sonora, Palma et al. [74] evaluate different scenarios to replenish the aquifer and balance the growing
demand for the city’s water supply. The proposal includes modifying the recharge in the irrigation
districts and building MAR facilities to reduce both water loss and pollution in the system, providing
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additional water supply to urban areas. Based on their models, Palma et al. [74] identify the best option
would be to reduce the effluent for irrigation and transfer this water to MAR facilities. This scenario
means a reduction in the irrigated area, cultivating with less water, and growing a single crop each
year. However, this plan would require a robust communication program with farmers and, perhaps,
financial incentives to attract their participation. Another scenario would be to share the effluent
between MAR and agriculture. The recharging rate will be lower compared to the other scenarios
evaluated, but the recharge will be continuous [74]. The last option is the most viable because it will
maintain agriculture activities and increase the groundwater recharge.

A different water source for artificial recharge was evaluated in Los Cabos, a municipality of
the State of Baja California Sur. Saval [81] conducted a study using water from the San Lázaro dam.
This researcher found that dam facilities were not adequate for monitoring the water recharge rate,
and water quality was not satisfactory because there were anthropogenic sources of pollution. However,
Saval [81] did not propose any options to eliminate these contaminants. Although, based on the
information described, pollution was originated from domestic discharges which could be treated to
remove contaminants.

Although there are several benefits of MAR using reclaimed water, this type of water has
also generated some concerns because this water could include pollutants that cannot be removed
by the soil [28,82]. To guarantee the recharged water will not affect native groundwater, the first
step is to characterize the reclaimed water and include a monitoring program in the MAR project.
Moreover, water composition and residence time before water is extracted for final use warrant
evaluation [27,83,84]. Furthermore, new policies might be created to match water quality with native
groundwater quality and the final intended use of the recharged water. For instance, water for the
mining industry or farming forage crops does not require high-quality standards.

3.1.4. To manage Floods

Located in a semi-arid region, San Luis Potosí, capital of the state of San Luis Potosí, has faced
flooding problems and water scarcity; therefore, a master plan to reduce flooding and increase water
recharge was designed. For artificial recharge, the alternatives evaluated were building dams, recharge
with reclaimed water, and injection wells. Based on studies conducted previously [80], a system was
designed that includes a storm drain to collect water and dispose of it in ponds to infiltrate slowly [79].
This system is using facilities that previously were dedicated to sand mining, which meant a lower cost
for the project. This artificial recharge project works very well; however, it does not have a program to
monitor water quality.

3.1.5. Unintentional Recharge

Unintentional recharge refers to water discharged into a surface body or infiltrated into
an aquifer, not as part of a planned project [85,86]. The Official Mexican Standard (NOM),
NOM-014-CONAGUA-2003 [42] suggests that water infiltrated can be reclaimed water or non-treated
water. In Mexico, one of the largest examples of unintentional recharge is in the Mezquital Valley,
in the State of Hidalgo. This valley is located 80 km north from Mexico City. Since 1896, to avoid floods
and to drain the sewage, a system was built for delivering non-treated water from Mexico City into
the Mezquital Valley [58,87]. According to Jiménez and Chavez [87], 60 cubic meters per second are
discharged daily, while during the rainy season, the peak flows may reach 300 cubic meters per second,
for a few hours. Although this water contains a high percentage of contaminants that can impact the
aquifer, scholars have reported that the soils have been effective in cleaning wastewater, maintaining
an aquifer of acceptable quality [87]. If the water is satisfactorily treated, a portion of this resource can
be dedicated to replenishing the aquifer [88]. Hence, this environmental problem can be transformed
into a solution to increase the water supply in the region.
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3.2. Water Governance and MAR

In Mexico, the water administration is centralized in the federal government, and its regulation is
grounded in Article 27 of the Political Constitution of the United States of Mexico [89]. The governance
of groundwater could be summarized as having the following components:

• Legal framework: Political Constitution of the United States of Mexico, Law of the Nation´s
Waters, Official Mexican standards, Federal Duties Law.

• Managers: National Water Commission and Municipalities.
• Users: Basin Councils, Groundwater Technical Councils.

3.2.1. National Regulations: Political Constitution of the United States of Mexico, Law of the Nation’s
Waters, and Federal Duties Law

Article 27 of the Political Constitution of the United States of Mexico (first paragraph) establishes:
“The property of all land and water within national territory is originally owned by the Nation, who has
the right to transfer this ownership to particulars” [89]. The sixth paragraph defines “the dominion by
the State shall be inalienable and imprescriptible, and the exploitation, use or development of those
resources, be that by individuals or by corporations incorporated in accordance with Mexican laws,
shall not be carried out but through concessions granted by the Federal Executive in accordance with
the rules and requirements so established by the laws” [89].

In 1992, Mexico adopted the Law of the Nation’s Water (LAN), which together with constitutional
regulations, contains specific provisions for groundwater management and the role of the National
Water Commission (CONAGUA) as the federal agency responsible for water administration [41].
Article 3 of the LAN defines the types of water entitlements: appropriation, allocation, and concession.

Appropriation: can be consumptive or non-consumptive (for example for hydropower generation).
Allocation: water rights assigned to municipal and state governments for exploitation, use,

and extraction of national water to be used for public services or domestic purposes.
Concession: water title assigned to public or private enterprises and citizens for exploitation, use,

and extraction of national waters.
Municipal governments, state governments, and Mexico City have allocations for exploitation,

use, and extraction of national water for public services and domestic utilities. Furthermore, the LAN
describes that a permit issued by CONAGUA will be required to recharge reclaimed water into
aquifers (article 91). Additionally, water recharged must fulfill quality parameters established in
national standards.

The Federal Duties Law (LFD) contains most federal taxes and financial incentives. It is analyzed
and voted on every year as a part of the national budget. The LFD includes the charges that municipal
and state governments must pay to extract water (articles 223 and 223b). These charges vary according
to the region where water is extracted. There are four zones, based on water availability, charges
are higher where water availability is lower and vice versa. Furthermore, the LFD includes financial
incentives for water recharge. Article 224, paragraph V mentions: “(Users) do not have to pay the
extraction fees if the water is recharged to its original source. The water should comply with a
certificate of quality recognized by CONAGUA and all physical, chemical, and biological parameters
listed in Article 225”. Consequently, a public or private agency that recharges water in the same
aquifer, where the water was obtained, can request this payment exception or its reimbursement.
In general, municipal and state governments pay water extraction fees and later demand a refund
from CONAGUA equal to the fees paid.

3.2.2. Official Mexican Standards (NOMs)

NOMs are specialized regulations which contain technical details for products, processes,
and services. However, they are not legislative ordinances because they were not created by both
parliamentary bodies, the chamber of deputies (like the US House of Representatives) and the chamber of
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senators [90]. There are two NOMs concerning water quality for MAR: NOM-014-CONAGUA-2003 [42]
and NOM-015-CONAGUA-2007 [43]. NOM-014 includes regulations for artificial recharge using
treated wastewater. However, the NOM-014 does not include the legal definition of reclaimed water.
This NOM establishes that to obtain a permit for a large-scale project, the following information
is required: location, hydrogeology (piezometric and stratigraphic profile), physical and chemical
characteristics of water (pH, biological oxygen demand, chemical oxygen demand, and total organic
carbon) and microbiological analysis. On the other hand, NOM-015-CONAGUA-2007 describes the
requirements to carry out infiltration activities using runoff to recharge groundwater. For direct aquifer
recharge, the water used should meet drinking water standards.

3.2.3. Managers, CONAGUA and Municipalities

Article 4 of the LAN defines that CONAGUA as the federal agency responsible for water
administration [41]. CONAGUA assumes the primary obligation to enforce laws, create a specific
regulatory framework for water allocation and water quality standards that MAR projects must fulfill.
Constitutional article 115 defines the responsibilities for municipal governments. Municipalities are
responsible for the following functions and public services: drinking water, drainage, sewerage system,
treatment, and disposal of sewage [89]. The federal government is responsible for enforcing the quality
standards for drinking water. There are some participatory bodies included in the LAN, such as
committees and councils that collaborate with national and state governments on water-related policies.

After examining the applicable regulations for groundwater and MAR (Table 2), we found that
the LAN does not include a definition of reclaimed water and the procedures that must be followed to
use it for other activities neither. There is no reference to the legal rights that public agencies have on
water recharged when conducting a MAR project using wastewater and how this “new water” would
be allocated. Today, municipal water agencies can use, sell, and exchange the wastewater produced in
treatment plants managed by them. However, neither the CPEUM nor the LAN defines the rights
and responsibilities that municipal agencies have on water recharged using a MAR method. Another
omission is concerning stormwater. The LAN does not include a definition of stormwater and lacks
information regarding the requirements that should be fulfilled to obtain an authorization for MAR
using this type of water. Finally, we want to remark that the regulations do not establish how the
stormwater recharged would be allocated or managed.

In summary, LAN lacks specific regulations for MAR. NOMs can establish directions regarding
the steps to be followed for building MAR projects and define water quality standards for water
recharged. However, NOMs cannot determine the requirements to obtain a permit for a MAR project
or how to allocate water recharged. NOMs are complementary regulations of the laws [90], but they
cannot regulate water rights.
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4. Discussion

In Mexico, there are several MAR pilot projects with favorable results [35]. However, only a
few have been transformed into large scale facilities. In general, MAR projects have been created
in arid and semiarid regions of Mexico, which have a short but intense rainy season and a long dry
season. On the other hand, there are facilities in Mexico City, which is located in a region with an
oceanic climate (Cwb). This city registers precipitation throughout the entire year [91] and on average
is 600 mm per year.

We found examples of MAR projects in 10 states; these projects have primarily been designed
to recover aquifers and to prevent floods [70], and local water agencies are responsible for
them [25,34,68,69]. The experience and knowledge that local authorities have acquired are valuable
resources and might be integrated by the federal government when designing MAR policies.
Local agencies know how to create these types of facilities and are aware of the challenges they
face in maintaining them.

Three MAR facilities using reclaimed water were operating. These facilities are located in Toluca,
Estado de Mexico, Iztapalapa, Mexico City, and San Luis Río Colorado (SLRC), Sonora. To date,
only San Luis Rio Colorado MAR facility is functioning. Another example is a pilot project located in
the city of Chihuahua that uses reclaimed water [37,92]. Several cities in the United States of America
use effluent as an additional source for water supply [31–33]. For instance, in Tucson, Arizona, Tucson
Water (the principal water utility in the city) has integrated reclaimed water as a source for future
water supply [32,93,94].

One of the largest facilities for MAR in the world, that uses reclaimed water, is located in Orange
County, California. The effluent is treated to reach potable water quality standards and then injected
into the aquifer [33]. MAR is helping to recover the aquifer and diminish saline intrusion [95]. In the
northwest region of Mexico and other states located in the Yucatan Peninsula, several coastal aquifers
are affected by seawater intrusion [1,8]. Cardona et al. [50] and Wurl [51] have studied seawater
intrusion in Baja California Sur (located in the northwest region) and proposed that MAR can be a tool
to address this problem. It is a promising research field for MAR in Mexico that might be explored in
the future.

4.1. MAR in the Metro Area of Mexico City

Mexico City and its metropolitan area, the so-called Metropolitan Zone of the Valley of Mexico
(MZVM), faces floods almost every summer because there is no infrastructure to manage and store
stormwater. Since the early 1940s, the MZVM began importing small volumes of water from the
Estado de Mexico [1]. This decision was made because of the rapid increase in the population that
demanded more water and the subsidence problems caused by overexploitation of groundwater from
the local aquifer [1,66,76]. To the present, more than 25 percent of the total volume used for human
consumption and productive activities is imported. About 65 percent of the water used is groundwater
pumped from the local aquifer [1]. At the MZVM, several researchers and consultants have carried out
experiments and designed MAR pilot projects to reduce land subsidence [34,63,76]. Given that the rate
of subsidence is high, small-scale infrastructure could be insufficient to solve this problem in the near
future. However, even little steps can help to reduce the subsidence problem.

For more than 100 years, in Mexico City and the MZVM, the stormwater reclaimed water and
untreated water have been blended to be discharged into streams outside of the area, producing
positive and negative impacts [1,59,76,88]. On the one hand, the aquifer has been recharged, and the
water table has increased. On the other hand, the soil has been contaminated because a portion of the
water is not adequately treated. Jiménez [88] found that the water in the aquifer has better quality
compared to the inflow; it means that the soil has functioned as a cleaning system. To date, farmers
are entitled to a large percentage of this water. Jiménez [88] mentioned that significant volumes
of water are wasted because there is no infrastructure for irrigation. If the water is satisfactorily
treated, a portion of this resource can be dedicated for MAR [88]. In the future, this scenario would be
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possible because a new facility was built and, now, around 60 percent of the water from the MZVM is
being treated [96,97]. The new wastewater treatment plant is designed to treat 35,000 L per second.
Considering that the MZVM lacks water, part of the reclaimed water can be delivered to agricultural
activities, and another percentage might be utilized for MAR. It would mean an additional source of
water for this thirsty metropolis.

4.2. MAR Using Stormwater

Generally, it has been suggested that, before starting a MAR project using stormwater, the following
actions must be conducted: characterize the water, create an inflow map, and carry out pre-treatment
procedures [98]. These steps are needed because stormwater, from urban areas, may contain
contaminants such as oil, grease, metals, and pesticides [98,99]. Globally, there are successful examples
of MAR using stormwater from urban environments. For instance, in Santa Cruz County, California,
a pilot project composed of a network of basins for MAR has shown positive results. This program is
managed by the Resource Conservation District of Santa Cruz County, and it is designed to recover
groundwater and collect excess runoff for mitigating flooding as well [100,101]. For the city of Rome,
Italy, La Vigna et al. [102] proposed building infrastructure for MAR using stormwater as source
for recharge. In Adelaide, Australia MAR facilities have been constructed using stormwater from
peri-urban regions [103]. In Mexico, we found that the infrastructure for MAR using stormwater is
composed of small-scale installations constructed by local communities, non-profit organizations,
and researchers [64,69,70]. Non-centralized systems like these examples offer several benefits relative
to a centralized MAR system because these installations take advantage of natural precipitation and
flow pathways, they can be developed and operated at relatively low cost [100].

In the cities of Chihuahua, Oaxaca, Mexico City (rural area), and San Luis Potosi, there are
pilot projects and small-scale facilities that use stormwater to recharge aquifers [52,64,70,79].
MAR infrastructure has been constructed outside the urban grid or in rural areas, except in the
case of San Luis Potosí, where the objective is to reduce floods in the city. Therefore, it is essential to
acknowledge the role that these projects have to increase water availability, alleviate water scarcity,
provide environmental services in riparian ecosystems, and improve water use in agriculture.

Regarding the role that reclaimed water can play to provide environmental services, there are
limited examples. In Tucson, Arizona, there is an effluent-dependent riparian ecosystem that provides
environmental services and generates social benefits such as recreation [104,105]. In Mexico City,
in a rural community within this city, researchers from the Mexican Institute for Water Technology
built infrastructure to recharge water [64]. Although this recharge is not directly increasing the water
availability for human consumption, in the long-term, this water will help to recover the local aquifer.
Besides, the recharging process by itself is providing water to maintain environmental services.

Soft-path solutions for water management include the creation of small-scale sources for supply,
methods to increase efficiency to meet water demands, and the design of new policies [106,107].
In Mexico, it must be acknowledged that the small-scale facilities can be part of the portfolio for
better groundwater management. These facilities are part of the soft-path solutions that can be better
integrated into national or regional policies to increase MAR projects.

4.3. Legal Framework and Public Policies for MAR

Worldwide, scientific knowledge in hydrology and geology has expanded, but the governing
institutions responsible for making decisions about groundwater have been slowly improved [108,109].
Moreover, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has expressed that
“the current water crisis is not a crisis of scarcity but a crisis of mismanagement, with strong public
governance features” [110–112]. It has been remarked that adequate policies and guidelines must be in
place to ensure the benefits that MAR can provide [113]. In Mexico, there are more than 50 years of
technical experience in MAR research [35,51]. Nevertheless, the information generated during this
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period has not been sufficiently incorporated into the national policy for MAR to launch long-term
projects or propose public policies to increase its practice.

Mexican researchers have provided evidence to support MAR as a feasible option to increase water
supply [114]. Recharging facilities are helping in increasing water availability in arid regions, such as
the San Luis Rio Colorado, Sonora, and Chihuahua examples [36,69]. MAR facilities in Mexico City are
aiding to diminishing the adverse effects caused by floods and reducing the rate of subsidence [65,80].
Two of the most successful MAR projects utilize reclaimed water, and there are still other MAR
proposals that could be implemented [37,73]. However, the regulatory framework needs clarification
and improvement to succeed in implementing MAR projects.

In Mexico, all the waters are owned by the nation; therefore, to be used or exploited the LAN
includes three types of water entitlements: appropriation, allocation, and concessions [41]. In general,
municipal operators have appropriations which cannot be transferred or changed to other uses than
those for human provision (LAN). Since the Mexican legal framework lacks definitions for entitlements
to recover stored groundwater using MAR methods, some options to protect investment for MAR
projects must be evaluated. The security of recovery entitlements for MAR operators is an essential
consideration for investment [115].

The Law of the Nation’s Waters does not include a definition for reclaimed water and lacks
procedures to define how reclaimed water can be managed and allocated. Gilabert-Alarcon et al. [116]
highlight that policies and regulations for reclaimed water are limited. Considering that reclaimed
water can be used for agricultural activities and MAR projects, the lack of a regulatory framework is
hampering the opportunities for reusing this water. The responsible use of reclaimed water would
generate economic and environmental benefits such as reducing water stress and preventing seawater
intrusion in coastal aquifers [116]. In Mexico, the absence of a legal definition for reclaimed water and
how it can be allocated generates uncertainty regarding water rights. This gap must be solved when
creating national policies for MAR.

Another absence in the legal framework is that neither the Political Constitution of the United
States of Mexico or the Law of the Nation’s Water (LAN) defines the rights and responsibilities
that municipal agencies have on water recharged, using a MAR method. Usually, municipal and
state water agencies responsible for wastewater treatment plants exchange reclaimed water with
farmers. Furthermore, these agencies sell reclaimed water to industries, golf courses, and construction
companies. Nevertheless, if wastewater is recharged, municipal or state agencies lose their rights.
This situation is the same if stormwater is used. A water right is a legal entitlement tied to a user and to
a volume allocated by CONAGUA in each basin. Only the National Water Commission (CONAGUA)
could define how the recharged water can be apportioned. However, Mexican legislation does not
establish the guidelines that CONAGUA should follow in this regard. This lack of definition is limiting
the participation of municipal water agencies in MAR projects.

Nowadays, it is recognized that scientific and technical information is not enough to address the
complexity of groundwater management. It is vital to collaborate with society to solve real-world
problems [117]. In Mexico, a single agency, CONAGUA, defines groundwater policies and guidelines
for their implementation. There is a single policy for the whole country. The national government
has a central vision for groundwater management and MAR that applies to the entire country,
regardless of local conditions. An effective groundwater governance framework acknowledges and
incorporates the local and regional socio-cultural values of water [118]. Groundwater resources in
Mexico are facing tremendous pressure; 70 percent of the water used for agriculture and human
consumption is groundwater [1]. It would be desirable that CONAGUA initiates a dialogue with local
governments, users, and researchers to design MAR rules. The success or failure of natural resources
management initiatives promoted by central authorities strongly depends on the support provided to
local governments [119].

Regarding public policies for MAR and decentralization in Mexico, the challenge is how
to incorporate in the decision-making process, the knowledge acquired by local governments,
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without amending the legal framework for groundwater. As Nagendra & Ostrom [119] described
in forest management, the interactions between actors from several agencies such as federal, state,
and municipal could be more important than the changes in the formal legal structure. In Mexico, it is
not required to amend the legislation and decentralize responsibilities to increase the participation of
both local government and citizens in strengthening public policies for MAR.

Mexican scholars investigating groundwater and MAR recognize that a multidisciplinary approach
needs to be taken regarding groundwater management and MAR policies [22,120]. Furthermore,
scholars suggest that financial incentives and new legislative rules for stimulating the creation of MAR
facilities are required [34,69,120]. However, academics do not specify how the legislation might be
improved or the type of incentives that are needed. Allegedly, the current legal framework in Mexico
is limiting the creation of MAR projects. Therefore, beyond technical experience or knowledge, today,
there is a need to evaluate and update the national legal framework to incorporate artificial recharge
methods as part of the solutions to increase water availability.

4.4. Legal Framework That Might Be Revised and Proposals

Allocation of the recharged water. Inadequate institutional arrangements for aquifer storage and
extraction can lead to a legal dispute and potentially negatively impact natural environments [115,121].
Allocation of water recharged is an issue that has been addressed using different tools. In the US,
for instance, the states of Arizona, California, and Florida [113,122–124] have created a complex legal
framework that establishes the permits required to recharge and extract water for MAR projects.

In Mexico, the Law of the Nation’s Water (LAN) establishes that groundwater might be assigned
based on the availability calculated by CONAGUA [41]. If there is unallocated water, it might be
apportioned according to the priority list established in the LAN. The use of groundwater for domestic
and urban use has primacy over other uses. However, the regulatory framework does not define how
to allocate water that has been recharged using artificial methods.

The priority list set in the LAN would be used to determine water rights for recovering water
recharged when using a MAR method. It would be possible to consider incorporating in the Mexican
legal framework a general concept proposed by Pyne [125] that “if a water user has a right to the
water before water recharge, then the user also has a right to recover that water”. It would mean
that the recharged water would be assigned using the same priority list that the LAN establishes
when it is extracted from a natural source. This regulation would help to protect investors that are
recharging water.

The institutional arrangement for MAR in Mexico is in its early stages, while federal regulations
include some ordinances for recharge projects, there are no provisions for the recovery of stored water.
In addition, considering that all waters are public property, there is limited space to create legal tools
to protect water volumes for users who lack concessions or assignations. Under the current legal
framework, an option that could be explored is allowing that those water users, entitled with allocations
and that are recharging water, to extract a specific volume in addition to their allocation. In South
Australia, for example, in some MAR projects carried out in overexploited aquifers, a recovery rate of
80% has been established [115]. In Mexico, the percentage of water that could be extracted would depend
on the specific conditions of the aquifer and the type of water right (domestic, agriculture, industry).

Demonstration projects. One option to promote MAR methods could be to use successful
experiences as demonstration projects. There is an example of this type of public policy in the United
States (US). In 1984, the US Congress enacted the High Plains States Groundwater Demonstration
Program Act. Federal agencies conducted studies in 17 states to identify appropriate sites for MAR.
A report developed by Rogers [126] pointed out that “aquifer recharge programs are a good example
of federal-local partnership that result in long-term investments.”

Another example is Arizona because, as part of the legislation enacted in the 1990s, specific
provisions for state demonstration projects were included [124,127]. Based on this legislation, MAR
demonstration projects were built to show their effectiveness and technical aspects to operate them.
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Arizona’s demonstration project program incorporated both facilities permitting and operation
provisions. Furthermore, in Arizona, the State Demonstration Recharge Program was funded through
the Central Arizona Water Conservation District [122,124,127,128]. In the state of California [129,130],
the legislation includes demonstration MAR projects. Furthermore, the Australian Guidelines for
MAR include a commissioning phase for MAR projects as a tool to manage risk for projects in the
development stage [86].

In Mexico, it could be feasible to incorporate demonstration projects into national policies.
The infrastructure will be publicly owned; such has been proposed in Australia for stormwater
harvesting [121]. Local demonstration projects that present technical and cost information are essential
to draw the attention of a broad audience and increase the chance that MAR can be adopted [26].
Additionally, these facilities would help to create a link between MAR researchers and water managers.
In summary, it would be desirable to include specific provisions in the legislation or create public
programs to promote successful experiences, show their effectiveness, and technical aspects to operating
them in Mexico.

5. Conclusions

Undoubtedly, one way to ensure water supply in the future is by reducing groundwater
demand [23]. For instance, increasing the efficiency in agriculture and recycling water in industrial
activities where it is feasible. Furthermore, programs to improve water replenishment, such as MAR
projects and new public policies, are needed. In Mexico, previous research has been focused on assessing
the performance of MAR projects or suitability studies. To the best of our knowledge, this paper
represents the first academic effort to evaluate the role that governance plays in augmenting water
supply sources in arid and semi-arid regions in Mexico, using MAR methods.

In Mexico, since the 1950s, researchers, consultants, and local governments have designed and
implemented water recharge projects [25]. Even though some cases were not designed specifically
for water recharge, it has been pointed out that these experiences revealed the potential of collecting
and storing water to be used in the future [34]. We found that beyond the technical issues that MAR
projects normally address, the regulatory framework is a barrier to increasing MAR facilities because
there are no provisions for the recovery of stored water.

Two of the most successful MAR projects, in terms of the amount of water recharged, use reclaimed
water, and local water agencies are responsible for these facilities. Recharging facilities are helping
in recovering water-deficit in arid regions in Mexico, such as the San Luis Rio Colorado, Sonora,
and Chihuahua cases. However, the Law of the Nation´s Waters does not include a definition for
reclaimed water and lacks procedures to define how reclaimed water can be managed and allocated.
Gilabert-Alarcon et al. [116] highlight that policies and regulations for reclaimed water are limited.
Considering that reclaimed water can be used for agricultural activities and MAR projects, the lack of
a regulatory framework is hampering the opportunities for reusing this water.

MAR facilities in Mexico City using stormwater have been valuable tools for diminishing the
adverse effects caused by floods and helping to reduce the subsidence rate [25,35]. Local governments
are responsible for these facilities. Hence, the experience of municipal water agencies should be
incorporated when designing policies for MAR.

We found several cases in rural communities and in medium-sized cities where small-scale projects
for MAR have been built. These facilities have been created to recover aquifers, and local authorities
managed them. It is essential to recognize the role of small-scale projects, as part of soft-path solutions,
can play to increase water supply [131]; also, how these installations can be incorporated into regional
water portfolios.

It is critical for water-stressed countries like Mexico to contemplate MAR as an option to increase
water availability. It has been remarked that adequate policies and guidelines must be in place to
ensure the benefits that MAR can provide [113]. An effective groundwater entitlement scheme is
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required to ensure investment in MAR projects [115]. In Mexico, beyond engineering knowledge
regarding MAR, specific federal policies addressing gaps in the legislation are needed.
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Abstract: The Australian Managed Aquifer Recharge Guidelines, published in 2009, were the world’s
first Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) Guidelines based on risk-management principles that also
underpin the World Health Organisation’s Water Safety Plans. In 2015, a survey of Australian
MAR project proponents, consultants and regulators revealed that in those states advancing MAR,
the Guidelines were lauded for giving certainty on approval processes. They were also considered to
be pragmatic to use, but there was feedback on onerous data requirements. The rate of uptake of
MAR has varied widely among Australian state jurisdictions, for reasons that are not explained by the
drivers for and feasibility of MAR. The states where MAR has progressed are those that have adopted
the Guidelines into state regulations or policy. It was originally intended that these Guidelines
would be revised after five to ten years, informed by experience of any hazards not considered in
the guidelines, and by new scientific developments including advances in monitoring and control
methods for risk management. As such revision has not yet occurred, this paper was prepared to give
a precis of these Guidelines and review ten years of experience in their application and to identify
issues and suggest improvements for consideration in their revision by Australian water regulators.
This paper also discusses the factors affecting their potential international applicability, including the
capabilities required for implementation, and we use India as an example for which an intermediate
level water quality guideline for MAR was developed. This paper is intended to be useful information
for regulators in other countries considering adopting or developing their own guidelines. Note that
the purpose of these Guidelines is to protect human health and the environment. It is not a guide to
how to site, design, build and operate a managed aquifer recharge project, for which there are many
other sources of information.

Keywords: environment protection; health protection; safety; risk; ecosystems; contaminants;
recycling; drinking water; regulation; governance
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1. Introduction

The first Managed Aquifer Recharge Guidelines [1] based on risk-management principles that also
underpin World Health Organisation’s Water Safety Plans [2] were published in July 2009, within the
framework of the Australian National Water Quality Management Strategy. These Australian Managed
Aquifer Recharge (MAR) Guidelines are one of four documents in the Australian Water Recycling
Guidelines [1,3–5] (Figure 1). The others address founding principles and non-potable applications of
recycled water [3], recycling to augment drinking water supplies [4] and harvesting stormwater for
non-potable use [5]. The MAR Guidelines cover all types of water intentionally recharged to aquifers
for recovery and use or for environmental benefit. These Guidelines were developed consultatively
over three years and approved by three Ministerial Councils of the Council of Australian Governments
(COAG), that include all state and national ministers whose portfolios address natural resources
management, environment and heritage protection and public health.

Figure 1. National Water Quality Management Strategy, showing the foundations for protecting human
health and the environment, and innovation in Australian water management ([6] ARMCANZ-ANZECC
(1994); [7] ANZECC–ARMCANZ (2000a), [8] WQA (2018); [9] ANZECC–ARMCANZ (1995); [10] WQA
(2013); [11] ANZECC–ARMCANZ (2000b); [12] NHMRC–NRMMC (2004), [13] WQA (2011); Australian
Water Recycling Guidelines - [3] NRMMC–EPHC–AHMC (2006); [4] NRMMC-EPHC–NHMRC
(2008); [1] NRMMC-EPHC–NHMRC–(2009a); [5] NRMMC–EPHC–NHMRC (2009b)). Where Guidelines
have been updated, both dates are given to show the evolution of guidelines but only the latter is
applicable. All current guidelines are accessible from: https://www.waterquality.gov.au/guidelines.

The MAR Guidelines were immediately welcomed and implemented in the three states most
active in MAR: South Australia, Western Australia and Victoria. In other states implementation of MAR
was not progressing, despite obvious needs, opportunities and viability (as described later). Now that
ten years have passed, a review of Australia’s experiences with MAR Guidelines is warranted, with
a view to informing revision which is normally expected on a five- to ten-year cycle to account for
experience, such as any hazards that may have emerged that were not considered in the Guidelines and
advances in science and technology, especially related to environmental monitoring and contaminant
fate. This review could also assist other states where MAR Guidelines are still not in regular use
and countries that currently do not have guidelines to consider the benefits of adopting or adapting
risk-based guidelines.
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2. Australian MAR Guidelines

The Australian Guidelines for MAR [1] define managed aquifer recharge as purposeful recharge
of an aquifer using a source of water (including recycled water) under controlled conditions, in order
to store for later use or for environmental benefit while protecting human health and the environment.
It is not a method for waste disposal. The Guidelines allow for an attenuation zone beyond which at
all times, all ambient environmental values (i.e., beneficial uses) of the aquifer are protected. This relies
on information concerning inactivation rates of pathogens and degradation rates of degradable organic
chemicals. The risk management framework common to drinking water and recycled water guidelines
applies. In the MAR Guidelines, this is extended beyond water quality issues to also address aquifer
pressures, discharges and leakages and impacts on groundwater-dependent ecosystems [14].

The Guidelines provide for staged development of projects. They are intended to provide
a confident pathway forward for proponents, regulators and other stakeholders. The Guidelines also
reinforce the need for public consultation processes where other people may potentially be impacted
by managed aquifer recharge projects.

Hazards addressed in the Guidelines are:

1. Pathogens,
2. Inorganic chemicals,
3. Salinity and sodicity,
4. Nutrients,
5. Organic chemicals,
6. Turbidity/particulates,
7. Radionuclides,
8. Pressure, flow rates, volumes and levels,
9. Contaminant migration in fractured rock and karstic aquifers,
10. Aquifer dissolution and aquitard and well stability,
11. Impacts on groundwater-dependent ecosystems, and
12. Greenhouse gas emissions.

For each hazard, the Guidelines describe sources or causes, the effect on public health and
environment, how it can be managed, including preventive measures, the proposed validation,
verification and operational monitoring, and list the acceptance criteria for the various stages of risk
assessment that parallel the stages of project development. The first seven hazards are common across
all four recycled water guidelines, but the management of these is specific to MAR. The last five
hazards are unique to the MAR Guidelines.

2.1. Reactions between Recharged Water and Aquifers

The MAR Guidelines were unique in that they were not simply a set of numerical standards
for water quality parameters considered fit for recharge. The Guidelines reflect that aquifers are
biogeochemical reactors and local information on aquifer mineralogy and structure and ambient
groundwater quality are needed in order to determine the quality of recharge water that would result
in acceptable quality of recovered water, protection of the aquifer and related ecosystems, and ensure
sustainable operation. They also account for pressure, flow rate, volumes and levels in confined,
semi-confined and unconfined aquifers, and address energy and greenhouse gas considerations.
They regard clogging and recovery efficiency as matters for the proponent to address but provide
advisory information on managing these operational issues that impact most on the proponent.

While proponents would have preferred that the MAR Guidelines specified maximum values of
analytes in recharge water, such as by treating water to drinking standards before recharge, this was
considered not to assure protection of the aquifer and recovered water. Experience had already shown
that e.g., chlorination, which removes pathogens that would have been inevitably removed over time
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in a warm aquifer [15] can result in water recovered from some (oxic) aquifers containing persistent
excessive chloroform [16]. In some locations, drinking water injected into potable aquifers has resulted
in excessive arsenic concentrations on recovery due to reactions between injected water and pyrite
containing arsenic [17]. Source water that has been desalinated to a high purity dissolves more minerals
within the aquifer than water that has been less treated and can also react with dispersive clays to
cause clogging [18–20]. Also, in some experiments biodegradable organic carbon in recharge water has
been found to enhance microbial diversity and assist co-metabolism of some trace organics thereby
enhancing their removal and supplementing removal processes under oligotrophic conditions deeper
in the aquifer [21–23]. The American Water Works Association Research Foundation, along with
Australian, European and American partners have supported much of the research in this area [15,17,24].
Consequently, the MAR Guidelines adopt a scientific approach that takes into account three ways that
aquifers interact with recharged water [25]:

1. Sustainable hazard removal. The Guidelines allow for pathogen inactivation, and biodegradation
of some organic contaminants during the residence time of recharged water in the soil and/or
aquifer within an attenuation zone of finite size.

2. Ineffective hazard removal. These hazards need to be removed prior to recharge because they are
either not removed (e.g., salinity) or removal is unsustainable (e.g., adsorption of any metals and
organics that are not subsequently biodegraded, or excessive nutrients or suspended solids).

3. New hazards introduced by aquifer interaction (e.g., metal mobilization, hydrogen sulphide,
salinity, sodicity, hardness, or radionuclides). There is a need to change the quality of recharge
water to avoid these (e.g., change acidity/alkalinity, reduction/oxidation status or reduce nutrients).

In undertaking this 10-year review it was of interest to determine whether the Guidelines
were sufficiently comprehensive to address all water quality deterioration processes encountered in
MAR projects.

2.2. Zones of Influence of a MAR Operation

The response of an aquifer to any water quality hazard depends on specific conditions within the
aquifer, including temperature, presence of oxygen, nitrate, organic carbon and other nutrients and
minerals, and prior exposure to the hazard. The Guidelines indicate the state of knowledge in 2009
on attenuation rates of pathogens and organic compounds under a range of conditions. They also
allow for new local knowledge to be taken into account in assessing risks and determining sizes of
attenuation zones and siting of monitoring wells.

In most aquifers, with appropriate pretreatment of water to be recharged, the attenuation zone
will generally be a small zone around the recharge area or well (see Figure 2). Water that travels further
has had sufficient residence time in the aquifer for attenuation of pathogens and contaminants to below
the relevant guideline values for native groundwater and intended uses of recovered water.
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Figure 2. Schematic showing plan view of zones of influence of a managed aquifer recharge
(MAR) operation.

The zone of aquifer in which water quality may be measurably affected by MAR may be larger,
but in this outer domain the water quality should continuously satisfy the initial environmental values
of the aquifer (Figure 2). The effects of managed aquifer recharge operations on hydraulic heads
(pressures) may be measurable over a much larger area, especially in confined aquifers. If the aquifer
is originally too saline for the uses of recovered water, a storage zone can be identified that contains
water which, when recovered, is fit for its intended use (Figure 2).

The dotted line in Figure 2 marks the outer boundary of the attenuation zone. This represents the
maximum separation distance between the recharge structure and well(s) for verification monitoring
to ensure that the ambient groundwater quality is protected. As the attenuation zone is defined only
for enduring attenuation processes, on cessation of the MAR operation, it will shrink and disappear as
ultimately the whole aquifer will meet all its initial environmental values. Attenuation rates under
various aquifer conditions as known in 2009, are summarised in the appendices of the Guidelines.
These warrant updating with results of subsequent studies, in which aquifer environmental conditions
and attenuation rates and mechanisms have been documented.

In the entry level assessment stage, the Guidelines refer proponents to water resources planning
and management regulations, which require an ability to gain an entitlement to take water for recharge,
to recharge an aquifer, to recover water from the aquifer and for appropriate uses of the recovered
water. This may also require consideration of cumulative impacts on water level, pressure and quality
in the aquifer of multiple recharge operations. For confined aquifer systems where the hydraulic
impact zone can extend tens of kilometres from a recharge well, or where ambient groundwater is
brackish and neighboring injection and recovery wells reduce the recovery efficiency of an aquifer
storage and recovery (ASR) system, this may be a significant consideration for approvals [26].

3. Experience that Suggests Future Refinement of MAR Guidelines

Both experience with the application of the MAR Guidelines and recent research suggest ways in
which the MAR Guidelines could be improved if they are to be revised in the near future. These two
elements will largely be addressed separately here, starting with experience. The following list of
experiences have provided sources of information that have resulted in changes in state regulations or
suggest potential improvements for future inclusion in the MAR Guidelines. While there have been
many MAR projects undertaken in Australia (see [27] ESM1), few have resulted in suggestions for
changes, and so this list below largely focuses on these exceptions and related regulatory change:

• A survey on MAR in Australia by the National Centre for Groundwater Research and Training
(NCGRT) in 2015 with 134 respondents from all states.
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• An update of the Guidelines for Groundwater Protection in Australia [9,10] and the South
Australian Environmental Protection Policy for Water Quality [28] to enable a pathway to
pragmatically define the environmental values of an aquifer, where these have not already been
defined or where default values were unsupported by the facts, driven by MAR.

• An update on the South Australian Environmental Protection Policy for Water Quality [28] in
2015 where a previous arbitrary requirement for zero concentrations of herbicides was revised
to conform with Aust. and N.Z. Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality 2000 [7] as
periodically updated [8].

• Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal ruling in 2017 on reinjection of spent geothermal
water into a geothermal aquifer.

• Experience in reinjection of desalinated, deoxygenated associated saline water from coal seam gas
wells into a fresh water aquifer capable for use as drinking water supplies in Queensland.

• Experience in Western Australia in reinjection of dewatering water from iron ore mines to protect
a groundwater-dependent salina and replenish needed groundwater resources.

• Experience in injection of advanced-treated recycled water into deep aquifers beneath Perth that
contribute to public drinking water supplies.

• Lack of confidence in managing water quality, quantity and reliability of a recharge project on the
Darling River in New South Wales for a drinking water supply for Broken Hill, that resulted in an
alternative project being selected at four times the cost and with higher vulnerability to drought.

• Review of responses made since 2015 to the detection of per- and poly-fluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS) in stormwater and aquifers in aquifer storage and recovery projects.

• Experience with cumulative impacts of aquifer storage and recovery schemes resulting in uncapped
third-party wells overflowing in South Australia.

• Potential for problems of rising water table due to expansion of water sensitive urban design with
increasing reliance on stormwater infiltration systems as a means of stormwater management but
currently not considering potential groundwater impacts.

The NCGRT survey on MAR in Australia in 2015 revealed the perceived main drivers for MAR
(Figure 3) and perceived main deterrents (Figure 4) in each Australian jurisdiction. The three largest
drivers were perceived as water security in drought, meeting demand for water and mitigating decline
in groundwater levels. Main deterrents were seen to be lack of information on aquifer suitability, lack
of confidence that MAR will work and lack of funding mechanisms (Figure 4). However, ‘lack of
definition of water quality requirements for health and environmental protection’ (Figure 4, item 11)
was among the least deterrents, along with ‘onerous water quality requirements for health and
environmental protection’ (Figure 4, item 12). However, the states where these both received their
highest rankings as deterrents were the ones where the MAR Guidelines had been quickly adopted.
This seems to suggest that in other states where MAR had not progressed, potential proponents had
yet to identify water quality concerns as an issue. Where MAR Guidelines were regularly applied, the
monitoring requirements increased but, on the whole, this was seen as a very minor issue. This suggests
that implementation of MAR Guidelines would be accelerated if there were water quality and risk
management training programs for proponents and regulators in states where uptake is lagging, as
drivers for MAR are not lacking in those states.
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Figure 3. The main drivers for MAR perceived by 134 Australian respondents in a survey of the National
Centre for Groundwater Research and Training (NCGRT) May–July 2015. This shows the number of
respondents reporting perceived importance of each identified factor driving the development of MAR
in their jurisdiction. (Total number of respondents = 134, total responses = 342, and average number of
responses per category = 26.) (Also reported in supplementary info to [27].)
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Figure 4. Number of respondents reporting perceived importance of each identified factor deterring
MAR in their jurisdiction (NCGRT survey 2015). (Total number of respondents = 134, total responses =
343, and average number of responses per category = 18.).

The MAR Guidelines rely on other guidelines to specify the environmental values of the aquifers.
These are for example; water for drinking, water for irrigation, water for livestock, and aquatic
ecosystem protection, such as the aquifer itself and any connected rivers and wetlands that may be in
pristine, good or degraded status. This differential protection policy therefore requires more effort
to go into managing MAR operations where higher water quality requirements need to be sustained
in the receiving aquifers and connected ecosystems. However, in Australia, as in other countries of
the British Commonwealth, while there are common principles set nationally for managing water,
each state enacts its own legislation and formulates its own policies. It was found in states aside from
Victoria [29], that setting environmental values for aquifers could be a difficult task. Hence, in 2013,
this process was laid out quite directly at national level [10]. In South Australia, this led to the SA
Environment Protection Policy—Water Quality 2003 being revoked and replaced in 2015 [28] to enable
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the differential protection policy to be implemented within the intent of the original and revised
Groundwater Protection Guidelines [9,10].

In this revised SA policy, the opportunity was taken to remove the requirement for zero
concentrations of herbicides in groundwater. This was untenable scientifically due to ever lower
detection levels being now well below the levels considered as acceptable for all environmental values,
including drinking. This was replaced by reference to the guideline values for each beneficial use as
recorded in the Aust. and N.Z. Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality 2000 [7] as periodically
updated [8]. Until 2015 this had been a major impediment in ASR of stormwater in brackish aquifers
where measured values for simazine and atrazine at lower than drinking water guideline values had
resulted in shut-down of ASR under the former 2003 Water Quality Policy.

In 2017, the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal made a ruling [30] in a case where
a groundwater user was required to reinject spent geothermal water to its source aquifer if extraction
exceeded a specified amount. The ruling supported increasing the licensed allocation of groundwater
by the amount reinjected, within limits. (However in Western Australia geothermal waters reinjected
into aquifers are currently not regarded as MAR and do not create allocation credits.) There were
questions concerning impacts of reinjection reducing the temperature of extracted groundwater for
both the licensed user and potential future users. Although not mentioned in the judgement, it is
evident that temperature would be a useful inclusion in the MAR Guidelines as a hazard at least in
relation to geothermal waters. Temperature could also be an important indicator of adverse interference
effects between proximal aquifer thermal energy storage systems (ATES). Even in simple aquifer
storage and recovery systems, where there is a large difference in temperature of source water and
ambient groundwater, this could also have a bearing on ecosystem protection, inactivation rates of
pathogens and biodegradation and sorption of contaminants [31]. Hence, consideration should be
given to inclusion of water temperature as a hazard to be evaluated in MAR Guidelines and risk
management strategies developed where needed.

In addition, the following points may be drawn from the ruling:

• A licenced allocation of groundwater for non-consumptive uses may be specified as an allowable
net extraction (extraction minus reinjection);

• Reinjection of water is warranted to sustain the groundwater resource, even when the sustainable
use limit is uncertain;

• Improving water use efficiency and reinjection are preferred to disposal of spent geothermal water
to sea and much more so than disposal to leaky evaporation basins that increase the salinity of
shallow groundwater;

• Reinjection gives benefits to groundwater users over a wide area by sustaining pressures whereas
any residual risks of lowered temperature are primarily experienced by the holder of the licence;

• The benefits of carefully managed reinjection to the sustainability of the resource outweigh any
residual risks to the resource attributes (such as reduced temperature);

• Good management of water quality and the reinjection system may make reinjection feasible,
even in a complex, deep, aquifer used for geothermal operations;

• The costs of reinjection are considered commensurate with the benefits and not out of proportion
with other costs of developing and utilising the groundwater resource;

• Reinjection is a part of the set of tools for adaptive management of groundwater for
non-consumptive uses.

In the Surat Basin of Queensland, coal seam gas (CSG) production requires the extraction of
groundwater. At two sites operated by Origin Energy, this water is desalinated, deoxygenated
and reinjected into a fresh water aquifer in which pressure has been declining over many
years due to extraction for irrigation, town water supplies and livestock water supplies (OGIA
2016) [32]. In Queensland, there is no clear State government guidance on MAR, and approval has been
on a case by case basis. MAR associated with the CSG production is also encumbered with the need
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to obtain approval under the Commonwealth Environmental Protection Biodiversity Conservation
Act. Despite significant investment by the CSG industry in MAR trials into multiple aquifers at
several geographical sites with general adherence to the MAR Guidelines, the uncertainty in regulatory
approval pathways has curtailed further CSG schemes. Key considerations for future updates to the
MAR Guidelines include potential impacts to springs and groundwater-dependent ecosystems from
rising heads/pressures due to multiple reinjection operations, and improved advice to operators on the
effects of non-isothermal conditions on wellbore hydraulics.

Water from dewatering of several Western Australian iron ore mines has been reinjected to restore
groundwater levels and thereby protect natural groundwater-dependent salinas, and to reduce net
loss to the aquifer accounting also for extraction for mineral processing. These operations have been
in use since 2012 and are now embedded in mine site management plans. To date no issues have
arisen to suggest that a change in MAR Guidelines is warranted, although the considerations for
decommissioning of MAR operations used for environmental benefits could be expanded.

Injection of advanced-treated recycled water into deep aquifers beneath Perth that contribute to
public drinking water supplies was intensively monitored during a three-year pilot project. This initial
extensive study expedited health and environmental approvals, increased knowledge of proponents
and regulators, and communications of results created a well-informed public willing to trust and
support the project [33]. The approval process was supported by the MAR Guidelines and at the
time of approval revealed that no additional requirements for the MAR Guidelines were necessary.
Approval processes also took account of the economics of MAR versus alternative water sources,
effective and transparent monitoring and reporting by the proponent (Water Corporation) and ongoing
community engagement and support for the project that enabled subsequent expansion to a full-scale
scheme to proceed. Following the MAR Guidelines enabled all water quality deterioration processes
to be determined. Some of these had not been anticipated such as minor release of fluoride and
phosphate [34], but these require no specific revision of the Guidelines.

In contrast, the New South Wales government claimed that lack of confidence in managing water
quality, quantity and reliability of a well-investigated MAR project in alluvial aquifers at Jimargil,
on the Darling River for a drinking water supply for Broken Hill [35], led to selecting an alternative
surface water pipeline from the Murray River at a cost of US $350 M. This was approximately four
times the estimated cost of the MAR project and had higher vulnerability to drought than the MAR
project. This was caused by a combination of NSW government’s lack of experience in MAR and
political posturing for conspicuous infrastructure. This demonstrates that in addition to comprehensive
investigations and access to MAR Guidelines there is an element of capability building required at
jurisdiction level to realise the potential for MAR.

In each Australian State, per- and poly-fluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) have been found in
groundwater at airports, fire-stations, landfills and have also been detected in stormwater at some
MAR sites. This group of man-made PFAS chemicals have been used since the 1950s, and although
their use has ceased in Australia and exposure is declining, they are highly persistent and mobile
in soils and aquifers. Their human health impacts have been studied but evidence is incomplete on
whether this level of exposure is harmful to human health [36]. Page et al. (2019) [37] reviewed the risks
of PFAS for sustainable water recycling via aquifers. PFAS substances can be removed from drinking
water by sorption to Granular or Powdered Activated Carbon (GAC, PAC), or Ion Exchange Resins
or by nanofiltration with reverse osmosis. At several MAR sites, where advanced monitoring was
undertaken and PFAS detected, recharge was shut down as a safety precaution until a risk assessment
could be performed. While the MAR Guidelines do not mention PFAS specifically, they do cover
a process to address risks for all organic chemicals, and the procedure to estimate the threshold limit
in drinking water, is contained in the Augmentation of Drinking Water Supplies Guideline [4] but not
as yet in irrigation supplies.

In another South Australian stormwater recharge case it was found that multiple aquifer storage
and recovery wells in close proximity, operated by different organisations, in some cases resulted in
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heads becoming artesian in third-party wells that were not equipped for this, and so water overflowed,
causing a nuisance. The possibility for unacceptable cumulative impacts of multiple recharge operators
had been forewarned and solutions proposed in a national document on robust policy design for
MAR [26], but this had not as yet been taken up in South Australia. While such policies are not
essential on the outset of MAR operations in an area, they warrant consideration to enable sustainable
MAR operations. In Australia, the MAR Guidelines start with an entry level assessment that includes
identifying (a) demand for the recharged water, (b) an allocation of source water, (c) a suitable aquifer
for storage and recovery, (d) sufficient land for water detention and treatment, and (e) capability to
design, construct and operate. Governance of MAR operations should be under the auspices of water
resources departments, rather than environment protection authorities or health departments, because
entry level issues need to be addressed first, and the primary drivers and constraints for MAR relate to
ability to harvest, recharge and recover water. Some water quality matters that must be subsequently
addressed would normally demand participation of environment protection and health authorities that
contain the necessary skills for evaluation. This could for example include assessing MAR interactions
with contaminated sites.

The expansion of water sensitive urban design in South Australia has a high reliance on stormwater
infiltration systems. While this is ostensibly for increasing tree canopy cover, there is no requirement to
balance increased infiltration with increased evapotranspiration. Such infiltration systems comply with
the South Australia Planning Minister’s Specification in 2003 for On-Site Retention of Stormwater [38],
but are used as stormwater disposal, and fail to account for impacts on groundwater levels and quality.
As unmanaged aquifer recharge, they do not need to comply with MAR Guidelines. Infiltration pits
and trenches and permeable pavements clearly have benefits for stormwater systems and potentially
for greening of cities. It is proposed that linking infiltration with tree water use in the Planning
Minister’s Specification is the most effective solution. However, if this is not done then the MAR
Guidelines could potentially be brought to bear to prevent adverse impacts on groundwater.

4. Research that Suggests Future Refinement of MAR Guidelines

While there has been a plethora of research on MAR-related topics [27] in recent years,
the vast majority of this adds new knowledge but does not require revision to the Guidelines.
However, the following aspects were considered to potentially warrant revisions because they address
gaps not previously covered or expose additional information that would otherwise not normally be
taken into account in assessments of risk. It is recognized that a weight of evidence is needed before
guidelines are changed. Hence, more than a single peer reviewed paper on a topic is needed, due
to the range of circumstances to which guidelines apply. Guidelines usually follow a precautionary
approach, and so guidelines may lag the latest scientific evidence.

• Research on deep well injection of brines from oil wells in USA suggests that fluid injection
between 2 and 4 km in depth may be inducing seismicity with only marginal increases in pore
pressure, suggesting that more explicit consideration of such risk for aquifer storage and recovery
using deep wells in relevant geological settings.

• The update in 2018 of the Australian and New Zealand Environmental and Conservation Council
(ANZECC) Water Quality Guidelines [8], based on research including that which has yielded
improved genomics techniques to allow ecological impacts on aquifers and their connected
ecosystems to be determined with higher reliability and reduced cost.

• Research has also resulted in improved methods to assess the sources and fate of pathogens
recharged to aquifers to allow improved public health risk assessment.

• The advisory section of the Guidelines concerning the likelihood and extent of clogging and
effectiveness of preventative and remedial strategies warrants updating.

Research on deep well fluid injection induced seismicity in Oklahoma associated with oil production
and brine reinjection between 2 and 4 km in depth within 15 km of faults has reported induced seismic
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activity at a level significantly above background levels [39]. Increasing pore pressure reduces effective
intergranular stress hence reducing resistance to shear stresses on faults and fractures to the point
of instability and the possibility of earthquakes. Deep well fluid injection in Oklahoma was largely
unregulated, however, this research raises an additional risk, not addressed in the current Australian
MAR Guidelines, that warrants review for consideration of possible inclusions in the Australian MAR
Guidelines. This could illuminate the factors affecting risk, and procedures to assess and mitigate risk
for deep well injection and recovery in hard rock.

Advances in measuring and understanding ecosystem impacts of groundwater systems over the
last decade have included genomics methods to allow changes in relative abundance of micro-organisms
in aquifers and connected ecosystems to be assessed. The current Guidelines address microorganisms,
stygofauna, phreatophytic vegetation and aquatic flora and fauna including discharge to marine
ecosystems. They mention a range of tests for toxicity, genotoxicity and mutagenicity and biomarker
methods, but reference to the increasing wealth of available -omics tools available and their applications
is now warranted. During this evolution current knowledge has been incorporated into Guidelines for
Groundwater Quality Protection in Australia (2013) [10] and Australian and New Zealand Guidelines
for Fresh and Marine Water Quality (2018) [8,40,41]. New methods include those using fungi [42],
and analyses of DNA in groundwater [43], that can be incorporated into new indices for groundwater
health [44]. A recent review of available ecotoxicity data for subterranean fauna [45] may provide
a starting point for establishing aquifer-specific water quality guideline values.

Research has also resulted in improved methods to assess the sources and fate of pathogens
recharged to aquifers to allow improved methods for public health risk assessment. Research over
several MAR sites within Australia demonstrated that pathogens are removed although there are local
aquifer conditions that need to be considered, particularly low redox conditions for the removal of
enteric viruses [46]. Sasidharan (2016) [20] identified factors affecting removal of virus surrogates.
Viral indicators of sewage such as pepper mild mottle virus [47] and protozoan surrogates such as
Bacillus subtilis spores [48] are becoming increasingly available as are methods to assess fate of antibiotic
resistance genes [49]. It is anticipated that validation testing of pathogen removal in full scale systems
using appropriate viral surrogates will become possible in the near future once a validation protocol
has been established such as are used for engineered treatment systems.

Concerning the advisory section of the Guidelines that addresses clogging in MAR, there have
been many papers since 2009 that have better-defined clogging processes (e.g., [50–53]) that would
enable refinements to the current general guidance. Such refinements could include approaches to
mitigate and remediate clogging, such as where statutory approvals may be required.

5. Discussion and International Relevance

Guidelines have reduced the uncertainty of approval processes, made clear what information
was needed in order for project approval and shortened the time for decisions compared with the
period before Guidelines, when in some cases years of discussion occurred before approval decisions
were made. MAR has certainly advanced faster in States that adopted the Australian MAR Guidelines
than those that had not [54] (Victoria [1,55], Western Australia [1,56] and South Australia [1,28]).
While it cannot be claimed that Guidelines were the cause of increased uptake, there was a beneficial
project that did not proceed due to lack of knowledge by regulatory authorities. There are to date
no known examples of projects that have failed as a result of inadequacies of the MAR Guidelines
having been followed throughout project investigations and commissioning. However, in parts
of Adelaide the cumulative impacts of multiple aquifer storage and recovery sites caused artesian
conditions in third party wells, which was in breach of the entry level requirements within the
Guidelines. Cumulative impacts had not been addressed in awarding entitlements to recharge the
aquifer. However, this was quickly identified as a potential issue and a national document to inform
entitlement policy for MAR was published [26] that suggested pragmatic measures to avoid such
problems. Due to the partitioning of water governance in Australia between water entitlements, and
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environmental and health protection, and institutional alignment with quantity and quality objectives,
it is suggested that cumulative impacts of MAR are specifically accounted for in entitlement policies
that form the basis for groundwater management plans.

There are also economic reasons for failures of MAR sites that relate to over-optimistic assessment
of either demand for water or of water available for harvesting, or of inadequate understanding of
operating costs, for example because trials were too short to reveal clogging and the processes necessary
to manage it [57–59]. In short, there was no uncontestable business case. A tool to help assess the time
series of costs and benefits of recycling schemes, and providing for the recovery efficiency of MAR
systems has been developed and is freely available to help proponents to properly elucidate costs [60].
Public acceptance of stormwater and recycled water for MAR has been strong in Australia (e.g., [61]),
and it is considered that the MAR Guidelines in conjunction with the other relevant guidelines do help
to give the public confidence that there is an established auditable process to ensure human health and
the environment are protected.

There are, however, a number of small improvements to the Guidelines that are warranted.

• adding temperature as a “hazard” in geothermal and open well ATES applications, and for explicit
consideration of reactions within aquifers and contaminant removal processes (for organic and
inorganic chemicals, microorganisms) and ecosystem impacts

• considering advances in scientific knowledge with respect to fluid-injection induced seismicity,
fate of pathogens and organic chemicals, ecosystem monitoring methods, and clogging processes,
which will make minor but warranted refinements to the Guidelines and extend their durability

• further elaborating project closure requirements, particularly where MAR is primarily for
environmental benefit

• giving specific consideration of cumulative impacts of multiple MAR projects
• in the entry level section of the Guidelines, making more explicit the water entitlement

arrangements for sourcing water, recharging aquifers, recovering from aquifers and end uses
(e.g., [26]). In basins with groundwater levels in decline, groundwater management policies need
to be strengthened to be effective in securing MAR entitlements.

Use of the Australian Guidelines depend heavily on having capabilities to monitor, sample and
analyse water quality. In some countries with sparsity or absence of such capabilities, it is suggested
that other forms of Guideline be considered. For example, Indian guidelines for water quality
management in MAR [62] are an adaption of the sanitary survey within a WHO water safety planning
approach, and are based on only visual observations, in order to improve the safety of MAR operations
(Figure 5). Those Guidelines exclude MAR practices with urban stormwater, treated sewage or
industrial wastewaters or waters likely to be contaminated by anthropogenic activity that are all
expected to contain hazards that cannot be adequately managed without sufficient reliable quantitative
analyses. This method is recommended only for MAR of natural waters where water is infiltrated
through the unsaturated zone, mimicking natural recharge. This method therefore has limited utility
and should not be used for recharge of confined aquifers or aquifers in the proximity of wells used for
drinking water supplies.
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Figure 5. Implementing the Australian MAR Guidelines in India was not possible due to limitations in
availability of analyses for viruses and protozoa in environmental water samples and difficulty in being
able to get samples from field sites to the lab in time and at a correct temperature for reliable analytical
results. Solid state extraction could enable viable delayed analyses of water samples. Hence, an Indian
Guideline for MAR was prepared (Dillon et al. 2014) [62] as a step towards safer water supplies and
improved groundwater protection than current practice, but without the rigor of data acquisition to
support a risk assessment necessary to assure safety.

6. Conclusions

The Australian Guidelines address all types of source waters, all types of aquifers, all types
of recharge methods, and all types of end uses of recovered water. While Australian experiences
in implementing risk-based MAR Guidelines are currently unique, it is intended that awareness of
those experiences in countries considering adopting or adapting risk based MAR Guidelines will
become immediately relevant, and potential problems averted. Recent research output is also relevant
internationally, as it advances understanding of biogeochemical, hydrogeological or geotechnical
processes, improves measurement methods and affords greater awareness of risks that had previously
not been as deeply explored. Hence, in aggregate the Australian MAR Guidelines and lessons learned
are broadly applicable to a range of hydrogeological, climatic or legal conditions. Adaptation will most
likely be required if existing groundwater protection policies do not acknowledge biogeochemical
processes in aquifers or otherwise lack a scientific basis.

The Guidelines have served well to ensure protection of health and the environment in Australian
MAR operations. Only minor revisions are suggested, and the largest of these is to account for
temperature as a specific hazard to be managed in MAR in geothermal operations, for aquifer thermal
energy systems and where reliance is placed on contaminant attenuation within the aquifer. Other small
revisions recommended are to include more specifically cumulative hydraulic impacts of multiple
MAR systems and expanding on decommissioning requirements where MAR is undertaken for
environmental benefit. Research now offers a broader range of –omics tools and pathogen fate
measures with a view towards future validation protocols for viral and trace organic removal and
ecosystem protection. Guideline implementation appears more streamlined, and problems avoided,
where they are primarily the responsibility of water resources management agencies, supported by
environment protection and health agency expertise (rather than the reverse). Impacts of Guidelines
would be accelerated by training at jurisdiction level on water quality and risk management, and on
cumulative impact assessment.
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Capabilities to measure and manage water quality and to fully understand and anticipate the
risks are necessary to apply these Guidelines especially for aquifers used as drinking water sources.
For this reason, an intermediate approach has been recommended for India, until such time as the full
complement of capabilities is developed though demonstration projects initially with low inherent risk.
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Abstract: The Dan Region Reclamation Project (Shafdan) reclaims ~125 millions of cubic meters per
year (Mm3/year) of treated wastewater from the Tel Aviv Metropolitan area. Following secondary
treatment, the effluent is recharged into a sandy aquifer for soil aquifer treatment (SAT). Over the past
three years, a decrease in recharge capacity was noticed. Several operational causes were considered
including reservations regarding the tillage procedure of recharge ponds. Tillage of the recharge
ponds facilitates aeration, breaking surface crusts and the removal of vegetation. The procedure
includes deep (40–60 cm) plowing and shallow (10–20 cm) sweep-knives (SK) cultivator or discus.
In this research, the existing tillage equipment was compared to a new equipment, which includes a
deep subsoiler and a chisel-knives (CK) cultivator. The effects of each tool on the infiltration rate (IR),
recharge capacity, and soil compaction were examined. The results suggest a significant improvement
in the recharge capacity, up to 95% and 15% on average following subsoiler and CK cultivator
treatments, respectively, with respect to the existing plowing treatment. In addition, the depth of
the compacted soil layer increased from ~30 to ~55 cm after subsoiler treatment. It seems that this
shallow layer, developed under an improper tillage regime, played a major role in the reduction of
the recharge capacity. Essential understanding of other operational factors such as drying periods,
preparation of the field, and soil micro-topography was also achieved.

Keywords: SAT; tillage; infiltration pond; infiltration rate; soil compaction

1. Introduction

The Dan Region Wastewater Reclamation Plant (Shafdan plant), established during the 1970s,
provides a centralized, high-quality solution for sewage produced by the most populated area in Israel.
The plant collects the sewage from the Tel-Aviv Metropolitan area (Dan Region) and neighboring
municipalities, treats it and then recharges it into a defined coastal aquifer section for complementary
soil aquifer treatment (SAT). In this manner, the Shafdan plant treats about 125 Mm3/year of raw sewage
from seven municipalities, industrial areas, and approximately 1.5 million inhabitants. The sewage is
treated to a level of secondary effluents using a mechanical biological treatment plant (MBTP) prior to
infiltration in the SAT ponds. The recharge and the SAT process take place in the coastal Quaternary
sandstone aquifer, which also provides vast storage capacity that cannot be replaced by surface
reservoirs. During the flow process of secondary effluent through the vadose zone and the aquifer,
most of the biodegradable organic matter, suspended solids, bacteria, viruses, phosphorus, heavy
metals, and other elements are removed from the effluents by a combination of geochemical, physical,
and biological processes [1–13]. The recovered effluents, after SAT treatment, are characterized by
excellent quality for most of the measured parameters, which comply with the levels allowed by the
Israeli Health Ministry for unrestricted irrigation of any crop [1,10,11].
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After more than 20 years of relatively stable operation, over the past three years, a trend of
decreasing recharge capacity has been observed. Between the years 2015 to 2017, the recharge capacity
gradually decreased from ~125 to ~115 Mm3/year, with effluent volumes showing the opposite trend
and increasing from ~130 to ~140 Mm3/year [13]. The causes for the decrease in infiltration capacity
are complicated. At least two different processes that occurred at approximately the same period
including a decrease in effluent quality and a reduction in drying periods between recharge cycles
could have led to a decrease in infiltration rates. However, it is difficult to exclude other related
processes that could also have supported this trend. These include operational regimes such as tillage
activity under increasing hydraulic loads, seasonal effects on infiltration rates, and a long-term decrease
in the infiltration rates of recharge fields. These processes and their possible effects on infiltration
capacity will be briefly discussed in the following.

Reduction of effluent quality: Several studies (e.g., [12,14–17]), along with the cumulative
experience in the Shafdan plant, show the effect of effluent quality on infiltration rates. During
2016–2017, a major facility for sludge treatment operated in the Shafdan plant. This had some effect on
the effluent quality, mainly by increasing the ammonium concentrations, and temporary periods of
increased turbidity, phosphorous, and nitrogen concentrations. In some instances, these periods of
low-quality effluents led to the development of a dark, thick crust on the infiltration ponds’ soil surface,
and to a decrease in infiltration rates. Even though the effect of effluent quality on infiltration rates is
exceptionally important, it cannot explain the entire decrease in recharge capacity. This is primarily
because the operation of the sludge treatment facility, and its effect on effluent quality, did not fully
overlap with the process of decreasing recharge capacity.

Reduction of drying periods: The importance of an orderly and controlled recharge cycle that
includes a minimal drying period is well known (e.g., [12,18,19]). The role of the drying stage between
wetting periods is to enable drying and decomposing of the bio-crust developed on the basin floor to
enable the aeration of the soil and maintain constant infiltration rates. The increase in effluent volumes,
with no additional development of recharge fields, clearly leads to increasing loads on the existing
recharge fields, to a shorter drying period between flooding cycles, and, in turn, to the decrease in
infiltration rates. This mechanism can explain much of the decrease in recharge capacity. The reduction
of the drying periods could also have a negative effect on soil aeration and on the redox conditions,
which in turn could affect water quality due to manganese and ferrous reductive dissolution processes.
The recharge cycle applied in this study included a drying period of 12 to 20 h for all of the recharge
ponds (treatment and control) throughout the experiment. Thus, regardless of the importance of
this factor, which will be discussed further, it is not expected to have any effect on the results of
this experiment.

Seasonal effects: The effect of the climate on recharge capacity, and the decrease in infiltration
rates during winter, is a well-known phenomenon in managed aquifer recharge (MAR) projects,
and specifically in the Shafdan plant [15,20]. From 2015 to 2017, a significant decrease in the recharge
capacity during the winter months (December to February) was observed, and in amounts, changes
between 2 to 7 Mm3/year could explain much of the annual volume losses. This decrease in recharge
amounts is correlated with the general decrease in infiltration rates, which in turn may be directly
related to the effects of the drying period and effluent quality, as discussed earlier. However, to
eliminate this effect, the experiment was conducted during late spring and summer seasons.

Long-range effects: Many technical operational reports and design plans raised questions
regarding the stability of the recharge ponds’ infiltration rates, and the possibility of its gradual
decrease. However, none of these were based on methodological research or surveys. On the other
hand, monitoring of actual recharge capacity trends at specific fields of the Shafdan plant did not
support this phenomenon, and could even be said to contradict it. For example, the Soreq field, which
has operated since 1977, had the most stable and highest recharge capacity in comparison with the
other recharge fields, whereas Yavne-4, which has only been in operation since 2003, had the lowest
recharge capacity.
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Long-range effects can also be explained by a slow accumulation of inorganic compounds arriving
with the recharged effluents. Scraping of the upper layer is applied in some MAR projects around
the world in order to remove this layer [18]. This was not the case, however, in the Shafdan plant.
The Shafdan effluents (after secondary treatments) are characterized by relatively low suspended
solids concentrations of about 3.9 mg/L, of which only 0.9 mg/L are inorganic compounds [13].
Under hydraulic loads of about 100 m/year, this equates to the addition of about 900 kg per hectare per
year of inorganic compounds to the ponds, which (for bulk density 1500 kg/m3) is only about 0.06 mm
per year. For these loads, scraping operations with their compaction effect can cause more damage
than benefit.

Tillage regime: Tillage of recharge ponds, which is a part of the routine operational activity of
recharge fields, allows for the aeration of the upper layer, breaking surface crusts and removing
vegetation. Even though its effect on the operation of recharge ponds and infiltration rates is well
known, it appears that tillage regime in MAR projects is more of a local and operational practice rather
than a global research issue. Thus, only a few and relatively generalized academic references are
available, and most of them have focused on crust scraping instead of tillage regimes (e.g., [18,21,22]).
The tillage procedure taking place in the Shafdan plant includes deep (40–60 cm) plowing every
three months, and shallow (10–20 cm) tillage by a sweep-knives cultivator or discus every 2–3 weeks.
However, over the past two years, plowing frequency has increased to every 3–4 weeks in an attempt
to cope with the decline in the recharge capacity. The consequences of increased plowing frequency
include not only an increase in operational costs, but also intensified soil compaction processes due to
repeated passes with heavy (and maybe also improper) equipment over the field. In turn, it may lead
to an additional decrease in infiltration rates.

The present research hypothesized that at least part of the decreased infiltration capacity was
caused by the operation of tillage equipment, along with a tillage regime that is no longer suitable to
the current conditions of the recharge fields. The objective of the research was to study the effect of
different tillage tools on infiltration capacity and on soil compaction.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Outline

The research was conducted at Yavne-2, which is one of Shafdan plant’s recharge fields.
The Yavne-2 recharge field is located southwest of the city of Yavne, Israel, and is divided into
nine operational recharge ponds of ~1.5 hectare each (Figure 1). In order to minimize the seasonal
effects, the research was conducted during the late spring and summer periods only (i.e., between
29 May, 2019 to 3 September, 2019. During this period, four treatment stages were conducted, each of
them lasting for a period of 3–4 weeks, as detailed in Table 1. The period between 1 May to 29 May was
defined as a pre-experiment stage and was also used for comparative analyses. The first two stages
of the experiment as well as the pre-experiment period included only the control treatment, that is,
the operation of regular tillage equipment by the equipment’s usual operator (contractor). The last
two stages included a full comparison between the new tillage equipment that was employed in six
recharge ponds (six replicates), and the regular tillage equipment that was employed in three recharge
ponds (three replicates).
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Figure 1. Schematic layout of the Yavne-2 recharge field with the operational pond’s sub-divisions,
tested treatments (new tillage tools), control treatments (existing tillage tools), and ponds with soil
compaction measurements.

Table 1. The experiment’s progress and the tillage treatments applied. Each stage began with a tillage
operation, followed by 6–19 recharge cycles.

Stage Dates Tillage Treatment Treatment Definition

Pre-treatment 1–28 May 2018 Plowing of all 9 ponds (control)
Stage 1 28 May 2018–18 June 2018 Plowing of all 9 ponds Control
Stage 2 18 June 2018–9 July 2018 SK 1 cultivator of all 9 ponds Control

Stage 3 9 July 2018–6 August 2018 1. SK cultivator: 3 ponds 1. Control
2. CK 2 cultivator: 6 ponds 2. Treatment

Stage 4 6 August 2018–3 September 2018 1. Plowing: 3 ponds 1. Control
2. Subsoiler: 6 ponds 2. Treatment

1 Sweep-knives cultivator. 2 Chisel-knives cultivator.

2.2. Tillage Equipment

Four different tillage tools were employed during the experiment (Table 1). Two of them,
the sweep-knives cultivator and the plow, are tools routinely used by the Shafdan facility’s regular
tillage equipment operator (contractor). The other two tools were a chisel-knives cultivator and a
subsoiler, which were tested as alternative tools and operated by another operator.

Sweep-Knives (SK) Cultivator: The SK cultivator is a shallow (~20 cm) tool routinely used in the
Shafdan facility for breaking the surface crust and the removal of seasonal vegetation. The SK cultivator
employed in the Shafdan facility and in this experiment was 6 m wide and equipped with 24 blades
arranged on four iron beams at average intervals of 25 cm between each (Figure 2a). Each blade was
30 cm in length and 25 cm wide (at its widest).

Chisel-Knives (CK) Cultivator: The CK cultivator is a shallow to medium depth tool (30–40 cm)
that was tested as an alternative to the SK cultivator and for plowing. In this experiment, a 7 m wide
cultivator was employed that was equipped with 30 chisel blades arranged on four iron beams at
average intervals of about 23 cm between blades (Figure 2b). Each blade was 55 cm long and 8 cm
wide (at its widest).

Plow: The plow is a deep (40–50 cm) tool routinely used in the Shafdan facility for breaking,
mixing, and aerating compacted layers up to a depth of 40–50 cm. The plow used in the Shafdan
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facility, and in this experiment, had four non-reversible curved blades (moldboards) arranged on a
single 1.9 m wide diagonal beam (Figure 2c). Each moldboard blade was 115 cm long, and 55 cm high.

Subsoiler: The subsoiler is a deep (60–70 cm) tool that was tested as an alternative tool for the plow.
In this experiment, a 4 m wide paraplow type subsoiler was employed, equipped with eight swept
blades arranged on three iron beams at average intervals of about 50 cm between blades (Figure 2d).
Each blade was 85 cm high and 25 cm wide (at its widest) and was equipped with special sand wings
to increase the aeration channels.

The plow and the SK cultivator were mounted on a 250-hp Case International 7250 tractor
equipped with balloon tires. The subsoiler and the CK cultivator were mounted on a 300 hp John
Deere 8360R tractor, equipped with front and rear dual assembly tires and automated systems for
tillage depth and GPS navigation control.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 2. Tillage tools used during the experiment: (a) Sweep-knives (SK) cultivator; (b) Chisel-knives
(CK) cultivator; (c) Plow; (d) Subsoiler (paraplow type).

2.3. Measurements and Analyses

Each tillage stage (cycle) lasted for 3–4 weeks and comprised of six to 19 recharge cycles, dependent
on the individual infiltration capacity of each pond. Each recharge cycle was composed of three
separate stages: flooding, infiltration, and drying stages. The drying stage was set for a minimum of
12 h. However, in some cases, it was prolonged for up to 20 h due to operational constraints. At the
end of each tillage stage and before the next tillage operation, the ponds were allowed to dry for a
minimum of 36 h to ensure complete drying of the soil.

An automated control system continuously measured and recorded water levels (L, cm), recharge
volumes (V, m3), flooding (Tf, h), infiltration (Ti, h), and drying (Td, h) times as well as the infiltration
rate (IR, cm/h) for each recharge cycle. Infiltration rate (IR) was calculated for each cycle by two
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independent methods: during infiltration (IRi, Equation (1)) and during the wetting period (IRWB,
Equation (2)).

IRi = −L(td) − L(ti)

td − ti
(1)

IRWB =
V

A·(Tf + Ti)
·100 (2)

where L represents water levels (cm) and td and ti represent the start times of the infiltration and the
drying stages, respectively. In Equation (2), V represents the recharged volume (m3); A represents the
pond area (m2); Tf and Ti represent the duration (hours) of flooding and infiltration stages, respectively;
and 100 serves to transfer from m/h to cm/h. Using Equation (1) to calculate infiltration rates during
the infiltration phase is based on the fact that the water level drop during this phase is completely
linear for the Shafdan case, as shown in many measurements and studies (e.g., [12,20,21]).

Soil compaction measurements were conducted in representative ponds (Figure 1) with a
penetrometer device (Spectrum Technologies) equipped with a 0.75-inch diameter tip adapted for
sandy soils. Measurements were conducted before and after each tillage and between recharge cycles.
Each measurement campaign included some 20 measurements made along a 10 m long line at intervals
of 0.5 m. The depth of the compacted layer was defined by reaching a pressure of 1380 KPa (200 psi).

3. Results

3.1. Infiltration Rates and Recharge Capacity

Continuous infiltration rate (IR) measurements from two representative infiltration
ponds—treatment and control—throughout the experiment period are presented in Figure 3.
The relative change in IR for each stage of the experiment was calculated in comparison to the average
IR measured after plowing during the first tillage stage (28 May 2018–18 June 2018). A summary of the
relative changes in IR for every stage and treatment, in comparison to its parallel control treatment at
the same stage, is presented in Figure 4.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Infiltration rates measured in two representative ponds during the experiment: (a) Pond
#5101 with new tillage tools at Stages 3 and 4 (treatment); (b) Pond #5102 with existing tillage tools
only at all stages (control).
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Figure 4. Relative infiltration rates (average ± standard deviation) calculated for each stage and
treatment, relative to the average IR measured during Stage 1 (first plowing).

The results clearly show a significant increase in IRs in every recharge pond (replicate) where the
new tillage equipment was applied (Figure 3) as well as in the integrated analyses for all replicates
(Figure 4). During the experiment’s third stage, relative IRs after the CK cultivator ranged between
1.01 to 1.39 with an average of 1.15 ± 0.13 in comparison with 0.84 to 0.88 and an average of 0.86 ± 0.02
after SK cultivation. The subsoiler showed an even greater effect. During the fourth stage of the
experiment, relative IRs after use of the subsoiler ranged between 1.46 to 2.82 with an average of
1.95 ± 0.47, in comparison with 0.91 to 1.22 and an average of 1.08 ± 0.16 after plowing. Thus, we can
show an average improvement of 15% and 95% for the CK cultivator and for the subsoiler, respectively,
in comparison with the usual plowing regime. When compared with the routine SK cultivator,
the improvement was even greater.

The relative change in recharged volumes for each stage and treatment during the experiment was
calculated in comparison to the cumulative recharged volumes in each pond during the first tillage
stage. Similarly, with regard to the improvement in IRs, the results clearly indicate a significant increase
in recharge volumes of 58% (±16%) and 160% (±17%) for the CK cultivator and for the subsoiler,
respectively, in comparison with the routine plowing regime. This significant improvement in recharge
capacity was a result of the significant improvement in IRs, as indicated by the model calculations of
the potential recharge capacity (not within the scope of this paper).

3.2. Soil Compaction

Measurements of soil compaction indicated the presence of a compacted layer at a depth of
approximately 30 cm during the first to third stages of the experiment. The presence of this layer was
also indicated in the soil profile measurements in open holes, which are not presented and discussed
in this paper. The evaluation and the nature of the compacted layer could be related to different
factors such as leaching and accumulation of organic and inorganic colloidal material in the soil
pores, compaction processes under the recharged water weight, soil erosion processes, and the routine
operations in the ponds [18]. In fact, the results from the soil profile measurements and from other
research studies in the Shafdan (e.g., [4,7,21]) indicate that each of these factors can be relevant, or even
dominant, in different areas of the recharge ponds. Regardless of these factors, it can be assumed that
the development of this layer was enhanced with the utilization of improper tillage tools (e.g., narrow
plow) and due to the improper tillage regime (e.g., working over too wet soil).
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After subsoiler tilling, the depth of the compacted layer increased to approximately 55 cm
(Figure 5a). The significant increase in the IR and in recharge capacity after subsoiler treatment,
accompanied by increases in the compacted layer depth, indicates the importance of this tool and
its ability to break subsoil barriers in the recharge fields. The compaction measurements were
conducted along a grid with horizontal orientation relative to the tilling lines. The uneven, ridged,
soil surface effects, mainly caused by the plow, but also by the SK cultivator, resulted in relatively
high variations between measurements. This variation tended to decrease along the course of the
experiment, particularly after the use of the CK cultivator and subsoiler in the treatment ponds
(Figure 5b). The elimination of the ridges, which creates a micro-topography of the soil surface, leads
to a more balanced and effective tillage operation, and contributes to an increase of IR in the new tool’s
treatment ponds.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Soil compaction measurements in representative ponds during the course of the experiment.
(a) Depth of the compacted layer; (b) Coefficient of variance between measurements (replicates) along
the grid line.

4. Discussion

The results of the experiment clearly demonstrate the positive effect of the new tillage tools
in comparison with existing tools where there was an average increase in the recharge capacity
of approximately 15% and 95% after the CK cultivator and subsoiler, respectively. In addition,
the subsoiler managed to reduce soil compaction and break up the compacted layer that developed at
a depth of 30 cm. The new tillage tools also reduced soil surface variations created by the existing
tools, and thus increased the effectiveness of the tilling process.

However, during the experiment, changes were made not only in the tillage tools, but also
in tractor power (300 hp as opposed to 250 hp) and in the control systems (the addition of a GPS
navigation system and a depth controller). As a result, it could be difficult to separate the impact of
these parameters, especially the tractor strength and the depth control system, from the tillage tool’s
effects. Nevertheless, as tillage activity was fully inspected during the experiment, with particular care
regarding the working depths and overlap between tillage lines, we can assume that their effect was
minor in comparison to the tool’s effect.

A significant change was also made in the recharge regime, with respect to the recharge regime
before the experiment. During previous years (2015–2018), the effluent load gradually increased
due to an increase in effluent quantities, with no change in the recharge area. This situation led to a
reduction in the recharge area’s availability and to a gradual shortening of drying periods between
flooding. In some cases, especially during the winter, this led to a total elimination of the drying stage.
The reduced availability of the recharge area also led to a situation where ponds were incorrectly
prepared before tillage, and to the execution of tillage operations on wet (sometimes even flooded) soil.
These operational conditions were, in all probability, one of the main reasons for the resulting decrease
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in recharge capacity, which in turn led to an increased rate of tillage activity (especially plowing),
an enhancement of the compacting processes (due to tillage on wet soil [23,24]), and a further decrease
in the recharge capacity.

During the experiment, a steady recharge regime was enforced including minimal drying periods
of 12 h between recharge cycles. Special attention was given to the complete drying of the soil for a
minimum of 36 h before tillage operation. This was carried out in order to prevent soil destruction and
compaction processes due to the tillage of wet soil [23,24]. Thus, the lack of a drying period cannot
explain the difference in the results between the existing and new tillage tools during the experiment.
However, with some degree of certainty, it can explain the significant increase in recharge capacity
in comparison to the pre-experiment period (Figures 3 and 4) as well as in comparison to previous
years (proven, but not included in this paper). The dramatic effect of the deep subsoiler (up to an
average of 95% in IR, recharge capacity, and reducing soil compaction) led to the conclusion that the
effect of this tool was due to the breaking-up of the sub-soil compacted layer at a depth of about 30 cm,
which had developed during years of incorrect operation. The existing tools, particularly the narrow
plow, which was operated too frequently, not only failed to break-up this layer, but also encouraged
its development.

The effect of the deep subsoiler on the sub-soil compacted layer (at a 30 cm depth) and on the IR,
in turn, can lead to the conclusion that it could be a short-term effect, and sooner or later, a deeper
compacted layer will be developed, and the recharge capacity will be decreased. On the other hand,
it is important to note that some of the Shafdan recharge ponds are active for more than 40 years. Thus,
long-range effects such as the development of the shallow compacted layer, as described earlier in the
Introduction, can only be related to decades of using the incorrect soil tillage regime with improper
tillage tools (mainly plows or even discus plow at early stages). Hence, it could be concluded that
proper tillage regime and tillage tools, which emphasize minimal compaction processes, will be able to
maintain high recharge capacity for many years ahead.

5. Conclusions

This study takes a classic approach, which advocates a return to the fundamentals of recharge
field maintenance. With no apparent innovations, and during a recharge crisis, it dramatically,
immediately, and with almost no additional costs, increased the recharge capacity of the Shafdan
plant. The reduction in recharge capacity, and its restoration on the other hand, are not solely related
to the tillage equipment, but also to additional parameters that are required for correct maintenance
procedures. These parameters include:

• Complete drying (not draining!) of the soil before tillage operations: the basic rule is to prevent or
minimize puddles, wet spots, or moist soil spots during the tillage process;

• Employing tillage equipment with the maximum possible width to minimize the number of passes
on the pond;

• Employing tillage equipment that keeps the soil surface even, with minimum ridges and
micro-topography effects; and

• Strict adherence to the correct recharge regime, and especially to the drying stage before flooding.

This study also showed that long-range clogging processes that result from incorrect operation
and maintenance are reversible and can be overcome by reverting to correct operation principles.
Further study is planned to examine the effect of the new tillage equipment (and regime) on recharge
capacity during the winter, and to develop alternative approaches for vegetation treatment. Further
study is needed in order to gain a better understanding of the sub-soil compacted layers that develop
in recharge ponds, and on the factors affecting it.
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Abstract: As part of an integrated water-cycle management strategy, City West Water (CWW) is
conducting research to develop an aquifer storage recovery (ASR) scheme utilizing recycled water.
In this contribution, we address the risk of well clogging based on two ASR bore pilots, each with
intensive monitoring. Well clogging is a critical aspect of the strategy due to a projected high injection
rate, a high clogging potential of recycled water, and a small diameter injection borehole. Microscopic
and geochemical analysis of suspended solids in the injectant and backflushed water, demonstrate
a significant contribution of diatoms, algae and colloidal or precipitating Fe(OH)3, Al(OH)3 and
MnO2. CWW is, therefore, testing additional prefiltration that includes a 20 μm spin Klin disc and
1–5 μm bag filter operating in series. In this paper, we present optimized methods to (i) detect the
contribution of the injectant and aquifer particles to total suspended solids in backflushed water by
hydrogeochemical analysis; and (ii) predict and reduce the risk of physical and biological clogging,
by combination of the membrane filter index (MFI) method of Buik and Willemsen, a modification of
the total suspended solids method of Bichara and an amendment of the exponential bacterial growth
method of Huisman and Olsthoorn.

Keywords: ASR; recycled water; well clogging; geochemical analysis; filtration; biofouling; risk
management

1. Introduction

The use of reclaimed or recycled water is on the rise worldwide, mainly because of (i) water
scarcity due to exponential population growth and climate change, and (ii) the need to reduce the
pollution load from waste water that ends in surface water systems [1,2].

As part of an integrated water-cycle management strategy for the fast growing city of Melbourne,
City West Water (CWW) is conducting research to apply aquifer storage recovery (ASR) utilizing
recycled water [3]. This non-potable water is to be injected and stored during winter in a brackish,
anoxic sand aquifer at 220–250 m below ground level (BGL), and recovered during peak demand
periods in summer. The purpose is to reduce drinking water consumption by supplying recycled
water via a third pipe system. The infiltration water will be Class A recycled water, which is fit for
high exposure uses (not for drinking water consumption), diluted with desalinated water (by reverse
osmosis). Class A recycled water comes from Melbourne Water Corporation’s Western Treatment
Plant, which produces recycled water from a series of anaerobic and aerobic lagoons followed by UV
disinfection and chlorine disinfection.
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Several studies have confirmed the viability of ASR at the trial site (West Werribee, west
of Melbourne; Figure 1), based on the acceptable overall quality of the infiltration water [4,5],
the transmissivity and dispersivity of the aquifer and background flow [4], geochemistry of aquifer [6,7],
the ambient water quality in the target aquifer [5], predicted water quality of recovered water [6,8],
and economic, societal and water security implications [3].

 

Figure 1. Site map showing the location of the aquifer storage recovery (ASR) (production) and
monitoring wells. ASR well 5 was the production well during the trial in 2012, with its monitoring
well 7 at ca. 40 m distance. Production wells 20–24 form together the future West Werribee ASR plant,
but for now they are part of the second pilot, with well 20 as ASR well and 21–24 as monitoring wells.
AB = geological section shown in Figure 2.

Nevertheless, two recognized main risks still warrant ongoing investigation of respectively the
actual well clogging risk [7,9], and risk caused by undesired water quality changes in the target
aquifer [5]. Injection well clogging can be extremely cumbersome leading to high costs due to
monitoring, maintenance, premature well replacement, intensification of pretreatment or addition of
more wells [9–12].

Common water quality issues with ASR application, especially when dealing with recycled
water, consist of (i) mobilization of trace metals and arsenic by pyrite oxidation [13]; (ii) lack of full
elimination of high concentrations of NO3 and PO4, (iii) the formation of trihalomethanes and haloacetic
acids by chlorination [14]; (iv) the persistence of some pathogens and organic micropollutants in the
aquifer [2,15]; and (v) the undesired admixing of ambient groundwater (total dissolved sSolids (TDS),
H2S, natural radionuclides) [5]. There are also concerns about potential changes in the microbiota
and stygofauna (taxa that spend their whole life cycle in groundwater) by introducing among others
oxygen, algae and xenobiotic compounds [16–18].

In this contribution, we evaluate the risks of ASR well clogging based on a short ASR pilot
investigation in 2012, and an ongoing ASR pilot test which started in 2017. We present hydraulic,
geochemical and microscopic data, diagnose the main clogging causes, and indicate how to mitigate or
prevent the problem.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Aquifer Storage Recovery (ASR) Pilot Tests

Two pilot tests were conducted in 2012 and 2017–2019, respectively. The first used one injection
bore (well 5) and well 7 served as a monitoring bore (Figure 1). The second test (still running) consists
of one injection bore (well 20), wells 21–24 as nearby and wells 12–15 as remote monitoring bores
(Figure 1).

Details of the ASR cycling scheme are summarized for both pilot tests in Table 1. The 5 clustered
wells 20–24 are part of the future ASR system, which is expected to infiltrate 0.5–1.0 Mm3/year during
winter time and to recover ~80% of this volume during summer time, depending on demand. The ASR
wells include a stainless steel (316) telescopic design, with internal diameter of 350 mm in the upper
section, 200 mm in the lower section (incl. well screen), and screen aperture ranging from 0.4 to 0.8 mm.
They are not supplied with a gravel pack nor a downhole flow control valve.
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2.2. Characterization of Target Aquifer

The ASR target aquifer consists of the coarser grained sequences within the Lower Werribee
Formation (LWF) of Early Tertiary age. It is formed by a heterogeneous sequence of sands, silts, clays
and lignite, slightly dipping on average in SE direction. The LWF rests on nearly impervious Lower
Paleozoic basement rock, and is overlain by 200 m of (un)consolidated sediments (Figure 2).

In the LWF, the sands are typically found between 220 and 240 m below sea level. They vary
in grain size (0.1–0.8 mm) and thickness (3–22 m) over short distances. Most wells have two screen
sections separated by a blind casing interval of 2–4 m in the middle, where the aquifer is too silty.
Average aquifer characteristics are listed in Table 2, based on pumping tests [4], breakthrough curves [5],
sedimentological and geochemical analysis of aquifer cores [7,19].

Table 2. Characteristics of principal wells in both ASR pilots, and of local aquifer. rMW = radial distance
ASR to monitoring well; D = thickness, T = transmissivity, S = storativity, ε = effective porosity, t50 =

travel time, αL = longitudinal dispersivity.

Well Aquifer Geochemistry

Code
Screen rMW D T S ε t50 αL pyrite CORG CaCO3 CEC

m BGL m m m2/day day m ppm % d.w. % d.w. meq/kg

ASR well 5 242–251 40 14 110 0.0003 0.3 0 0.5 - - - -
MW 7 237–246 40 17 50 0.0002 0.3 13 0.4 22,214 # 1.7 # <0.2 # -

ASR well 20 220–236 100 15.5 71 0.00035 0.3 0 0.5 1020 <0.1 <0.4 20
MW 21 223–235 100 11 77 - 0.3 60 1.0 - - -

#: in WTP3, ca. 1720 m south of MW 7. Sample probably representative of silty layer, not sand.

 

Figure 2. Generalised NNW-SSE geological section showing Werribee Formation and ASR pilot sites.
(Left): large scale, modified after [20]; (Right): smaller scale, slightly modified after [21].

2.3. Water Quality Analysis

Samples of infiltration water and of water from wells were taken at the well head, with and
without prior filtration over 0.45 μm in the field. The standing volume in well screen and riser was
always evacuated 3 times prior to sampling. In the field, pH, electrical conductivity (EC), temperature,
oxidation reduction potential (ORP) and O2 were measured at selected intervals. Sensors of EC,
temperature and water pressure, installed at screen depth in the wells, have been registered between 3
and 10 min.

Sample container type, preservation method, holding time and analytical method were as
recommended by ALS Environmental [22], which performed the analyses on a wide spectrum
of parameters: general chemistry (pH, EC, turbidity, total suspended solids (TSS), algae), major
ions, nutrients, total and dissolved organic carbon (TOC and DOC, respectively), (trace) metals,
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gases (O2, CO2, H2S, CH4), disinfection by-products, industrial organic micropollutants, pesticides,
pharmaceuticals, radionuclides, and microbiological parameters. Sampling frequency was on average
on a weekly basis but fine-tuned to the duration of ASR cycles, the breakthrough in monitoring wells,
and costs of analytical packages [8].

2.4. Analysis of Suspended Matter during Backflushing

Backflushing of the ASR well, with a 2–3 times higher pumping than injection rate, directly or
after juttering, is a method to unclog the well screen or bore hole wall. Samples of the turbid backflush
water were taken from ASR well 20 on 4 occasions (A–D): during injection cycle 2 (A), two well
redevelopments after cycle 3A (B, C) and during injection cycle 3B (D), respectively. Samples of
unfiltered water were taken after evacuation of 9–12 m3, corresponding with ~1 standing well volume.
The samples (3.6–4.2 L) were transported to the lab in an upright position, in the dark and cooled at
4 ◦C, without shaking. In the lab, these samples were kept in the dark at 4 ◦C for 2 days in upright
position without shaking/tremors, in order to let the suspended matter settle. Subsequently as much
clear water as possible was slowly decanted or sucked out, containing on average 95% of all water
with on average only 2.7% of all TSS: 1 mg TSS/L in 0.95 × 4 L and 690 mg TSS/L in 0.05*4 L yields
indeed 100 × (0.95 × 4 × 1)/(0.95 × 4 × 1 + 0.05 × 4 × 690) = 2.7%, which is neglected in Equation (1).
The decanted water was analyzed, after 0.45 μm filtration, for all main constituents (incl. pH and EC),
DOC and trace elements. This yields the dissolved fraction.

The remaining fluid (0.2–0.5 L) with 97% of all TSS was first analyzed for TSS, and subsequently,
after nearly complete destruction with strong suprapure HNO3 at 95 ◦C, analyzed for TOC, total
concentration of main constituents (excluding Cl, HCO3, NO3) and trace elements.

The analytical results of the dissolved and suspended fraction in mg/L were used to calculate the
composition of the suspended material as follows:

XSS = 106 XT −XH2O
TSS

, (1)

where: XSS = content of component X in suspended solids (ppm =mg/kg dry weight); XT = total X
concentration in water with suspended solids (mg/L); XH2O = concentration of X dissolved in water
(mg/L); TSS = total suspended solids in water (mg/L)

2.5. Clogging Predictor Based on Membrane Filter Index (MFI)

Buik and Willemsen [23] used the membrane filter index (MFI; [10,24,25]), well and hydrogeological
parameters to predict the clogging rate of recharge wells, based on the following semi-empirical
equation (without dimensional homogeneity):

vCLOG = 2 × 10−6 ×MFI × tEQ × VDIR
2/(Kh/150)1.2, (2)

with:
Kh = 150(D50/1000)1.65 or Kh = T/D, (3)

VDIR = QIN/(2πrBL), (4)

where: vCLOG = clogging rate (m/a); MFI = 0.45 μm membrane filter index (s/L2); tEQ = total amount of
equivalent full load hours per year (h); vDIR = entrance velocity on borehole wall (m/h); D50 =median
grain size diameter of aquifer (μm); QIN =mean infiltration rate when well is recharging (m3/h); rB =

radius of borehole (m); L = length of well screen (m); Kh = horizontal hydraulic conductivity (m/d).

2.6. Clogging Predictor Based on Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

Another way to predict the physical clogging rate, is to relate the decrease in flow rate of an
injection well (Qt/Q0) to the ratio of the total input of suspended solids after a given injection time,
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to the open area of the external borehole wall (AOPEN). On the basis of many experimental data
Bichara [26] showed an interesting plot of that relation. Notwithstanding the scatter of his many data,
an average linear trend can be used to estimate the decline in flow rate of an injection well by particle
clogging:

Qt/Q0 = 100 − 17.5TSS × QINt/AOPEN, if >0, else 0 (5)

t10 = 10 t/(100 − Qt/Q0), if >0, else 0 (6)

with:
AOPEN = 2πrBεL, (m2) (7)

where: Qt, Q0 = injection rate at time t since start and at start (t = 0), respectively (m3/h); ε = aquifer
porosity (-); t = time since injection start (day); t10 = injection period needed to reduce flow by 10%
(day).

2.7. Predictor of Bioclogging

Bioclogging can be simulated by the following equation (modified after Huisman and
Olsthoorn [27], by introducing a lag time), which calculates the buildup of bacteria in infiltration wells:

Nt =

VDIRN0TD

(
e0.693

t−tLAG
TD − 1

)

0.693
,

(
m−2
)

(8)

where: N0 = average number of bacteria in input (n/m3); Nt = average number of bacteria at and
behind bore hole wall, at time t (n/m2); t = time since injection start (day); tLAG = lag time during
which bacteria do not reproduce (day); TD = doubling time for bacterial population (day); VDIR =

entrance velocity on borehole wall, see Equation (4) (m/day).
Thus, it is assumed that each input bacterium is filtered out at the borehole wall and starts

multiplying after a specific lag time. The thickness of the biofouled layer (DBAC,t) which fully occupies
the aquifer pore space, can be calculated using Equation (9) by assuming that (i) the accumulation of
cells with a specific cell volume is taking place on the borehole wall and behind that, both with open
space AOPEN, and (ii) there is no open space between bacteria:

DBAC,t =
1000NtVCELL

(1− ε) , (mm) (9)

where: vCELL = spherical volume of each cell (m3); ε = aquifer or gravel pack porosity (-).
A more realistic model sets a limit to bacterial growth, based on e.g., the observed change in DOC

or biodegradable DOC (BDOC; [28]). The available data show a very small decline of the injectant
during short storage or recovery cycles (1–2 days) for DOC (<0.5 mg C/L) and BDOC (~0.2 mg C/L).
This observed consumption of BDOC during a 1–2 days lasting storage or recovery cycle (ΔBDOC; mg
C/L), is the sum of bacterial respiration (BaR) and biomass production (BoP; [29]), so that:

BoP = 10−3ΔBDOCQIN − BaR = fBoP10−3ΔBDOCQIN, (kg C/day) (10)

where: QIN = injection rate (m3/d); fBoP = BoP/(Bop + BaR) = fraction of ΔBDOC consumed by bacterial
respiration (-);ΔBDOC = consumption of biodegradable DOC (mg C/L).

We assume that ΔBDOC represents steady state, and that it approaches consumption by the total
number of active cells at maximum growth, so that:

+BDOC-limitation:

NtMAX =
10−3 fBoPΔBDOCQIN

VCELLCCELL AOPEN
=

10−3 fBoPΔBDOCVDIR

VCELLCCELLε
,

(
m−2
)

(11)
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where: CCELL = Carbon bacterial mass, 220 kg dry weight/m3 according to [30].
NtMAX can also be calculated with Equation (8) by replacing t by tMAX, which is defined as the

time since start of exponential bacterial growth to the maximum level of growth. Combination of this
Equation (8) with Equations (11) and (4) yields after rewriting, for both limitation cases:

tMAX =
TD

0.693
ln
{

0.693NtMAX

N0 TD VDIR
+ 1
}
+ tLAG, (day) (12)

3. Results

3.1. Injection Well Clogging

A typical pattern of impressed head and drawdown, TSS (at well head) and turbidity (in central
injection manifold) for ASR well 20 during ASR Cycle 3, is shown in Figure 3. The peaks of TSS and
turbidity coincide with 9 short flow reversals due to backpumping (108 m3/h) and reinjection (54 m3/h).
This triggered the mobilization of fines from the borehole wall and probably also from the well itself.
TSS peaked during both switches (injection to backpumping, and vice versa), whereas turbidity only
peaked during the switch from backpumping to injection, due to the position of the turbidity sensor
right after the injection pump. The TSS sensor’s output is maximum 20 mg/L in order to focus on
lower level variability, but short peaks of up to 43.5 (=870/20) mg/L have been measured (Table 3).

Table 3. Summary of analytical results of suspended matter sampled during backflush events A–D.
The column with heading ‘A–C’ contains the average of events A, B and C (without prefiltration of
injectant). Also shown: composition of ASR input TSS (average 6 samples) and of an aquifer core
(1 sample), and the calculated fraction of the ASR input contributing to the average composition of
samples A–C (α). Numbers in red indicate a significant trend over time (see Figure 4).

Event #
Vol. out

Unit TSS Input
ASR

SUSPENDED MATTER DURING BACKFLUSHING
Aquifer

Core

α

A B C D A–C A–C

m3 12.0 12.0 9.0 11.0

TSS mg/L 1 580E 870E 610E 690E 687E - -
CORG ppm 0.23 - - 7049 - 7049 - -

Si ppm - 23,364 8433 15,091 35,500 15,629 - -
S ppm 1 13,811 9591 7113 2900 10,172 11,900 0.15
P ppm - 900 2180 2459 10,145 1846 140 -
Al ppm 18,400 36,198 6632 8844 12,261 17,225 22,300 -
Fe ppm 32,583 29,293 19,517 18,025 26,043 22,278 15,500 0.40
Mn ppm 11,533 1462 3994 5007 31,842 3488 108 0.30
Co ppm 100 35 29 34 121 33 2.2 0.31
Cr ppm 87 144 42 58 111 81 193 1.05
Cu ppm 200 55 62 38 157 52 11.4 0.21
Ni ppm - 53 54 41 155 49 6.4 -
Sr ppm - 157 52 56 142 88 25 -
Ti ppm 217 1895 229 277 332 800 - -
V ppm 22 122 26 42 18 63 85 0.34

Sum $ % 6.3 11.3 5.7 6.9 17.8 8.4 5.3 -
Al/Fe ppm 0.56 1.24 0.34 0.49 0.47 0.77 1.44 -
Fe/Mn ppm 2.8 20.0 4.9 3.6 0.8 6.4 143.5 -
FeS2 mmol/kg 0 215 150 111 45 159 186 0.15

Fe-FeS2 ppm 1 12,028 8353 6194 2526 8858 10,363 0.15
Fe-rest ppm 32,582 17,265 11,164 11,830 23,517 13,420 5137 0.30

#: A = 24 Aug. 2017; B = 3 Nov. 2017; C = 13 Dec. 2017; D = 19 Dec. 2018; $: Sum = (sum all elements)/104.; E: TSS in
ca. 20 times concentrated water sample; A–C injected water without prefiltration; D injected water with prefiltration
over 20 μm + 5 μm.

The backflushing is successful in removing the bulk of clogging material, but a growing residual
(chronic) clogging is remaining, as evidenced by the rising impressed head (Figure 3) during identical
successive injection runs such as 3.7, 3.9 and 3.10 (not fully shown). The clogging process was linear
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during the 15 days lasting injection period 3 of the first ASR trial [4], which is typical for clogging
mainly caused by particles [10].

Figure 3. Impressed head/drawdown, total suspended solids (TSS, at well head) and turbidity (in
central injection manifold) for ASR well 20, during ASR Cycle 3A (with 10 sub-cycles divided by
backflush events), with zooming in on 25 October 2017 10–18 h. Note the TSS cut-off at 20 mg/L, and
the logarithmic increase of impressed head.

3.2. Results of Hydrogeochemical Analysis of Suspended Material

The composition of the suspended solids was calculated for each sample taken during the 4
backflushing events A–D, by applying Equation (1). Each sample was taken after on average 1.5 days
injection of 1950 m3, and after ~5 min backflushing (corresponding with 11 m3 and 1 standing volume
in the well). The results are presented in Table 3, together with a summary of the geochemical analyses
of aquifer cores and TSS of the injectant. Zero values mean that XT equals XH2O, so that practically all
of X is in dissolved form. Empty cells in Table 3 (with ‘-’) mean no data available.

3.2.1. Average Composition

In Table 3, the average composition is listed for samples of events A–C. The sample of event D was
excluded because it refers to a different input (see Section 3.2.2). On average ~8.4% of the suspended
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material has thus been identified and quantified. This means that 92% is not covered by the analysis,
due to (i) lack of dissolution in the acid and oxidizing leach (notably quartz), (ii) lack of the usual
conversion of the elements in their oxide form, and (iii) no inclusion of H2O which is present in the
crystal lattice of some minerals such as amorphous Fe(OH)3 and Al(OH)3.

The highest contents are noticed for the following main constituents, in decreasing order:
Si (underestimated due to incomplete extraction), Fe, Al, S, C, Mn and P. The true Si content is estimated
at max 37% (not the 1.6% extracted; 37% = (100% – sum XnO-bound H2O)/MWSiO2, where XnO = all
individual elements, SiO2 excluded, each transformed in its oxide form, e.g., C in CH2O and Fe in
Fe2O3). Si is mainly linked to SiO2 as quartz and diatoms. Concentrations of Na, K, Ca and Mg were
<0.2%.

The high S content very likely indicates the presence of iron sulfide particles, because gypsum
can be excluded and the alternative, organic matter, contains on average only 1.8% S (0.018 × CORG

= 127 ppm S). Thus assuming the remaining 10,045 ppm (=10,172 – 127) to be FeS2 (pyrite) requires
the presence of enough Fe, namely 8858 ppm. This would mean that the TSS contains an excess of
13,420 ppm Fe, which could be Fe(OH)3 or Fe2O3 deriving from the source water directly or indirectly
(from biofilms on the transmission pipeline, a storage tank or ASR well casing), and from rust particles
from corroding stainless steel parts of the transmission pipeline, storage tank or ASR well casing).

3.2.2. Trends

The composition of samples from backflushing events A–D varies over time, in a more or less
systematic way for the following elements (red numbers in Table 3; Figure 4): (i) P and Mn steadily
increasing, and (ii) S, FeS2, Fe-FeS2, Fe/Mn and V steadily decreasing. This indicates that over time,
the infiltration water input is contributing more (P and Mn) and aquifer material less (pyrite and V) to
TSS in the backflushed water. This agrees with expectations.

Figure 4. Changes in element content of suspended solids in a sample of backflushed water from ASR
well 20 during backflushing events without (A–C) and with prefiltration (D). Based on Table 4. Arrows
indicate significant trend over time.
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Table 4. Results of microscopic analysis of suspended material in source water (SW) and backflushed
water, in 2017. 1–7 = relative abundance low to very high. Samples 1, 2, 3 = after 5, 15 and 30 ‘equivalent’
minutes of pumping. Samples coded 1 (taken after 5 min) correspond with events A, B and C in Table 3.
Sample 1 on 3 November shown in Figure 5.

Parameter
SW Backflush

13 Sept. 24 Aug. 3 Nov. 13 Dec.

Sample # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1
Time to filter 100 cc (s) 15 360 70 15 >600 98 20 140
Fine amorphous debris 3 7 5 5 4 5 5 4
Mainly non-filamentous bacteria 3 5 4 5 2 2 2 1
Diatom frustules 2 2 1 1 3 2 1 3
Viable diatoms 3 1 1
Blue-green algae 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Other algae 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
Zooplankton 1

The sample from backflushing event D showed a remarkable overall concentration increase (S and
V excluded). The reason for this increase is not clear, but could be related to the applied prefiltration
step, which resulted in the accumulation of finer grained particles on the borehole wall and behind.
These finer grained particles could contain less quartz particles and more soluble material.

3.2.3. Comparison with Aquifer Cores and Infiltration Water

In Table 3, the element content of TSS can be compared with the aquifer core data and with the
average TSS composition of infiltration water. We selected the mean TSS composition of backflush
events A–C, the injectant (without prefiltration) and the core data from monitoring well 3 (~1 km
south of well 15, Figure 1). The core had about the same extraction and geochemical analysis as TSS,
and showed a similar aquifer sedimentology as well 20. These data have been used in Table 3 to
estimate the fraction of suspended particles in the infiltration water (α) and of aquifer particles (1 – α)
contributing to the mean TSS composition of the backflush sample. The following unmixing equation
for 2 end-members was used:

α =
XSS −XAQUIFER

XINPUT −XAQUIFER
, (13)

Fraction α appears lowest (0.15) for S (and associated FeS2 and Fe-FeS2), so that practically all S
(pyrite bound) in TSS is derived from the aquifer, as deduced earlier. Fraction α increases slightly for
Cu, Mn, Co, V and Fe (from 0.21 to 0.40, respectively), which indicates that the aquifer is forming their
mean supply during events A–C. Only P, Cr, Ni and Sr seem to be largely delivered by the injectant
during events A–C, Cr perhaps even totally. The calculated α numbers are not very accurate due to
temporal variations in the injectant and spatial variations in aquifer geochemistry.

An important assumption in this interpretation is, that the mentioned ions did not (co)precipitate
in the water sample during transport from well to the lab and during 2 days of air-tight bottle detention
prior to the separation of decantable fluid from the remaining high TSS liquid. We checked this by
comparing the infiltration water with the decanted fluid, and the decanted fluid of the first with the last
sample. Concentrations of dissolved Al, Fe, Mn NO3, NH4 and PO4 did not show significant changes,
indicating that the potential contribution of Fe or Mn flocs formed by oxidation of the backflushed
water was rightly ignored.

3.3. Results of Microscopic and Particle Size Analysis of Suspended Material

Suspended material in source water and in backflushed water was examined by microscopic
analysis. The results are summarized in Table 4, and a characteristic image is shown in Figure 5.
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The diatoms and other algae in the backflushed water are clearly derived from the infiltration water
input, because they are too undamaged and some are even still viable.

 

Figure 5. Microscopic image (×100 magnification) of backflushed material on 3 November 2017
(event B in Table 3), showing diatoms (incl. fragments), algae, mostly non-filamentous bacteria, and
amorphous flocs.

Results of particle size analysis by Light-Scattering using a Mastersizer 3000 instrument, after
sonication or addition of a dispersant, are shown in Figure 6. In the backflushed water, 3 peaks can be
observed in the particle size distribution: around 0.5, 7 and 200 μm. In the infiltration water, there
is a large peak around 13 μm with 2 small, ill-defined peaks around 0.8 and 800 μm. The difference
between both particle size distributions could be not representative due to fluctuations in particle load
and particle size distribution of either the infiltration water or backflush water. The peak around 200
μm in the backflush water could be due to either a rather high number of elongate diatoms >200 μm
long (Figure 5), which the analyser underestimates due to their shape, or sand intake by the well.
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Figure 6. Particle size distribution of infiltration water (top) and backflushed water (bottom), both
sampled on 13 December 2017 (event C in Table 3).

3.4. Evaluation of Clogging Risks

3.4.1. Global Evaluation

ASR well clogging can be caused by any of the following, potential clogging processes (or their
concerted action): (i) suspended solids in the infiltration water such as clay, algae, diatoms and Fe(OH)3

flocs, (ii) biofouling due to high concentrations of biodegradable organic matter (TOC, assimilable
DOC (AOC), BDOC) and nutrients (PO4, NO3), (iii) air entrainment (gas bubbles formed during
cascading in the well), (iv) chemical clogging by precipitates of e.g., Fe(OH)3, MnO2 or CaCO3, (v) clay
swelling and clay mobilization due to replacing brackish ambient groundwater with high SAR (sodium
adsorption ratio) by fresher, lower SAR injectant, and (vi) permeability reduction by aquifer jamming
or aquifer corrosion.

The last four processes are considered of minor importance. Well clogging by gas bubbles
is unlikely because of a proper well design [4] and a non-corresponding clogging pattern [10].
The precipitation of minerals by mixing with ambient groundwater during injection phase can be
ruled out, because the Fe concentrations in the ambient groundwater are low (0.16 mg/L) and the flow
velocity near the well is sufficiently high and reactions are so slow, that reaction products such as
iron hydroxide flocks will move relatively far away from the well before being deposited, while the
mixing of (sub)oxic water with anoxic ambient groundwater will mainly take place far away from the
well. Experiences with and calculations on intentional subterranean iron removal (SIR) [31] indicate
that the accumulation of reaction products during both injection and recovery can be neglected on
the time scale of one century. SIR is also an unintentional process during ASR [32], which prevents
Fe(II) during recovery to reach the ASR well and mix there with any O2 (if this survived the aquifer
detention at some depth). The risk of CaCO3 precipitation is also very low, because the injectant and
ambient groundwater are undersaturated with respect to CaCO3. Another potential cause of mineral
precipitation is chemical instability of the injectant, which can lead to retarded, in-well flocculation
of Fe(OH)3 or MnO2. This process is hard to distinguish from the advective transport of suspended
particles, and therefore not considered further.
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Barry et al. [7] investigated the clogging risk by dispersion of the clay minerals within columns
filled with aquifer material, especially within the context of potential future changes in the mixing
ratio of Class A water and RO desalinated water. They used a method based on the principles of the
‘Emerson Crumb test’ [33–35]. That approach characterizes dispersion using combinations of aquifer
materials and source waters by measuring the turbidity increase of the supernatant, relative to that of
the water alone, after a period of 48 h. Dispersion of clays in the batch tests was so low that no visible
cloudiness was observed in any of the waters tested. Although kaolinite, the predominant clay mineral
in the target aquifer, is a non-swelling clay and present within the aquifer storage zone at very low
concentrations (<1%), its interaction with low salinity water can still contribute to a reduction in aquifer
permeability by detachment from solid surfaces and migration through porous media where it can
clog pore spaces [36]. In conclusion, the risk of clay mobilization is (very) low but cannot be ruled out
completely, especially not if more RO water is contributing to its mixture with Class A recycled water.

The risk of aquifer permeability losses through aquifer jamming by repeatedly shifting from
injection to backflushing, which creates shock waves, is considered low [10]. Aquifer dissolution (not
only by the injectant but also by acids applied for well redevelopment) is potentially a risk factor
in marley limestone or calcite cemented sandstone aquifers, because the carbonate dissolution will
be accompanied by the mobilization of fines that may end up in the pore throats [37,38]. The target
aquifer at Werribee is, however, not containing carbonates and thus not vulnerable to this dissolution.

In Table 5, an overview is given of potentially relevant clogging parameters and their levels in
the infiltrated Class A recycled water with (second ASR pilot) and without RO water (first pilot), and
with (first pilot and cycle 3B of second pilot) and without an onsite prefiltration step (cycles 1–3A of
second pilot). The following conclusions are drawn, when comparing the injectant with the given
guideline values:

TSS is relatively low (on average 1–2 mg/L), but still above the guideline value for a sandy aquifer
(0.1 mg/L). This should lead to physical clogging. Particles containing Fe, Mn and Al probably play a
significant role, as deduced from analyzing suspended solids during backflushing, even though the
difference between total and dissolved concentrations (the particulate fraction), seems small. MFI
is too high, suggesting a high risk of physical clogging. Concentrations of DOC, BDOC ([28]) and
AOC ([39]) are high, far above their guideline values. This will lead to biofouling (biological clogging)
if without regular backflushing, also because nutrients N + P are not limiting.
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3.4.2. Risk of Clogging by Suspended Particles

We quantified this risk by calculating the clogging rate using the modified Bichara method and
the Buik and Willemsen method (Section 2.6). The results of calculation are shown for several scenarios
in Table 6 (Bichara’s method) and Table 7 (Buik and Willemsen method).

Table 6. Predicted flow reduction (Qt/Q0 and Q10) as function of injected particle mass (ΣTSS = TSS
QIN t) and initial open area of external borehole wall (AOPEN). Based on average linearized relation
between ΣTSS /AOPEN and Qt/Q0 trends in Bichara [26], see Section 2.6. t10 = injection period needed to
reduce flow by 10%. ϕt, ϕMEAS = the impressed head in the injection well as predicted and measured,
respectively. Red numbers: significant scenario changes.

Data Input Model Output Verif.

TSS QIN tINF L rB n ΣTSS AOPEN Bichara Qt/Q0 t10 ϕt ϕMEAS
mg/L m3/h d m m kg m2 g/cm2 % day m m

1 54 0 13 0.1 0.3 0.0 2.5 0.000 100.0 - 0.0 0
1 54 1 13 0.1 0.3 1.3 2.5 0.053 90.7 1.1 22.0 21.3
1 54 2 13 0.1 0.3 2.6 2.5 0.106 81.5 1.1 24.5 24.9
1 54 3 13 0.1 0.3 3.9 2.5 0.159 72.2 1.1 27.7 27.1
1 54 5 13 0.1 0.3 6.5 2.5 0.264 53.7 1.1 37.2 -
1 54 10 13 0.1 0.3 13.0 2.5 0.529 7.4 1.1 268.6 -
1 54 10 13 0.2 0.3 13.0 4.9 0.264 53.7 2.2 37.2 -
1 20 10 13 0.1 0.3 4.8 2.5 0.196 65.7 2.9 30.4 -

0.1 54 10 13 0.1 0.3 1.3 2.5 0.053 90.7 10.8 22.0 -

f = 2; ϕ0 (m) = 10.0.

Table 7. Predicted injection well clogging (vCLOG) as function of the membrane filter index (MFI) and
other parameters. Method based on Buik & Willemsen [23], see Section 2.6. Red numbers: significant
scenario changes.

Data Input Model Output

MFi QIN tEQ L rB D50 D Kh KD VDIR VCLOG

s/L2 m3/h day m m mm m m/day m2/day m/h m/a m/day

47 54 2400 13 0.1 0.135 13 5.5 71.6 6.6 520 1.42
47 54 1200 13 0.1 0.135 13 5.5 71.6 6.6 260 0.71
47 27 2400 13 0.1 0.135 13 5.5 71.6 3.3 130 0.36
4.7 54 2400 13 0.1 0.135 13 5.5 71.6 6.6 52 0.14
47 54 2400 13 0.2 0.135 13 5.5 71.6 3.3 130 0.36
4.7 27 1200 13 0.2 0.135 13 5.5 71.6 1.7 1.6 0.004

With the modified Bichara method we calculate for ASR well 20 during cycle 3A, resetting the
clock after each backflushing event, a flow reduction of about 9% for each day of continuous injection
(Table 6). Maintaining the injection rate means that more pressure is needed, which leads to an increase
of the impressed head in the well. Intuitively, this increase is proportional to the predicted flow
reduction while ignoring temperature effects on viscosity, so that:

0.01 Qt/Q0 = f ϕ0/ϕt so that ϕt = 100 f ϕ0/(Qt/Q0) (14)

where: ϕ0, ϕt = the impressed head in the injection well without (significant) clogging, and with
clogging at time t since start, respectively (m); f = empirical fit factor, being zero at t = 0, and otherwise
>0.

Application of Equation (16) to the 3-day-long injection period from 27 October up to and including
30 October 2017 (Figure 3), yields an excellent overlap of calculated with measured ϕt (Table 6), with
parameter settings of f = 2 (if t > 0) and ϕ0 = 10 m. Table 6 also shows how much effect can be expected
from reducing the injection rate, TSS input or augmenting the backflush frequency or borehole radius.
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For ASR well 20 during cycle 3A, with an MFI value of 47 s/L2, we calculate with the method of
Buik and Willemsen [23] a clogging rate of 520 m/a or 1.42 m/day, assuming 100 days of injection a year
(Table 7). This high clogging rate looks much smaller than the one obtained with Bichara’s method
(4.3 m versus 27 m in 3 days), but vCLOG does not include the water level rise due to unsteady flow as
does ϕt. Table 7 also shows how much effect can be expected from reducing the injection rate, MFI
(by enhanced pretreatment) and equivalent full loading hours, or increasing the bore hole radius or
implementing all measures to reduce the clogging rate.

3.4.3. Risk of Bioclogging

The results of calculating the number of bacteria (N) and the thickness of the biofouled layer
(DBAC) are presented for several scenarios in Table 8, and the bacterial growth curve is presented
for selected cases in Figure 7. An unrealistic high DBACT is predicted for scenarios A and E–G of
the second Werribee trial, when an unlimited supply of assimilable carbon (and nutrients and O2) is
assumed, during a long uninterrupted injection run. The observed consumption level of BDOC in
the aquifer (ΔBDOC) is believed to represent the biodegradable fraction of DOC, which is then used
for both respiration and biomass production. The concentration of ΔBDOC (~0.2 mg C/L) is much
lower than the NO3 and PO4 concentrations in the injectant (Table 5) and is, therefore, considered the
growth-limiting factor.

Table 8. Predicted unlimited growth of bacteria (Nt–N0) according to Equation (8) and carbon limited
growth of bacteria (NtMAX–N0) according to Equation (11), and their clogging of open pore space on
the borehole wall in terms of thickness of biofouled layer (DBAC,t and DBAC,max; Equation (9)). Also
shown is tMAX (Equation (14); time since start of exponential bacterial growth to the maximum level of
growth) assuming that carbon supply (with ΔBDOC as indicator) for bacterial growth is the limiting
factor. Explanations of parameters in Section 2.7. Red numbers = significant scenario changes.

Data Input

Scenario QIN L rB ε N0 TD t VCELL tLAG ΔBDOC
m3/day m m Porosity n/m3 day day m3 day mg/L

Werribee well 20, A 1296 15.5 0.10 0.30 1.E+08 0.3 7.5 2.0E-18 0.5 0.2
Werribee well 20, B 1296 15.5 0.10 0.30 1.E+08 0.3 3 1.0E-18 0.5 0.2
Werribee well 20, C 1296 15.5 0.10 0.30 1E+09 0.3 3 1.0E-18 0.5 0.2
Werribee well 20, D 1296 15.5 0.10 0.30 1E+07 0.3 7.5 1.0E-18 0.5 0.2
Werribee well 20, E 1296 15.5 0.10 0.30 1.E+07 1 30 1.0E-18 0.5 0.2
Werribee well 20, F 2592 15.5 0.10 0.30 1E+07 1 30 1.0E-18 0.5 0.2
Werribee well 20, G 1296 15.5 0.20 0.30 1E+07 1 30 1.0E-18 0.5 0.2

Additional data input for all scenario’s: fBOP = 0.5; CCELL (kg/m3) = 220

Calculated No limitation + BDOC limitation

Scenario AOPEN VDIR Nt DBAC,t tMAX NtMAX DBAC,max
m2 m/day n/m2 mm day n/m2 mm

Werribee well 20, A 2.9 133 6E+16 173 4.7 1E+14 0.29
Werribee well 20, B 2.9 133 2E+12 0.003 5.0 2E+14 0.29
Werribee well 20, C 2.9 133 2E+13 0.03 4.0 2E+14 0.29
Werribee well 20, D 2.9 133 6E+15 8.67 6.0 2E+14 0.29
Werribee well 20, E 2.9 133 1E+18 2074 17.2 2E+14 0.29
Werribee well 20, F 2.9 266 3E+18 4148 17.2 4E+14 0.58
Werribee well 20, G 5.8 67 7E+17 1037 17.2 1E+14 0.14
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Figure 7. Predicted unlimited (-lim) and carbon limited (+BDOC-lim) growth of bacteria (plotted as
log (number of cells)), and their clogging of open pore space on the borehole wall and behind, in terms
of thickness of biofouled layer (DBAC), for scenario A defined in Table 8. Note that right-hand scale
for 100 D-bac has to be divided by 100. Carbon limitation calculated with observed biodegradable
dissolved organic carbon (BDOC) decline during 1–2 days detention in aquifer. tMAX = time since start
of exponential bacterial growth to the maximum level of growth due to carbon limitation.

When we include growth limitation, then much less bacteria are accumulating in a much thinner
biofouled layer: e.g., in case of Werribee scenario A, the calculated total number of bacteria decreases
from 6.1 × 1016 to 1.0 × 1014 m−2 and the thickness of the biofouled layer declines from 173 to 0.29 mm,
in case of BDOC limitation (Table 8).

These predictions are hampered by many imperfections due to among others: (i) inaccuracy
of parameters, especially ΔBDOC; (ii) accumulation of dead bacteria by lack of e.g., oxygen, (iii)
accumulation of suspended particles other than bacteria, (iv) incomplete removal of biofouling
and accumulated fines during backflushing, and (v) erosion by flowing water and predation by
higher organisms.

The presented model calculations thus only serve the purpose of doing a sensitivity or risk analysis.
What can we do to lower the risk of biological well clogging? The various scenarios in Table 8 reveal
that this risk can be lowered by (i) further pretreatment to reduce N0 (requires chlorination, advanced
oxidation or reverse osmosis) and BDOC (requires granular activated carbon filtration or slow sand
filtration), (ii) chlorination to reduce N0 and extend tLAG (this may raise BDOC and the capacity to
oxidize aquifer minerals however), (iii) augmenting the frequency of backflushing (which reduces t),
(iv) making wells with a larger AOPEN, especially by drilling larger diameter holes, and (v) reducing
the injection rate by augmenting the number of wells.

4. Discussion

Clogging is the enemy of managed aquifer recharge (MAR) operations [41,42], and this holds ‘in
extremis’ for injection wells, especially in case of siliclastic aquifers. In Werribee, the results obtained
during the first and the second ASR trial (up to and including cycles 1–3A), the first with and the
second without additional filtration, confirm that well clogging is indeed cumbersome, requiring
frequent backflushing (once per 1–3 days), incidental mechanical well regeneration and intensive
monitoring of hydraulic heads. The ongoing research with the additional filtration steps in place
(Figure 8) shows optimistic preliminary results, to be confirmed when injection phase 3B continues
and more data become available.
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Figure 8. (Left): Central manifold ASR System with temporary prefiltration unit that includes a 20 μm
spin Klin disc (the 12 black cylinders) followed by a 1 μm bag filter (the 3 upright cylinders). (Right):
clogging of the 1 μm bag filter after ~2 days of operation.

In this study, we focused on the 2 main causes of well clogging, i.e., physical clogging by suspended
solids in the injectant, and biofouling, after evaluating the risks of 4 other causes of well plugging and
the results of column studies by [7] with core material from well 20.

Hydraulic head trends indicate a more or less linear increase of clogging, which pleads for physical
clogging as the main process [10]. However, injection runs were relatively short, which prevents
biofouling to clearly manifest itself with the typical exponential progress and a typical H2S smell
during backflushing after a long storage period during which biomass will putrefy. Backflushing
could be optimized by raising the pumping rate not 2 but 3 times the normal recovery pumping rate,
by occasional backflushing several times, and by limiting the backflushing time to the period with
a significant turbidity rise so as to reduce the waste water volume (Pyne, written communication).
Chlorination has been applied during both pilots, but could also be optimized (see [42]) to reduce
biofouling while keeping the formation of disinfection byproducts low.

We developed a simple method to deduce the composition and origin of the suspended solids
removed during backflushing, based on readily available methods. A more direct method is desirable,
however, and could consist of (i) TSS collection in the injectant from both filtration units (right panel in
Figure 8), (ii) on-site filtration of a high volume sample during backflushing, and (iii) analysis of the
material retained on the filters. For the injectant a lower minimum detection limit of TSS is needed (to
be lowered from <1 to <0.1 mg/L), for the backflush water the additional analysis of loss on ignition of
TSS is desired to estimate its organic matter content.

Microscopic analyses proved very useful to demonstrate the ubiquitous presence of diatoms, other
algae, fine amorphous debris and bacteria in TSS of both the infiltration water and the backflushed
water. Seasonal algae blooms should, therefore, be translated into an injection stop, possibly aided by
on line turbidity measurements coupled to intelligent decision support and specific action protocols [43].
Another option is to utilize tangential columns [44] as an early warning system to prevent injection of
e.g., an incidental TSS peak.

With the focus on well clogging by suspended particles and biofouling, we calculated these risks
by three well clogging predictors: (i) the method of Buik and Willemsen [23] based on the MFI, well
and hydrogeological parameters, (ii) a modification of Bichara’s method [26] based on the ratio of
the TSS input after a given infiltration time, to the open area of the external borehole wall, and (iii) a
modification of the method of Huisman and Olsthoorn [27] which relates biofouling to the exponential
growth of bacteria. Application of the first and second method is straightforward. The third is,
however, handicapped by scarcity of relevant data on changes in biodegradable organic carbon (e.g.,
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ΔBDOC) during aquifer detention, and difficult to assess processes such as the lag time (period for
bacteria to acclimatize) and growth limitation by either biodegradable carbon, nutrients or oxygen.

5. Conclusions

From the 6 main causes of injection well clogging, suspended particles and biofouling are the most
common of ASR bore clogging [10,42]. This also holds for the ASR system in Werribee, as demonstrated
by: (i) hydraulic data, geochemical and microscopic analysis of total suspended solids in the injectant
and backflushed water, and (ii) 3 well clogging predictors, 2 of which were optimized for this study
and are fit for general application. Clogging predictors yield an order of magnitude estimate of the
clogging rate, but above all they serve the purpose of doing a sensitivity or risk analysis.

Based on these predictors the following recommendations can be given to reduce the risk of well
clogging by suspended particles and biofouling: (i) reduce the TSS input by prefiltration (preferably by
applying rapid followed by slow sand filtration), (ii) reduce the injection rate (may require additional
wells), (iii) augment the backflush frequency and its performance, (iv) chlorinate or optimize the
chlorination to reduce N0 and extend tLAG (this may raise BDOC, however; CWW already applies
chlorination and occasionally a shock chlorination), (v) reduce BDOC (requires granular activated
carbon filtration or slow sand filtration), and (vi) drill larger diameter holes. The strength of the
predictors is that they yield insight into the relative effect of measures taken.

The order of recommendations presented above (i–vi) reflects the order of decreasing priority
for the Werribee pilot. In case of a new pilot anywhere, we recommend the following general order
of descending priority, with numbering as above: vi > ii > i > iii > iv > v. This order is subject to
modifications depending on among others the outcome of the three presented clogging predictors.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AOC assimilable organic carbon
ASR aquifer storage and recovery
BDOC biodegradable dissolved organic carbon
BGL below ground level
BOD5 biological oxygen demand in 5 days at 20 ◦C
CWW City West Water
D aquifer thickness
D50 median grain size diameter of aquifer
DOC dissolved organic carbon
EC electrical conductivity
L length of well screen
LWF Lower Werribee Formation
MAR managed aquifer recharge
MFI 0.45 μm Membrane Filter Index
Mm3 mega cubic meter
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Nt, N0 number of bacteria at time t = t and t = 0
ORP oxidation reduction potential
QIN mean infiltration rate when well is recharging
rB radius of borehole
Q0, Qt injection rate at time t since start and at start (t = 0), respectively
RE recovery efficiency
S aquifer storativity
SAR sodium adsorption ratio
t time since start (day)
t10 injection period needed to reduce flow with 10% (day)
T aquifer transmissivity
TD doubling time for bacterial population (day)
TDS total dissolved solids
TEQ total amount of equivalent full load hours per year
tLAG lag time during which bacteria do not reproduce, e.g., due to chlorination (day)
tMAX time since start of exponential bacterial growth to maximum growth level (day)
TOC total organic carbon
TSS total suspended solids
vCLOG clogging rate
vDIR entrance velocity on borehole wall
αL longitudinal dispersivity
ε porosity
ΔBDOC consumption of biodegradable DOC
ϕ0, ϕt impressed head in injection well without clogging, and with clogging at time t = t
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Abstract: The North China Plain is the main grain production district in China, with a large area of
well irrigation resulting in a large groundwater depression cone. In the 1970s and 1980s, small-scale
managed aquifer recharge (MAR) projects were developed to recharge shallow groundwater, which
played an important role in ensuring stable and high crop yields. MAR projects are divided into 10
types based on local water conservancy characteristics. The combined use of well–canal irrigation
has been widespread in the Yellow River Irrigation District of Shandong Province for nearly 40 years,
where canals play multiple roles of transporting and storing Yellow River water or local surface
water, recharging groundwater and providing canal irrigation. Moreover, the newly developed open
channel–underground perforated pipe–shaft–water saving irrigation system can further expand the
scope and amount of groundwater recharge and prevent system clogging through three measures.
Finally, an adaptability zoning evaluation system of water spreading has been established in Liaocheng
City of Shandong Province based on the following five factors: groundwater depth, thickness of fine
sand, specific yield, irrigation return flow, and groundwater extraction intensity. The results show
that MAR is more adaptable to the western region than to the eastern and central regions.

Keywords: types of MAR for irrigation; Yellow River Irrigation District; adaptability zoning evaluation

1. Introduction

Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) is the intentional recharge of water to aquifers for subsequent
recovery or environmental benefits, and MAR projects must achieve effective aquifer recharge under
different terrains, hydrogeological conditions, water sources, and water demand characteristics [1]. As
an effective water resources management measure, MAR has been widely used in many countries,
especially in semi-arid and arid areas [2–4]. The North China Plain is the main grain-producing area in
China. The average annual precipitation ranges from 500 to 900 mm, and the majority of the annual
precipitation occurs from July to August. Agricultural irrigation requires a large amount of water and
mainly relies on groundwater extraction, resulting in a large area of groundwater overexploitation.
In the 1970s and 1980s, a variety of small-scale MAR projects were developed to recharge shallow
groundwater, and they played an important role in ensuring stable and high yields of crops [5].
However, these small-scale MAR projects lack scientific review and evaluation.

In this study, 10 types of specific agricultural MAR in the North China Plain are summarized.
Two methods have been developed in the Yellow River Irrigation District to apply and develop water
spreading methods: a well–canal combination mode and an open channel-underground perforated
pipe-shaft-water saving irrigation system. These two modes are both effective for sustaining a high
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grain yield and restoring groundwater overexploitation. Based on the special hydrogeological features
of phreatic water (0–60 m) in the Yellow River Irrigation District of Shandong Province, a main aquifer
of fine sand is determined to be suitable for water spreading instead of recharge through a well.
However, the application of water spreading is influenced by many factors. Which area is suitable
for it? Liaocheng City was selected to establish an adaptability zoning evaluation system for the
MAR of water spreading, and five factors were evaluated: groundwater depth, thickness of fine sand,
specific yield, irrigation return flow, and groundwater extraction intensity. Through the combination
of GIS and the DRASTIC model, this adaptability zoning evaluation provides a scientific basis for the
sustainable development of the MAR projects in the Yellow River Irrigation District [6–8].

2. Progress of MAR

2.1. MAR Application of Agriculture in the North China Plain

China has made many achievements in aquifer recharging, especially in industrial and agricultural
production, urban water supply, and ecological protection [9–11]. The characteristics of MAR
as a component of irrigation and drainage systems are as follows: small scale, short service life,
low investment, fixed irrigation water sources, and crop planting structures. Considering these
characteristics and the relationship between surface water and shallow aquifers, MAR is divided into
three types: water spreading, well recharging, and a combination of both. MAR can be further divided
into 10 types according to the specific farmland water conservancy project (Figure 1).

2.1.1. Water Spreading

The term “water spreading” refers to the release of water over the ground surface to increase the
quantity of water infiltrating into the ground and percolating to the water table. Its characteristics
are large influence areas, low investment, and high efficiency. It is divided into three types: field
infiltration, infiltration pond, and infiltration ditch.

(a) Field infiltration: Field infiltration is achieved by check irrigation, flood irrigation, and
large-scale winter irrigation, and it has the characteristics of steady water distribution and a wide
range of influence. The amount of recharge is related to the irrigation quota and groundwater depth.
1� Check irrigation: Water is diverted into fields with borders, and the thickness of the water layer

is approximately 0.33 m. This method is carried out in winter wheat fields and white stubble land.
Especially in coastal saline–alkali areas this method can be used to wash out soil salinity, dilute
groundwater quality, and replenish groundwater. 2� Flood irrigation: After water is injected into the
recharge area through ditches, it is controlled by earthen embankments to make the water overflow.
This method is suitable for flood plains with low slopes, old channels, sandy wastelands, woodlands,
and orchards. 3�Winter irrigation with a large irrigation quota: In areas without check irrigation or
flood irrigation conditions, large-quota winter irrigation can be used to recharge groundwater.

(b) Infiltration pond: Surface water is allowed to go through the unsaturated zone into the aquifer
through natural ponds that are renovated and connected to conveyance canals. The characteristics of
these ponds are low land occupation, a large amount of recharging, and a limited range of influence.

(c) Infiltration ditch: Infiltration ditches are the major method of recharging aquifers in North
China. This method requires the selection of a reasonable ditch spacing. The infiltration water first
forms a water peak along the ditch, then spreads from the ditch to both sides before reaching the center
of the ditch.

(d) Ditch–underground permeable cement pipe-pond system: This system can be used in places
with low permeability and a shortage of land. The diameter of the underground permeable cement
pipe is more than 30 cm. A pond for desilting and lifting irrigation is built at a location 100 m away
from the pipe head. When the pipe is buried as shallow as possible, it can also infiltrate the tilth topsoil
and play an important role in irrigation.
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(e) Tunnel–well: This system consists of four parts: river, tunnels, wells, and artificial water lifting
facilities. A tunnel with a width of 0.8 m and a height of 1 m is connected to the river and located in
the clay layer 7–8 m below the ground. Each tunnel is several kilometers long, and there is a well for
water lifting every 30 m. During the flood season this system can increase the amount of recharging
and raise the groundwater table rapidly, with a better infiltration effect than those of other facilities.

2.1.2. Well Recharging

(f) Seepage well: Water can flow directly into the aquifer through shallow wells. This system,
which is suitable for areas with deeply buried gravel aquifers, is faster than water spreading and has
low land occupation, although clogging frequently occurs.

(g) Shaft well: The vertical shaft is used to expose the soil layer so that the water is admitted
directly into the sandy gravel aquifer with high permeability. However, the bottom silt needs to be
cleared regularly. When combined with (b) infiltration pond, better efficiency is observed.

Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. Specific types of MAR in agricultural irrigation.

2.1.3. Combination Methods

(h) Canal–pipe–well: The pumping well, which is connected to the canal by a pipe, lifts
groundwater when the canal is waterless. The slope of the canal is gentle in the design, and the intake
is more than 0.5 m above the bottom of the canal to reduce sedimentation.

(i) Brackish aquifer treatment: Brackish water is pumped through wells, and fresh water is
diverted, stored, and infiltrated by deep ditches. The ditches can also be used for irrigation. Soil
salinization can be controlled, and brackish aquifer can be desalinated.

(j) Ditch–well–check gate system: In plain areas, a number of check gates are added to ditches
based on border checking, reticulated canal systems, and driven well groups. This system represents
a farmland water conservancy system of diversion, storage, infiltration, water-saving, irrigation,
and drainage.
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2.2. Cases

2.2.1. Well-Canal Combination in the Yellow River Irrigation District

Overview of the Yellow River Irrigation District in Shandong Province

The Yellow River has a drainage area of 795,000 km2 and a length of 5464 km, making it the
second-longest river in China. The Lower Yellow River flows through six cities in Shandong Province
and ends at the Bohai Sea in Lijin County, covering about one-third of Shandong Province [12]. The
area has a warm temperate monsoon climate. The average annual rainfall is 606 mm, and the average
annual evaporation is 1300 mm. Rainfall is mainly concentrated in the summer; thus, the area presents
characteristics of spring and autumn droughts and summer floods. The Yellow River flood plain is the
main part of the North China Plain. Due to the long-term geological movements and the sedimentary
rhythm in the downstream area of the Yellow River, the formation is deep and the aquifer media are
dominated by fine sand with a hydraulic conductivity of 0.3–2.5 m/day [13]. The area can be divided
into three aquifers from top to bottom. The most important water supply for agriculture is phreatic
water, with a buried depth of 0–60 m, a roof depth of 10–25 m, a thickness of 10–25 m, and a well yield
of 6–10 m3/h·m. The lithology of the unsaturated zone and the characteristics of the shallow aquifer
provide favorable conditions for recharging aquifers and exploiting shallow groundwater. The Yellow
River Irrigation District of Shandong province is shown in Figure 2. The designed irrigation area of the
Yellow River of Shandong province is 16,667 km2. The average annual water diversion for agriculture
in the Yellow River Irrigation District is 4.5 billion m3 (1995–2015). The main crops are winter wheat,
corn, and cotton, with a multiple cropping index of 1.7. With the influence of inadequate local water
resources, unreliable Yellow River water available in the low Yellow River flow years, and uneven
distribution of water between upstream and downstream of the Yellow River Irrigation District, the
shallow groundwater overexploitation area has reached 4500 km2. In short, the Yellow River Irrigation
District is facing drought, flooding, and sediment problems [14].

Figure 2. Yellow River Irrigation District of Shandong Province.

The Yellow River Irrigation District of Shandong Province is 16,667 km2, and only 12% of this area
uses gravity irrigation. Therefore, three irrigation-drainage modes have been established. (1) Irrigation
and drainage systems are separated and use gravity flow. The canals of the irrigation system (including
the main, branch, lateral, and sublateral canals) are above ground, while the corresponding ditches
of the drainage system are underground. The drainage water enters the Bohai Sea through the river.
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(2) Irrigation and drainage systems are separated, and water is pumped from the canal for irrigation
and gravity drainage. The canals of the irrigation system and the ditches of the drainage system are
underground. The ditches are deeper than the canals to ensure that the drainage water can flow into
the river under the influence of gravity. (3) The well–canal combination, which is the most commonly
used mode of irrigation and drainage, is a combination of irrigation and drainage systems.

Well-Canal Combination Mode

With the urbanization and industrialization of the Yellow River Irrigation District, the water
distribution has shifted from agricultural irrigation to urban water supplies. Yellow River diversion
occurs over a limited time; thus, although the Yellow River water is available, the flow is unreliable.
Therefore, the well–canal combination mode is inevitably adopted to achieve a large-scale steady
production increase in agriculture [15–17]. The well-canal combination mode is a double irrigation
system, which has the advantages of recharging aquifers with river water through canal infiltration
and irrigation return flow, and guaranteeing bumper harvests with wells (Figure 3). The canal has
multiple functions of water delivery, storage, infiltration, irrigation by pumping, and drainage [18].

Figure 3. Well–canal combination mode (a) with Yellow River water diversion and (b) without Yellow
River water diversion.

Historically, flood irrigation was widely used in the fields of the Yellow River Irrigation District;
therefore, irrigation return flows became the main source of groundwater recharging. The irrigation
efficiency and overall benefit of the Yellow River Irrigation District are low. At present, low-pressure
pipeline irrigation has been widely used, resulting in a lower irrigation quota and irrigation return
flow, a higher irrigation application efficiency, and lower groundwater pollution by soil leaching. The
amount of groundwater recharged in this way is much less than that from flood irrigation. The method
mainly depends on the leakage from canals after implementing the water saving measures, and does
not pass through the plow layer and thus does not pollute the shallow groundwater. The wide use of
the well–canal combination maintains the balance of diversion water and groundwater and has a good
effect in regulating the groundwater table.

Figure 4 shows the water balance of the Yellow River Irrigation District with a 50% probability of
precipitation. When the probability of precipitation is 50%, the total water demand of the main crops is
900 mm and the precipitation is 606 mm, of which 182 mm is infiltrated into the ground. Therefore, the
water deficiency is 294 mm. The 269 mm of Yellow River water diversion can fill the water deficiency.
The irrigation efficiency of Yellow River Irrigation District is 0.6. The average annual available local
water can only guarantee 67% of the irrigation water requirement, and the rest needs to be provided
by the Yellow River, of which the field irrigation volume is 161 mm and accounts for 60% of the total
amount of Yellow River Diversion, and the remaining 108 mm accounts for 40% of the total, which can
be pumped by well to irrigate crops for harvesting from the groundwater recharged through canal
system infiltration and irrigation return flow. The Yellow River water diversion has played a key role
in stable agricultural production and high yields. When the irrigation water ratio of well to canal
is 1:0.93, the irrigation water in this area basically maintains a balance of supply and demand. In
addition, other research has shown that when the irrigation water ratio of well to canal is at 1:0.78 in
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the People’s Victory Canal Irrigation District of neighboring Henan Province, it can basically maintain
the balance of supply and demand [19]. If water balance is reached in the water deficient area by
Yellow River water diversion, this mode is influenced by irrigation efficiency. The irrigation water
ratio of well to canal would decrease with increases in irrigation efficiency, resulting in a decreased
capacity for groundwater regulation. So, the question is how to enlarge the groundwater recharge
amount through Yellow River water diversion over a limited time [20–22].

Figure 4. Water balance of the Yellow River Irrigation District at 50% probability of precipitation.

2.2.2. Open Channel-Underground Perforated Pipe-Shaft–Water Saving Irrigation System

With the large-scale promotion of water saving practices in the Yellow River Irrigation District, the
flood irrigation method is no longer suitable. However, the canal system has already been formed. If
new canals are dug, then they will occupy a large amount of cultivated land. Therefore, considering the
existing irrigation-drainage system, a method of increasing the recharge rate of shallow groundwater
overexploitation areas must be identified.

An open channel–underground perforated pipe–shaft–water saving irrigation system with high
efficiency and ecology has been developed based on infiltration ditches, the combined tunnel–well
mode, modern materials, and filtration technology (Figure 5). The underground perforated pipe is used
to further increase the recharge rate and influence area, and to restore the groundwater overexploitation
zone. The system consists of the Yellow River water source, open channels, prefilters, perforated pipes,
dredging shafts, crops, irrigation systems, ambient groundwater systems, operation and monitoring
facilities, equipment (e.g., electromagnetic flowmeters), and so on.

Three measures to prevent sediment blockage are set up in the recharging system. (1) A prefilter
tank is provided at the canal head. (2) A 20-cm sand layer is placed around the pipe in the soil of the
designed section, where the geotextile can prevent the outer sediments from entering into the pipe.
The pipe has a certain slope and a dual function of water washing and seepage. (3) Shafts with well
filters in the borehole are at the end of the recharge system, and they can not only receive the sediments
but also contribute to the water seepage. The specific parameters of the recharge system are as follows:
the bottom area of the prefilter tank is 4 m2, and the underground perforated pipe is composed of
plastic blind ditches with a diameter of 30 cm, a slope of 1/500, a pipe length of 200 m, and a shaft
depth of 10 m. The parameters can be adjusted according to different regions and local conditions.
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Figure 5. Open channel–underground perforated pipe–shaft–water saving irrigation system.

In the practical project, the system was conducted at a recharge area of 54,000 m2 including three
underground perforated pipes as subsystem and buried pipes spaced 90 m apart with 200 m lengths.
According to the calculation by an analytical method, the project contributed a groundwater recharge
amount of 52,310 m3, covering 60.7% of the total replenished water. The numerical simulation results
showed that the groundwater table under the pipe rose 8.5 m throughout the simulation period. In
the seven-day simulation period, the total infiltration amount of the open channel was 33,861 m3,
and the total infiltration amount of the pipes was 56,224 m3, which accounted for 62.4% of the total
infiltration amount [23]. In summary, this project has the advantages of no energy consumption, no
land occupation, managed groundwater recharging, irrigation drainage, and water logging control,
and it plays an important role in the recovery of groundwater funneling.

3. Adaptability Zoning Evaluation

3.1. Study Area

Liaocheng City is part of the North China Plain and is located in the northwestern part of
Shandong Province and the western part of the Yellow River Basin, with good water diversion
conditions (Figure 6). The terrain is flat, and the total area is 8715 km2. Liaocheng City is a large
agricultural city with an average annual precipitation of 560 mm, a cultivated land area of 6353 km2,
and an effective irrigation area of 4947 km2. The groundwater depth of shallow aquifers as irrigation
water sources is 0–60 m. Most rivers are approximately parallel and flow from the southwest to the
northeast. The rivers have a crossing and repeated sedimentary structure in the vertical direction. In
the horizontal direction, the land can be divided into an accumulation area, a flood plain alternating
area, and an interstream area, wherein the aquifer media become finer, the thickness decreases, and the
water abundance weakens. The aquifer is composed of fine sand with a thickness of 10–25 m, fine sand
with a thickness of 5–10 m, and silt with a thickness of less than 5 m. The main irrigation water sources
are groundwater, water diverted from the Yellow River, and a small amount of surface water. Over the
past 60 years, the number of agricultural irrigation wells has increased rapidly to guarantee bumper
harvests. Groundwater continues to be overexploited, and the groundwater table is declining in part
of this area. Therefore, to ensure that the combined use of surface water and groundwater sustain crop
yields and also groundwater storage levels, the types and densities of recharge mechanisms need to
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be adapted to the local intensity of water use and hydrogeological conditions. For these, zones were
identified where water-spreading mechanisms were considered appropriate.

Figure 6. Location of Liaocheng City.

The constraint conditions for an adaptability zoning evaluation of MAR are as follows: (1) phreatic
aquifers; (2) agricultural irrigation; (3) a Yellow River water recharge water source and a small amount
of surface runoff during the flood season; and (4) the MAR project aim of a water spreading method,
including indirect recharging methods such as field infiltration, infiltration ponds, ditches, and so on.

3.2. Evaluation Factors

An adaptability zoning evaluation means selecting a suitable recharge area to water spreading
for irrigation, a process that is influenced by many factors. Based on the hydrogeological conditions
of groundwater extraction, the evaluation focuses on the water-bearing characteristics of the vertical
vadose zone during recharge. There are five factors for consideration: groundwater depth, thickness of
the fine sand, specific yield, irrigation return flow, and groundwater extraction intensity.

Evaluation of groundwater vulnerability and recharge adaptability have similarities and differences
in surface water infiltration. The process of the DRASTIC model can be used as a reference. The
rating range for each evaluation factor is 1–5 points, for which the higher points correspond to a better
adaptability of MAR for water spreading (Table 1). The overall score is calculated by equal weight.

Table 1. Grading of evaluating factors.

Factor
Level

1 2 3 4 5

groundwater depth (m) <2 2~6 6~12 12~18 >18
thickness of fine sand (m) <5 5~10 10~15 15~20 >20

specific yield <0.05 0.05~0.07 0.07~0.09 0.09~0.11 >0.11
irrigation return flow <0.01 0.01~0.1 0.1~0.2 0.2~0.35 >0.35

groundwater extraction intensity
(104 m3/a·km2) <9.1 9~11 11~14.6 14.6~18.3 >18.3
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Because the five factors have different effects on groundwater recharge, they should be classified.
The factors affecting the water storage capacity are groundwater depth, thickness of the fine sand,
specific yield, and irrigation return flow (after decades of field experiments, abundant county-level
data are available). The groundwater extraction intensity is equivalent to the user demand for recharge
water. The lithology of the aquifer (0–60 m) is mainly fine sand, and the permeability coefficient is
similar to that for a typical sand material. Therefore, the thickness of the fine sand can effectively
represent the basic characteristics of Liaocheng City. Most data can be obtained from geologic reports
and relevant departments, which are frequently used in groundwater resource assessments in the
study area.

3.2.1. Groundwater Depth

Groundwater depth refers to the status of groundwater overexploitation. Statistical data for 2016
indicated that there was an area of 898 km2 with a groundwater depth greater than 18 m, and this
accounted for 10.3% of the total area. This area has a large demand for recharge, and the highest
evaluation score of 5 points was observed when the aquifer had a sufficient recharge time and amount
of water. The area with a groundwater depth between 12 and 18 m was 1043 km2, which accounted
for 12% of the total area, and the evaluation score was 4 points. The area with a groundwater depth
between 6 and 12 m was 1240 km2, which accounted for 14.2% of the total area, and the evaluation score
was 3 points. The area with a groundwater depth between 2 and 6 m was 5517 km2, which accounted
for 63.3% of the total area, and the evaluation score was 2 points. The area with a groundwater depth
less than 2 m was 16 km2, which accounted for 0.2% of the total area. Such areas have a small demand
for recharge, and the score of this area was 1 point (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Corresponding areas of different groundwater depths.

3.2.2. Thickness of Fine Sand

Thickness of fine sand refers to the water abundance characteristics of shallow aquifers. Values
are the cumulative thickness of fine sand (0–60 m). The existing data were obtained by a large number
of geological surveys conducted by the relevant departments. The area with a thickness of fine sand
less than 5 m accounted for 15.1% of the total area. The water storage space was not large, and the
score is the smallest at one point. The areas with thicknesses of 5–10 m and 10–15 m accounted for
11.4% and 17.3% of the total area and presented scores of 2 and 3 points, respectively. Areas with
thicknesses of 15–20 m and greater than 20 m accounted for 38.4% and 17.7% of the total area and
presented scores of 4 and 5 points, respectively.
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3.2.3. Specific Yield

Specific yield (μ) refers to the storage property of the formation (0–60m). A larger value of μ
corresponds to a better water storage capacity. The corresponding values from 0.05 to 0.11 are based
on the research results of the relevant departments. The specific yield can be obtained by the equation

μ =
α× P

Δh

where α is the recharge coefficient of precipitation, P is the precipitation (mm), and Δh is the change in
water level (mm).

3.2.4. Irrigation Return Flow

Because the irrigation water quota is larger than individual rainfall under the same planting
structure, groundwater depth, and uniform water distribution on farmland, irrigation return flow can
better represent the hydraulic conductivity of unsaturated zones as the water spreading of MAR than
with the recharge coefficient of precipitation.

β =
Δh× μ

Q

where β is the irrigation return flow, Q is the amount of irrigation water (mm), Δh is the change in
water level (mm), and μ is the specific yield of the area.

According to the above method, the relevant departments obtained the irrigation return flow
through multiple irrigation experiments with an empirical value of 0.01-0.35. The larger the β is, the
more permeable the unsaturated zone is.

3.2.5. Groundwater Extraction Intensity

Groundwater extraction intensity not only refers to water demand but also to impact on a
groundwater system. The empirical values of groundwater extraction intensity for irrigation in the
study area were 9.1~18.3 × 104m3/a·km2. Groundwater extraction intensity was equal to the ratio of
extraction volume to irrigation area.

3.3. Results

The maps of the five factors are as follows: (a) groundwater depth, (b) thickness of fine sand,
(c) specific yield, (d) irrigation return flow, and (e) groundwater extraction intensity (Figure 8). The
map is divided into 1~5 points based on the hydrogeological data.

Based on the scores of the five evaluation factors, ArcGIS (10.2, Esri, Beijing, China) was used to
evaluate the applicability in the study area. Through spatial analyst of ArcGIS, the evaluation results
were divided into five levels by their natural breaks (jenks): (1) unsuitable area, (2) small potential area,
(3) general potential area, (4) medium potential area, and (5) high potential area. The zoning map for
the adaptability zoning evaluation is obtained by ArcGIS in accordance with the spatial distribution of
the recharge potential (Figure 9).

The results show that the western part of Liaocheng City is a suitable area for MAR. The overall
score of the western region was higher because of the greater groundwater depth, thicker sand layer,
and higher groundwater exploitation. Especially in Guanxian County, the groundwater depth was
approximately 20 m, the thickness of the fine sand layer was the thickest, and the specific yield was
the highest. This area is the high-potential area, while the medium-potential areas were near Linqing
and Shenxian counties. The eastern part of Liaocheng City had a groundwater depth of 2 to 6 m. The
thickness of the fine sand layer was relatively large, but the urgency of recharge was small. Therefore,
the eastern part mainly had areas with less potential or that were unsuitable.
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The main existing MAR project is the well–canal combination mode in Liaocheng City. The
existing MAR project needs to be strengthened in the western region via water spreading methods, in
which areas (4) and (5) are located at the end of the irrigation district of Liaocheng City. A new mode
of the open channel–underground perforated pipe–shaft–water saving irrigation system should be
extended in order to increase the groundwater recharge amount and expand the scope of groundwater
recharge during the limited Yellow River water diversion period.

 
Figure 8. Maps of the five factors. (a) groundwater depth, (b) thickness of fine sand, (c) specific yield,
(d) irrigation return flow, and (e) groundwater extraction intensity.

Figure 9. Adaptability zoning map of recharge and existing canal system in the Yellow River Irrigation
District of Liaocheng City.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

In the 1970s and 1980s, various small-scale MAR projects were implemented to increase the
amount of shallow groundwater in the North China Plain. Considering these characteristics and
the relationship between surface water and shallow aquifers, MAR is divided into the three types:
water spreading, well recharging, and a combination of both. MAR can be further divided into 10
forms according to the specific farmland water conservancy project (field infiltration, infiltration pond,
infiltration ditch, ditch–underground permeable cement pipe–pond systems, tunnel–wells, seepage
wells, shaft wells, canal–pipe–wells, brackish aquifer treatment, and ditch–well–check gate systems).
These projects guarantee high grain yields and maintain the balance between recharging and extraction.

The Yellow River Irrigation District of Shandong Province is located in the lower reaches of the
Yellow River. The effective irrigation area is mainly based on well irrigation. With the increase of
crops, the water demand for agricultural irrigation has increased rapidly. Local groundwater can only
provide half of the irrigation water, and Yellow River water diversion is performed to supplement
irrigation. Large-scale overexploitation of shallow groundwater has occurred in some areas. The
well–canal combination mode has been widely used in the Yellow River Irrigation District of Shandong
Province for nearly 40 years. Because the well–canal mode has many advantages, it is applicable to the
downstream, middle-stream, or upstream areas of the Yellow River Irrigation District. During water
diversion, the water of the Yellow River is diverted by deep canals and relies on pumping irrigation
and gravity drainage. As irrigation proceeds by pumping from canals, part of the water in the canals is
recharged to the groundwater, which improves irrigation conditions. Without water diversion, the
water demand can be satisfied by well irrigation. This mode has the advantage of recharging aquifers
with river water and guaranteeing bumper harvests with wells. It also not only maintains high crop
yields and basically guarantees the balance of exploitation and the recharging of shallow groundwater,
but it solves the problem of aquifers being clogged by sediment from the Yellow River diversion
because silt sediment at the canal head and sediment in the canal are dredged.

Based on field infiltration, infiltration ditches, and infiltration ponds, a new open
channel–underground perforated pipe–shaft–water saving irrigation system was developed. The new
system further expands the recharge scope and replenishment, and has three anti-blocking measures.
The sustainable development of agriculture in the North China Plain is ensured by implementing
the well–canal combination mode and adopting shallow groundwater recharge as the main line. The
method of integrating MAR into agricultural facilities to form a farmland water conservancy system of
water diversion, storage, infiltration, water savings, irrigation, and drainage is proposed to achieve the
goal of comprehensively controlling droughts, floods, and salinization.

Liaocheng City was selected as the study area because of the distribution of aquifers, permeability
of the unsaturated zone, and groundwater extraction intensity in the Yellow River Irrigation District of
Shandong Province. An adaptability zoning evaluation system for water spreading was established
based on the common modes of water spreading. Five factors were selected to reflect unsaturated
zones and groundwater extraction: groundwater depth, thickness of fine sand, specific yield, irrigation
return flow, and groundwater extraction intensity. The results show that MAR projects are adaptable
to the western region and can resolve agricultural irrigation problems. The eastern and central regions
have high groundwater tables, better diversion conditions for the Yellow River, and superior aquifer
water storage capacities. However, these areas are not suitable for MAR projects due to their low
groundwater extraction intensity. Thus, water diversion from the Yellow River and groundwater
exploitation should be maintained in balance.
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Abstract: Mongolia is a semi-arid, highly continental region with highly variable precipitation and
river discharge. The groundwater aquifer located near Ulaanbaatar, the capital city of Mongolia, is the
only one source for city water supply consumption, and it is important to ensure that groundwater is
available now and in the future. The main watercourse near the capital city is the Tuul River, fed by
precipitation in the Khentii Mountains. The semi-arid and cold environment shows high variability
in precipitation and river discharge. However, due to absence of precipitation in winter and spring,
the riverbed usually runs dry during these times of the year, and weather observations show that the
dry period has been extending in recent years. However, in parallel with urban development, the
extended groundwater aquifer has shown a clear decline, and the groundwater levels have dropped
significantly. Therefore, a groundwater management system based on managed aquifer recharge is
proposed, and a strategy to implement these measures in the Tuul River valley is presented in this
paper. This strategy consists of the enhancement of natural recharge rates during the wet summer
from the northern drainage canal, an additional increase in groundwater recharge through melting
the ice storage in the dry period, as well as the construction of underground dams to accumulate
groundwater and a surface water reservoir that releases a constant discharge in the outlet. To increase
natural recharge rates of groundwater during the early dry period through the melting ice storage
period, the MATLAB icing code, which was written for ice storage for limited and unlimited areas,
was considered through finite element subsurface FLOW (FEFLOW) simulation scenarios as a water
source in ice form on the surface. A study of the artificial permafrost of underground as an ice
dam was processed in FEFLOW simulation scenarios for accumulating groundwater resources. The
results of these artificial recharging methods were individually calculated, combined, and compared
with the surface reservoir, which releases a constant discharge through the dam. In this paper, new
ideas are presented involving managed aquifer recharge—MAR methods, and include application to
aufeis, a mass of layered ice for groundwater recharge by melting. Additionally, the accumulation of
groundwater using artificial permafrost is used as an underground dam. In addition, was considered
recharging scenario only with constant release water amount from water reservoir also with all MAR
methods together with reservoir combination.

Keywords: Ulaanbaatar; MAR; MATLAB; FEFLOW; artificial recharging scenarios

1. Introduction

The Tuul River, which flows through Mongolia’s capital city Ulaanbaatar (UB), originates from
the Khentii Mountains on the front side of the capital city. The water level of the Tuul River fluctuates
according to an annual high-flow to low-flow cycle, with its average water flow of 26.6 m3/s [1].

This river also recharges the Ulaanbaatar and upper aquifers that provide the city’s water supply
by 218 wells divided into nine groups of intake wells and 21 booster pump stations operated by a

Water 2019, 11, 2548; doi:10.3390/w11122548 www.mdpi.com/journal/water365
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water supply agency. Daily domestic consumption fluctuates around 150–200 m3/day and depending
on the four seasons; see Figure 1. The water supply agency estimates that another 130 × 103 m3/day of
water is pumped from the aquifer in private wells by industries and individuals [2].

 
Figure 1. Groundwater aquifer south side of Ulaanbaatar city. (a). Hydrological drainage basins of
Mongolia, (b). origin of Tuul River, (c). Ulaanbaatar aquifer and wells.

The joint meeting of the Mongolian and Russian mineral resources commissions estimated the
useful capacity of groundwater resources of Ulaanbaatar aquifer at 264 × 103 m3/day [3], without
an upper source in the eastern side of the Ulaanbaatar aquifer (Figure 1), which pump groundwater
around from 24 × 103 m3/day to 48 × 103 m3/day from aquifer [4].

As with natural recharge formation of groundwater resources, the main components are water
entering in the aquifer as result of surface runoff loss and the capacitive reserves of the upper
water-bearing layer. During the period from May to December, the aquifer takes recharge due to
surface runoff loss. In this period, replenishment infiltrates from the surface water to capacitive
reserves of the stored groundwater in the Ulaanbaatar aquifer [5].

In March and April, the groundwater table of water source aquifers decreases to minimum of 8 to
10 m from the surface, but it reaches maximum level of 2 m under the earth surface in the central area
of the source in June, July, and August [6], see Figure 2. This table begins from a hydrological year
where the wet season begins with melt water from snow and ice after a long, cold winter.

Water demand increases day by day with the development of industries and increasing population
growth, but groundwater resources have decreased due to the climate change and excess water usage.
In the last decade, during spring (April and May), the dry period the Tuul River flow continues longer
than one month after ice breakup [7].
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Figure 2. Table of groundwater fluctuation depending on Tuul River flow.

The following Table 1 shows a calculated balance of the outflow and inflow at the Tuul River
valley and Ulaanbaatar aquifer, which is used for the water supply of the city. The Tuul River and
tributaries discharge was taken as the inflow rate, precipitation, and evaporation volume averaged
over many years. The average discharge amounts over the last ten years of Tuul River was taken as
inflow including other inflow sources as surface water from the Selbe, Uliastai, and Khul Rivers they
flow to the Tuul River through aquifer for water supply of Ulaanbaatar city.

Table 1. Ulaanbaatar city water exploration volume balance for water supply.

Months IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII I II III Total

Balance
(M·m3) 10

.9
5

79
.7

2

12
5.

38

21
6.

15

23
1.

68

13
5.

96

42
.8

2

5.
81

−4
.2

3

−5
.7

4

−5
.5

6

−4
.7

6

82
8.

18
sum (M·m3) 848.47 −20.29

The balance rate between surface water as inflow including precipitation and city consumption
was estimated as following: from total inflow subtracted total pumped groundwater and added reused
water from thermopower plants. see Table 1.

Qbalance = Qinflow − Qpumped + Qreused

The above estimated calculation is based on the total water supply of the upper and central
sources of Ulaanbaatar aquifers with the annual average flow rate of the Tuul River.

The water consumption of the whole aquifer of Ulaanbaatar, including domestic and thermal
power plants, is shown above and is sorted by hydrologic year from April, when balance starts with a
positive value [8].

The total amount of water consumption in Ulaanbaatar used for water supply in the dry,
non-recharging season from surface water of Tuul River reaches about −20 × 106 m3/year depending
on the weather conditions and general precipitation in a given year. This balance between water
consumption and recharging inflow from Tuul River was estimated with all pumped groundwater
from all nine water sources, including an upper source.

The balance between incoming flow coming from the Tuul River to the aquifer and outcoming flow
as an exploration rate by intake wells [9]. This means city consumes −20 × 106 m3/year groundwater
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from aquifer without recharging from river. The balance estimation between groundwater income
and pumped water for domestic water supply from the Ulaanbaatar aquifer source area without
thermopower plants water supply consumption is −7.1 × 106 m3/year water.

Therefore, there is an urgent need to solve this problem through the design of hydraulic structures
for an underground dam, managed aquifer recharge, and the promotion of ice storage or the building
of a surface reservoir dam that releases constant controlled outlet water.

In the next chapter, this problem is considered only for domestic consumption in the central source
area of the Ulaanbaatar aquifer. A finite element subsurface FLOW (FEFLOW) simulation was taken in
the upper and central source areas of the A zone, where there are only 23 wells for water supply; see
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Ulaanbaatar aquifer, central source area, and the simulated A zone area.

The average date of the first ice formation on rivers is the third week of October. The freezing of
the rivers starts from the end of October and lasts until the end of December. The ice cover lasts, on
average, for 145 days. During the last 60 years, the annual mean of air temperature in Mongolia has
increased by 1.66 ◦C, the winter temperature has increased by 3.61 ◦C, the spring–autumn temperature
has increased by 1.4–1.5 ◦C, and the summer temperature has had no clear trend [10]. Temperature has
rapidly increased in March, May, September, and November, and the ice regimes of the Mongolian
rivers have therefore changed [2–4].

Ice phenology has shifted about 3–30 days in terms of freeze-up and break-up dates, and ice cover
duration has shortened. Maximum ice thickness also decreased from the 1960s to 2000 [11].

A small river like Tuul is frozen to the bed for 2.5 months [3], and in mid-April, it has no ice cover
with some places being dry bed without flow.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. FEFLOW (Finite Element Subsurface FLOW and Transport System) Transit Model with Ice Scenarios

Nowadays, groundwater simulation and modeling are some of the main tools for groundwater
aquifers [12], which visualize the situation and conditions of water in underground porous media for
the protection of groundwater, as well as the restoration and development of aquifers. Groundwater
level loggers collect more data, but because they cannot be manually controlled, only software modeling
and processing provide an option that is both fast and accurate [13].

Every spring over the last decade, during the months of March and April, the Tuul River has
dried out or has not flowed [14]. Therefore, we need to address on this problem by building complexes
of hydraulic structures, establishing measures for flow control, and building artificial groundwater
recharge systems like drainage or flooding areas near drinking water extraction wells. This study
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attempts to find suitable artificial groundwater recharging methods for the upper part of the central
source groundwater aquifer, encompassing the water supply source area of the Tuul River valley
inside Ulaanbaatar. The central source of drinking water supply system was established and put into
operation in 1959. Drinking water is extracted from 93 deep well pumps with seven booster pumping
stations; see Figure 4.

 
Figure 4. Table of groundwater fluctuation in Wells 51 and 68 in the simulation area.

The capacity of the source reserve is 114 × 103 m3/day. Nowadays, water extraction is from
70–80 wells, and its volume reaches 87–90 × 103 m3/day for supply to the capital city [4]; see Figure 3.

The central source of the A–A zone was simulated in FEFLOW simulation. The upper part of the
central source intake area near Well 68 takes recharge from river surface water until January, when the
Tuul River flows under ice cover. After that period, the Tuul River freezes while the riverbed bottom
and groundwater continuously decrease until May. However, in the western side of Zone A, the intake
wells area near Well 51 recharge comes not only from Tuul River but also from the Uliastai River;
therefore, recharge takes place early in May. As shown in graph, the Uliastai River flow freezes early in
November as a small river due to a groundwater decrease that begins in October, and the following
recharge in May depends on melting water from both rivers; see Figure 5.

 
Figure 5. Icing dynamic process in the Uliastai River valley.
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The groundwater recharging process runs as follows:
In the initial phase in which surface runoff is non-existent, maximum groundwater declines are

observed from the end of April to early May. If the value of the groundwater table is same and above
the elevation of the riverbed, it becomes possible for the river to flow downstream without recharge.

The icing phenomena is one of the most important parameters for semi-arid, highly continental
climate conditions and plays significant role in the hydrological cycle and regime of Mongolia. The
icing or ice cover of rivers and lakes takes place in the cold season, which occurs over five to six months,
when the ice cover thickness reaches to 0.8–3.2 m. However, big mountain rivers with a greater slope
and bigger perturbation boulders in riffle sections stay open for the whole year and do not completely
freeze along the length.

Generally, for surface ice cover to become firmly established, the mean (depth-averaged)
temperature of water must be less than 2 ◦C, the daily average temperature must be less than
−5 ◦C [15], and the wind speed must be less than 5 m/s [11].

The Uliastai River, one of the tributaries of the Tuul River, originates from the Khentii Mountains,
flows from the north east side to the south through Ulaanbaatar, and contributes to the Tuul River
through the water supply wells of the central source for Ulaanbaatar.

Icing in the aufeis accumulates during winter along the streams and the river valley in northern
Mongolia, which is dominated by semi-arid, highly continental regions. In the Uliastai River, building
ice lasts from the middle of October until the end of December, and the melting process starts from the
end of March and ends in April.

The icing dynamics depend on the groundwater fluxes and discharges alongside of the main
channel. The spring leakes through drainage channel, builds ice sheets over the frozen riverbed, where
the main stream flows under ice cover. The ice generating process and icing dynamics are studied
from the middle of October to the end of December.

The main stream flows by the main channel under ice cover. The side spring streams over the top
of the ice sheets. This phenomenon is called icing or aufeis. Icing or aufeis consist of sheets of stratified
ice formed by freezing consecutive water leaks [16].

The water flows over existing ice layers. It forms through the upwelling of groundwater discharge
or manmade drainage channels, where groundwater discharge is blocked by ice, perturbing the
steady-state condition and causing a small incremental rise in the local water table until discharge
occurs along the bank and over the top of the previously formed ice [16].

In the beginning of November, river flow freezes from side benches, with the spring discharge no
longer extending energy because it had frozen first. After the riverbed completely freezes and takes ice
cover, the spring discharges leak from under the ice or ice hummock while the groundwater head and
pressure flows increase over frozen ice sheets to create the next ice sheet.

A groundwater flux from drainage canal flows on surface as spring and creates the next ice sheet,
which fills the lower ravines and smoothest horizontal by ice sheet.

The groundwater flux alongside the river drains through drainage canal-built icing phenomena,
while springs’ flow beds are blocked by ice and the main stream in the main riverbed flows under
the ice cover. In this section, the Uliastai River gains streams of almost one-third of the flow of the
discharge abstracts to groundwater, and groundwater comes from springs.

Thus, phenomena create side spring leakage from under frozen soil, leakage which flows over frozen
soil and ice-covered streams, fills ravines and lower lands, creates ice sheets on the ice until the river valley
gains the same level of ice. After that, the average daily temperature decreases to under −20 ◦C, and then
the groundwater leakage discharge decreases the head and pressure of groundwater flux in underground
flows. Additionally, drained groundwater, spring discharge from the surface, and groundwater decreases
influence the quantity of groundwater volume. The ice thickness measurements from the 15th to the 30th
of December showed that the thickness of the aufeis sheets have not increased; see Figure 4.

In this way, groundwater leakage, like drained water or springs over frozen soil and ice cover,
creates stratified ice sheets over other ice sheets. In the Uliastai River, there are spring discharges of 32
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L/s—a small amount of water that nonetheless build ice thicknesses in some places up to 1 m thick.
Some of the rivers make ice sheets of thicknesses of several meters. The decline of the ice storage
depends on the quantity of spring discharge. The end of building aufeis is usually in the last days of
December or the first days of January—after the longest December night ends and the colder days of
the year start. In a larger river, such as the Tuul, is possible to create an aufeis until February. An aufeis
typically starts to melt during summer and finishes by the end of April (or sometimes, the beginning
of May), and it will often form in the same place each year [7].

From these icing ideas, a MATLAB code was written and used for the management of aquifer
recharge for the central source of the A zone, which accumulates ice storage due to the use of melt
water for recharge in the dry season [17].

The aufeis code was written as one mole of water exchanging energy with cold air and ice,
extending velocity of in both the x and y directions could widen in an ellipsoidal way due to the
Darcy–Weisbach law. The aufeis spreading dynamics of one mole thick water sheet over ice sheets
decrease the extension size while decreasing air temperature day by day from −5 to −30 ◦C [17].

The result shows that length of ice spread is 2329 m, with a width of 458 m and thickness of
1.54 m. The code for ice storage was simplified with the same slope along flat area. The MATLAB code
presents the ice extending dynamics of spreading water with pipeline levees, and from leakage point
to pipeline levee of 1500 m. The length of ice storage is only 1500 m; see Figure 6. The results show
that the length of ice spread is 1500 m, with a width of 400 m and thickness of 2.72 m, thicker than the
unlimited area. In the following figure, you can see two ice storages: unlimited and unlimited area
with underground pipeline levee, see Figure 7. These ice storages will change recharging boundary
condition in FEFLOW model as a one-month early recharge in April by melt water from north side,
where the Tuul River flows in May [8].

The relation between the estimated quantity of the MATLAB ice code and the FEFLOW simulation
characterizes the boundary condition change in the northwest side of simulated area. The groundwater
recharge from the river starts in May, when the Tuul River flows again. However, in the simulation,
the aufeis-stored ice was shown to melt earlier in April and to recharge groundwater. The aufeis
changes the northwest boundary condition so that the recharge starts from the beginning of April. The
drainage canal begins to flow with water from May, when the Tuul River flows again; see Figure 6. The
eastern boundary groundwater fluctuation taken from Well 68 was not found to change. However, the
downwards flow direction of the northwest boundary condition was found to change with recharge
from the ice melt water; see Figure 6, blue line.

 
Figure 6. Recharging time difference on northwest boundary (NWBC) with ice storage (blue), only
from drainage canal (red).
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Figure 7. The water supply pipelines connecting wells.

One of the artificial recharging groundwater resources is the temporary and spatial redistribution
of surface runoff, which in the beginning of winter results in ice formation. The surface runoff flows
over the northern side of the central section A zone through filtration channel will release water at the
end of canal and, thus, it again creates more ice sheets over frozen ones.

There are three ways of promoting ice creation in cold regions in winter: on the ground surface, in
the underground open pit or channel, and on the river bed. Of these, surface and underground ice
creation were considered in the FEFLOW simulation scenarios. See Figure 7.

The rate of water release is 1 m3/s at the beginning of November until the middle of December,
and creates ice storage when the average temperature decreased under −5 ◦C.

From the above figures, it is shown that the northern drainage canal allows us to accumulate
1 m3/s flow water for a month, from November to the middle of December, and 3.9 × 106 m3 water can
be stored on the surface. However, with losses from evaporation and winter fog over frozen ice sheets
during the melting season, evaporation loss allowed only half of this quantity—about 2 × 106 m3—to
accumulate for recharging groundwater. Here melted water from ice storage recharges groundwater in
the central source A–A zone from the northern side, from the beginning of April until May.

Ice accumulation from November to the end of December also recharges groundwater while water
flows through the drainage canal. It is then transferred to the artificial regime with the subsequent
supply of water to canals, functioning together until the period of ice formation, provided there is ice
accumulation from surface water on the end of the canal.

The underground dam will be built in the first layer until reaching the natural permafrost layer
5–10 m from the surface [18,19], considered as an ice wall on the western boundary line.

2.2. FEFLOW Steady Model with Water Reservoir Scenario

A preliminary analysis, as presented in this study, was to identify low-cost MAR implementation
measures adapted to the specific natural conditions of the Northern Mongolia. Thus, the coldness
of cold weather can be used to keep water in ice form and as a water resource in the winter season
in addition to being used during the dry season, characterized by low flow, by melting ice when the
rivers have dried out.

The accumulated ice would recharge the groundwater in the dry season from March to May by
melting, and the riverbed would be dry without water or cover ice.

To find the total additional water resource recharged by the northern drainage canal and ice
storage, the abstraction rate should be increased until the available maximum rate, when groundwater
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drawdown decreases under the filter screen at the bottom of wells and soaks up air. For calculation
of the potential maximum abstraction quantity in the central source A zone without MAR methods,
it should be estimated using FEFLOW simulation until some well groundwater drawdown reaches
to the bottom of the well screen, pumping air instead of water. In this way, groundwater fluctuation
ranges can be established in FEFLOW.

The groundwater fluctuation graph of monitoring well N8 show that by increasing daily extraction
to 60,986 m3/day, it was not possible to pump water while the groundwater drawdown was under
the bottom screen. However, in the middle of group of wells, groundwater level is in extreme
drawdown, and only 45,121 m3/day is possible. Therefore, the maximum abstraction rate of this area is
45,121 m3/day, which means 16,469,165 m3/year = 16.5 × 106 m3 of water per year.

Nowadays, the exploitation rate is 20,329 m3/day (average of 2009–2011), 7.5 × 106 m3/year
corresponding to half of the possible maximum abstraction.

The recharge quantity with MAR method and then the maximum abstraction rate increase until
70,133 m3/day, which corresponds to 25.6 × 106 m3/year.

The difference between the above maximum abstraction simulations shows that it is possible to
increase the groundwater resource extraction rate to around 25 × 103 m3/day using MAR methods.
That means approximately 912,500 m3/year = 9.125 × 106 m3 additional groundwater during wet
season could be kept as reserve in the upper part of this central source area A–A zone.

The percentage for recharge groundwater sources in this area was estimated by the sum of all
methods of each MAR method, and is taken as 100% for all together.

The percentage of the increased amount of water reserve by each method, after combination of
the MAR methods, from increased groundwater sources is as follows.

• Drainage canal brings 73.5% of artificial recharge in 6.7 × 106 m3 water (1 m3/s discharge water
through the drainage canal from May to November 86,400 m3/day × 184 day = 15,897,600 m3 =

15.9 × 106 m3).
• Ice storage keeps water in ice form in 21% or 1.9 × 106 m3 (1 m3/s discharge water for ice storage

would be 5.2 × 106 m3, but fog and evaporation during icing and melting bring about huge loss).
• Ice walls delay groundwater flux and maintain stability in the groundwater table, leading to

retention of an additional 5.65% of groundwater, which is about 516 × 103 m3 in water amount [17].

All of these FEFLOW simulations were simulated in a transient model, where the river surface
water level increases in the wet season over the riverbed, and decreases in the dry season under the dry
riverbed. The table of the eastern and western boundary groundwater fluctuates under the surface,
depending on the recharge from the river for whole year.

Another alternative simulation scenario is for the water release from the surface water reservoir
with a dam, with a constant q rate of 26.6 m3/s and creation of table for constant groundwater water. In
this case, the model is taken with the eastern and western boundary using a constant groundwater
level and hydraulic head and, also, in the southern boundary as the Tuul River with a constant level
value for groundwater recharge. In the FEFLOW simulation, the maximum abstraction rate reached
90,288 m3/day. Following this, the simulation produced an error report indicating that the aquifer has
no groundwater; see Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The groundwater contours and simulation error by pumped 166,700 m3/day water.

This means the flow control by surface reservoir accumulates flood water and, additionally, the
recharge groundwater quantity for the central source of A zone is 16.5 × 106 m3/year.

The flow control upper reservoir releases a constant outflow throughout the year, and it means it
also recharges the central source of B zone, occupying a larger area twice in size, with 50 intake wells.
The constant release rate for the whole central source area that is recharged from the reservoir would
be 49.5 × 106 m3/year. An additional 350 × 106 m3 of accumulated water in the reservoir would be
reserved for use as a freshwater resource [20].

All these simulated calculations involved recharging water from only reservoir. When we are
simulating a combination of artificial recharging groundwater sources and reservoir release for surface
water recharge, then the additional recharged groundwater would be 167,700 m3/day; see Figure 9.

 
Figure 9. The groundwater simulated contours by a combination of managed aquifer methods and
recharge from Tuul River outflowing from reservoir.
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These MAR methods and the reservoir recharge system include the following simulation scenarios.

• The northern drainage canal recharge groundwater resource from the northern side in wet season;
• Ice storage for groundwater recharge by melting ice in the dry season in early April with Tuul

River flow starting in May;
• The underground ice dam which accumulates groundwater backside up to the permafrost layer

5–10 m [18,19];
• The surface reservoir with constant release discharge into Tuul River, which recharge this area

from the southern side over the whole year.

In this combination of scenarios, the maximum possible abstraction rate is increased up to
167,700 m3/day after simulation. The maximum possible abstraction quantity per year reaches up to
44.7 × 106 m3/year.

The FEFLOW simulation was only run for the central source of A zone. When we take the second
B zone with 50 wells, this maximum abstraction rate would be increased, and at least doubled or
89.5 × 106 m3/year due to water recharging because the B zone is twice as large as the A zone. If the Tuul
River flows yearly with constant discharge, then river surface water will be recharged for industrial
sources, and that leads to increases in the additional groundwater resource. This will increase the flow
from groundwater sources to 149 × 106 m3/year and create natural conditions for discontinuous Tuul
River flow to assist in avoiding a situation of shortages in the fresh water supply for Ulaanbaatar city.

3. Analyses of FEFLOW Model

Aufeis is an icing method that brings more recharge water in the middle of the study area for its
other constituent subsections as well as an ice wall, increasing the backside of the western boundary.
The drainage canal filtrates through the northern side and the recharge occupies the whole area from
the east to the west boundary.

The combination of all methods includes an ice wall, icing, and drainage canal. The drainage
canal filtrates water from east to west along the north side of the study area, and the rest are released
from it as water, since early winter creates icing, see Figure 10. Thus, this icing method is performed
after drainage canal filtration has ceased altogether.

As seen in the following figure, recharge from the drainage canal begins in May and ends in
November, with icing recharge beginning in the middle of March and lasting until May, and the ice
wall holding groundwater undergoing the reverse, from March until November.

In nature, we can reserve more water in ice form as aufeis to help in building some hydraulic
structures, such as drainage canals or underground dams. Both of these structures can help us to
reserve water stores underground, as well as keep them on the surface in ice form.

From October to December, surface water naturally accumulates and is kept in ice form from river
flow in the semi-arid, highly continental region of the study area. During the subsequent dry season,
these sources increase and recharge potential water availability by melting water sources.

One possibility is to reserve water resources to regulate groundwater flux control in highly
continental cold regions to eliminate dry riverbeds and keep primary source rivers, such as the Tuul
River, continuously flowing during low flow periods is by melting ice blocks.

From the following graph, it can be seen that the northern drainage canal will allow accumulation
1 m3/s flow water for a month from the beginning of November to mid-December, creating 3.9 × 106 m3

water for surface storage.
However, due to losses from evaporation and winter fog over frozen ice sheets and, also,

evaporation loss during the melting season, only half of this quantity, or about 2 × 106 m3, will actually
accumulate and be available for groundwater recharge.
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ice wall 
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Figure 10. The combination of all variations in simulated area compared to the measured
groundwater level.

For this FEFLOW simulation, the maximum difference between the simulation in natural conditions
and the simulation in each managed aquifer recharge scenario is taken into account. The result of the
FEFLOW simulation in each MAR method scenario demonstrates the following results:

• Single ice wall on the western boundary in natural condition without drainage canal increases
groundwater resources in 516 × 103 m3/year;

• The drainage canal through the northern side filtrates groundwater at around 1 × 106 m3/year;
• The icing on the end of the drainage canal recharges groundwater resources in the aquifer

corresponding to 1.6 × 106 m3 water;
• The aquifer additional recharge groundwater quantity of all combined MAR methods is

2.55 × 106 m3/year [8], see Figure 10.

4. Results and Conclusions

In recent decades, as the city develops and expands, the consumption of the domestic and
industrial water supply of the city is increasing intensively, but the availability of the water supply,
both now and in the future, has become a pressing issue. Therefore, in this paper, possible variants for
recharging the groundwater resource are considered using FEFLOW simulation, and compared with
the results for modeling in the upper part of Ulaanbaatar aquifer.

The simulation variants of the recharging methods of managed aquifer are northern drainage
canal, which recharges groundwater from the opposite side such as for the Tuul River, icing or aufeis,
which keeps water in ice form, brings it from the end of the wet season through winter to the dry
season, and increases groundwater sources, by melting. In the end of the upper part of the aquifer in
the western side, building an underground dam which accumulates groundwater on the backside. All
these variants were used in FEFLOW simulation, and the recharged quantity was calculated separately,
and combined ones demonstrated the following results.

• A single ice wall on the western boundary in natural conditions without drainage of canal increases
groundwater resources by 516 × 103 m3/year.
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• The drainage canal through the northern side filtrates groundwater around 1 × 103 m3/year;
• The icing on the end of the drainage canal recharges groundwater resources in the aquifer with

1.6 million m3 water;
• The aquifer additional recharge groundwater quantity of all combined MAR methods is

2.55 × 106 m3/year [8].

The additional recharged groundwater difference by increased daily abstraction rate from this
aquifer both with and without managed aquifer recharge would be 9.16 × 106 m3/year.

When the FEFLOW simulation scenario has taken into account the surface water reservoir, which
releases constant discharge flow, then the calculations involving recharge from only reservoir separately
and also the combined simulation with MAR methods demonstrate the following results.

• The recharge quantity from the Tuul River with constant discharge during an entire year is
16.5 × 106 m3/year;

• The combination MAR and surface water from reservoir outflow corresponds to a recharge of
44.7 × 106 m3/year.

These simulation results are from the upper part with only 23 wells of central source area, which
has a total of 72 wells. When the simulation is based on all the Ulaanbaatar aquifers and additional
recharged groundwater resource from Tuul River flow with constant runoff, the results is at least
3 times more than this small area or 150 × 106 m3/year.

The simulation of both transient (MAR methods) and steady reservoir outflow recharge methods
show that artificial recharge methods of groundwater are not enough for additionally recharged
quantity compared with surface reservoir outflow recharging. However, a combination of both methods
demonstrates that use of artificial recharging groundwater sources in the aquifer is more effective.

Using coldness and icing in a semi-arid, highly continental region such as Mongolia can increase
groundwater resources. The nonconventional artificial recharging methods specified in this paper,
including ice storage, can assist in groundwater recharge in dry seasons, when there is no flow and dry
beds in river systems.

The Tuul River reservoir will be located upstream from the aquifer and can accumulate 350× 106 m3

in water [20], creating a more humid environment in the region of Ulaanbaatar. A positive side effect
of increased evaporation from the open water is that air humidity will be increased, which will lead to
artificial precipitation and deposition of atmospheric particles from air pollution and, thus, helps to
improve air quality in the city and its surroundings.

Groundwater flux disturbed by the presence of an ice wall comes out on the surface during spring,
spreading, evaporating, and losing some of its mass. This creates fog in winter and turbidity in air
when a cold high-pressure cyclone dominates Ulaanbaatar city. The turbidity of air corresponds to
windy surroundings and clears air pollution.

Following the MAR method, water storage in the form of ice in semi-arid, cold, highly continental
regions would also produce coldness during the dry season and increase the inner continental
hydrologic cycle through melting and evaporation. In the dry season, melting ice evaporates and
increases precipitation. Many forest fires occur every year in Mongolia during the dry season due, at
least partially, to the lack of precipitation and the lower air humidity. Therefore, ice-keeping methods
would help in keeping the environment green, environmentally close to the natural process and
improve human and natural habitats.

The aufeis blocks, involving icing in the river valley, are increasing continental cycles by evaporating
melted water and producing coldness [21]. Thus, it helps in growing of vegetation and increasing
precipitation in the dry period. During the fall months, from September to October, the soil moisture
increases with more rain, and during spring (March and April), there is more humidity in the air and
more rain. Meltwater is a common source for rivers and enables their continuous flowing [22] as well
as the recharging of groundwater aquifers.
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Abstract: Water suppliers aim to achieve microbiological stability throughout their supply system by
regular monitoring of water quality. Monitoring temporal biomass dynamics at high frequency is
time consuming due to the labor-intensive nature and limitations of conventional, cultivation-based
detection methods. The goal of this study was to assess the value of new rapid monitoring methods
for quantifying and characterizing dynamic fluctuations in bacterial biomass. Using flow cytometry
and two precise enzymatic detection methods, bacterial biomass-related parameters were monitored
at three riverbank filtration sites. Additionally, the treatment capacity of an ultrafiltration pilot plant
was researched using online flow-cytometry. The results provide insights into microbiological quality
of treated water and emphasize the value of rapid, easy and sensitive alternatives to traditional
bacterial monitoring techniques.

Keywords: online flow-cytometry; enzymatic activity; riverbank filtration; ultrafiltration; ATP

1. Introduction

Riverbank filtration (RBF) systems are operated in many countries for the public and industrial
water supply due to their efficient removal of pollutants such as microorganisms [1,2]. During RBF,
the removal of bacteria, viruses, and protozoa in surface water is attained trough filtration, sorption,
and grazing processes besides die-off. Such processes can be influenced by the aquifer material
composition, hydraulic gradient, temperature, redox conditions, organic/inorganic nutrients, and travel
time in the aquifer [3–5].

By measuring the microbiological characteristics such as bacterial biomass concentration or
enzymatic activities, these interactions between surface water and groundwater can be determined.
The access of limited nutrient supply (e.g., organic carbon, nitrogen or phosphorus) or environmental
conditions (temperature, inhibitory substances) can lead to complex interactions between various
microbes [6]. As a result, unwanted changes in microbiological water quality such as an excessive
growth of bacteria can lead to a degradation of drinking-water quality and operational problems [7,8].

The World Health Organization (WHO) specified that water which enters the distribution system
must be microbiologically safe and ideally should also be biologically stable, meaning microbiological
water quality must be maintained from the point of drinking water production up to the point of
consumption [9,10]. To ensure safe and effective water treatment, distribution, and consumption,
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reliable procedures for characterizing and monitoring waterborne microbes need to be carried out by
water suppliers on a regular basis.

Water produced at RBF sites is commonly monitored for the absence of pathogen indicator
organisms like Escherichia coli (E.coli), total coliforms (TC), enterococci and Clostridium using
cultivation-based methods with targeted growth media [4]. Additionally, heterotrophic plate counts
(HPC) with non-specific media are frequently assessed. Although there is no evidence of a link
between HPC results and health risk, it is of major importance to assess data of microbiological
growth during drinking-water treatment, and to detect changes in bacterial concentration and
composition of monitored water [5,6,11]. Since the HPC method was first introduced in the 1800s as
a public health indicator, science has advanced. Hence, HPC monitoring became more useful as an
operational rather than a health-based indicator [9]. At present, within water-treatment facilities in
Germany, The Netherlands, and Hungary the HPC method is used for validation and verification of
drinking-water treatment processes. Abnormal changes in HPC indicate problems in the treatment
process and appropriate actions are essential to ensure that the problem is identified and eleminated [9].

Although the HPC method was introduced more than 100 years ago and enhancements
regarding general performance and interpretation of data were developed, additional work concerning
sample incubation times, temperatures, and acceptable critical thresholds is required [12]. Despite
time-intensive laboratory procedures and incubation, the HPC method only detects a fraction of
bacterial cells in water samples. This is due to the fact that only 0.1%–1.0% of bacteria species
present in aquatic samples is culturable under laboratory conditions which was confirmed in various
studies [5,13,14]. Furthermore, an estimation of the percentage of subpopulation of heterotrophic
bacteria as well as a differentiation of which of these subpopulations include potential pathogens is not
possible using HPC techniques [5].

In the past decade, significant advances in rapid cultivation-independent techniques, mostly
fluorescence-based methods, have been developed. These methods focus on direct measurements
of indigenous bacterial growth or enzymatic activity. Examples include optical methods (e.g.,
flow-cytometry, FCM) which count suspended particles in water samples and are able to differentiate
between bacteria and abiotic particles based on e.g., 3D scanning or chemical staining techniques
(e.g., SYBR®Green or propidiumiodide) [14,15]. Also, on-site sensors measuring indirect indicators of
microbiological fluctuations such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP) concentration or specific enzymatic
activities have been developed in the past decade [16–18].

In this study, FCM and two enzymatic detection methods (ALP, alkaline phosphatase) were used
to analyze the total microbiological water quality after different treatment processes in samples of
three RBF treatment sites. The two main objectives were to assess the applicability of each method in
routine monitoring programs and, to compare the methods with each other as well as with HPC data.
Additionally, an ultrafiltration pilot plant was monitored using online FCM with the goal to assess the
pilot plant´s performance and to test if a continuous measurement of bacterial removal is possible.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Site Description

Samples were collected from continuously and discontinuously operated sample taps from
two RBF sites around Dresden: D1 and D2, Csepel Island, Hungary (CI), and various RBF wells at
Szentendre Island (SI), Hungary. D1 and D2 are situated on the floodplain of the Elbe River around
Dresden, the state capital of Saxony, Germany. D1 has a total capacity of 72,000 m3/day, 111 vertical
siphon wells as well as 36 single-operated wells [19]. The waterworks operates two separate treatment
trains: a RBF treatment train and a managed aquifer recharge (MAR) treatment train. After well
extraction, the RBF and MAR water is aerated and filtered using granular activated carbon (GAC) and
disinfected with chlorine before it is distributed as drinking water. Water in D2 is abstracted from three
siphon well galleries with 72 vertical wells with a total capacity of 36,000 m3/day (approx. 65%–80%
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bank filtrate) and post-treated by cascade aeration, GAC filtration and disinfection with chlorine dioxide.
In Hungary, 756 horizontal as well as vertical wells on CI and SI are operated by Budapest Waterworks
Ltd with a maximum capacity of 1.0 million m3/day and an average supply of about 456,000 m3/day [20].
Post-treatment is performed in Cl using ventilation, coagulation (aluminium sulphate), ozonation,
sand filtration, ultraviolet (UV) radiation (temporary), and disinfection with chlorine.

2.2. Sample Collection and Microbiological Characterization

Prior to sampling at discontinuously operated taps, a disinfection-step with ethanol (96% Merck
KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) and flame sterilization (propane/butane gas, 1350 ◦C) were applied
followed by a 3 min flushing interval before samples were collected. Samples were collected into 5 mL
(polypropylene rack tube, Corning, New-York, USA), 15 mL (polypropylene rack tube, VWR, Radnor,
USA), and 1 L (Borosilicate glass with polypropylene screw cap, VWR; Radnor USA) sterile sample
bottles. Afterwards, each sample was transported to the laboratory for analysis within 12 h.

Intracellular ATP (ATPi) was determined using a luminesce-based Clean-Trace ATP water test kit
(3M, St. Paul USA). Based on an enzymatic reaction (firefly luciferase), total (ATPt) and extracellular ATP
(ATPe) were measured in relative light units (RLU) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. ATPi was
calculated from ATPt and ATPe values. Using a fully automatic operating system called BACTcontrol
(microLAN, Waalwijk, Netherlands), total enzymatic activity (TEA) was analyzed by measuring the
specific activity of ALP as an indicator for the presence of bacteria. Prior to each measurement,
the water sample was pumped at 0.2–1 mL/s through a 0.45 μm ceramic filter into a reactor chamber.
While constantly stirring, the concentrated water sample was incubated for 20 min at 45 ± 0.1 ◦C.
During incubation, the enzymatic activity of ALP was detected in methylumbelliferone (MUF, in
pmol MUF/(min·100 mL) by a fluorimeter which was pre-calibrated using a standard concentration of
1000 nM MUF.

Flow-cytometry analysis was carried out with a BactoSense (Sigrist, Switzerland) flow-cytometer
equipped with a 488 nm solid-state laser and an optional continuous/discontinuous sampling port.
Sample volumes of 260 μL were drawn at a flow rate of 200–400 mL/min and mixed with fluorescent
stain (SYBR®Green, propidiumiodide). After incubation (10 min, 37 ◦C), samples were analyzed
(FL1 channel at 525 nm, FL3 channel at 721 nm) using fixed gates to separate cells and background
signals and additionally to distinguish between so-called high (HNAP) and low (LNAP) nucleic acid
content cells.

2.3. Ultrafiltration Pilot Plant and Online Flow-Cytometry (FCM) Measurements

The ultrafiltration pilot plant was operated at D1 with a treatment capacity of 20 m3/h. Using either
Elbe River water or flocculated Elbe River water as feed supply, water was pumped directly into a storage
tank (1.9 m3) through a supply pipe. Ultrafiltration was processed by using two membrane modules
consisting of polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) with pore sizes of 20 nm (UF 1, Pall Corporation,
Port Washington, USA) and 18 nm (UF 2, inge GmbH, Greifenberg, Germany) and operated at a flux of
40–80 L/(m2 h) at 1.5 bar.

Online FCM sampling was realized using an automatic programmed magnetic-valve system
(Figure 1) consisting of three sampling ports (Feed, Permeate 1, and Permeate 2). Water samples
were drawn in a bypass which was controlled using a programmed Delphin-EMS-system (Delphin
Technology AG, Gladbach, Germany) and the online sampling setting of the BactoSense flow-cytometer.
Sample analysis was carried out applying the same method which is outlined in Section 2.2.

The cleaning process of the membrane modules was adjusted every 30 min by backwashing. UF 1
was cleaned using a combination of air and water at a flux of 5 m3/h for 60 s. While backwashing
air was added in the membrane direction, water was added in the reverse direction. Afterwards,
a 45 s forward flush processing step in the direction of filtration at 7 m3/h was performed. UF 2 was
pre-cleaned by air flushing for 10 s followed by air–water backwashing in the flow direction for 50 s.
The cleaning was completed with a 15 s forward flush step at 7 m3/h. Taking into account backwash
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cycles every 30 min to avoid a sampling of backwash water, samples were drawn by flushing the FCM
system for 2 min and analyzed within a cycle of 105 min according to Table 1.

 
Figure 1. Scheme of online flow-cytometry (FCM) sampling system.

Table 1. Of water sample analysis within a measurement cycle of 105 min.

Time in min Process Sample

0–5 backwash
5-35 sampling and analysis Feed

35–40 backwash
40–70 sampling and analysis Permeate 1
70–75 backwash

75–105 sampling and analysis Permeate 2

2.4. Data Analysis

Statistical data processing was carried out using MS Excel and OriginLab. All microbiological
data analysis were carried out using the provided device-specific software.

3. Results

3.1. Correlation of New Methods and Conventional Cultivation-Based Methods during Riverbank Filtration
(RBF) and Drinking-Water Treatment

To elucidate the correlation of FCM, ALP-TEA and ATP values a serial dilution was applied
with ultrapure water (autoclaved at 121 ◦C and 15 min, V75, SysTech, Pegnitz, Germany) and bottled
mineral water (Evian, France). FCM and ALP-TEA provided positive bacterial counts for all water
samples with an average maximum Pearson correlation coefficient of R = 0.80 for the intact cell count
(ICC). There was a high correlation between ICC and ALP-TEA (Table 2). This was also observed for
the total cell count (TCC)/ATPt ratio (R = 0.78) and the ALP-TEA/HNAP (R = 0.76).

Table 2. Correlation coefficients of FCM, ALP-TEA and ATP methods.

ATPi ATPt HNAP ICC TCC ALP-TEA

ATPi 1
ATPt 1

HNAP 0.87 0.62 1
ICC 0.76 1
TCC 0.78 1

ALP-TEA 0.32 0.57 0.76 0.80 0.78 1
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The sample that contained 5% bottled drinking water showed a slight increase by 16.3% ICC with
FCM and ATPt which is not in accordance with the ALP-TEA decrease by 18.3 pmol/min (Figure 2).
Also, ALP-TEA/ATP standard deviation in 100%-ultrapure water are fluctuating around ± 10 pmol/min
which may be caused either by background noise or still intact cells with a high amount of intercellular
ALP. Suprisingly, a higher correlation coefficient with ALP-TEA/ATPt (R = 0.57) than ALP-TEA/ATPi
(R = 0.32) was determined given the fact that the ALP-TEA amount refers only to living organisms and,
therefore, a better ALP-TEA/ATPi would have been expected. Further to note is the higher correlation
of ATPi/HNAP (R = 0.87) than ATPi/ICC (R = 0.76) ratio. These values are in accordance to [21]
since HNAP refers to the ratio of large cells to small cells and could therefore contain higher levels of
intracellular ATP.

Figure 2. Correlation of FCM (n = 5), total adenosine triphosphate (ATPt, n = 3) and alkaline
phosphatase-total enzymatic activity (ALP-TEA, n = 3) for measuring total biomass related units
(BRU), samples from bottled mineral water (Evian) were diluted with ultrapure water from the same
bottle, based on a method described in [13]. FCM samples were stained with SYBER®Green and
propidiumiodide, error bars indicate standard deviation on samples.

To further demonstrate potential links between FCM and ALP-TEA related data, results of the
CI, D2 and D1 sampling campaigns are given in Figure 3. Unfortunately, ALP-TEA sampling was
only possible in CI due to logistical problems in D1 and D2. 1.5 × 102 ICC/μL and 20.2% HNAP were
detected in RBF samples with corresponding ALP-TEA values of 70 pmol/min in CI. In D2 and D1
similar values of 3.7 × 102 ICC/μL (D1) and 1.4 × 102 ICC/μL (D2) were measured in RBF samples
with an average HNAP portion of 20.9% and 20.4%. Regarding Elbe River water and RBF, BRU in D1
decreased by 97.0% (1.53 log units).

Biomass concentration increased further in open aeration towers by 4%, to 1.5 × 102 ICC/μL,
86 pmol/min and 23.4% HNAP in CI, and to 4.1 × 102 ICC/μL and 21.6% HNAP in D2 due to
process-related oxygen and external biomass entries and a rainfall event (CI).

Ozonation eliminated most intact organisms to 2.0 × 101 ICC/μL and 25 pmol/min in CI based
on its high redox potential, but at the same time this process provides organic substrate: dead cell
material to still intact organisms. This conjuncture is also confirmed when comparing the lysed cell
gates in Section IV and Section V in Figure 4 with 2.3 × 102 desolate cell count (DCC)/μL (aeration) and
2.0 × 102 DCC/μL (ozonation). Also, the wide spread of standard deviation results, regarding HNAP,
indicates that the amount of present cells is below detection limit since standard deviation values
surpass the mean value by 40.6%. As a result, biomass increased tenfold in the sandfilter effluent in CI.
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This relation however, could not be observed with the BACTcontrol method where ALP-TEA slightly
decreased to 23 pmol/min. BRU in D1 and D2 decreased by 46% (D1) and 51.6% (D2) indicating that
sandfilters act as a microbiological barrier.

Figure 3. Comparison of FCM intact cell count in (a) D2, (b) D1 and (c) CI, (ICC, n = 5) with total
enzymatic activity (ALP-TEA, n = 3 only CI), Sampling Dates: 9 May 2019 (CI), 15 May 2019 (D2) and
5 June 2019 (D1), FCM samples were stained with SYBER® Green and propidiumiodide, error bars
representing standard deviation for those points.

Also, no significant impact of UV disinfection in CI on ICC as well as HNAP and LNAP amount
was observed. ICC decreased by 16% to 2.0 × 102 ICC/μL and HNAP by 0.33%. UV-C treatment only
causes damages of the bacterial genome but has no impact on bacterial cell membranes which is also
confirmed in Section II and Section III in Figure 4 [22]. GAC filter effluents show an increase of BRU
by 63.5% (D1) and 56.4% (D2). For GAC filter effluents in D1, BRU increase may be explained by an
additional aeration process after water extraction and/or biological active GAC filters. The cell amount
of 2.7 × 102 ICC/μL in D2 with a decrease of HNAP by 56.4% at the same time in the GAC filter effluent
may indicate that certain strains, especially HNAC, are more adept at colonizing the filter surface and
may be able to out-compete LNA cells [23].

Final disinfection using chlorine leads to an ICC decrease by 95.0% to 1.0 × 101 ICC/μL (CI),
by 92.1% to 4.0 × 101 ICC/μL (D1) and by 88.6% to 3.0 × 101 ICC/μL (D2). HNAP decreased by 90.1%
to 7.2% (CI), by 50.8% to 13.3% (D1) and by 25.4% to 5.0% (D2). ALP-TEA was detected in CI with
18 pmol/min which is in accordance with other studies [16,22]. Interestingly, the HNAP portion in
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D2 decreased by 85.2% and the LNAP amount increased correspondingly. This may indicate that
ClO2 damages HNAC membranes faster and more effectively than LNAC membranes which was also
observed in several water samples from a previous study [22]. Alternatively, there may be a correlation
between perception-events and rising biomass in GAC effluents.

Figure 4. Dot-plots of water treatment trains in CI, Line 1: RBF, aeration, ozonation; Line 2: sandfilter,
ultraviolet (UV-C) disinfection, assignments of Sections I to III: Background Signal, Intact LNAC, Intact
HNAC, Sections IV-V: Lysed Cells, x-axis: Flourescence Signal 1 (FL1), y-axis: Flourescence Signal
2 (FL2).

The results shown in Figure 5 confirm the correlation between the attenuation of microorganisms
and travel time in the aquifer. ICC decreased by 1.10 log units to 1.5 × 102 ICC/μL in well BF1 while
ICC in well BF4 with a travel time of 100 . . . 220 days decreased by 1.61 log units to 4.7 × 102 ICC/μL
which is in accordance with the D2 results of average retention of 1.22 log units (not all sampling
days are shown in Figure 5). The limit of detection using the HPC method is also demonstrated in
Figure 5. While 220 MPN/mL and 48 MPN/mL were determined in Danube River water, no colonies
could be detected in water from the RBF wells. These results suggest that new rapid microbiological
methods (e.g., FCM) could be powerful tools for monitoring general microbiological water quality
during treatment and distribution, as well as for the design and optimization of RBF site operations.
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Figure 5. ICC monitored in various RBF wells in Budapest and their travel times in days, BF 1 = Csepel
water plant, well No. 1, BF 2 = Tahi 1, well No. 5, BF 3 = Tahi 2 well No. 5, BF 4 = Szigetujfalu,
well No. 7 with error bars rep-resenting standard deviation for those points, FCM samples were stained
with SYBER®Green and propidiumiodide, HPC data were provided by Budapest Water Works Ltd.
Modelled travel times may overlap depending on Danube River water levels.

3.2. Ultrafiltration Pilot Plant and Online FCM Measurements

During operation of the ultrafiltration pilot plant, bacteria and other particulate matter were
efficiently retained independent of feed-water quality. Figure 6 shows online FCM measurement
results of flocculated river water and river water as feed water. TCC in flocculated river water was
fluctuating between 3.8 × 103 and 1.2 × 103 TCC/μL. The 30 cycles from 9 November to 12 November
showed overall stable TCC of 2.1 × 103 TCC/μL but also daily fluctuations, and two biomass peaks
(cycle 9 and cycle 29).

TCC was considerably higher in Elbe River water with an average amount of 9.4 × 103 TCC/μL
with daily fluctuations from 4.4 × 104 to 1.9 × 103 TCC/μL (Figure 7) and biomass peaks at 27 April
(cycle 12) and 3 May (cycle 11) caused by a rainfall event on April 26th, and due to several rainfall
events around 1 May and 4 May. LNAP increases during rainfall and decreases during dry periods by
74.5% (not shown in Figure 6) as well as the TCC amount which was also documented in two studies
of Besmer et al. [24,25]. TCC in Permeate 1 range from 2.9 × 103 to 4.0 × 101 TCC/μL, and in Permeate 2
from 2.6 × 103 to 3.7 × 100 TCC/μL dependent on the feed water quality in the corresponding cycle but
are in a normal range due to inevitable bacterial regrowth after treatment. Cell numbers in the range
from 101 to 102 cells/μL of diverse bacterial dynamics in similar water habitats such as riverbank filtrate
or spring water were reported to be normal in previous studies [13,24,26]. However, the authors are
not aware of any online FCM long-term studies that provide data of a similar ultrafiltration pilot setup.

With respect to the influence of feed water quality no significant difference in permeate quality
using river water or flocculated river water as Feed (t-test, n = 44 (Elbe River), n = 59 (flocculated Elbe
River water) p > 0.05) was reported, demonstrating the high performance of ultrafiltration in terms of
microbiological removal of bacteria. Moreover, all online FCM results revealed higher amounts of TCC
(3.6 fold) in Permeate 1 in comparison to Permeate 2 due to the fact that the membrane units in this
pilot study differ in membrane area per module and pore size [19]. Hence, unit 1 with a pore size of
20 nm and 60 m2 is more permeable to microorganisms than unit 2 with 18 nm and 55.7 m2.
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Figure 6. Continuous determination of total cell count (TCC) in flocculated Elbe River water (feed),
Permeate 1 and Permeate 2, (a) 9–12 November 2018, (b) 19–22 November 2018), samples were stained
with SYBER® Green.

Figure 7. Continuous determination of total cell count (TCC) in Elbe River water (feed), Permeate 1 and
Permeate 2, (a) 26 April–29 May 2019, (b) 2 May–4 May 2019, samples were stained with SYBER®Green
and propidiumiodide.
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When investigating the cut-off values of Permeate 1 and Permeate 2 (Figure 8) median
microbiological removal rates of 2.41 and 1.19 log units were observed in flocculated river water feed
and Elbe River water feed in Permeate 2, whereas log removal efficiencies of only 1.28 and 0.92 log units
were achieved in Permeate 1. Such differences were also reported by Haas et al., [19] regarding ATPt
results at the same pilot setup. Log units in Elbe River water were in addition 28.1% (Permeate 1) and
50.6% (Permeate 2) lower than in flocculated river water due to the membrane flux being influenced
stronger by particular matter (e.g., dissolved iron or manganese). This leads to severe fouling problems,
particularly biofouling and organic fouling on the membrane surface [27].

Figure 8. Differences in log removal rates of Permeate 1 and Permeate 2 in (a) flocculated Elbe river
water t-test, n = 59, p < 0.05, n = 59 and (b) Elbe River water, t-test, n = 44, p < 0.05.

4. Discussion

In this study, the applicability of FCM and two enzymatic detection methods (ATP, ALP-TEA)
for monitoring water-quality parameters at RBF sites was investigated. Despite a good correlation
between FCM and ALP-TEA values, several differences were observed. In general ALP-TEA values
correspond better to FCM results. This may be due to the fact that ATPi amount varies across living
organisms and species, and is inter alia dependent of physiological states, especially HNA cells contain
a higher ATPi amount than LNA cells [28]. Furthermore, ATPi is calculated from ATPt and ATPe
results which were measured with a hand-held device where no collection of a fixed sample volume
was possible. Therefore, values were fluctuating which is proven by the standard deviation on the
triplicate samples.

The results of the dilution series (Figure 2) and also ALP-TEA values in CI (Figure 3) differentiate
from the ICC trend as well as from the ATPt results. This could be caused by the nature of intracellular
enzymatic methods. Intracellular enzymatic activity is generally bound to enzymatic concentration
which is mostly dependent on bacterial state of growth while no information about species, size or
number of a general population pattern is obtained.

ALP-TEA activity is especially high in the exponential stage of growth [13]. The probability
of exponential growth in smaller bacterial communities is lower due to its limited number of
microbiological species which is confirmed in Figure 2. Besides concentration, enzymatic processes
are also dependent on specific reaction conditions which can be disturbed by interfering substances
such as iron and manganese compounds. This was observed during ATP measurements in RBF well
water samples (not shown in Figure 5) which usually contain higher concentrations of dissolved iron
and manganese.

Additionally, FCM results may provide false positive signals due to staining limitations.
SYBER®Green binds to any source of DNA including higher animals and plants. Although dividing
cells and background signals through gates will remove most errors in quantitation, an overestimation
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of particle numbers must be always taken into account when assessing FCM results. Moreover, a recent
study revealed that propidiumiodide-based viability staining can significantly overestimate DCC
due to the presence of extracellular nucleoid acid (eNA) biofilms [29]. False positive results with
propidiumiodide dye have been also associated with high membrane potential or might be influenced
on physiological processes other than membrane damage in earlier studies [30,31].

Furthermore, the removal of microorganisms was correlating with travel time, proven by FCM
and HPC measurements for various RBF wells in Budapest. The observed log removal rates for bacteria
during RBF were in agreement with average values of 1.5 . . . 3.5 [32]. Despite the short travel time of
2 . . . 5 d in BF1, the removal rate of 1.10 log units is only slightly lower than values found at other RBF
sites [14,15]. No colony counts were detected by HPC or ALP-TEA (not shown in Figure 3), indicating
the limitations of these methods, whereas by FCM and ATP methods a low limit of detection was
proven and a high efficiency to assess microbiological dynamics during RBF.

Changes in BRU concentration after aeration processes were observed in D1 and CI, both showing
a slight increase in cell concentration by 4% and 13%. Here the aeration is operated as open cascade
towers and microbiological growth is stimulated by external biomass entries, especially seasonal
pollination. Further research is needed since analyzed data of the aeration processes suggest a
connection between bacterial growth and pollination. This may be based upon the assumption that,
especially on days without rainfall events, the growth was more intense. Alternatively, cell growth in
aeration towers D1 and CI could be caused by FCM dyes on pollen entries. This may lead as previously
mentioned to an over estimation of fluorescence signals.

Furthermore, differences in microbiological removal efficiency during sand filtration were observed
at all sites. Previous ozonation provides dead cell material, a carbon source, to still intact microorganisms
which are able to pass the sandfilter, and are therefore responsible to BRU increase in the filter effluent.
In D1 and D2 however, sand filtration operated as a microbiological barrier dependent on cell size,
cell morphology, motility, and membrane surface chemistry [33]. Additionally, microbiological
removal efficiency is dependent on the sandfilters general conditions such as the thickness of the
uppermost biofilm (Schmutzdecke), sand composition, or maturation of microbiological community in
the Schmutzdecke [34].

In terms of BRU increase in the D2 GAC filter effluent and the corresponding HNAC decrease,
it is presumed that certain strains, especially HNAC adapt more at colonizing the filter surface. In a
pilot study by Shirey et al. [23], the community structure of heterotrophic bacteria associated with
three GAC and two anthracite filters was examined over 12 months. Besides the diversity of bacterial
community structures in prefiltered water, media composition, and depth, time was also a significant
factor influencing bacterial communities within the filters. After the initial acclimation and colonization
period had passed, overall community structure became less variable [23]. To clarify whether those
cells are composed of a high HNAP amount, a similar pilot study using online FCM is necessary to
prove this assumption.

Final disinfection results in a strong BRU decrease which was observed at all sites. Interestingly,
in comparison to CI and D1 a decrease by 25.5% HNAP was observed in D2. This was likely due to the
fact that ClO2 was used as a disinfectant instead of Cl2. Previous studies revealed cell membranes of
HNAC bacteria were damaged much faster than those of LNAC bacteria during treatment with ClO2

while only small differences were observed during treatment with chlorine and chloramine, and no
difference was observed for ferrate treatment [22]. Thus, the considerably high HNAP decrease of
85.2% in D2 may be due to ClO2 treatment.

Results from the ultrafiltration pilot plant study confirmed that online sensors are of advantage in
terms of microbiological monitoring. Online measurements allow real-time detection of stable phases
which are missed by grab sampling or incorrectly characterized. Optionally, online FCM can be coupled
with online enzymatic activity probes (e.g., BACTcontrol). Besides ALP-TEA enzymatic activities of
EC (β-galactosidase) and E. coli (β-glucoronidase) can be determined that may speed-up the detectability
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of incidents which impair microbiological water quality and safety [16]. More detailed evaluation
regarding advantages of microbiological online sensors is given in previous studies [16,24–26].

Ultrafiltration proved to operate as an efficient barrier against microorganisms. During online
FCM measurements, the average TCC values measured in river water as well as in flocculated river
water are in normal range of surface water [35]. All feeds indicate an apparent bacterial fluctuation as
well as one event linked to rainfall (cycle 13 on 27 April). According to a local meteorological station in
D1, a rainfall event of 16.3 mm was recorded on 26 April in the evening [36]. This event is in accordance
with the observed TCC peaks. The second event indicates a strong TCC increase of 65.9% (cycle 11,
3 May) which is likely caused by several entries of different origin (e.g., shipping or leisure activities)
into the Elbe River due to a national holiday event on 1 May, and minor rainfall events including 3 May
(0.2 mm) [36].

To underline those assumptions, abiotic parameters such as EC, pH, or dissolved oxygen should
have been measured directly in feed waters which was beyond being integrated into the experimental
setup. Diurnal fluctuations of abiotic parameters in river water have been investigated in previous
studies [24,37,38]. Microbiological changes in surface waters may therefore be linked to photosynthetic
and respiratory metabolic processes as well as to changes in precipitation and dissolution of ions which
was inter alia assumed by Besmer et al. 2014 [24].

While the authors are not aware of previous studies regarding online FCM during ultrafiltration,
the TCC amount detected in permeates are in accordance to typical values of riverbank filtrate or
spring water. The daily patterns in Figures 6 and 7 were in accordance with microbiological dynamics
in feed water. The occurrence of TCC in the permeates was probably due to bacterial regrowth after
treatment [26,27].

Despite general membrane characteristics such as pore size and membrane surface and thus
differences in permeate quality were observed (Figure 8), median removal rates in river water (0.92 log
units Permeate 1 and 1.19 log units Permeate 2) was less than in flocculated river water (1.28 log units
Permeate 1 and 2.41 log units Permeate 2). Jadoun et al. 2018 suggested that biofouling promotes
the establishment of populations of water-borne pathogens on membrane surfaces. This was proven
in monitoring studies using both culture-based and quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR)
methods in which the ability of microorganisms to establish rapid biofilm formation and persist on the
membrane surfaces was demonstrated [27].

Considering the average amount of TCC in Elbe River water which is five times higher than in
flocculated river water, the impact of biofouling on the membrane surface would most likely affect
microbiological removal efficiency. The survival of biofilm-forming bacteria on the membrane surface
despite in situ backwash and chemical treatment highlights the importance of optimization of the
ultrafiltration process e.g. by applying RBF as a pretreatment step to ultrafiltration. In addition,
if coupling RBF and ultrafiltration, fewer chemicals would be needed with regards to disinfection and
membrane backwashing.

5. Conclusions

The results in this study provide insights into microbiological quality of treated water and
emphasize the value of rapid, easy, and sensitive alternatives to HPC-based monitoring techniques.
Despite a good parameter correlation, in particular in between ICC and ALP-TEA results, several
divergences were observed. These were probably caused by method-based limitations such as staining
techniques (FCM) or interfering ions (ATP, ALP-TEA). Also, due to different parameters defining
bacterial concentration being measured, a direct comparison between these variables was rather difficult.
The sets of microbiological data of RBF and other water treatment-related samples, nevertheless,
enhance the understanding and improve the assessment of microbiological dynamics during drinking
water treatment. However, further research, especially long-term studies to cover different seasons at
RBF sites, are of vital importance to underline the results gathered in this study.
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The online FCM data during ultrafiltration revealed diurnal BRU fluctuations, likely in response to
nutrient concentration and abiotic parameters in feed water. These rapid changes should be considered
when water is monitored by grab sampling. At present, little is known about online FCM during UF.
Further long-term data combined with abiotic parameter monitoring and optional enzymatic activity
are, therefore, required.

The presented methods may serve as possible alternatives in the future for the assessment of the
quality of RBF water. However these methods are not yet accredited, hence measurement results are
informative. Nonetheless, the article is of interest to all drinking-water suppliers that operate RBF
systems to consider improving general microbiological monitoring.
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ALP Alkaline phosphatase
ATP Adenosine triphosphate
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DCC Desolate Cell Count
FCM Flow cytometry
HNA High Nucleic Acid
HNAP High Nucleic Acid Percentage
ICC Intact Cell Count
LNA Low Nucleic Acid
LNAP Low Nucleoid Acid Percentage
RBF Riverbank filtration
TC Total coliforms
TCC Total Cell Count
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